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Abstract
This thesis is a study of the changing role which Toynbee
Hell, the first university settlement, played in East London between
1884 and 1914. The first chapter presents a brief biography of
Sainiel Augustus Barnett, the founder end ft ret warden of the
settlement, and analyzes his social thought in relation to the
beliefs which were current in Britain during the period. The
second chapter discusses the founding of the settlement, its organiza-.
tion&. structure and the aims which underlay its early v&rk. The
third chapter, concentrating on Iliree residents, C.R. Ashbee, .H.
Beveridge and T. dmund Harvey, shows the way in which subsequent
settlement workers reformulated these aims In accordance with their
own social and economic views. The subsequent chapters discuss the
accomp1Ishnnts of the settlement in various fields. The fourth
shows that Toynbee Hell's educational program, iich was largely en
attempt to work out Matthew Arnold's theory of culture, left little
i.mpact on the life of E85t London. The fifth chapter discusses the
set tlanent residents' Ineffectual atteuts to establish contact with
working men's organizations. T he final chapter seeks to demonstrate
that In the field of philanthropy the resident a were far nre success-.
fu]. than in any other sphere in adapting the settlement to changing
social thought.
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Introduction
A study of Toynbee Hall between 1884 and 1914 helps to
illuminate venous aspects of the soda], history of the period.
The settlement is significant first becaise it attempted to rk
out the social and economic doctrines of the 1880's. Embodying the
beliefs held. by a siiif leant proportion of informed opinion, it was
hailed at its foundation as one of the most constrictive attempts to
deal with the novel problems created by urbanization and industrialization. An analysis of the activities undertaken by the residents
in the fields of education and. philanthropy thus reveals the extent
to which the social thought of the time proved, relevant to the problems
actually confronting the society. Toynbee hail can also be viewed
as a force in the history of social reform In Britain. Although
members of an institution established with precise als, the
residents sought to remain responsive to the changing climate of
social opinion. 1oreover, as the settlement vrkers gradually
recognized the futility of sme of the settlement's activities, they
themselves helped to shape the social thought of the period. By
1914 many of the residents were involved in t3'pes of social work
which the founders would have considered inappropriate to a university
settlement. T he history of the changing concerns of the residents
demonstrates the way in which the nation's ideas about the nature
of poverty in an industrial society slowly developed.

r--

Two works have generally be en regarded as the stand ard urc
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for Toynbee Hall. Both, however, are Inadequate. Henrietta
Barnett's two-volume biography of Canon Barnett, while incorporating
a considerable amount of primary material, is highly subjective.
Mrs. Barnett misconstrued large aspects of the life of her husband
and many of her facts are inaccurate. kost seriously, she edited
Bernett's personal letters. Some of her revisions were relatively
minor. She substituted complete words for his abbreviations, corrected
his punctuation and spelling, and added a few words and phrases for
clarity. It is more siificant, however, that she rewrote many
sentences and frequently canbined several letters into one, thus
obliterating a sense of the progression of ernett's thought. The
collection of his letters, formerly in the possession of his nephew,
Mr. S.H.G. Barnett, and now available at the Greater London County
Record Office, pennits the historian to revise the portrait which
she presents.
Toynbee Hall: Fifty Years of ocia1 Progress, 1884 - 1934 by
J.A.R. Plinlott is not as deliberately misleading as Henrietta Bernett's
work. It suffers, however, from reliance both on her biography end
on the settlement's annual reports and monthly journal, The Toynbee
Hall Record. Perhaps because the latter portray only the public
side of the sett1nent's life, Pimlott does not consider either
the way in which the residents actually viewed their work or the
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inrpact which it had on East London. It is hoped that by making
use of the private papers of such importt residents as C.R. Ashbee,
Canon Barnett, W.H. Beveridge end T.L. Harvey it Will be possible
to present a riore realistic Impression of the history of Toynbee
Hall.
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Chapter I: Canon Barnett
The period between 1880 and 1914 was maited by an increasing
UfleaslneS8 among the wealthy in Britain ebout the gulf betweam the
ideals end reality of their society. Samuel Augustus Barnett, the
founder end first warden of Toynbee Hall, both sharpened this
sense of moral obligation and provided ways and means of expressing
it. He was born in Bristol on Bebruary 8, 1844, the son of a
manufacturer with strong Conservet lye views. The only document
from his childhood is a journal he wrote during a trip with his
father to Ireland where he was Impressed with everything but one
town: "in truth It ws not much to see being one long irregular
1
street and mostly poor Inhabitants." Educated during most of his
youth at home, he entered adham College, Oxford, in eptember 1862;
according to his wife, his family chose the college beeause of its
2
Tory and. evngelica1 views. Although he later glorified the life
of an Oxford student his own university career was undistinguished.
Ho made no lasting friends, took little part in any of the societies
he would eventually praise and graduated in 1865 with a second class
degree. He spent the following two years as a master at inchester
College, thus gaining his only experience of a public school, the
banuel Augustus Barnett, Diary of Tourney to Ireland, n.d.
Barnett Papers.
2. Henrietta 0. Barnett, Canon Bernett; His Life, iork and. Friends
(London, 1919), I, 9.

1.

-

frame of reference for a large part of Toynbee Hall as for other
late Victorian middle-class institutions.
On 6 April 186?, Barnett sailed for New York, beginning a
trip of nine months through post-Civil War P1znerica. Many years
later he encouraged his brother to allow his son to take a similar
trip: "I ranember how it stirred me. The language, the social
interests at once appeal to an Englishmen and Uely will find himself
3
a social refomtr without knowing it." He also rutedly said:
"Born end nurtured in an atmosphere of Torylan what I saw and heard
4
there LTn Americ/ knocked all the Toryism out of me." But his
journal belies these recollections. His first concern in every
city was with the standard of ccnfort, of food and of service in
5
the hotel. The journal began: "With the 'Scotia' as a ship and
a steamer no fault can be found, but it is a question whether the
accoirinodation end coiflfort are such as might be expected by passengers
pa ying 3l." Upon landing in Baltimore he wrote: "I stayed at
the 'itaw House' not a good one, the so-called gentleman's
parlour being totally unfit to sit in." In St. Louis, many months
3. 3.A.B. to F.G.B., 27 February 1904.
4. Quoted in W. Francis Aitken, Canon Barrett, arden of Toynbee
Hall: His Mission and Its Relation to ocial hovanents
(London, 1902), 25.
5. Unless otherwise noted, the subsequent quotations in this and
the following two chapters are from S.A. Barnett, Journal of
Thip to America, 6 April 186? - 13 July 186?. (The individual
entries are not dated.)
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later, he complained: "With no fat aniirls, no good butchers
& no good means of cooking & a barbarous fashion of serving, it
is alnost inioossible to enjoy dinner in kierlcan hotels." A
perceptive sight-seer, he scrupulously recorded the details of
everything he saw and heard, but women's dresses, the architecture,
the layout of the streets end the nature of the foliage interested
him as much as eocla]. questions. He was unimpressed by the one
philanthropist he met and his conscience does not appear to have
been touched by his first sight of a New York slum. The wealth of
a few individuals, subsequently the object of his scorn, mmely
filled him with awe. Only the certitude with which he pronounced
his opinions end his consistently noralizing taie foreshadow the
men he was to become.
From the beginning to the end of the trip he retained the
views of a Tory-, determined to preserve social prerogatives.
Henrietta Barnett later claimed that "in anita of hi a Inherited
principles against slavery, he had always en apologetic appreciation
of the dIiIfIed g&ierou-hearted free-living ex-slave owners of
6
the Southern States." Barnett himself would not have agreed.
Horrified by the violence he found throughout the South, he corxluded:
"The Southern Is a would-be aristocrac ... very far rrxved from
6. h.O. Barnett, Bernett, I, 13.

:11

my idea of a polished gentlemen." But the manner in which he
expressed his criticism also shows that he was not attracted by
the northern ideals of damocracy or equality. Irish waiters in
New York had "too independent en air." The American conatituti on
"fails to govern men & men in their present state must be governed."
He noted the disparity between his thought and that of a Radical
lawyer: "his starting point being that every man ha. a right to
vote, mine being that it is also first every m&i's duty to make
himself fit to vote, we of course could not agree." In general,
the iepublican Party was composed "of men with extravagant ideas."
Ten years later Bernett' s foremost aim had become to encourage
contact between the different social classes. But he now noted
that the mi.ng of the classes in a Boston high school had "no
evil effects for the eting takes place simply at school, I doubt
though whether this system could produce the 'gentleman' wh. our
public schools ... produce." In Ottawa he approved of the "free
intercourse but not familiarity between the classes."
What Bernett did imbibe in America was racial prejudice.
He agreed with teachers who considered it impossible to educate
Negro children: "the black waiter when be is doing nothing has as
vacant, inane a look as it Is possible for any animal to have."
After visiting a Negro school in Baltimore, he slightly revised this
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conclusion, but he continued to be disturbed by the physical
appearance of the Neglo: "The great objection to the negro is his
odour & that some insist may be removed by cleanliness; his face,
I grant, may be improved by education but whether the awkward
gait is as soxr doctors say the result of incest, I much doubt."
He was more approving of the Florida Negroes because they were "more
childish & good humoured ... A great number seemed to heng abt
the hotels & were ready to do anything for anybody." His fine].
comment was in New Orleans: "The boy nigger seems bright enough
& has a most intelligent look, but he is not the father of the man;
the chin & forehead of the man nigger recede, the nose flattens
out, & the lips protrude & thing of Intelligence is left.N
It was during the next period in his life that arnett
developed into a social reformsr. On 22 December 186?, five months
a'ter his return, he was ordained deacon and. inmediately assumed
the position of curate to the Reverend W.H. Fremsntle (later the
)ean of Ripon) at St. Iary's, .bryanston square, Larylebone. Two
years later Fremantle established the first district coninittee of
the newly formed Charity Organisatlon Scx3iety. ThIs prominent
society embodied mid-Victorian social and economic Ideals. Viewing
noverty as the direct result of individual failing, it condemned
indiscriminate almagiving and sought to control both Poor Law
relief and. nrivate charity in order to prevent the demoralization
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of the poor. iernbers were instructed to caterize each applicant
for relief as either 'deserving' or 'undeserving' ani to aid him
only in ways which would enable him to become self-reliant.
remantle turned his parish funds over to the t. Mary's .elief
Coninittee which in turn was guided by the iva1ebone Coni1ttee of
7
the C.O.S. The liaison betwean the two coirzaittees was Octavia
Hill. A determined and donatic woman, she campaigued for the
preservation of open spaces in london arki laid much of the groundvrni
for the National Trust. Her fne, however, rests on her somewhat
dubious experiments in woiing-class housing. She converted slum
tenements in Larylebone into blocks of self supporting model
dwellings which in turn served as the means by which she attempted.
to improve the character of her working-class tenants. believing
that "the people's homes are bad because they are badly built ar
arranged; they are tenfold worse because the tenants' habits and
8
lives are what they are", she introduced improvements in the
7.

8.

Lynedoch Gardiner, "Relief: Utilization of Voluntary ifforts,"
Appendix No. 13,Third Annual Report of Local Lrovermnent Board,
1873-74, 131-35; O.H. to J.H. Frementle, 1 November 1876.
Collection of letters from 0. Hill to h.O. and S.A. Barnett,
L.S.E.; 0. Hill, "Relief : Official end Volunteer Agencies in
Administering," Appendix No. 12, Third Annual xteport of Local
Government Board, 1873-74, 126-30; Recollections of .Jean
remantle, ed. The Master of Balliol (London, 1921), 87-88;
St. hery's, Bryanston quare. Pastoral Address and .teport
of the Cherities for the Year 1870, 16-18, 29-38.
0. Hill, hc!nes of the London Poor (London, 1883), 68-75.
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dwellings only when the tenants evinced a corresponding desire to
reform themselves; a corps of volunteer lady rent collectors, whom
she carefully supervised, provided the necessary friendship, encouragement and. instruction. By the turn of tiE century it had
becane fashionable to ch&..lenge her rigidly individualistic views,
but in the 1860's and 1870's she was revered as a courageous and
imaginative social reformer. Barnett, w}x worked with her closely
for a number of years In the administration of 1arylebone's relief,
was greatly Impressed.
On 8 February 1873, Octavia Hill's sister Miranda wrote
to a friend:
Did I tell you that Mr. .barnett, the curate
who has worked with Octavia so admirably in
t. Mary' s, has just married Miss Henrietta
Rowland, one of Octavia's best woners; end.
now they are going to live and work in the
East End? Octavia thinks it such a splendid
thing to have such a man at work down there she thinks it quite a nucleus of fresh life;
end Lirs. Barnett, of whom Octavia is very
fond, is admirably fitted f the work too.
The wedding was very touching - the church
Was crowded with poor eop1e; even the galleries
were filled with them.
Henrietta Octavia weston barnett was born in 1851 to a wealthy
family in Claphem. 'while still a young woman she became one of
Octavia hill's volunteers, investigating the credentials of applicants
9. Miranda hill to Mrs. Ourant, 8 ebruary 1876, LIfe of Octavia
as Told in Her Letters, ad. C• .dmund aurice London, 1913),
281.
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for relief. As the wife of emuel i arriett, she was known as an
arrogant, opinionated woman who freely displayed her contempt for
such various categories of men as exrloyers of sweated labour,
slum landlords, Jews an1 pacifists. Although Topbee Hall residents
frequently ridiculed her inflated sense of propriety and her selfriiteousness, they grudgingly acknowledged their respect for her
determination and energy. She was the first nominated woman
Guardian in 1875 and served as manager of a district school from
1875 to 1897, as a member of the Departmental C ommittee to
into the ozidition of oor

liaw

tnquire

chools in 1894 and as honorary

secretary of the tate Children's Association which she helped to
found.

he

also organized comnitteea for sending

ailing children

to the country, for visiting the inmates of workhouses and for
aiding young girls to obtain positions as servants in respectable
households. In addition, she executed many of her husband' a
schemes and, xzst Impressively of all, founded the Hampatead. Garden
Suburb. In 1917 she was awarded an O.B.E. and in 1924 she was
made a Dane of the Order. Capable, masterful and intolerant, she
was the adored wife of a gentle and religious man.
One nnth after their marriage, the .zarxtts mDved to
East London where eruett becane vicar of t. Tude's, ihitechapel.
Mrs. .3ernett later described the way in which her husband obtained
this position:
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As ...we were determined to go to East London,
she Loctavia ff1127 set to wric to get us there.
bhe wrote to Mr. Edimind hollond who had followed
the steps of Ir. dward iJenison who in 1869 had.
gone to live as a laiman in tepney. Dr.
Tackson was then Bishop of London, and. when the
living t St. Tude's, hitechapel, fell vacant,
Mr. bedniund hollond asked that it sheuld be
offered to Mr. Barnett, who would then marry a
lady who had long wished to take up work in
East London.
The Bishop's letter to Ir. arnett was kind
and fatherly, the letter of a general sending
a young captain to a difficult outpost.
'Do not hurry in your decision' - he wrote,
'it is the worst parish in my diocese,

inhabited mainly by a criminal population,
and one which has, I fear, been much
corrupted by doles.'1°
This version of the Bishop's letter has been frequently quoted.
But in fact his actual letters were somewhat different:
St. Tude's Whitechapel Is about to be vacant,
its Incumbent Mr. Haines having accepted
another living. It is perhaps the worst
district in London containing (with a
certain number of respectable and well to do
tradesmen) a large population of Tews and
thieves. aould you be disDosed to undertake
the difficult chores? The population is about
6000. The inczne was made up lately by the
Ecc].es. Conin. to about 300. but the present
Inctunbent - not very wisely I think - has
abolished the pew rents, very small no doubt
but formerly considerable. There is a hise.
I do not press for an answer as I shall like
you to see the place. There is a great though
difficult work to be done there.11
10. h.0. Barnett, Barnett, I, 68.
U. r. 3ackson to S.A.B., 27 November 1872. barnett Papers.
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The Bishop's second letter was no more encouraging:
I am glad tbet you have decided to accept
St. Tude's. It is, no doubt a work of self
denial, but undertaken in Xt's spirit it will
not be left without a blessing.
Some of r. Haines' difficulties he will not
leave behind him; b plenty remain. May God
enable & bless you.
Mrs.

smended version of the letter is a definite improve-

ment. A "criminal population" was a more judicioua way of describing
Barnett's parishioners than. "sews and thieves." Pbe Bishop's
criticism of the practice of abolishing pew rents showed little
understanding of the aims of those members of the clergy concerned
about social inequality. On the other hand, had he In fact stated
that the people of hitechapel hed been dral ized by indiscriminate
almsglving he would have justified the cernettd almost eigleminded
concern with this problem during their first years at St. Jude's.
The Bishop's curt and unsympathetic letters, however,
perhaps best illustrate the attitude of the upper classes toward
a man determined to live in .L,ast London at the time. St. Jude's
stood at the cent of an area filled with conin lodgIng houses,
inhabited by many who either stole or lived on charity. L9rnett's
parishiones included only a few of the thrifty, Independent,
upwardly mobile working man on whom most reformers pinned their
hopes. Official statistics underlined the popular impression of
12. J. Jackson to S.A.B., 10 December 1872. arnett Papers.
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lhitechapel as one of the poorest and. most overcrowded districts
of London. Of the district's aDproximstely 76,000 inhabitants,
13
3,554 were dependent on some form of out-door relief in 1870.
The kedical Inspector for 1hitechape1 reported in 1873 that onefifth of the district's children died before they were one year
14
old and one-third before they were five. In a section of the
district close to t. Jude's, moreover, the rate of mortality of
15
as
high
as
61.1%.
These figures were in
children under five was
large part attributed to poor housing conditions. The Inspector
noted in particular that he had found one man, six w.men and three
children sleeping in a room measuring 12 x 9 x 7 feet on Goulston
16
Street, a few blocks from t. Jude'; in 1871. As late as 1891,
over 44% pe-eet of the population lived in tenements of one or
17
two rooms. It should therefore perhaps have come as no surprise
when Charles Booth discovered in 1889 that almost 40% of 'hitechapel's
18
inhabitants were living beneath the "poverty line". When the
Barnetts arrived at St. Jude's, philanthropists and journalists
13.
14.
15.

16.
17.

18.

rJhitechapel Union, Report of the Guardians nd Abstract o±
Union Accounts for Year Ended, March 1911, vlx.
Henry Jephson, The $anitery volution of London (London, 1907),
278-79.
.2 . cit., 279.
Qp. cit., 243.
53.
Qa.
Charles Booth (ed.) Labour and Life of the People, Vol. I:
East London (London, 1889), 36.
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had barely begun to discover East London, and the clinics, washhouses, schools, and libraries which they could later point to as
the tangible results of their woit did not yet exist. Some twenty
years later social work In the East .End had become en acceptable
occupation for a university graduate and even slunining had become
a fashionable pas/tirne. But in 1872 Bamett's decision to reside
in Whitechapel was an aberrant step for a man of his social standing
to take.
As Vicar of St. Tnde's, B amett's primary goal Was to
attract his parishioners to the church. The iiersonality of
London, the physical segregation of Its classes and the absence of
strong social pressures, the same social conditions 1n fiot which
later inel1ed tiarnett to found Toynbee Hell, bed weakened the
force of religion in East London. In 1880 Walshain How, the bishop
responsible for East London, remaiked that ast Enders thought of
religion 'as belonging to a wholly different class from theniselves,"
Barnett's first parishioners were no exception. Placing the blame
partly on the Church of ngland's Indifference to contenorary
social problems, he served from the late 1870's as a prominent
member of the Church Reform Union. This organization was formed
to bring the Church into closer hennony with the needs of the day,
19. de1sham How in Church Congress eport (1880), 94-95, quoted
in K.S. IngIis, Churches id the .orking Classes in Victorian
igland (London, 1963), 323.
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hoping thereby to resist the pressures for disestablishment as well.
On the council of the Union .L3arnett worked closely with Philip
Lyttelton Gell, the first chairmen of the council of Toynbee Hail,
and with T.H. Green and Arnold Toynbee, both of whom strong].y
20
influenced the foundation and early form of the settlement.
In both his private correspondence and public articles during the
period Barnett frequently expressed his contempt for the vast
majority of the members of his profession, criticizing their
blindness to the nation's problems end. their ostentatiously
21
wealthy style of life.
In hitechape1, Bernett attempted to act according to his
image of the model clergyman. Finding St. Jude's in a moribund
condition, he repaired the church, reorganized a choir end reopened
22
the church schools. In 1889 he wrote to his brother: "There Is
grt. nonsense talked abt. peoples dislike of church. T hey have
no dislike, they simply feel that church as it Is does not help
23
them." In an attempt to adapt tbe church to the demands of East
20. Leaflets of Nations]. Church deform Union (1880-1895); P.L. Gell
to S.A.B., 1 December 1880; Arnold Toynbee to S.A.B., 19 January 179, 2 .ebruary 1879, 18 June 1879. Barnett Papers,
LambeM Palace Library, london S.E. 1.
21. E.g. S.A.B. to F.G.B., 6 Iay 1893.
22. S.A.B. to nn. ffiarishioner, 7 March 1873. Barnett Papers.
23. S.A.B. to F.G.]3., 16 November 1889.
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Enders, he modified the form of the Sunday services, instituted a
"Worship Hour" and a children's service, organized oratorio con.certs, hung pictures throughout the church and commissioned
24
William Lorris to redecorate it. On a wider scale, the Barnetts
tried to fill the p in moral and cultural leadership which they
believed that the flight of the wealthy from ast London had left.
Barnett canaigned for better housing and for a more rigid enforcement of sanit ary regulations end urged local authorities to build
libraries, playgrounds, washhouses and dispensaries. He also
served as a mnber of the hitechapel '3oerd of Guardians and
organized local branches of the Metropolitan Association for
befriending Young bervant a, the anit ary Aid Committee and the
Children's Country Holidays Fund. Together the arnetts established
a church library, held annual art exhibitions and brought University
Extension lectures within the reach of msnbers of the conmiunity.
In addition they ran a boys' club with eighty-five members by 1883
and a men's club comprising 180 manbers, and offered their support
25
to local cooperative societies. In. order to "bring about that
intercourse between classes which is one of the objects of our
26
life here," they entertained their neighbours and friends from
the uest End together and took groups of their parishioners on
bt. Jude's, hitechape], Pastoral Address end deport of the
Parish ork (1882-87).
25. St. fude's, r eport for Year 1882-83, 17.
26. Ibid.
24.
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excursions to the universities or to the homes of the wealthy.
In many ways Toynbee Hall was en outgrowth of thi a work begun In
the early 1870's; one tbexi of subsequent chapters will therefore
be the gradual broadening of the settlement's efforts from the
erdevcrs-

traditional nineteenth-century JErish aetivitie-s to those xire in
harmony with the needs of the early-twentieth century.
But these various activities made little Impact on the size
of i3arnett's congregation. In 1878 he thus considered abandoning
2?
the work and transferring to a country parish; two years later
he applied for a position In a slightly more prosperous section
lie j,gliev&
of East London wher&liis parishioners might be more receptive to
28
his teaching. Although he remained, vicar of St. Jude's for many
years, he grew no more confident about his effectiveness. Nine
years after he settled in hitechape1, Barnett reported: "In
this parish strive as we may ... we are fain to confess that the
Church services exercise no influence conqarable to the work they
29
involve." The following year he was even xxre disheartened:
"Year after year I have expressed my hope of what the Church might
be in the parish, and year after year I have to confess disappointment.
This year there is no success to chronicle which seems success
27. 0.H. to S.A.B., 9 October 1878.
28. 0.1. to H.O.B., 1 August 1880; O.H. to .A.B., 6 August 1880.
29. St. Tiñe's, xeport for Year 1882-83, 9.
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30
when placed alongside of what might have been." In one sense the
settlement movient, begun the same year, resulted from this sense
of fnistration; it had become clear to Barnett that ast London
could not be transformed by a few isolated clergymen.
Octavia Hill watched closely over t1 work of the Bernetts
during their early years in Thitechapel, receiving copies of at
least some of Bernett's sermons and of his parish reports and
31
assisting him in numerous ways. Vhem the Barnetts took a vacation
32
in 1874, she superintended the alterations of the church. At
other times she raised money for Barnett's parish activities and
contributed a small sum from her own fund, helped to popularize some
of his new ideas for social reform and suested the names of volun33
teem who could assist the barnetta in E ast London. Her letters
show, moreover, that she was confident that Earnett was carrying
out her own ideals in Whit echapel. She frequently sought his advice
and woiked with him closely both on C.O.S. affairs and in the
34
campaign to preserve open spaces. As she vaote to Henrietta
30. t. Jude'B, heport for Year 1883-84, 7.
31. O.H. to H.O.B., 26 December 1873; 0.11. to S.A.B., 9 October 1878.
32. O.H. to S.A.B., 11 September 1874, 12 October 1874.
33. 0.11. to H.O.B., 19 December 1875, 7 May 1876, 24 October
1876, 9 December 1876; 0.11. to S.A.B., 26 January 1875.
34. O.H. to H.O.B., 20 November 1875, 19 December 1875, 6 March
1876, 24 October 1876, 5 February 1878, 18 February 1876,
II March 1878, 20 June 1879; 0.11. to S.A.B., 3 January 1873,
12 November 1875, 27 December 1875, 23 March 1877, 4 April 1877,
2]. April 1877, 24 April 1877, 4 March 1878, 7 January 1879.
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Barnett in 1876, she felt that "we are one utterly and. entirely
35
In What we aim at."
The first major concern of the icrnetts outside the church
clearly reflected Octavia Hill's inspiration. In arch 1875 she
wrote to a friend:
hat do you think that the Jiarnetts' great
news was? That they had had a legacy, and
wanted to soend it in rebuilding their worst
court irrespective of making it pay ... Of
course I said by all means; arid now, if they
can but purchase, I think It will give new
life to their future there, to see scene
tangible and radical refomn actually achieved.36
Within two years the Barnetts had bought an old building on
entrth treet, near St. Jude's, arid, with the help of friends,

had converted it into a model dwelling supervised by a group of
37
lady rent collectors. A more ambitious enterprise with which the
Barnetta were involved was the East nd Dwellings Company founded
in 1883. In her testimony before the oya1 C ojizuission on the
Housing of the Working Classes Octavia hill described the anpany
as the only one in London which was building houses in the mamier
she reconnnended and Identified Barnett, though not a director,
38
as "the heart and soul of the undertaking." Following her lead,
35.
36.

O.H. to H.O.B., 10 July 1876.
O.H. to 1^s. Nassau benior, 28 arch 1875, Octavia Hill, ed.
aurice, 324-25.
37. H.O. Barnett, Bqrnett, 130-32.
38. P.P. 1884-85, XXX Royal Connnission on the Housing of the
Working Classes, . 8849, 8850.
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the Company provided acconmiodatiom primarily for vrkers who had
been removed from their homes by the slum clearance progran ol' the
ketropolitan Board of works, a segment of the rking class too
poor to qualify for rooms in the buildings of the more famous
39
Peabody Trust. "Our intention," Bernett wrote,"is to build for the
unskilled labourers, the day w3ikers at the docks, and the many
40
men and women who live by casual einployaent." Octavia Hill laid
down explicit guidelines for the construction of such model blocks:
"Instead of hiliding what the promoters who come from ocinfortable
houses think ought to be wanted, they should build what really is
wanted, and what is essential to health ... Primarily, I should
not carry the water and the drains all over the place, I think
that is ridiculous. If you have water on every floor that Is quite
41
sufficient for working people." The first block erected Was called
the Katherine Buildings, situated near the Katherine Docks. It
was a five story building of one-room, "uniform, cell-like" apart-.
ments, leading off from narrow passages and containing neither a
42
sink nor a toilet. Barnett himself found the buildings too austere
39.
40.
41.
42.

Beatrice V ebb, iy Apprenticeship (Harmondsworth, Idddlesex,
1938), 310.
St. Tiide's, Report for Year 1882-83, 15.
Royal Commission on the housing of the 'orking Classes, Q,. 8852.
Link,edited by
B. vebb, ApprenticeshIp, 311-12. In 1885
Annie Besant and 'iUiam Stead, called attention to the unsatisfactory sanitary arrangements of the buildings. The
journal cleind that many members of one family had become ill
because their one window opened close to a sewerage trough and
urged the i±.ast 2nd Dwellings Conany to close "this fever trap".
(The Link, No. 28 (11 August 1885), 4.)
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end a few years after their opening rrked with approve], that a
subsequent venture, College Buildings, had been built "with some
43
regard to beauty." But he remained as convinced as his mentor of
the value of lady rent*co].lectors. Like B arnett's nre famous
enterprise, Tonbee Hall, this housing scheme was based partly on
his belief in the beneficent potentialities of personal contact
between the classes. The woman who toured the buildings collecting
the rent each week were expected to fm friendships with the tenants,
encouraging them to strive for self improvement and promoting
social hannony. In 1882 he wrote: "Personally I am strongly of
the opinion that houses so let can only be managed by collectors
who make themselves friends of the tenant ... It is a cheering
thought that In a few years ... by the relation of landlords end
tenants friendships will grow, between all classes, between rich
44
and. poor, between Jews and Gentiles." It Is unlikely, lxwever,
that this end was ever accomplished. Looking back on her experiences
as a rent collector under Barnett, argaret Nevinson later recalled
primarily the ruses her tenants employed to avoid paying rent and
concluded that "the greatest asset for a rent collector was a hard
45
heart," Another rent collector was B eatrice Potter (Webb), who
43. t. J1e's, Report for Year 1886-87, 12.
44. St. Tude's, .(eport for Year 1882-83, 15.
45. Largaret Nevinson, Life's F itful Fever: A Volume of Luemories
(London, 1926), 87.
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undertook the wo± in order to gain first-hand experieixe of the
way in which the poor lived. She replaced her sister Kate who had
been treined by Octavia Hill end had. worked in Whitechapel for
46
ei g
h t ars. Beatrice Potter was at first filled with awe at the
idea that "the character of the coninunity will depend on our per47

aDnal influence." Three months later, however, she classified her
48
tenants as a "rough lot - the aborigines of the .ast End."
After working as a rent collector for a year end. a half she concluded:
"The lady ollectors are an altogether superficial thing. Undoubtedly
their gentleness and kindness bring light into many homes: but
what are they in face of this collective brutality, heed up
together in infectious contact, adding to each other's dirt, physical
49

and moral?" Even Bernett could feel little s'nathy for the new
tenants: "I took a party of neighbours round T onbee hail
There are few wor1men who rise above the ruts, they were a body fr.
the new dwelling ... & there was not one who was a bit superior to
50
the gang wh. one meets at an at home." In October, 1888, Barnett
46. Kate Potter (Courtney), "Diary" (1875). Courtney Collection,
L.S.E.; O.H. to H.O.B., 20 Novenber 1875.
47. B. debb, Apprenticeship, 314.
48. Ibid.
49. B. Jebb, Apprenticeship. 325.
50. S.A.B. to F.G.B., 24 Novenber 1884.
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was writing optimistically about "a big building scheme ... I
51
think we may try to rebuild the whole back qtrter." But bY t1n
his interest in housing schemes had begun to diminish. 1oreover,
during the early 1890's the East End Dwellings Conany was unable
to find a sufficient number of tenants and. was tnporeri1y forced
52
to circumscribe its activities.
Toynbee Hall was the second and far more significant undertaking in #lhitechapel for which Dernett was largely responsible.
He first presented his proposal for a university settlement in a
speech which he delivered at St. To1in's College, Oxford, in
Novenber 1883. The settlement was opened in December 1884 with
Barnett as Its first warden. In August l89rBarnett was appointed
Canon of bristol where, according to his wife, he took an Interest
in many of the projects of social reform which concerned Mm in
Whitechapel. However, he remained warden of Toynbee Hall and devoted his primary attention to the settlement's activities. He
resided in Bristol only during the months between ruly end September,
the period during which the settlement was largely inactive. In
1906, when he became Canon of es12nInster, he resigned the wardenship
of Toynbee Hall and. assumed the more honorary position of president.
51. S.A.B. to F.G.B., 20 October 1888.
52. P.?. 1903, IX, Royal Conmisslon on the Aliens .uestio,
. 17530; David Owen, nglish PhilanthroDy, 66O-J9Q (Cambridge,
Massachusetts, 1965), 391.
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From then. on, he made only occasional trips to bJhitechepel although
he remained in close contact with the institutions and organiations
he had founded there. He died In Hove on 17 June 1913. "It is
like him," his successor as warden of Tombee Hall reniarked two
days later, "to have chosen to have the funeral service In hitechapel
53
and not in the Abbey."
Barnett followed the example of 0ctvia hill in his early
3D

cia]. and eco xxnic thought as in his first major venture in the

field of social reform. He began philanthropic rk as a firm adherent of the Charity Orgenisation Society, sharing the widelyheld belief of his day that indiscriminate almsgiving was a siiif Icant cause of social distress. A3 he later wrote, he "caue ... to
East London determined, to war against a syst eni of relief which
ignorantly cherished, by the toor, meant ruin to their possii1ities
54
of living an independent end satisfying life." Be agreed t.at te
only valid form of charity Involved personal service and a continuing
the poor, a belief which encouraged the C.0.S. to
develop a professional case-work service end which InDtivated Barnett
to found Toynbee Hall. As a leading member of the VbItechapel
Board of Guardians between 1874 and 1903, Bernett helped to adapt
53.
54.

T.E.H. to Anna M. Harvey, 19 June 1913.
S.A. Bernett, 'Practicable bocialisni," Nineteenth "entury
(April 1883), reprinted in H.0. and .A. Barnett, Practicable
Socialism: Essays in social eform (2d ed.; London, 1894)
241.
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its policy to the tenets of the C.O.S. He also played an active
role in the local committee of the C.O.S., through which he adininis55
tered his own parish funds. In 1884 he veered slightly from
Chcrty Organisation guidelines when, "in response to sane pressure"
he instituted penny dinners for the children of the parish. But
the experiment was not a success: "After three months ... the
children ceased to come in sufficient numbers to pay expenses,
some because they got tired of novelty, some because they did
not like the food, some because they were too poor. These last
were all visited, and it was found that in most cases their poverty
was due to vice or to, for the time, irremediable causes. A
56
dinner in these oases would be cruelty."
In fact, Bernett bad some rational baia for his strong
aversion to the current practice of indiscriminate almsgiving.
According to lfrs. Barnett, when they first moved to VIhitechapel,
their oarishioners expected to be given money for food and backed
their dernds by intimidation. People who had been refused doles
57
frequently organised a crowd to hurl objects at the iarnett,d home.
But Barnett's preoccupation with pauperism made him almost oblivious
to poverty. In speeches, articles and sermons he reserved his most
55.
56.
57.

arishioner/, 7 Iilarch 1873.
S.A.B. to n.n.
St. Tude's, Report for Year 1884-85, 24.
11.0. Bernett, rarnett, I, 84.
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vituperative language for charitable agencies which administered
fui1s without adequate investigation rather than for the conditions
he discovered in E&t London. The sensational accounts of the
sufferings of the poor which led. to these relief funds were equally
at fault; the wealthy should carefully investigate the problems
they hoped to solve instead of succinabing to "foiiy and passion."

58

In the winter of 1885-6, whi a Mansion House coxittee collected
59
7O,000 and distributed it without thoroughly checking the
credentials of the recipients, B arnett won the praises of the
Chp rjty OrRamisation i eview for a letter to the press In which he
60
claimed that the Fund had "developed the causes of poverty."
The leeders of the Fund were "irresponsible agitators," whose
actions had shown "that although poverty Is great ... yet this
poverty being due to weakness of mind and body, is out of the reach
6].
of such careless remedies as relief funds." Years later barnett
included Mansion House Funds "wrong the possible winter horrors
62

of .ast Lsxi.don."
58.
59.
60.

61.
62.

t. ude's, port for Year 1884-85, 25.
S.A. Barriett, "Cleasing Storms," Toynbee Tournel and tudents'
Union Chronicle, Vol. I, No. 6 (1 March 1886), 41.
Charity Organisation .rteview (March 1886), 99-100; ee also
S.A. Barnett; "Relief 'unds and the Poor", I'ineteenth Century
(November 1886), reprinted in H.0. and S.A. Barnet% Practicable
Socialis, 58-77.
St. Jude'e, ieport for Year 1885-86, 27.
S.A. Barnett, "Charity Up to A.)ate", Contem-oorary ieview (February 1912), reprinted in 11.0. and .A. Bernett, Practicable
Socialism: New eries (London, 1915), 230.
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Viewing personal failure as a dominant cause of poverty,
Barnett placed little faith in the curative powers of social. l eg
islation. Through his actions as a social reformer he hoped to enable
other mubers of the upper classes to help tl poor improve their
own characters rather than to reorganize society. His goal was
charity, it social justice. In fact, in the field of housing,
Barnett never fully supported legislative intervention, perhaps
because it was here that Octavia hill's influence had been strongest.
During the 1870's and 1880's he cempeiaed for a more rigid enforceinent of sanitary regulations end. urged the 1setropol1tan Board of
1orks to take action under the Cross Acts by buying dilapidated
property in working-class districts and organizing rebiilding schemes.
But he never questioned the greater value of personal influence.
When the Royal Commission on the housing of the orking Classes
was being established under Charles Duke he confided to his brother:
"Monday I went to speak at a Dwellings meeting & said the cuckoo
cry. It is not legislation, it is individual interest will put
things r1it ... Sheftesbury said in private he thot 5hough7
63
the .o ya1 Commission on Dwellings a mistake. It is so." In his
annual parish reports, even while prai.ng the model blocks erected
by the ast .nd Dwellings Company, he wrote: "As 1ig as there are
63. S.A.B. to 1'.G.B., n.d. (A note in H.0. Benett's handwriting
states that the letter was written in 188w).
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people content to live as pigs, houses will become sties. It is
the people and not laws which eke homes, end before the people
can do so they must gain the taste and acq3.iire the sense of dignity
64
which .11 refuse to occupy a house where a borne is Impossible."
Like Octavia Hill, even after the concept of municipal housing had
been widely accepted, he attacked the London County Council for
65
undertaking to build dwellings for the poor.
Nevertheless, in fields other than housing, iarnett's
views did not remain stationary. His social thought hes frequently
been misunderstood by historians who believe that it can be gleaned
66
from one representative speech. In fact, be continually reformulated
his ideas in order to bring them into harmny with contemporary
social needs. A man strongly influaiced by tradition and. history,
he was also determined to understand end to further social change.
Dt. 3ude's, L eport for Year 1884-85, 13.
S.A.B. to F.G.B., 9 December 1899; S.A. Bernett, "The Housing
Problem," Nineteenth Century end After (November 1901),
'794-804.
66. For example, K.S. Inglis wrote: "Samuel aniett ... hoped
to see social harmony, but not social equality, he wished to
see social justice done through sanitary reforms, relief i±
(under severe discipline) for the unemployed, public feeling
of school children, garden suburbs end. universal old-age
pensions." (Churches end the Working Classes, 171.) It is
true that from the standpoint of the mid-twentieth century
few of these measures can be considared radical. betwe. 1884
and 1914, however, the merits of free meals for school children,
relief work for the unemployed end universal old age pensions
were frequently debated. By tracing o arnett's changing views
toward just these measures we can discern the alteration of
his social ideas.
64.
65.
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His unwillingness to ccum]it himself to any ideology or progranne
and his attempts to avoid, in so far as possible institutional
affiliations, made him continually open to new ideas. Between 1880
and 1914 thoughtful ng1is1unen attempted to redefine the nature
of poverty in en industrial society and to reassess the roles which
public and private philanthropy should play in Its treatment. By
the oiz&tbreak of the First or1d War a large percentage of social
reformers, ceasing to view individual moral failure as a primary
cause of social distress, had recognized the need for a redistribution
of nterial wealth. The period which opened with the views of the
Charity Organisation Society in the ascendancy closed with the passage
of a series of legislative acts, establishing a precedent for widespread
state control. Because Barnett felt an obligation to qstiou his
own beliefs in the light of his experience in East London and of
the Insights of a younger generation, he was able to provide continua]. leadership throughout the period.
The first sign that Barnett had modified his views appeared.
in 1883 when he published an article entitled "Practicable Sociallani".
The title itself was significant: the experience of w±ing in
East London for ten years had made Barnett a C hristian ocia1ist.
Although he had succeeded In reducing the aiixunt of doles distributed
in the conmunity, poverty remained.
us find ourselves face to face with the labourer
earning 20s • a week. He has but one room for himself,
his wife and their family ... By se1f-diia1, by
abstinence from drink, by daily toil, he and his wife
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are able to feed and blothe the children.
Pleasure for him end for them is impossible
holidays are out of the question
The future does not attract his gaze ... In
the labourer's future there are only the
workhouse and the grave.67
Even a skilled artisan earning 40s. a week could not save enough
to use hi few leisure hours productively, to obtain adequate medical
trealnent or to provide for his old age. Jhile rejecting revolution
as a solution, Barnett endorsed an active stat e policy through
which the condition of the people could be limnediately improved.
T he government should Drovide free librar1esparks, an improved aM
system of education and, most significantly, free medical treatment
end old age pensions. Ivrs. iernett later clainBd that her husband's
support of state-provided pensions followed naturally from his work
in connection with the Tower Hamlets Pension Fund founied in East
68
London in 1877. But she overlooked the extent to which "Practicable
Socialism" marked a turning point in o arnett's views. The Tower
Hamlets Fund was a private association managed for many years by
Albert Pell, a leader of the Charity Organisation ociety and
considered by the ociety e-e- en embodiment of Its views. Bernett,
however, was now departing from the C.0.S. by insisting that private
6'?. S.A. Barnett, "Practicable ocielism," Nineteenth Cenbiry
(April 1883), rrinted in 11.0. end S.A. Barxiett, practicable
Socialism, 241.
68. 11.0. Barnett, Barnett, II, 281-3.
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philanthxopy was not capable of dealing with the problem of poverty.
As T.S. and I.B. Siny wrote, public old age pensions were "the
symbol of the most urgent noral di lenina of the Victorian era;
namely, the reconciliation of collective action designed to remedy
social ebies1 and oromote the well-being of the individual, with
the maintenance and encouragement of personal responsibility and
69
initiative." Moreover, while the Tower hamlets Fund distributed
pensions only to men and women who had "given evidence of character
70
end thrift" in this article B arett urged that both pensions and
medical treatment be awarded witly ut character tests. In 1908
he explained why he made this second end equally important break
with Charity Organisation dogma:
Difficulties soon arose in the aininistration of
the bower hanlets Pension Fundj What was thrift?
ias a man to be refused a pension because be had
spent his savings in helping a friend or a child?
Was a widow to be refused because her husband. hal
been careless? ... Investigation broke down, as
indeed, it must always break down when inq.uiry provokes a battle of wits, end when the standards o
right differ in the various classes of society.7
Writing to his brother about a provident dispensary which was to
be established in East London in 1889, Barnett coinnented4
69. T.S. and
1960), 5.

70.
71.
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S.A. Barnett, "Pensions and Lcrality" (originally published
1908) reprinted in iI.0. and b.A. Bernett, Towards 3ocial
Reform (London, 1909), 175.
cit., 276.
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Once I WaS keen for sh a place & now I
see how necessary it is to provide a means by
wh. people may get good advice but the w1le
system Is such a muddle. Who is to get the
advice free & who is to pay. All these supple-.
mentary charities must vanish sane day - medical
& educational relief will have to be free. There
is no law to discriminate desert exc, pt the law
wh. lets the weakest starve & that Lla!7 another
law set in humanity contradicts. Free chools,
Free Doctors, Fje Books & Free Church are plainly
in my platform.
In a speech which he delivered In Bristol in

1894,

Barnett stressed

that there "Is something humiliating - a loss of self respect in
'73
submitting character to another's judnent."
Barnett's changing relationships to both the Whitechapel
Board of Guardians end the Charity Organisetion Society illustrate
the ways in which he continued to develop the Ideas embodied in.
this article. His break with the Society was a gradual process
begun in 1884. In that year his wife read a per at a meeting
of the C.O.S. in which, In her self-righteous manner, she scolded
.A.B. to F.G.B., n.d. (a note in 11.0. Barnett's writing
states t1t the letter was written In 1889).
73. Notes for a lecture In a series entitled "Christ and Workmen's Problems" delivered 6 June 1894. Barnett Papers.
The Old Age Pensions Act of 1908 provided for assistance
only to those persons who fulfilled certain roral and
economic conditions and it therefore owed little to Bernett's
proposal. Nevertheless, he did make at least one iuportant
convert. According to Beatrice ebb, his advocacy of
universal pensions convinced Charles Booth who In. turn
played a significant role In the nvement which led to
the adoption of the 1908 Act. (B. Webb, pprenticesh1p,
235.)
72.
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the manbers for their Indifference to broad social issues. Without
questIoning the cardina]. doctrines of the ocIety she urged nmbers
to break out of their narrow paths and consider positive ways in
which they night help the poor even as they rlhtly restricted
74
pecuniary aid. The same week Barnett wrote to his brother: "She
read her earnest soul into chaff of the clumsy met1ds of the COS.
I think her words will do good in rousing the society to a fuller
appreciation of its work. It is useless to go on today with the
75
methods of 15 years ago."
In 1886, when Barnett proposed that Boards of Guardians
estebi ish farm colonies to train certain groups of unanployed. men,
the divergence of his thought from that of C.0.S. leaders became
76
more pronounced. In an article published in November 1888 he
discussed In considerable detail the reans why a public authority
rather than a voluntary association should assume responsibility
77
for these colonies. Fe realized that the consensus was that Poor
Law relief should serve primarily as a deterrent and that the
74. 11.0. Barnett "What Has the Charity Organisation Society to
Do with Social Reform?", reprinted in H.0. and S.A. Barnett,
Precticable ocialIam, 207 - 18.
75. S.A.B. to F.G.B., 1 March 1884.
76. St. Jude's, Report for 1886 - 87, 22 - 23.
77. S.A. Barnett 1 "Training for the ljneurployed," Nineteenth Century
(Novenber 1888), reprinted in 11.0. and S.A. Barnett, Practicable
Soc1a]4, 308 - 22.
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Guardians should therefore administer only such institutions as
workhouses where conditions were as unpleasant as possible. However, edl.Eation could serve as a deterrent; residence at a farm
colony would mt be degrading for the unemployed but the loneliness
of the life and the herd vrk required would render the colony
unattractive to "loafers" and "idlers." Although private agencies
were as a rule more flexible end humane and could more easily
attract enthusiastic volunteers, Poor Law authorities alone had
the power and reeources necessary to carry through the progranine
on the scale required.
Shortly after the publication of th article, C.S. Loch,
the ecretary and guiding spirit of the Society, eressed his disapproval in his diary. Barnett's article was "a strorige medley":
he args as if he shared the views both of the
Poor Law Commissioners & C arlyle. Really ho
accepts neither. They were not for the extension
of State training farms. He was for a strict government of the people & in the last resort the whip
for the backs of the lazy or the pistol.'78
The fact that Loch referred to Bernett's proposal again end. again
In his diary can perhaps be taken as evidence or his dismay at the
heresy of a men whom he had forrrrly considered one of his closest
79
colleagues. Barnett was also aware that his espousal of labo,4r
78.
79.

C.S. Loch, "Diary", 3 Novanber 1888. Goldsmith's Library,
senate House, University of London.
op. cit., 1 October 1888, 23 October 1888,
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colonies marked a new stage in his relationship with the C.O.S.
His only reference to the Society in a letter to his brother in
1888 was couched In more caustic terms than he had formerly used:
"Wednesday I went to meet a lot of COS folk re i raining Farm. They
were just impossible - refusing to do anything except to clothe
themselves in the dirty rags of their own rightness. They were
on true principles, the public ld subscribe or not, they did not
80
care, they wid not bold meetings &c, &c."
The following year the C herity Organisation evIew printed
a hostile review of Practicable 3ocIalism, a collection of essays
by the Barnetta In which, as in the article by the same title, they
81
advocated state interference in a number of areas. From then on,
Barnett's articles and speeches, formerly held up as models of good
sense, were consistently criticized in the pages of the Review.
In an article in 1892 Bernett attacked the Society for its lack
of vision while reasserting his faith in the value of private
82
philanthropy. An article published In the following year contained
stronger criticism. Barnett condanned those reformers who "neglect
the fact that wages ... camiot oiovide sufficient Ireome to make
a man independent in sickness and old age, and regardless of this
80. 3A.B. to F.G.B., n.d. (11.0. Barnett, however, dates the letter
1888 (Barnett, II, 265).)
Charity
Organisation llevIew (May 1889), 197-220.
81.
S.A.
Barnett
"A Charity Clearing House," Newbury House Magazine
82.
(1892), reprInted In 11.0. and S.A. Barnett, Practicable
Socialism, 79-87.
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fact ... demend. a reform which will make relief impossible for any
one desiring to retain his self respect. They ask for prohibition
of all out-relief, peual labour for the able-bodied end the cellular
83
system for casuals." The Chity Organisation eview issued a
84
vituperative reply.
During the same winter b arnett again found himself in
conflict with C.O.S. leaders over the qtstion of farm colonies.
A Toynbee Hall coninittee, corip.sed of .iernett and another Toynbee
Hall resident, representatives of both trade unions and the C.O.S.,
and other prominent men interest in the qistion of uneniploynnt,
had investigated the condition of the unemployed in London and had.
concluded that, although there was no general distress throughout
the city, en abnormal number of dock la1xrers found themselves
out of work as a result of the decasualization of the docks. The
coninittee's report, written by B arnett and Sidney Webb, reconmended
that a scheme providing relief work be instituted whereby authorities could test the capabilities of this new group of unempioyed
85
and decide which men should receive further, more adequate aid.
A Mansion House Conference, Including the majority of the members
83. S.A. Barnett, "Poor Law ieform," Contairporary Review (March
1893), reprinted in Practicable ocIalism, 259.
84. Charity 0rgenisation devlew (April 1893), 149-53.
85.
(1892', 1-4; Record, Vol. V, No. 4 (January 1893), 38-41.
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of the Toynbee Hall committee, subsequently obtained 40 acres of
waste land near Stratford and offered a fortnight's digging work
under strict servision to unemployed dock laborers of Best London.
Of a total of 716 applicants, 130 were eventually c]isen for the
86
work. Although the Conferere followed C.0.S. principles in selecting
the men, the Society withdrew fxtm the management committee, on
which two of its leaders had served, when it refused to employ
the men only on piece-work. As the C.0.S. council wrote In its
annual report, "The Society could not ... be a party to any scheme
87
for increasing the habitual dependence of the poor." Once again a
project proposed by arnett had been condemned by the C.0.S.
In the spring of 1894 Barnett organized a protest anng
C.O.S. members when the goveiing council censured the Woolwich
88
district committee for endorsing old age pensions. Led by C.H.
Grinling, a former resident of T oynbee Hall end a friend of Barnett,
this branch had departed from the practices of the mejority of
C.O.S. committees by becoming a center for social refonn in the
89
community. Barnett urged that men be allowed to work with the
Society in organizing charity even if they condemned its individualIstic principles.
86.
87.
88.
89.
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At a meeting of the C.O.S. Council in Tuly 1895, Barnett read
a paper which he modestly called "A Friendly Criticism of the
90
Charity Organisation Society." In fact, it was a scathing attack.
He accused the society of narrowness and inflexLbility, of turning
its eyes "back to the past," and of being out of sympathy with
91
"the forces that are shaping the time." Although the Society's
nthod of dealing with indlividual cases of poverty was faultless,
92
its "sort of panic at the suggestion of socialism" had alienated
both the poor it attnpted to aid and the wealthy it sought to
enlist. By clinging to the "economic theories or the lady bountiful
93
practices" of twenty-five years earlier, nEmbers had. allowed the
principles of the past to become the dogmas of the present. Moreover, the ociety judged i-divi&cta1 applicants for relief according
to the standards of middle-class morality. Although Barnett himself
never gained an understanding of the attitudes or ways of thought
of the poo; like other middle-class men who have lived in a workingclass community, he had realized that tbrift was not necessarily a
virtue. A man earning less ths ]. a week could not save if he
provided for his family, educated his children and joyed the few
pleasures he could afford. More seriously, because the society
90. ieprinted in Charity Organisation -eview (August 1895), 33844.
91.
. cit., 342.
cit., 342.
92.
93.
. cit., 339.
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exalted the ideal of private charity, it condemned municipally administered farm colonies, state pensions and free medical aid,
Barnett' a own timid concessions to socialian, He concluded that the
Society, formerly the center of progressive thought and action, was
94
no "stranded in shoals from viich the tide has ebbed."
The speech had a strong effect on the Society. Its increasing
alienation from the tho ght of the day could not be ignored when one
of its earliest and most influential supporters defected. The
discussion following the speech thus became a debate on the ideals
95
and practices of the Society. Barnett was defanded staunchly by
C.H. Grinling and, more hesitantly, by Cokran, a Unitarian minister
96
who had woI1ed with him in iliitechapel. C.E. Maurice, the brother97
in-law of Octavia Hill, upheld individualism. F.D. ocatta, the
leading Jewish philanthropist end the one liaison between the 0.0.5.
and the Jewish Board of Guardians took a middle position, opposing
all proposals for public pensions and employment by the state but
98
endorsing free medical treatment. Another member expressed su.rpri. se
that a man he bad regarded as "the epostl of individual service"
99
was now preaching against it. But the strongest reaction was that
Cit., 343.
Chp rity Organisation eview (August 1895), 361-72.
Cit., 362-64.
96. Q. Cit.,
362-63.
97. Q .
. Cit., 363.
98.
• .22. Cit., 363.
94.
95.
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of C.S. Loch who renlied in a long, derisive speech. Interpreting
Barnett's address as a personal attack on himself, he reasserted
the CL.S. verities, denounced every suggestion for state Interference, and bitterly accused Barnett of desiring only to "be in harmony
with the current philenthrooic opinion of the moment or perhaps just
100
a few seconds ahead of it."
The impact of Bernett's speech on the broader world of social
reform was perhaps even greater. From the early 1880's until the
First world liST, informed opinion in b ritain was divided between
the individualism of the Chaty Organisation Society and. the collectivism of the growing number of socialist groups. Baiett's speech
was generally interpreted as a condnnation of the conservative
forces. Beatrice ebb later claimsd: "The break-away of smue1 and
henri etta ernett ... from the narrow and cont1nucisly hardening
dogma of the Charity Organisation 'oc iety sent a thrill through the
philanthropic world of London ... They had discovered for themselves
that there was a deeper ani nre continuous evil than unrestricted
and unregulated charity, namely unrestricted and unregulated capitalism
101
and landlordism."
Barnett's changing attitude toward the policies of the
.ihitechepe1 Board of Guardians also provides an example of the
100.
101.

. .at., 365.
B. webb, ADprenticeship, 234-35.
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alteration of his social and. economic views, he served as a
102
Guardian from 1874 to 1903 and as Chairman of the Board in 1892.
At his death the Guardians praised "the earnestness with which he
identified hine1f with the work of the thitechape1 Doard, and with
103
the policy of its administration." But in fact Bernett's record
of loyalty to the Board was not impeccable.
Whitechapel was one of three East London "model" Poor Law
Unions which rigidly restricted the distribtion of out-door relief.
This policy, a&pted in 1870, represented the most orthodox adherence
to the guidelines of the Charity Organisation bociety. Believing
that pauperisni was the most serious social problem and that private
philanthropy should therefore ass.mie the leading role in social
refo i,n, the Guardians attenipted to revert to the principles enuilelated by the Poor Law Cormissioners in 1834. Phey agreed that
relief should not be given to able-bodied men outside the workhouse
end that the conditions within the workhouse should be less pleasant
than those of the lowest group of independent laborers. In accordance
with the Goschen 4nute of 1869, the bitechapel Guardians divided
102. F.J. Tootell, Clerk to the Guardians and uperintendent
Registrar, hitechel Union, to H.0.B., 26 January 1915.
Barnett Papes; 8..A.B. to F.G.B., n.d., (references in the
letter to other positions Barnett held at the same tine suggest
the letter was written in 1892); lhitechapel Union, List of
Guertians, Coninittees, Officers, etc., 1883, 1899, 1900,
1902, 1904, 1905, 1906. Box 352, Local History Collection,
Stepney Library, iancroft Rd.
103. Whitechel Union, deport for Year Ended harch 1913, xxi.
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all applicants for relief into two categories. The Board itself
assumed responsi bility only for the "undeserving" poor who were
denied imnetary relief and sent to a harshly administered wo±house.
The local committee of the Charity Organization ociety dealt with
those men who were thought to be redeemable. In this way the Board
reduced its expenditure on outdoor relief from 6,685 in 1870 to
3

79 in 1911. The ntnnber of men receiving this relief fell from
104
3,554 to 79.
This extrane policy of "strict administration" was not widely
followed throughout the country. Although in accord with current
economic thought and with the piopagenda of the Chant y Organisation
Society, it was adopted by no nre than fifteen other Poor Law
105
unions. Its nst direct challenge, however, came at the turn of
the century from the Poplar doard of Guardians, daninated by George
Lansbury. The son of a railway engineer, Lansbury spent a large
part of his working-class childhocd in vhitechapel end became a
leading politician in the East End. He entered politics in the
thitechapel Union, eport for Year nded hanch 1911, xix.
It should be noted, however, that factors unique to fihitechapel
contributed to the sicess of this policy. The period was
marked by a large increase in the proportion of the district's
Jewish residents, most of whom applied for relief to the Jewish
Boa'4 of Guardians, a philanthroDic association, rather than to
the boor taw autlxnity. (Raynnd Postgate, The Life of George
cord, V01. XV, No. 3 (j)ecnber,
Lansbury (London, 1951), 46;
1902), 3.)
105. Charles Loch kowat, The Charity Organisation ociety, 1869-1913
Its Ideas end nTork (London, 1961), 116.

104.
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1880's as a L4bera1, serving as an assistant to LA.M. MacDonald,
a former Toynbee Hall resident, in the Dow end rom1ey Liberal.
Association. However, like other working men at the time, he was
increasingly attracted to socialism end in 1892 he joined the Soda]..
Democratic Federation. He 15 1nortant in this study primarily
because be

one of the few .ast Enders who h-es--writ-b-en an account

of his experiences. In. general, the role which settlement workers
assumed in East London insulated theni from the reactions of the
people they hoped to serve. Althoui Lansbury cannot be considered
a typical East Ender, his autobiography helps to reveal the gap between
the Intentions of middle-class reformers and the actual impact of
their actions on the working-class coninunity.

ills description of

his activities as a member of the Poplar Board of Guardians is a
convenient vantage point from which to view Barns tt's relationship
to the hitechape1 Board.
Lansbury was elected to the Poplar B oard in 1892. 'then the
Local Government Act of 1894 removed financial qualifications for
election as a Guardian, he was joined by a number of other socialist
working men. Although this new group of Guardians did not constitute
a majority, they were powerful aiough to guide the Board's policy.
Lansbury, the leader of the group, later defined his goal:
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'rom the first mcinent I determined to fight
for one policy only, and that was decent treatment for the poor outside the workhouse, and.
hang the ratesZ ... I iciow people drink, gamble,
end are often lazy. I also know that taken in
the mass the poor are as decent as any other
class, and. so when I stood as a Guardian I took
as my policy that no widow or orphan, no sick,
infirm, or aged person should lack proper provision
of the needs of life, and the able bodied should
get work or maintenance.106
Official figures show that he was largely successful in fulfilling
this aim. Between 1894 and 1904 the number of Poplar residents
receiving in-door relief grew from 2,623 to 3,465 while the number
awarded out-door relief increased from 2,295 to 3,677. During the
same period, the cost of in-door relief rose from £34,698 to

107

£60,142 and that of out-door relief from £12,395 to L24,399.
Libreover, in the year ending March 1895, the expenditure on relief
per head of population was Se 3d in London as a whole and 6s 3d
in Poplar; ten. years later the per capita expenditume in. London had
108
risen less than 3d while that in Poplar had grown to 12s 2d.
By 1906, when the Local Government Board conducted en investigation
Into the activities of the Poplar Board, "Poplarism" had become a
byword. To many socialists It was the symbol of the most humane end
progressive Poor Law policy but to those politicians and social
workers who had been accustomed to look to d hItechapel for a model
it stood for a corrupt end dangerous system.
106. George Lansbu.ry, My Life (London, 1928), 133.
10'?. Poplar Union, eport to the President of the Local Government
Board on the Poplar Union, by 3.S. Davy (1906), 3.
108.
. cit., 45.
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Lansbury later claiid that the orimary mtivation for hi a
work as a Guardi. en was his resentxrnt of L arnett and. his abhorrence
of the philosophy which he believed arrtt represented:
When I was at Bow I was asked by my branch
of the SIP to stand as a uuardian; my mind
instantly went back to my early life in
Whitechapel, and I reneinbered how heartless
and how brutal in its effect on the life of
the poor was the Charity Organisation policy
of men like Canon iernett end Ivr. Vail ance,
the expert clerk to the hitechapel Board.
I rnembered, because my mother was always
doing little things for the poor who lived
all around us; every unday a couple of
dinners for an old. couple living in a slum
went from our dinner-table. My wife's nether
also visited the sick and needy, end as we
did this sort of work we came t against
the malignant work of Mr. Valiance and the
Board of Guardians. On at least t occasions
these wretched experts in rate saving actually
had the impudence to write and request us not
to help certain people, as our assistance prevented the Guardians - the Guardians, mind u
- from sending them to the workhouse, which in
the judnent of these Christians was the best
place for them.
I wrote Canon oarnett about these cases, end
was told. by him that "the workhouse was the
best place for such people." This message and
my later inquiries made me a nst bitter enemy
of the COS and its vrks. Consequently I jumped
at the chae offered me to gain a seat on the
Poplar Board of Guardians.'°9
klthough a reveaUng description of the working-class attitude toward
the Charity Organisetion bociety, this quotation cannot be accepted
as a definition of .t3ernett's final attitude toward relief. It is
109. Lansbury,

Life, 132.
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true that throughout his life he remained borrif led by any practice
which could be construed as "indiscriminate a1msgiving" and that he
therefore never endorsed Lansbury's generous policy. His only
explicit reference to the Poplar board occurred in a letter to his
brother in D ecember 1905: "Last night the Equirers club dissected
a ociallst Poplar Guardian. The position is tragic - The people
are suffering & remedies make the suffering worse - Doubtless the
no
cure is distant & the problem is to find innocuous palliatives."
Nevertheless, by the time Lansbury was elected a Guardian £3arnett
was no longer either an active or influential member of the uhitechapel
Board. In January 1885, one month after the opening of Toynbee
Hell and two years after the publication of his article entitled
"Practicable ocialism", he told his brother that the new settlement
"is absorbing us both. Old interests have to be cut. I can give
neither time br thct to relief. The guardians I only visit at
111
intervals." The followin year he wrote in the annual reuort of
t. Tude's: "I have ... continued to ect as a guardian though I

112

have not .ven the same attention to the duties as in former years."
It is likely that his imperfect record of attendenoe reflected not
only the new burdens on his time but also his growing disillusionment
110. 3.A.B. to F.G.B., 2 December 1905. (The Enquirers' Club was
a group of young Oxt'ord and Cambridge graduates working in
London who met at Toynbee Hall twice a nnth to discuss current
social problems.)
.A.B. to F.G.B., 24 ranuary 1885.
ill.
112. bt. Jude's Report for Year 1885-86, 22.
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with many of the policies of the Y hitechapel Board. In fact, by
1900,on matters other than the administration of relief, Barnett
held views closer to those of Lansbury than to those of the marity
of his fellow Guardians. Lensthry listed three major reforms of
the Poplar Board for which he was in large part responsible: transforming the adnilnistration of the workhouse, remodelling a school
for the children of paupers end founding an agricultural training
colony. During the sane years Barnett worked toward similar ends.
The substitution of a humanitarian administration for the
former penal regime of the Poplar workhouse can be considered
Lanabury's nDst significant achievemant. His description of his
first visit to the institution has frequently been quoted as an
indictment of all late-nineteenth-century workhouses:
Going down the narrow lane, ringing the bell,
while an official with a mt too pleasant face
looked through a grating to see who was there,
and hearing his unpleasant voice ... made it
easy for me to understand why the poor dreaded
and hated these places, and made ma in a flash
realize bow al]. these prison or bestille sort
of surroundings were organized for the purpose
of making self-respecting, dect people endure
any suffering rather than enter. It was not
necessary to write up the words "abandon hope
all ye who enter nere." Officials, receiving
ward, bard forms, whitewashed wells, keys dangling
at the waist of those who spoke to you, huge
books for name, history, etc., searching end then
being striDped and bathed in a coi:munal tub, end
the fine], crowning indignity of being dressed in
clothes which had been worn by lots of other
psople, hideous to look at, ill-fitting and coarse
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- everything possible was done to inflict mental

and moral degradation.
Officers, both men end wan en, looked upon
these people as a nuisance end treated them
accordingly. Food was mainly skilly, bread,
margarine, cheese, end bard, tough meat and
vegetables, and occasionally doses of salted,
dried fish. Clothing Was of the usual workhouse
variety, plenty of corduroy and blue cloth.113
It has been assumad that conditions in the lhitechapel worklxuse
114
were equally intolerable. Certainly the statemant of accounts of
the wo±house, listing the clothing and food which were provided,
115
suggests that the life of an inmate was far from confortable.
Nevertheless, by the tima Lanabury becama a Guardian, the workhouse
in Whitechapel had considerable advantages over the one controlled
by the Poplar Board. In 1892 the Poplar institution was a "general
mixed wo±house," in iich, as Lansbny wrote, "sick and aged,
mantally deficient, 1uxtics, babies end children, able-bodied end
trans 5erØ all herded together in one huge range of buildings."

116

Twenty years earlier the Whitechapel workhouse at Baker's Row, which
acconmodated both the sick and the well, had been converted into en
infirmary end the "able-bodied" poor had been transferred to the new
117
South Grove Workhouse. As a member of the committee responsible
Life, 135-36.
113. Lanebury,
114. Postgate, Lansbury, 78.
115. 1hitechapel Union, ieport for Half-year Ended Lady-Day 1882,
4; Report for Half- ear nded hichaelma 1882, 45.
Life, 136.
116.
ilhitechapel
Union, eDort for Half-Year -nded Lady-Day 1893,
117.
xix - xx.
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for superviiing the workhouse, b arnett was at first proud of what he
considered its irdel administration. In 1893, he wrote: "the workhouse is in fact an Industrial school wherein a nn or woman may,
118
if they (ie) will, learn what is useful." The Guardians' first
reform was to substitute employment adapted to the capabilities of
the inmates for such "useless and degrading" work as oektmi picking
119
and stone breaking. When Lansbury visited the Poplar workhouse,
120
the men were stifl employed picking oakum and breaking stones.
It is true that the second major reform, the appointment of a
"mental instructor" in 1882, for which °arnett has been given sole
credit, had more dubious results. rs. Bernett claimed that the
Instructor "taught clumsy fingers to write, and clumsier brains to
121
read and cypher." The Guardians themselves, however, had a different
conception of his task. He was expected "to attend at the orkhouse
each week-day evening from half-past six till eight o'clock; the
design being (notwIthstandin' the nsme given to the nerson employed)
not so much to impart nntal instruction as to exercise a salutary
restraint upon conduct and conversation during the evening hours

118. $.A.Barnett, ' 12he Poor Law as a Cbit able Agency", IacmIUan's
MagazIne (1893), reprinted in H.0. and S.A. Barnett, Practicable
ocia1i, 283.
119. hiteche1 Union, Reoort for Half-Year nded Lady-Day 1884, 5.
Life, 136; Poplar Union, Report to the President
120. Lembu:y,
of the Local Uovermnent i3oard on the Poplar Union, 13.
121. H.0. Barnett, Barnett, II, 276.
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end to Insp ire the paupers to renewed efforts to obtain an honest
122
livelihood." According to the inatnictor's own report, he read
papers on such subjects as "self-reliance," "decision of character,"
"success and failure," "attention to details," "economy of time,"
123
"emigration," and "work and wages."
Nevertheless, after the tta'ii of the century, .L3arnett took
a position closer to that of Lcnsbury. Unlike Lansbury, he continued to believe that the conditions of nn on relief should be somewhat
less favorable than those of laborers who were able to support
themselves. But he stressed far more strongly than before that the
goal of the Guardians should be education and not deterrence. In
1908 he urged that all workhouses should be abolished and replaced
by "Adult Industrial cchools" where the unen1oyed would receive
sufficient training to enable them to obtain pernEnent positions.
The eformers of 1834 looked out on a society
weakened by idleness, they faced a condition of
things in which the chief thing wanted was energy
and effort, and so they applied a stimulus.
The Reformers of to-day look out on a different
society, and they look with other eyes. £hey see
that the weak and the poor are not altogether
suffering the penalty of their own faults. It
is bl others' neglect that uninhabitable houses
have robbed them of strength, that wages do not
provide means of living, end that education has
not fitted them either to earn a livelihood or to
enjoy life
The 'workhouse' as a place of punishment Is thus
out of place in modern society. It is not punis1innt,
it is training which the people need.124
122. hitechapel Union, xeport from HaJ..f-year .''nded Lady-Day 1888, 15.
123. hitechapel Union, x aort for Ealf-year . inded Lady-Day 1882, 4-5.
124. 8.A. Barxxett "The rkhouse" (originally published 1908), reprinted in H.0. and b.A. Barnett Towards o ocial eform. 153-54.
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The reforms of the bouth Grove hVorkhouse which bad app eared progressive to arnett in the early 1890's seemed by 1908 out of touch
with social thought and soda], needs.
Another accomplishment of Lansbury as Guardian was the establislinent of a training colony for the unemployed at Laindon, Essex.
He later wrote:
Canon Barnett, with a deputation of his expert
friends, came to see and as usual to criticize
I was very much amused to find that Canon
Barnett, because we were a )ocialist Board, expected we would give visitors a swagger lunch
- in those days we gave them bread and cheese
and. tea and coffee. The worthy Canon could not
conceal his surprise or refrain frczn expressing
it, saying how pleased he was t find we did not
guzzle at the public expense?2
It is likely that Bartt did in fact believe that the conditions
126
at the colony were far too comfortable. Nevertheless, he was more
favorably impressed than Lanebury assumed. After his 'visit he
reported to his brother: "On Monday ame of us flroin. Toynbee
Ral,

J went to inspect the first experiment of Gi.rdians in putting

paupers on the land. The experiment is as yot too young but it is
127
very interesting." Moreover, it has been seen that as early as

Life, 148 - 49.
Barnett frequently criticized the colony at Hollesley Bay,
administered by Lansbury under the provisions of the Unemployed
Workmen Act, on just this ground. (E.g. S.A. Barnett, "The
tiemp1oyed Workmen Act and Its Amendment" (originally published 1907), reprinted in 11.0. and .A. Barnett, Towards
Social eforni, 91 - 92).
12'?. S.AB. to F.G.B., 12 November 1904. In October 1903 the Toynbee
Record had written: "The Poplar Guardians are moving the local
Government Board to allow them to open a farm wkhouse. This
proposal in one form or other is always appearing. It seams so
obvious while land wants work and town people want both work
and. air that some plan should be adopted for taking people to
the land." (Record, Vol. XVI, No. 1 (October 1903), 5).
125.
126.
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1886 Barnett bed recommended that Boards of Guardians establish
training farms where some of the unemployed who would ordinarily
be sent to the workhouse could learn agricultural akills. Two
years later he had submitted the proposal both to a Mansion
House Comference on the Condition of the Unemployed and. to the
Whitechapel Board of Guardians. It is likely that the reaction
of the former helped to determine the response of bitecbapel's
Gusrdians. In addition, statements of the Mansion House
Conference illustrate, the extent to which .tarnett's plan
departed from current soc ial and econanic doctrine. According
to a sub-committee which met to consider the question of agricultural colonies, "Mr. I3arnett proposes, practically speaking,
to make pauper ism attractive ...

would penn! t his employees

to combine the liberty and self-respect of the independent labourer
128
with the freedom from care end anxiety of the state pensioner."
Were Barnett's scheme enacted, it would "constitute a serious danger
to the State and might even lead to the condition of affairs so disastrous to the independence and prosperity of the wage-earning classes
129
from which we were rescued by the drastic legislation of 1834."
The sub-committee concluded that any experimental scheme of farm
colonies would require conditions too comfortable for paupers and
128.
129.

First Renort of the Mansion House Conference on the Condition
of the Unemployed, November 1887 - Tuly 1888, 15.
22..• cit., 16.
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130
must therefore be undertaken only by private charity. As Barrjatt
wrote to his brother, the kansion house Conference "knocked on the
head my scheme for engaging the Poor Law to offer country work to
the able bodied & will I expect suggest a voluntary scheme under
131
a new society."
The ahitech)el coard debated the proposal for five years
before taking a stand similar to that of the Ians1on house Conference:
the Board itself could not assume responsibility for an agricultural
training colony. The Board agreed, however, to wo± In connection
with the nglish Land. Colonisation ociety and in 1894 it sent six
men from the workhouse to a farm administered by *elter Hazell in
Lan1ey, Essex. Of t1iese six men, one failed to reach the farm,
one left before his term expired end the remaining four received
assistarce in emigrating to New Zealand; the project was rt sub132
sequently repeated. Barnett was largely responsible for organizing
the scheme, but in fact the action of the WhItech el oerd of
Guardians was in a direction ntrary to that which he had originally
130. Ibid.
131. .A.B. to r.G.B., 21 ranuary 1888.
132. 1hitechape1 Union, Report for Half-Year .xnded Lady-Day 1888,
6; eport for Ha1f-Yea' Ended hichaelmes 1888, 5; Report for
half-Year .nded Lady-.) ay 1893, miii - xli; Report for halfYear nded Lady-Day 1894, xi - xv; Reort for Year Landed LayDa 1895, x - xiii; £teport for Year L nded March 1902, xxiv xxvii.
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encouraged. hile he had hoped that a local goverrunanta]. body wcxld
undertake an extensive program of training the unemployed, the
other G uardians, remaining faithful to the principles which had
guided them ibr twenty years, refused to accept such an incursion
into the field of private philanthropy.
Lanabury' a third major accomr1ishment, the reform of the
local Poor Law school for orphans and the children of paupers,
involved a cxnfrontetlon betweai the Poplar and hitechapel Boards.
133
S:ince 1868 they had jointly administered the Forest Gate School.
Henrietta Barnett served as a anager of the school from 1878 until
134
189? and anuel Barnett from 1877 to 1878 and between 1890 and 1893.
In the mid-nineteenth

catury the establishment of large district

schools had been viewed as a humane measure, enabling pauper
children to be removed from woxhouses and placed in healthier and
irore instructive surroundings. By the 1890's, however, the disadvantages of the institutions had beccine clear. A large majority
had been anstructed along the lines of military camps or prisons.
Known popularly as "barrack schools," they housed large numbers of
133. P.P. 1896, XLIII Departmental Coitiittee to InQuire into the
Condition of Poor Law chools In 184, 4. Until 1877 Hackney
had also thered responsibility for the management of the
school.
134. Gilbert McLough, Poplar Board of Guardians, to F.J. Tootell,
28 3anuary 1915, Barnett Papers; Jhitechapel Unions Report
for Half-Year nded Lady-Day. 1892, xi.
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children in buildings which seldcin fulfilled basic sanitary requirexnents. Like the Inmates of wo±houses, the children were sternly
disciplined and received little more than the most rudimentary
education. The Forest Gate School, which accoirrnodated about 700
135
children In the 1890's, provided one of the most notorious exemples of this form of institution. In 1889 an epidemic of ophthelmie
136
spread throughout the school. The following year twenty-six boys
137
were killed when fire daneged the school. Three years later two
138
children died during an itbreak of ptomaine poisoning.
In his autobiography, Lanebury wrote:
Inother piece of wrk for viich I was largely
responsible was in connection with children
Soon after my election to the Board I was
elected as one of the managers of vthat was
called the orest G ate District School
This school, when I first wait to it, gave me
another example of how good-intentioned people
were able to treat themselves quite differently
from those they considered pauper children.
My first view of the school was a most die-.
heartening one. The buildings are ... built on
the barrack system - that Is, long dormitories
for scores of children to sleep In, very little
accoimiodation for recreation, end at the time
I first sew it the children were dressed in the
old, hideous, Poor Law garb, cxrduroy and herd
blue serge, and the girls with their hair almost
shaved off. ... The food was quite coarse and I
should think at times insufficient.
135. Departnntal Committee, 4.
136. 2• cit., .. 16, 1572, 1587-89, 1590-97, 1923-29, 3696.
. cit., .. 22, Appendix A, 176.
137.
. cit., Q.. 22, 1620, 1622, 1728-29, 1809-811, 8891-98,
138.
Appendix A, 177.
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... Later on, we bought out hitechepe1 and
took over the school. ... It was no use our
attempting to W)IC in dub1e harness with
Whitechapel. Tit Board was a board which
believed in making the Poor L penal and of
course we at Poplar had persuaded even our
opponents that it was our duty as far as we
could, and especially in regard to children,
to humanize the business.
•,. No sooner did we get control of the
school than we appointed a new superintendent
arwi matron ... The Poplar Training School is
known throughout the world • . .139
In certain respects, however, this account is misleading. The
impetus for reform came from the managers of the school rather than
from the Poplar Board. In 1894 they recoannended that the school
should be renrdelled on the pattern of "cottage homes," thereby
dividing the institution into na1ler housing units. Because the
percentage of children from Poplar attending the school was increasing, the Whitechapel Guardians insisted that the financial
responsibilities of the tv& Boards should be reapportioned before
any new buildings were erected. When the Local Government Board
refused, the hitechapel Guardians asked thet the Forest Gate
School District should be dissolved. An order was accordingly
140
Issued abolishing the district at the end of J eceniber 1897.
139.
140.

Life, 149-50.
hItechapel TLion, x eDort for Year 'nded Lady-Day 1894,
xvii - xix; . eport for Year hnded Lady-Day 1895, xxiii - xxiv;
Report for Year Ended Lady-Day 1896, xxviii - xxix; deport
for Ypr Med Lady-Day 1897, x - xi.
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The hitechapel Guardians than built a group of cottage homes at
Grays, Essex, following ideals which were similar to those of
Lanabury. The Board strove to "a'void an institutional appearance"
in the buildings and to make "the everyday life of the children
correspond to that of other children of the working class.' Most
siiificant1y, the Guardians made arrangements for the students to
141
attend the local elementary school.
It is also imnortant to understand the role which the
Barnetts played in the administration of the school. A 8 a manager
for almost twenty years, Mrs. J3arnett in particular was proud of
the ways in which she believed she had helped reform the institu142
tion. It is true that a ps1iphlet she wrote in 1886 suggests that
her prlimry goal was to prepare the children to be obedient members
of the lower classes. he hoped, for example, to teach the children
"the lesson of care and thrift, fbr want of which so many, later
143
on, help to swell the rates." But she also shared Lansbury's
detennination to humanize the administration of the school and to
remove the institutional aura from its ud&its' lives. Like him
she urged that prizes be awarded, that opnortunities for sport8
be increased and that the children be allowed more individuality
141. nhitechapel Union, Report for Year imied Lady-Day 1899, xvi, xvii.
142. h.0. Bernett, Barnett, II, 288-92.
143. 11.0. Barnett, "How to Develop Individual Character In the
Children Collected in Large Pauper Sho1s" (originally published. 1886), reprinted in 11.0. and .A. Barnett, Practicable
Socialism, 116.
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144
in dress.

reover, she believed that the Forest 'ate bchool was,

by its very nature, en unsatisfactory institution. As a xnnber
of the i.epartmental Conjuittee to Inquire into the Condition of Poor
Law choo1s between 1894 aM 1896, she fought with her usual energy
and tiacity for the abolition of all barrack schools. hen their
further development was prohibited in 1896, she helped to found
the State Children's Association and, as its honorary secretary
for many years, worked to secure better treatment for children who
were wards of the state.
It can thus be seen that Barnett shared some of Lansbury's
aims. In. each instance Bernett or his wife mt only worked in
conjunction with the ihitecbnpe1 Board tø improve the condition of
m m_door paupers" but advocated reforms which went beycid the limit
the other Guardians considered proper for vernmenta1 action.
Bernett urged the Board to undertake extensive programs to educate
the poor within their care, both in workhouses and in labor colonies,
end he actively supported his wife's attemots to alter radically
the care provided for pauper children. Clearly the gap between
Lensbury's conception of the role of a Guardian end that of Barnett
was still wide. Barnett's refusal to depart con1etely fron the
principle of deterTence showed that he still believed that poverty
144.

. at., 110-21.

Was at least partially the result of individual falling. Lioreover,
OP?i_.0

adhering tothe principles which had guided his action in the
1870's, Barnett was never able to support a system of generous outdoor relief. But he did realize increasingly that the strict
administration of relief was not en end in Itself. Like other
thought f ul Engli shnien during the period he sought more po sit iv e
solutions involving the active Intervention of both the local and
national government.
The publication by the Royal Commission on the Poor Laws
of utterly divergent kinority and Majority Reports provided all
social reformers with en opportunity to restate their social end
economic views. .dernett's reaction to the x eports, issued four
years before his death, thus

c,,ti ute

p v1- tii 8

a useful summery of the relation-

ship of his opinions to those current in Britain at the time.
Characteristically, he assund the role of a conciliator, stressing
not the differences between the Reports but the strong points of
each. The MInority deport, the . abian blueprint for a welfare
state, was correct in demanding that the Poor Law should be completely
abolished. "There is no class of 'the poor' as there is a class of
criminals. Poverty is not a crine ... Poverty is a loose end wide
145
term, involving the grester number of the people." A general relief
145. .A. Bernett, "Poor Law Reform," Contemporary review (November
1909), reprInted in H.0. end z.A. Bariiett, Practicable
Socilin: New Series, 172.
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authority, implying that the poor were morally at fault, placed a
stigma on poverty. Therefore, the services formerly administered
by Poor Law Guardians should be divided anring the existing coninittees
of local County or Borough Councils, giving, for example, public
health anunitteea jurisdiction over the sick, education comniitteea
control over the children of paupers and pension coninittees the
responsibility for aiding the aged poor. "Some for health's sake
need one treatment end some another. There is no reason in putting
146
a few of them under a special law end ceiling them 'paupers'".
Similarly, the poor should no longer be divided into categories of
deserving and undeserving, the latter being dealt with by a Poor
Law authority, the former aided exclusively by voluntary agencies.
But Bernett criticized the inority xeport for underestimating the
value of private charity. If philanthropic organizations should
no longer reign supreme within certain spheres, they nevertheless
had a significant role to play in supplementing and humanizing the
147
work of statutory agencies. Ivioreover, b ernet t's partial endorsement
of the principle of deterrence placed him on the side of the Lajority
Report, the embodiment of the C.O.S. point of view. The able—bodied
unemployed who came under the jurisdiction of the state should not
be granted aid which would enable them to reach the level of the
lowest stratum of independent laborers.
146.
147.

. cit., 173.
.A. Barnett, "The Poor Law deport," Contemporary Review (April
1909), reprinted in LO. and .A. Barnett, P racticable ocia1ism, 194.
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By attnpting to mediate betwea these Irreconcilable Reports,
i3arnett minimized the pr1nry significance of the Iinority Report,
namely its unequivocal statnent that poverty was caused by social
and. not n,ral factors. Bt this was not his intantion. he believed
that political controversy prevented men from solving crucial
problems. The poor could not wait while social reformers debated
their ultimate goals. Because the Reports differed only in their
underlyi.ng philosophies, the state could inmediately enact the wide
rare of practical reforms they both endorsed. The zep'ts a'reed
that labor burea and unnployment insurance should be established
for able-bodied men and social services broadly extended for the
sick, the aged. and the young. Barnett rightly feared that the advocates of the different Reports would. "fill the air with their cries
148
whi e nothing is done for the poor."
Barnett's public speeches and articles provide only a partial
impression of the change of his c&itlook. Perheps because he generally wrote for an audience more conservative than himself, his vocabulary did not keep pace with his views. He continued to speak
abcit actions which "dnoralied" the poor, about the crucial need
to "raise character", abcit "pauperi$n" as well as about "poverty",
long after he bad ceased to view personal failure as a significant
cause of social distress. But his nrivete correspondence shows that,
148.

. cit., 201.

-

by the id of his life, t arnett was not only firmly coninitted to the
principle of collectivism but stirred by the social, economic end
political transformations he believed were taking place. He looked
with enthusiasm on the assertions of

woIing men for independence

and saw in their attempts to gain political power the only hope
for the country. By tha turn of the century he had begun to regard
the Liberal Party as out of touch with the forces that were shaping
the future. Jriting to his brother in 1902 he remarked that Asquith
was standing anng "broken idols" and that the conviction of even
149
a bit old fashioned".
150
wo years later, he castigated the party for its lack of "vision".

the most progressive Liberal leader was

After a Liberal At Hone in May 1905 he irote: "The Liberal party
has got old - htan after man whom I had looked on for the future
seemed suddenly to have become worn & weary. ryce - Aequith 151
There are the young ones?" The first success of the Labour Party
at the polls created a fresh, exciting feeling: "What a weekZ
Has not the rising sun of Labour dispelled all wintry thoughts &
152
made you feel yoing." The following week he continued to be
exultant: "The joy & hope of victory still fill our minds" and he
149.
150.
151.
152.

.A.B. to .i.G.B., 15 larch 1902.
.A.B. to F.G.B., 13 harch 1904.
S.A.B. to .G.B., 27 1iay 1905.
.A.B. to ..G.B., 20 Tanuary 1906.
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laughed about the "the state of panic in the .est End mind."

153

Even the increasingly violent agitations whii occurred throughout
all levels of society during his last years did not discourage him.
his first coimnents, it is true, reflected great uneasiness: "11cm
anxious is the world - As the preacher said this morning, some who
154
are not young may live to see tyranny - civil war & anarchy."
But four months later he wrote: "There Is so much moving & so little
sign of guidance. But we must be thankful that there is mo'vement,
155
the guidance will come even if it leads thro. suffering." The
following month he remarked on the pace with which events had moved
during tie past year, "It is startling, but as I say any movement
156
is a sign of life, it is stagnation wh. is death." In one of bie
last letters, he wrote that social growth'keeps us alive. It is
hard always to be patient but unrest - strikes &c are a sign of
life. The only real danger is apathy & indifference. Laboui' dnands
157
come fr. laboura increased capacity to enjoy." But ove all
Brnett felt that his generation could no longer either participate
in or understand social movenents. he increasingly believed that
153. S.A.B. to F.G.B., 2'? January 1906.
154. .A.B. to Loulou l3arnett (wife of 1' .G.B.), 14 January 1912.
155. S.A.B. to Loulou Barnett, 30 hay 1912.
156. S.A.B. to LouLou cernett, 13 June 1912.
15'?. S.A. B. to tephen .barnett (son. of .G.B.), 17 June 1912.
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age gave him less, not more, of a right to comnent. The dominant
and encouraging aspect of the period seemed to him to be its growth
and ferment, and these only a young man could fully comprehend.
It was perhaps to be expected that by the 1890's Barnett's
relationship with Octavia Hill would be more distant than it had
been when he first arrived In vibitechapel. The first hint of their
estrangaient came in 1884 when she threw her influence behind Oxford
House, a settlament inspired by Bernett but coxBlected with the
stablished Church, rather than behind Toynbee Hall. It Is clear from
Barnett's letters after this date that he felt little of his former
respect for his first tutor in the field of social reform. In. Tuly
1886 he wrote to his brother: "On Thursday we went to an At Home
158
at 0. Hill's & met good folk who were a bit dull." In Decamber
1897 he again coninented on a meeting with Octavia Hill and her coworkers: "Yesterday we called to cigratu1ate 0 HIll on her 60th
birthday. We found the old group in the old surroundings aged &
not altered. She was very glad. to see Jetta fflenrietta Barnet7
& we had some talk on the moral backwater. She fought for the goodness of the times bit as Jetta shrewdly says her satisfaction Is another
159
Ix months later, Barnett wrote:
sign ol' the present stagnation."
158. S.A.B. to F.G.B., 3 July 1886.
159. .A.B. to F.G.B., 4 December 1897.
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I went to a party at tt Laurices & met the
Octavia Hill ng - good folk - dowdy in appearance but pure in soul - I understood when I was
with them how easily they might arouse anger &
how their dress had becoms almost as a monks
habit, something separating them fr. the wrld.
It is hard to be in the world - to Identify oneself with its spirit - to wash & anoint ones face
with new fashions & yet not be of it. If half of
us have to pray to be delivered fr. the spirit of
evil, the other half have to pray to be delivered
fr. the forms of good.'6°
Octavia hill's letters to the Bernetta also reflect the growing
coldness in their relationship. In place of her early letters,
filled with details about her work aii with advice about theirs,
she now sent only infrequent, formal notes. In Decanber 1889 she
wrote to henrietta Barnett: "We do irkieed seem to see little of
one another now ... I suppose these outward separations, & even
161
differencof view if xt ideal are appointed in life." In December
1905 she refused to become involved in the plans for the Haiistead
162
Garden Suburb, then the center of Henrietta Bernett's concern.
The following year she again alluded to the infrequency of their
163
meetings end to the disparity between their ideas.
In one sense, however, Octavia Hill's influence did not
decline. It Is likely thet she first showed Barnett the significance
of the thought of F.D. Maurice and Jolm £ uskIn, two men who continued
160.
161.
162.
163.

S.A.B. to F.G.B., 28 May 1898.
0.11. to H.O.B., 20 L eceinber 1889.
0.11. to H.0.B., 13 ebxuary 1905.
0.11. to H.0.B., 6 December 1906.
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164
to inspire him throughout his subsequent life. Despite his growing
determinat ion to help to transfer economic and political power to
the poor, he shared their bel ief that it was far more important first
to alter the basic values of society. It is often assumed. that the
nature of poverty was the main preoccupation of the late-nineteenth
and early-twentieth centuries while the quality of leisure and mass
culture In an urban end industrial society Is a primary concern of the
mid-twentieth. In fact, however, Barnett, following other Victorian
reformers, considered the tv problems to be interrelated. He sought
to abolish poverty because the lives of the poor were flat, unproductive, stagnant and spiritually empty. Ignorant of tile emotional
and acIal compensations af the poor, he saw only the degradation
poverty entailed. "People whose minds heve been crushed under the
164. .irom the time she was seventeen Octavia Hill considered herself
the disciple of Laurice and duskin, both of whom furthered
classes which aurice
her early career. he was secretary
founded for vrking women in London and received his support
when she undertook her first housing experiments. In 1855
she became one of iuskin's art pupils. Ten years later he
helped her buy three buildings in ary1ebone which she then
remodelled for working-class tenants. Her friendship with
Ruskin ended in 1877 but she frequently aciciowledged her debt
to him. (B. Moberly Bell, Octavia Hill: A Biography (London,
1943)) Although barnett's writings after he caine to .'ast
London reflect the thought of Maurice and ruskin, it is clear
from the journal of his trip to Arierica, written in 1867,
that before be mat Octavia Hill neither man had made a significant impact on him.

-

daily anxiety about the daily bread have little thought for any
object but 'how to live,' and thus they are apt to lose the power
165
of vision." At the same time he criticized the wealthy in liritain
because their lack of ideals, of creative energy and of huiian s'mpathy prevented social end econlmic reform. horeover, his only
reservation about the economic arid political changes of his last
years was that they were not accompanied by a corresponding spiritual
transformation. Like the ranantics he condermed the material progress which had destroyed what was basic end eternal in human experience and he feared that manbers of the working class, by concentrating solely on their own material edvenceaient, might not prove better
rulers then their predecessors. Viewing the use of leisure as an
Index of the condition of a society, he was continually disheartened
by the activities chosen by the Door. A walk through Hanipstead
Heath on Easter weekend showed him "the emptiness of the people Their unconsciousness of that in wh, they live & nve & have their
166
being."
Barnett was convinced that the spread of education could reinvigorate society. Like i.D. iaurice, he insisted that the nation's
primary goal should be to enable the rmbers of all classes to obtain
165.

. .Barnett, "Our Present Discontents," Nineteenth Century aid
fter (February 1913), reorInted in 11.0. aid .A. Bernett,
Practicable Socialism, 254.
166. S.A.B. to ..G.B., 1 April 1899.
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a liberal education through which they could receive the huiinistic
ideals of the older universities. Using a phrase of Jaurice, he
spoke of education pro'viding the "means of life, not of livelihood".
The purpose of education was not to pronte social xrDbility but
rather to increase an individual's intellectual curiosity and enrich
his personal life. A few xinths before his death barn.ett stated his
creed in a letter to his nephew: "You hear all .ir news & know what
puzzling ti ies we are passing through - I find more & more reason
to béL ieve in Liberalism - not a party thet is wh. holds a certain
creed but in the principles whose aim. is the development of freedom
... The one thing wh. Liberals can caiipel is education because till
167
people are educated they cannot be free or use freedom." Although
it Was important to strive for social justice, the spiritual development which education alone pennitted was far more jxr,ortant.
Barnett was particularly concerned with adult education.
Fiom the early 1870's he was a leader of the University .xtension
vanent and in the first years of the twentieth century he actively
supported the founders of the orkers' .aducetional Association.
His Interest in adult education, like that of other nineteenthcentury reformers, led to a desire to alter the purpose and organization of the older universities. Between 1906 end 1913, he advocated
167. S.A.B. to tephen t3ernett, 15 April 1913.
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appointment of a Royal Coninission on Oxford and Cambridge and helped
such men as 1.H. Beveridge, R.H. Tawney, Richard Livingstone and
168
A.E. Zinnnern initiate a reform Irtvement at Oxford. when the
Labour Party first gained rresentation in the House of Conins he
wrote that its primary goal should be to open the way "for an alliance
between knowledge end industry, betweai the Universities end the
169
Labour Party." After observing a meeting between a gro of Oxford
graduates and a Labour I.P. during the same year he wrote to his
brother: "It was interesting to see the respective strength &
weakness of knowledge & labour. Knowledge so clear sighted & so
170
often hard, labour so blundering but always sympathetic." The
first victory of the Labour Party was welcome "because it brings
with it the force gained in the discipline of virk and the sympathy
171
learned by cont act with sorrow end suffering." But woiting men
lacked the wisdom which came from education. "A Government directed
by the Labour Party would probably illustrate Ruskin's warning.
It wuld be in earnest; it would have faith in its purpose; but it
V.H.B. to Annette everidge (nither), 31 Janry 1906, 18 March
1906, 26 1arch 1906, 23 January 1906, 19 1arch 1908. S.A.B. to
.H.B., 14 November 1904; A.E. L1mnern to .H.B., 4 July 1906,
21 October 1906, 12 ovember 1906, 3 eceniber 1906, 30 January
1907, 18 June 1907; J.A. Spender to .h.B., 13 November 1906.
169. S.A. Barnett "Labour and Culture," (originally published 1906),
reprinted In H.0. and .A. Barnett, Towards boc Ia]. Reform, 215.
170. S.A.B. to ±.G.B., 10 iebruery 1906.
171. S.A. Bernett, "Labour and Culture," In h.O. and .A. Barnett,
Towards bocial Refor, 215.
168.
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would be "brutal" in its disregard for all the issues it did not
172
understand." Oxford and Cnbridge, the "national depositories of
knowledge", must therefore be required to place a larger share of
their resources at the service of working men.
173
This demand created a storm of orotest at Oxford. But it
also showed the limits of harnett's desire f' radical scia]. change.
The m3tivatlon for his actions as a social reformer was not an affection for the working classes but rather a content for their way of
life. Mter thirty years' residence in nest London he ha. begun
to realize that the middle-class values he had formerly extolled were
not absolut es; in a working- class coninunity thrift and self reliance
were not necessarily coianendable qualities. But he remained convinced
of the superiority of the traditions end ideals which he believed
were transmitted by the older universities. Although the nv elite
should remain faithful to working-class goals, it should be trained
by the universities which had traditionally been responsible for the
education of britain's leaders. Interaction between the different
social classes was still the s1ution to the nation's piobleins.
Barnett also advocated that the national system of elementary
and secondary education be reformed end expended. He criticized the
172.
173.

. cit., 217.
v.H.B. to Annette Beveridge, 31 January 1906; Oxford Lagazine
(24 January 1906), 147; (7 .Lebruary 1906), 184; (23 Lay 1907),
347; (14 March 1914), 268-69.
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tendency of educations].. reformers to concentrate on perfecting the
scholarship ladder while remaining indifferent to the needs of the
average student. It was far more impartant to raise the level of
society than to enable a few exceptional wo±ing-class boys to gain
entry Into the professional class. Because reformers overlooked the
demands of the ordinary iking-class student, a chasm remained
between paper legislation and social reality. Preparing xtes for
a lecture delivered in 1894, B5ett wrote:
Imagine a boy (in East London) - the son of
working parents - & follcNi his career - He enters the
nearest elementary school. As one of a class of
60 he can have no individual care & his teacher
has long ago given up trying to discover hidden
powers of his pupils - The boy feels self forced
into groove ... At age of 10 ... he is tempted to
go to rk. If natural he yields - he goes as
errand boy - forgets what learnt •.. or suppose
hating school he plays truant - then he is taken
before a magistrate - tauit to feel self a sort
of criminal & goes off to an Industrial school
- or suppose his parents die then he goes off to a
pauper school or orphanage to beccine part o± great
machine & to be educated up to a standard good
enough for paupers
But suppose that he neither plays truant - goes
to pauper school or leaves for work ... If he is
very fortunate ... he may get a scholarship for a
high school, or a technical school at di stance fr
home but the scholarships are very small - If he
fails than he es to wo±
The educational ladder is thus very narrow &
some of the rungs incomplete - only a few boys &
hardly any girls get up ... Large aims of money
spent but result is obvious. The reople not educated
- the majority cannot read a book ... - many read
trash, they cannot enjoy leisure - think or imagine
- few know selves.174
174. Notes for a lecture in a series entitled "Christ and dorknien's
Problems" delivered 23 Iiay 1894. B ernett Papers.

Barnett eznDhs.9ized the same point in a letter to his brother in 1900:
"Obviously it is an advantage if thoro education is encouraged rather
than the excellence of a few prize pupils. The Boards have pushed
on the systam of earning specie]. grants & have not done enough for
education, they have for example started classes in French etc. &
175
not mede the general classes smaller." Almost every article Barnett
wrote during this period concluded with the reconniendation that the
school leaving age should be raised to fourteen and attendance at
continuation schools made compulsory for children up to the age of
sirteen. At the same time, the education provided by the School
Board must be improved. The teachers themselves reflected the worst
aspects of modern society; they were too determined to secure materis]. advancement, too uninterested in nxre enduring human values,
too indifferent to the individual character and needs of their
students. In 1887 Barnett wrote to his brother: "Thursday we had
a party of elementary teachers, they are a set wh need culture.
ie had 30 conceItedly Iaomnt, ccmifortably ugly men & women to whom
is entrusted the power once held by students & priests. e brot tham
176
face to face with Mr. Ho].man Hunt & other real creatures." He was
no more impressed with a group he entertaiued three years later:
"On Tuesday we were overwhelmed by 300 teachers who came in greater
175.
176.

.A.B. to F.G.B., 24 kerch 1900.
S.A.B. to F.G.B., 29 October 1887.
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nu*bers than they promised - who came too early & who were aggressive
in their gratitude . ... Dear me, the teachers do want to be sent
on the quest of the Holy Grail. They are so cocky & so Ignorant."

177

Believing thet the training which the teachers received was largely
at fault, Barnett founded the Pupil Teachers cho1arship Fund in
1892. By 1903 it had provided funds for eighty pupil teachers to
1'78
attend either Offord. or Cambridge. In 1911 he reconinended that the
teachers' training colleges should be abolished end their students
179
sent instead to the universities. Because he thought thet the
current choo1 Boarth prevented educations], reform, Barnett supported
the aebb's demand, in the early 3lears of the century, for the
abolition of the choo1 ards end the reorganization of a].]. existing
180
educational aithorities under the ounty ouncils.
It was equally important to provide the means by tiich the
qi1ity of the nation's leisure could be improved. Contemptuous
of woicing class culture, bernett never doubted that one of his
primary tasks in iaast London should be to Introduce neinbers of the
177. S.k.B. to F.G.B., 12 April 1890.
178. Record, Vol. XV No. 4 (Januery 1903) 68.
179. S.A. Barnett, "The Teachers' Equipment," The westinInster Gazette
(March 1911), reprinted in E.0. and .A. Barnett, Practic able
Socialism: NewerIes, 307-12.
180. S.A. Barnett, "An Ad xloc or a enera1 J 'ducation Autborlty"
(originally published 1903), reprinted In 11.0. and .A. Barnett
Towards Social Reform, 206-14; S.A.B. to F.G.B., 8 February 1896.
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woi1lng class to the finest art and music. Paraphrasing iatthew
Arnold he frequently urged that the "best be made current," an
expression thlch reflected a belief, still not widely accepted in
Britain today, that a system of mass education could be established
without a lowering of standards. During the 1870's and 1880's he
joined the campaign to perxitt the opening of museums, art galleries
and libraries on bundays. 'when a new Public Libraries Act was
passed in 1892, he urged local authorities to build free libraries
throughout East London. A few years later, he founded the hitechape1
Art Gallery, which was opened in 1901. Ills personal letters between
1897 and 1901, filled with details of the business arrangerxnts,
attest to his concern with every step in the undertaking and to his
181
faith in its potentialities. "A visit to the Gallery," he told his
brother a few months after its opening, "is fresh air - philosophy 182
drama - all in one."
Cheap culture for the masses as a panacea of social ills was
a frequent object of ridicule, in Barnett's day as in ours. Using
over-simplified and often trite language, he provided a ready target
for the jibes of those who wanted to know how East London's problems
could be alved by "pictures, parties end pianos." But If his
.A.B. to .G.B., 17 April 1897, 5 February 1898, 27 Lay 1899,
12 Lay 1900, 19 Lay 1900, 6 June 1900, 14 October 1900,
10 February 1901, 16 Larch 1901, 14 iecnber 1901.
182. S.A.B. to ii.G.B., 14 Leceniber 1901.
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analysis of social problems was occasionally superficial, his a:Iiri
was not. It was to salvage what he found most worthwhile in Britain's
traditions and ideals, to humanize the life of indtria1 society,
and to increase human dignity.
The journals and letters x3nett wrote while on trips are
frequently tae iikst accurate guides to his character end ideas. The
Barnetts finuly believed in the value of travelling as a nans of
self enrichment and spent every available holiday sight-seeing.
A nsciantious sight-seer, Barnett made a practice of recording
his impressions almost every night.
Their first major trip was an expedition thrcxigh agypt
between November 1879 and April 1880. B

ett's letters to his

family reveal a sympathy for foreign cultures and ways of life which
he did. not frequently display. As a "settler" in East London, be
intended to impose Oxbridge culture and middle-class standards on

his iting-c1ass neighbors. But he hoped that the way of life of
the Egyptian peasant vuld be presved. during the picess of modern1ation. Although he hinse1f made no attnpt to understand the
peasants, he had nothing but conteupt for the Brith rulers' indiffereie to indigenous cultures:
'hen will goverirs see that all progress must
be on the lines of the old, that there must be
developrnt & not sudden adoption of results
achieved by others. To make .uxop ean streets, to
establish .uropean civilization, millions have
been spent & the country impoverished.

-

A better future is In store if only ypt
cen be left to herself. Men are growing up who
will govern her, not erbaps after our pattern
but after a rattern better fitted to Eastern
condit ion
In fact, the yptien peasants served as a useful model to hold up
to Uie English working men. Althoui inoverished, they had not
lost their enjoyment of life or sense of dignity.
People talk of the oppression of these fellehs
Still somehow their condition does not stir me
as does the condition of the hnglish labourer These people ... enjoy life as children & sean to
have resources both in prayer & play wh. take them
out of themselves - Then too I suspect methods of
reform wh. cone fr the vest & fear lest in trying
to make these peonle more earnest our reformers may
divest than fr. the real line of their progress With our English labrerØ it is different - His
image, worn & wearied with work in cold & xIn,
his face on wh. no memory or hope of joy leaves a
mark, his life unhallowed by learning art or religion
often comes as a shadow before the sun)84
He left *pt convinced of the value of the goal he pursued in East
London: "After 3 months I say as at first, it is the .i1n,gl1sh pauper
185
& not the Egyptian fellah who most needs help."
Kate end Iviargaret Potter, two of B eatrice webb's sisters,
aid Herbert Spencer, a fanily friend of the Potters, acccmipanled the
Barnetts. The trip solidified their friendship with Kate Potter,
which had begun whai she caine to .saast London to work as e rent
183.
184.
185.

S.A.B. to 1ary Barnett (mother), 28 Novanber 1879.
S.A.B. to F.G.B., 21 December 1879.
S.A.B. to Mary Barnett, 25 .Aebruary 1880.
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coflector and lasted throughout her marriage to Leonard Courtney.
But Barnett had no admiration for herbert Spencer. His theories
186
were "alien & dull" end Spencer himself was "small in character
wh. he shows by his suspicion of his fellows, his incapacity to tmst
any one & his constant consideration of himself & of all snail things.
He is ama].]. too in thct, his vision is limited to see only what his
187
theories allow him to see."
In October 1890 the Barnetta embarked on a nine-nDnth trip
around the world. iarnett explained the purpose of the journey in
a characteristic letter to his brother: "It does seem to us that
if we are to go on we must stop fbr a bit to breathe. It is not that
I feel tired - it is nre as if I were dry - empty of force & in
danger of becoming a mere actor - acting only a part written by
188
ourselves long ago." His journal, when coirpared with the one he
wrote in nrica as a young man, reveals his altered preoccupstione.
Whereas before he had described scenery arx3. the cczadit ions of hotels,
he now

exclusively on tle religious, social, economic

and political aspects of the countries he visited. He was preoccupied
with appraising different educational systems and he nEasured each
society by the standard of educa Ion he discovered. .quirped with
186. S.A.B. to F.G.B., 21 December 1879.
187. S.A.B. to Mary Barnett, 24 November 1879.
188. S.A.B. to .G.B., 19 April 1890.
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countess introductions, he appears to have used almost eli of them
to gain admission to schools end. universities. Henrietta barnett
filled the margins of this journal with her owi more dogmatic end
self-righteous observations. where he expressed his appreciation
for foreign cultures and his sympathy with the dot ennination of the
underprivileged to obtain social end econcnic advsncauent, she
pronounced only her belief In the superiority of everything British.
They stopped first in India where Barnett was even more
critical than in Egypt about the goals and ctions of British iniperialIsm. Soon after boarding the ship, be comolained "we get used
to thinking of the ignorance of the poor & assume that any of the
other classes old be teachers - Here we have seen that women well
dressed & fond of talking are ignorant of corrrion facts, that colonels
& majors use commanding voic es to say nothing, that the stupidest
books are the most popular, that pleasures sink into gossip.
189
Thj are the people who gi4.de India." Upon landing, his criticisms
mt ensifie d. The English governors were narrow-minded, tyrannic a].
and intolerant. .tarnett was "disgusted" by a rule excluding Indians
190
from one of the finest libraries and disturbed by "luxurious
institutions wh the English have made for their exclusive use &
191
discredit their talk ebt equality." While recognizing the vast
S.A.B., lourna]. of trip around the world (October 1890 - July
1891), 10 October 1890. ubsequent references to this journal
will be simply by entry date.
190. 6 November 1890.
191. 10 November 1890.
189.
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differences between british and Indian manners ani traditions, he
could not "understand a division as betwei a higher & lower order
192
wh. nglish minds shrink even fr. the thot of bridging." A visit
to Lucknow and Cawnpore "made us feel the native side of things &
more than ever realise that there is hidden in their hearts feelings
193
they never eipress." Moreover, educated Indians accepted. the
British belief In their own superiority end indiscriminately nulated
British values. A meeting of the Indian National Congress was "so
English ... tbt It failed to be national . ... ihen there is a
nations]. movement it wil]. be Ixilian & not English, it will move along
194
Indian lines & dnand Indian reforms." The universities were "the
most LItschievous of eetern institutions In India, they force the
Indian mind Into western grooves - they develop powers of imitation
& not of thot. What is most wanted In India is indigenous education
195
& iestern sympathy."
Barnett was more favorably impressed by Tap8n. xpecting
to find another Eastern country "with its mystery,
& its aibjection

its statlonariness

of wmen", he discovered instead a western country

"with people eager for progress, practical coninon sensible & with
192.
193.
194.
195.

3 February 1891.
19 Dec&aber 1890.
29 Decnber 1890.
13 ebruary 1891.
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196
women taking an equal place in the work of life". The educational
systam was equally coinnendable: "the marvel of it is that it is so
197
new & yet so perfect." But Barnett believed that the Japanese
had sacrificed basic human values and ideals to material progress.
Soon after arriving, he wrote: "Japan seems to be an .nerica with
a nursery story for its past & a revo1ution for Its future. I feel
the absence of old buildings ... the worship of Herbert Spencer 198
the regard for material progress." Four days later he continued:
"Japan ... has adopted fr. other nations what in theory is best the newest philosophy & the newest instruments ... There is a something - an association with the past - a moral atmosphere wh. carmot
be exported or imported - The people all woic as few work at home.
They have caut sIat of 'western progress & thinking it to be
199
the holy L r rail they pursue it with enthusiasm." One month later he
was still blind to the spiritual values apparent to most western
observers: "The Japs have few, hardly any, of the elements of
200
religion, no awe, no reverence, no sense of hiimrin1ty."
From Japan they sailed to nerica and slowly made the journey
from ban rencisco to New York. In this country Barnett found the
same disturbing social distinctions he continually condemned In
196.
197.
198.
199.
200.

22 April 1891.
14 April 1891.
22 March 1891.
26 karch 1891.
22 AprIl 1891.
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England. This was particularly true in Chicago where .Tane Mdins
supervised his sight-seeing. An adnirer of the .L$arnetts, she had
founded Hull Hc*ise, the first nerican settlement, on "the Commercial
201
St. of Chicago",
after visiting Toynbee Hall in 1887 and 1888,
Barnett was pleased with the way in which his ideals flourished in
this foreign soil: "Hull house ... is uDdelled on Toynbee - it has

residents - tiasses &c - It is withc*it tests & occupies no platform.
The spirit in wh all is done is most beautiful - Miss Addams represents the sinle - puritan & loving character of the old .kr1cens
Hull Hcxise represented by her Is becoming a strong Influence 202
It attracts & raises k4rrican sentiment - it wins both rich & poor."
A settlenent could play the same role in Chicago as it did in London
because
4the physical segregation of the classes had produced two unequal
societies. Bernett was "shocked" by the ai.thorities' refusal to
clean the streets and alleys of the district inhabited by Italian
203
immigrants. The sight of the armory built by the federal governxnent after the anarchist riots "stirred me & must stir up bad feeling
in people who see how wealth takes for itself the best things
while it leaves the poor to live In wretched hovels - amid the smoke
204
where grass will not grow." Travelling to ew York, he now noticed
201.
202.
203.
204.

15 June 1891.
22 Tune 1891.
17 June 1891.
16 une 1891.
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that Central Park, an object of admiration In 1867, was "miLs fr.
205
the poor q.iarter of the city."
Bernett had other bases for his aversion to .knerica. Although he was more synathetIc to American egalitarianism than he had
been In 1867, reservations remained. In Chicago he wrote, "The men
to whom I talked were as a n.ile somewhat pondelous oc their thts

were not fresh - The head of the city Board of Charities - a congressman & a profesar all said abt the seme sort of thing - They suffer
206
I shid say fr the qualIty of the society in wh. they move."
By exalting the concept of equality, Americans remeined blind to
the beneficent potentialities of "service", a recurrent word in tie
writings of Barnett as of other late Victorian reforrners. The service
which each class perfonned for the other was the means by which a
nation could cement its Inhabitants into an organic whole end thereby
could resist the disintegrating pressuresof industrialization and
urbani zat ion. L ike numerous .uropean observers, bernett critici zed
the way in nich Americans treated their servants. Because women
felt that "a .rl ouvht to resent service as beneath the dignity of
a free woman," they did not "give the friendship wh. transfigures
20?
service." This was the urce of henrietta .bernett's most caustic
205. 7 iu1y 1891.
206. 17 Tune 1891.
207. 18 une 1891.
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comments. After speaking to a group of vmen about her work to train
domestic servants in London she wrote: "All their talk abt 'equality'
is mere self puff -- I thought of Kate Courtney - the beautiful
natural west-end relation to her maid & what on - tho' I never spoke
to an audience who while so clever yet were unenimous in class anta208
genisin to their servants," In New Yo± she complained: "The
rudeness of such people as train conductors & tram men is quite
annoying They either dont answer a question at all, or else In so
rude a manner as to make one quite unconirortable. Eqiialityl for
sooth - No I say to them 'You men speak in that way to ladies who
209
are strangers, are not equal to gentle men - who are always courteous.'"
Barnett had. an even more serious objection to America end one
which was central to his thought. A man strongly influenced by a
sense of the pest and valuing highly the historical associations of
places end monuments, he found America too new a country. "Somehow
people in

an

old country pick up knowledge, the Americans have to

seek it thro books & I expect that Americans are often nre ignorant
210
than Italian emigrants." As a result, Americans placed human va:Ines
beneath material advancanent. The head master of a large public school
in California was a "hard uncultured. man - but a good man of business
213.
- cool - certain & undazzled by an Ideal." A school providing manual
208. 18 June 1891.
209. 6 July 1891.
'1 July 1891.
210.
211. 13 }ay 1891.
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instruction in Chicago tended "to develop practical power at the expense of thought & feeling. Perh. there ought to be a poet at the
212
head of the perfect manual school." The University of Licbigan was
"rather a technical school in wh people are fitted for work then a
213
reservoir of accumulated knowledge." Although pleased that Americans
had adopted the University Extension movement, be feared that its aim
would be perUerted

ng these uncultured and materialistic people.

In Chicago he wrote: "Many of the people here are keen abt University
xtens. I doubt tho if that tender plant endures their rough treatment,
they hardly understand teaching wh. has no direct use - wh. is
23.4
offered & not chosen & they will make popularity the test of goodness."
American philanthropic associations, oblivious to the spiritual needs
215
of their clients, sought only "to increase bread earning capacities."
Amarican businessmen were "often nar'ow minded & ignorant with limited
imagination & with a tendency to seek distinction thro. wealth - In
their direct course they destroy beauty their children can never
restore & to build a town as big as L id.on make rivers foul & the
216.
earth crowded."
The only hope for rica was that it should regain
a sense of tradition and high ideals by strengthening its ties with
Britain.. The journal ended: "Wid that England wid recognise that
her future lies thro. the tates as the eldest & greatest of her
212. 15 June 1891.
213. 24 lay 1891.
214. 18 June 1891.
235. 23. 1ay 1891.
216. 7 July 1891.

colonies & that out of her wealth she shid bestow on her treasures of
art & thot - The greatest loss America can receive is a break with
the traditions thro. wh. her Dritlsh char'cteristic a can be strong217
thened."
This was a typical conclusion. No matter where Bernett travelled, his frame of reference was always nglend; her problems, her
traditions, her position in the vrld remained his mejor cxicerns.
Meeting the Bernetts in Athens in 1880, Octavia Hill wrote "Mr. B'3
218
whole heart is at home, end in talking of it." Thiough such friends
as John Gorst, C.F.G. MasteiTnan,

'V.

. Nevinson, the Courtneys and the

Webbs, and through fomner Toynbee Hall residents as they reached
positions of eminence in journalism and the government, he was always
In close contact with events. He watched with special concern the
fate of every bill for educational reform. be wee intensely troubled
by the Boer war, by the militariam and excessive patriotiam he
believed It produced end by the extent to which it distracted men
from urgent demands for social reform. Particularly during his lest
years, 3arnett filled his weekly letters to his brother with his
views about current problems and governmental policie s.
Canon bernett was not an original thinker, his belief that
the art of a nation and its social and economic structure were closely
217.
218.

7 July 1891.
O.H. to Caroline Hill (mother), 8 April 1880, Life of Octavia
Jill, ad. aurice, 417.
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related derived from uskin. le followed iatthew .rno1d in his critician of the way of life of the upper classes in his disdain for practical politics and above all in his determination to spreed the best
culture throughout all levels of society. F.D. Laurice hai shown
him the need for an alliance between labojfr end knowledge. He became
en inl'luential social ref ornr primarily because he gave expression
to the political dissatisfactions of men who refrained from endorzirE
radical solutions for the condition of England. He provided a rallying ground for the significant number of mien who were urasy about
the inequalities of their society but remained convinced of the worth
of its traditions end ideals. Uninvolved in party politics and disapproving of all sensational and popular remedies to problems, he was
praised as a detached yet thoughtful observer. Like i.D. ivaurice,
the man he most revered and. resembled, he was known to his followers
as "the seer" and. "the prophet."
Not everyone, however, agreed with these eulogies. dthile some
praised his tolerance aiñ respect for varied opinions, others critikht 44i g SW

cizei'xaperating inability to coninit himeelf to enj political
party or movement. In 1928 George Lansbury wrote: "I am ire convinced than ever that their Lhe Jiarnettsj whole philosophy of life
was wrong. They never took sides about anything, not even about
religion. Nobody except themselves could possibly understand what
they believed about Liod end the Christian religion, and as to politics,

Soiaiism, .Loryism and Liberalism all were a sort of jumble - nobody
219
was right, everybody w-s a little wrong." Looking back after two
years at Toynbee hail, C.R. Ashbee, amther socialist, noted in his
journal that iiarnett "is primarily a eunuch in s p irit and heart
He plays fast and loose with the moral enthusiasinof young men, and
has not the strength either to lead or to be led by them. Being
220
without moral courage he hides himself bebind other neoples ideas."
In The Building of Thelema, a rxvel written in 1910, Ashbee characterized Barnett as "the dev. Simeon Fiuj" who "could not take the cold
plunge of twentieth-century oc lalism, the rip pie of which he touched
with a shivering toe. Pextaps it was nxre honest of him even not to
do this, not to be definite, doatic; but it lost him the love of
221
the younger generation, who looked to him for leadership."
Nevertheless, iernett did leave a strong impact on many younger
social refoimers. In August 1887 .c eatrice Potter (Webb) noted in her
diary: "The .darnetts' visit braced ite up to further effort and stronger
222
resignation." Many years later, she described their influence in
rmnre glowing tenns:
Ecv can I make my readers see, as they are
engraved in memory, the figures of nue1 and
Henrietta -'arnett, and the impression they
made on the philanthropic workers and social
investigators of the London of the 'eighties?
219.
220.
221.
222.

Life, 129-130.
Lansbury,
C.R. Ashbee, "Journal," 30 Decanber 1888.
Ashbee, The uilding of Thelema (London, 1910), 175-76.
B. lebb, Anprenticeship, 242.
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'1iat charmed his comrades at work in the ast End,
and I speak from personal experience, was .L3arnett's
fathomless sympathy; his 'quickness at the uptake'
of your noral and intellectual perplexities; his
inspiring encouraanent for your strivings after
the nobler seif.2'3
dward harold pender, a resident at i oynbee hell in the 1880's,
wrote: "How to explain to a new generatiou the extraordinary personal
xnagaet lam of that strange leader of men, half saint and half statesman, so simple and. yet so profound •.. As darden of Toynbee Hall let it be said - l3ernett exercised for a whole generation a deep end
abiding influence over the picked men of England end at the present
moment our Civil ervice and public life are penetrated by men who
224
fell under his sway." His brother, T.A. Spender, was equally
laudatory:
What Barnett was to young men setting out in life
can never be told ... Again and again when I have been
at a loss for ideas or subjects to write about, I have
been to barnett end come away refreshed and encouraged
and ready to set to work again. All through the subsequent years till his death, when in any serious
perplexity, I went to iarnett or v'ote to £arnett.225
A.P. Laurie$, a third Toynbee Hall resident, recalled barnett as one
of the "five nersonalities to whom I owe niicb, and who have pro226
foundly influenced me." Henry . Nevinson, a volunteer worker at
. Cit., 236-37.
-4ward Harold pender, The .ire of Life: A Book of hemories
(London, 1926), 69.
225. LA. Spender, Lif 3ounlia nd Politics (London, 1927), 46.
226. Arthur Pillans Laurie, Pictures end Politics: A Book of
Reminiscences (London, 1934), 6.
223.
224.
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Toyiibee Hall during it s early years, claimed: "We made him our pattern
227
to live end to die, though we did so without the iallest success."
Canon t3ernett showed a gale ration of young men interested in
social reform how they might act in accordance with the Drecepts of
the great Victorian prophets. In part, he did this through the
example of his own personality end life. Even more important was
the folzlding of Toynbee Hall.

227. Hairy . Nevinson, Changes and Chances (London, 1923), 87.
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Chapter II: The Founding aixi Organization of Toynbee Hall

On 1? November 1883 the Reverend S.A. Barnett delivered a
speech at St. Jolin' $ College, Oxrord in which he outlined a schne
for a university settlnent. A few young Oxbrldge graduates,
enployed in Lonxion in the civil service, the church, law, medicine
or business, would live together in a working-c1ass area. During
their leisure they would serve as volunteers for char1tble agencies,
as assist ants in co-operative associations, friendly societies and.
working men's clubs and as mnbers of the local Vestry or Board
of Guardians. In this way the settlenent residents would fulfill
three separate aims: they would obtain infomnation about the woiking
classes, teach them to obtain richer and more productive lives end
1
provide the friendship which alone could promote social herrtny.
Barnett presented this scheme a few weeks after the publication of The Bitter Cry of Outcast Londo, a penny pamphlet attributed to Andrew Mearns, a Congregational Minister, describing the
plight of East Loudoners in colorful terms. Many narnbers of the
middle class, formerly complacent about the condition of EnglarxI,
were 51x)cIed by the revelations of London's poverty and filled
with resolves to act to Improve the welfare of the people. One
Oxford student, subsequently a Toynbee Hal]. resident end a prominent
civil servant, wrote to bis mother:
1. S.A. Barnett, Sett1eunts of University Men in Great Towns
(Oxford, 1884).
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Have you seen that penqhlet that evyone 18
talking of - The Bitter Cry of Outca London?
Kerry says that there are just as bad things in
his parish at Bristol - father, and mother and
three children, the first ill with consumption
and the three children with scarletina, all in
one room with four pigs, and much worse than
tt.2
Another Toynbee Hell resident, who remained a 1ifelcig friend of
Barnett, later recalled that the pamphlet, publl&ied during his
last year at Oxford, "drew me for a year or more to lh1techapel,"
3
the beginning of a career devoted to social service. But, though
the pamphlet may have made his audience at Oxford more receptive
to his proposal, Barnett looked upon it with distrust and disdain.
He believed that all sensational reports, wit ten after cursory
observation rather than careful, judicious investigation, were
dangerous because they obscured the problems of the working classes.
Not all East Enders were as destitute as the pamphlet suggested.
Moreover, workmen needed a cnt inuing personal coinmitmit from the
wealthy far more than the alms which popular accounts tented them
to distribute. Despite the widespread Impact of Mearns' panphlet,
Barnett remarked at St. John's College: "The needs of East London
are often urged, but they are little understood ... It is Impossible
but that misunderstanding should follow ignorance, and at the
2.
3.

,uoted In Bernard M. Allen, Sir Robert orant: A Great Public
Servant (London, 1934), 25.
C.H. Grinling, FIfty Years of Pioneer W ork in Woolwich (Loidon,
1920), 2.
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4
present nxxnent the West End. is igaorant of the East End. A
settlement uld furnish the knowledge "which comes only from
the sight of others' daily life, and from sympsthy with 'the joys
5
end sorrows in widest coimnonalty spreadt'" Living as nei ibo$s
of the poor, the residents would receive accurate informstlon about
the extent of East London's poverty end an intimste understanding
of the mot ivations, manners and ways of thought of the voring
classes.
The need for such information wee clear. G.K. Chesterton
subsequently recalled that the middle class in which he had grown
up "really was a class end it really was in the middle ... It knew
far too little even of its own servants ... There wee neither the
coarse femiliarity in work, which belongs to democracies ... nor
the remains of a feudal friendliness such as lingers in the real
6
aristocracy. There was a sort of silence and embarrassment."
Beatrice Webb admitted that until she began to investigate the
lives of working men, "labour was an abstraction, which sesmed to
denote an arithmetically calculable mans of human beings, each
7
individual a repetition of the other." Few socialists in the l880'a
4.
5.
6.
7.

S.A. Barnett, Settlements, 9.
Ibid.
G.K. Chesterton, Autobiography (London, 1959), 13.
B. Webb, Apprenticeship, 60-61.
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could boast of xxre intimate knowledge. Willian Morris, for exanple,
did not enter the home of a workmen in the East End until the end
of 1884, the date of the opening of Toynbee Hall. His early attanpts
to communicate with East End.ers were as awkward as those of the
first settlement residents. After having 9one "a-preaching Stepney
way," in May 1885, he wrote, "it is a greet drawback that I can't
talk to than roughly and unaffectedly. ... I don 't sean to have got
8
at than yet - ou see this great class gulf lies between us."
Some men believed that their Isolation from the working
classes med.e their own lives artificial. They thus went to the
people In order to come in contact with reality. C.R. Ashbee,
for exanpie, was clearly motivated by this desire. Visiting
Toynbee Hall for the first time In Tune 1886, a few months before
becoming a resident, he noted his Impressions of East London In his
journal: "One gets I think more in contact with human nature in
its essence in these parts, for one dispenses with the clothes &
9
shaus & gets to the man himself." Another resident, who continued
to live In East London for a number of years after leaving Toynbee
Hall, later recalled: "I passed the happiest years of my life in
Stepney. East London is real. It is in touch with the facts of
10
life." E.H. Spender, a third early Toynbee Hall resident1 described
8. Q.ixted in E.Po Thompson, William Morris: Romantic to Revolutionary
(London, 1955), 390.
9. Athbee, "Tournal," 28 Tune 1886.
10. LaurIe,Pictures end. Politics, 74.
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East Enders as "the real people of England." Mter living in East
London for twenty years, Barniett ccinplained to his brother about the
"unreality" of a "big dest London at home" and claimed th2t such
12
events seemed "nothing but false." In similar terms he later oxpressed his approval of the Labour Party: "it brings an e1nent
of reality into a political situation which now partakes too much
of the nature of a game." Workmen had a "simplicity of aim and a
sincerity" and were not "so ready to pose" as people "familiar with
13

the artificialities of luxury."
Settlement residents were also attracted by what they considered the exotic nature of working-class areas. C.R. Ashbee
recalled that East London contained "the element of poetry and
14
adventure into the unknown." Twenty years after Ashbee's term as
resident an accountant In a 1est End firm took rooms at Toynbee
15

Hall because "the East End of London had a thrill for me."
In one of his first Bpeeche at Cambridge, Barnett also emphasized
the romance of Whitechapel. According to The Cambridge RevIe, he
remerked: "Individuals travel and read to gain wider interest and
enlarge sympathy; but the knowledge of the poor would give as much
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Spender, Pire of Life, 88.
S.A.B. to F.G.B., n.d. j189f.
S.A. Barnett, "Labour and Culture," Towards ocIal Reform, 215-16.
Ashbee, "Memoirs," Vol. I: "The Guild Idea, 1884-1902," 7-10.
Interview with ir Harold Howltt, 5 May 1967.
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interest as India or America, and would often stir deeper feelings
16
than reading about heroes." Like all foreign regions, however, the
East Ed was also an area one entered with trepidation. 1th1itgh
hortly before the opening of Toynbee Hall The Oxford lagaz1ne expressed the hope that the settlsnt would prove that the East End
17
of London was "quite as healthy" as the West End,
everyone was
easily convinced. A3 late as 1900 an Oxford student, wlxse mother
had attempted to divade him from visiting Tyflb Hall, dutifully
sent a post card within a day of his arrival: "I write to say
that I am getting on here

me st

excellently and. have not developed

any large number of infectious diseases thoui I have been about
18
& seen many things. I shall be back by dinner time tomorrow."
The second aim of the settlement revealed the limits of the
founders' desire to niderstand the attitudes and ways of thought
of the working classes. Although the early settlenent leaders
acknowledged their initial ignorance about Eaat Enders, they never
questioned the need of the poor for the culture end ideals university
men could impart. Barnett stressed the differenceØ between a settlement and a mission in his speech at St. Tobn'a College, Oxford.
Because a settlement would not be connected with a parish thurch,
16. S.A. Barnet "Settementa of University 1en in Great Towns,"
Suninary of peech delivered at St. ohn's College, Cnbridge,
C embri dge Revi (7 May 1884), 307.
1?. Oxford Magazine (15 October 1884), 315.
18. VI.H.B. to Annette Beveridge, 16 .Tanuary 1900.
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its activities 'gould have a broader scope than those typical of a
college mission, and its residents would be nn of varied religious
and political beliefs. But in the most important respect, settleinent residents were to be missionaries. Believing that working men
were amenable to drastic change, Barnett hoped to alter the behavior and values of his neighbors. The settlanent would "stir
up ... feelings of self respect" in such men as casual laborers
19
who lacked "the necessaries of livelihood." Working men who "are
in no want of bread or even of better houses" would be shown "the
20
higher thoughts In which men's minds can move." Residents who
helped to organize boys' clubs would "set up a higher standard of
men's life and through friendship ccnmend to these boys respect for
21
manhood, honor for wcinenhood, and reverence for God." Although
sett1enent residents could not directly improve the material welfare of east London's

they would work toward a more

Important goal, inculcating "habits of cleanliness end order
22
thoughts of righteousness end peace." In a speech at Cambridge,
P.L. Gall, who played a major role in the founding of Toynbee Hall,
described the state of a large proportion of the working classes
19. S.A. Barnett, Settlanents, 9.
9.
20.
.
21.
.
., 7.
. cIt., 10.
22.
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in black ternis: "I don't know whether we realize suff1ciently that
down below all we see there is a class which is not civilized,
because it never has been civilized. Their parents were uncivilized
before them. They are brut a]. end criminal and inmoral, because from
generation to generation they have not received the tradition of
23
morality." Settlement residents must supplement the East Ead clergy
24
as "the outposts of civilization."
The early settlement residents thus assumed roles similar
to those of niissicaaries, explorers ansi district officers, bringing
light to the "dark" regions of London and returning with information. It is likely that two of the founders of the settlement movement, P.L. Gell, subsequentlypresident of the British South Africa
Company, and Alfred Mimer, the High Conunissioner for South Africa
between 1897 and 1905, were both aware of the resemblance. As
students In Oxford in the 1870's, their Interests in social reform
end In Imperialism had been interconnected. It is also perhaps
siiificant that at least twenty-u residents of Toynbee Hall sub25
sequently worked for a period in some part of the npire. The very
23. The Universities' Settlement Associations Work for University
Men in East London. The Eeport of a hfeeting tld at Canbridge,
24 May 1884, .
24. Ibid.
25. Ernest Ayes, Harry Osborne Buckle, Herbert Stunmersell Davis,
Norman de Lancy Davis, Patrick Duncan, P. Lyttelton Gel].,
Bertram R 1, Hawker, Eldred Frederick Hitchcock, G-yril ackaon,
Maxwell Studdy Leigh, Ernest Lewis Matthews, WillIun Arthur
Moore, Henry George Rawson, Tobn Walter Richardson, Tohn George
Richey, C. Russell, LB. Sargent, F.N. Schifler, J. Sinclair,
Mark Stone, H.E. Sturge, F.P.F. Vane.
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term "settlement" suggested that the experience of an upper-class
resident in East London was believed to be comparable to that of a
settler in one of Britain's colonies.
To Barnett, the third and most important aim of Toynbee
Hall was to establish personal relationships between mubers of
different social classes. Like other observers of nineteenth-century
England, he was disturbed by the atomization of industrial urban
society. He described East London as a vast impersonal area, inhabited by a population with no ordered relationships, no attachment or lolty to the comnu.mity and no interest in solving its
major problems. In fact, the ties of the Inhabitants to the regLon
were nct strong, East London, like many other Industrial wo±Ingclass areas, contained relatively few settled, long-term residents.
Artisans with sufficient means moved their residence, end thus their
cent of concern, to surrounding suburbs. Their place was taken
by two groups of newcomers: limnigrants from the country and East
European Jews, neither of whom was able to furnish strong leaders.
In 1889 H. Llewell3m Smith, a Toynbee Hall resident and an investigator for Charles Booth, estimated that over a fourth of the popula26
tion of East London had been born outside the district. ithin East
London Itself, moreover, residents frequently moved in search of
better jobs or housing.
26. H. Llewellyu SmIth, "Influx of Population," Labour end Life
of the People Vol. I: East London, ed. Charles Booth (2d ad.:
London, 1889), 509.
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Nevertheless, Barxiett assund that the single cause of the
franentat1on of society was the physical segregation of the classes.
As early as 1800 the social atructure of E58t London had been easily
distinguished from that of the iest End. It was already known as
a largely poverty-stricken area with notorious patches of slums.
Eowever, the opening of the docks during the early years of the
nineteenth7'century set the seal on this development. The ranainIng open spaces were rapidly built over to supply homes for the
increasing number of workers. At the sane time, the f ranaining
wealthy squares disappeared as merchants and. manufacturers moved to
mcm'e prosperous areas of London. By 1872 when the Barnetts arrived,
East London was an entirely working-class area, containing almost
no representatives of the more leisured and cultured classes.
According to Barnett, the most serious result of this process was that the poor had lost the moral leadership of the wealthy.
Moreover, the upper classes had lost the humanity and sympathy which
cane from contact with poverty. Different ideals and different
standards of behaviqy had in turn produced class-hostility.
Barnett looked back nostalgically to the hierarchical, status
relationships of the pre-Industrial village when society was not a
mere abstraction but, he believed, an organic whole. Characteristically, he urged the settlement workers to refurnish for their
use one of the large houses abandoned by the wealthy in their flight
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from the East End; the settlers were to fm a resident leisured
class, providing the persona]. service which alone could unify the
coninunit y. As E. T. Urwi ck, a sub-warden of the settlement, later
28
wrote, the residents acted as "the squire and parson combined."
In the 1880's and 1890's the settlanent movanent wes one
of the most widely acclaimed attempts to grapple with the nova].
problems created by industrialization end urbanization, but in its
conception it looked backward rather than forward. It idealized the
social relationships of the eerleigbteenth century and ignored
the possibilities for a nnre impersonal and systematic form of social
service inherent in modern cities. It souat to restore the "natural
relations" which the growth of urban centers had destroyed. In
the words of one prominent settlement leader, sett1nent workers
were not
en artificial importation of alien e].ements
into conditions to which they do not belong
and in which they have no natural office.
It is sinly the restoration of the natural
conditions which our whole public life
assumes. It gives back the very people whe
alone can functionize ( j .) on. behalf of the
body. It restores the right relation of
people to one another.29
27. s.A. Barnett, Settlanents, 5.
28. E.r. Urwick, "The Set 4-lement Ideal," Charity Organisation Review
(March 1902), 122.
29. Henry Scott Holland, A Bundle of Larries (London, 1915), 91.
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Barnett laid no claim to having originated the settlrent
movaiient. Speaking at St. ToJm's College, Oxford, he cited the
example of Edward Denison who had established residence in. Phulpot
Street, Stepney for eight xxnths in 1867 in order to find out for
30
himself how the poor lived. He engaged in such philanthropic and
educations]. work as endowing and teaching in a school, lecturing
on the Bible to a group of dockers, "the crown and glory of my
31
lebours", and serving as an s]lnoner for the Society for the Relief
32
of Distress. Disturbed by "the terrible effects" of indiscriminate
almsglving and determined to reform the administration of the Poor
Law, he anticipated the work of the Charity Organ! sation Society.
His conception of his role as a member of the leisured class in
East London likewise influenced the founders and early residents
of T olee Hall. Residence In the East End, showed him, as It later
showed settlement workers, that its inhabitants were not as destitute
as they appeared from the outside: "The evil condition of the
population is rather owing to the total absence of residents of a
better class - to the dead level of 1abc,ir which prevails over that
33
wide region.." Moreover, the proper func tb ni ng of local self gov emment depended on the presence of a resident wealthy class. Denison
30. S.A. Barnett, Settlnents, 10.
3].. Work among the London Poor: Letters and. Other Iritings of the
Late Edward Denisoji, ed. xaldwyn Leighton (London, 1884), 52.
32. 22.. £t.• ' 79.
22 . cit., 17.
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explained to a frieild the reason why he felt an obligation to ensure
that a sanitary regulation was enforced on a street where serious
epidemics were occurring: "These are the sort of evils which, where
there are no resident gentry, grow to a height almost incredible,
end on which the ranedial influence of the mere presence of a
34

gentlanen known to be on the alert is inestimable."
Edmund Hollond, whom Mrs. Barnett credits with having
played en Integral role in bringing Bernett to hitechapel, followed
35

Denison to East London. round

1869

Denison, the historian J.R. Greai,

then a vicar In Stepney, Brooke Lambert, a vicar in hitechapel end
subsequently a friend of the Barnetts, and possibly Edmund Hollond
met at the home of JoIin Th.iakln in order to fomnulate a new scheme
36

for aiding the poor. Denison and Green suggested that a settlanent
should be founded in East London In order th8t university men might
continue the work they had begun there. As B rooks Lembert later
wrote, "the proposal commended itseir to us, mainly as enabling
men of culture to influence the life of these parts by working on
37
local boards." Although nothing immediately came of the suggestion
It perhaps influenced the Barnetta to travel to Oxford on numerous
occasions, describing the conditions of hitechapel and recruiting
34,
35.

36.
37.

. cIt., 52.
li.O. Barnett,

Barnett, I, 68.
Brooks Lanbert, "Tacoh's Answer to Esau' Cry," Contanporary
Review (September 1884), 397.
Ibid.
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volunteers for the philanthropic activities they had organized.
Bamett remarked that the Oxford student s most recept lye
to his ideas were those who had been influenced by T.H. Green, then
38
a tutor at Balliol. Green's philanthropic and civic activities
later provided a model for settlement residits. Attempting to ful-..
f ii the ideals of the "social reformer" and the "citizen" which
preoccupied his writings as well as Barnett's, he participated in
local government and campaigned for the extension of education.
He became the first Oxford don to be elected to the t.ovin council
by standing as an ordinary resident rather than as a member of the
Unierslty, worked for state-supported primary education first
as a member of the Taunton Conmilssion and then on the National
Education League, served on the Oxford School Board in 1874 end
actively supported the University Extension Movement. The beliefs
which underlay such activities also had a strong impact on his
students. According to his biographer, Melvin Ricbter, Green's
appeal. was to the members of a trensitio al generation who shared
the strong sense of duty of their evangelical fathers but had begun
to doubt the faith which had shaped Victorian ociety. Green taught
such men how they might employ their re1lgiis motivations to solve
secular problems. He sought to trensfonu their guilt about their
38. S.A. Barnett1 tUni.versity Settlements," University end Social
Settlements, ed. W1U Reason (London, 1898), 12.
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declining faith into guilt about the inequalities and injustices
of their society end to instil in them a belief in the value of
39
personal service. Beatrice Webb underlined this view then she
wrote that the origin of the social ferment in the 1870's and 1880's
is to be discovered in a new consciousness of
sin among men of mt ellect and. nn of property
• ..
The consciousness of sin was a coUective or
class consciousness; a growing uneasiness,
anounting to conviction, that the industrial
organisat ion ... had failed to provide a decent
livelihood and tolerable conditions for a majority
of the inhabitants of Great Britain
This class-consciousness of sin was usually
accompanied by devoted personal service, sometimes
by open confession and a deliberate dedication of
means and strength to the reoranisation of society
on a more equalitarlan basis.4"
As she noted, Barnett frequently told his followers; "the sense of
41
sin has been the starting-point of progress." Barnett also appealed
to the evangelical sense of duty and dedication of his audience
at St. rohn's College when he stressed that a settlanent would
42
provide "an outlet for every form of earnestness."
Arnold Toynbee, a friend and disciple of T.H. Green, was a
second major influence on his generation of Oxford social reformers.
His own career illustrates the chenging emphasis from religious to
social concerns. He was born in 1852, the son of a famous physician.
39. Melvin Richter, The Politics of Conscience: T.H. Green end
His Age (London, 1964).
40. B. elebb, Apprenticeship, 204-08.
41. 2a. cj• 205-06.
42. S.A. Barnett, Settlements L 8.
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Entering Pembroke College, Oxford in the spring of 1873, he studied
43
religion as an undergraduate. In 1878, when he was appointed tutor
in Balliol, he began to take an interest in economic end social
subjects. During this second period he participated in the campaign
to reform the stablished Church, becoming a mamber of the Council
of the Church Ref onn Union end helping to organize its activity at
Oxford. A letter which he wrote to Barnett, another leading member
of the Council, in February 1879, shows the way in which th.is woik
served as a means of connecting his early religious interests with
his subsequent secular preoccupations:
You know I daresay that I gave an address at
the Palmorston about 6 weeks ago on Church
Reform. I think it was successful, end ever
since I have been thinking, what to do next.
At lest I have decided to form a society to
discuss not only the principles of Church
Reform but the whole range of political end
social questions that are before us at the
present time. Milner, Gell end myself were
members of our original little club ... We
have chosen subjects to irk at end we intend
to meet once or twice a term at London or
Oxford. e hope to formulate a body of principles which will guide us in our political
& social action and enable us to deal effectively
with the great questions of our time. hue propose to pick out the ablest of the younger men
who come up to Oxford to join them on to us from
time to time. Our great object to aim at is to
maintain a vital relation in the growth of
principles between men in Oxford and men In
London, men with a peculiar and rather narroW
43. Alfred Mi].ner, rnold Toynbee: A Raminiscence (London, 1901),
35.
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experience labourin at problens in their
xst fudent a]. aspects, and nn with a
wide and varied experience facing t]xse
problans in their izmnediate end practice].
aspects. ... In conclusion we do rt wish
a word or a hint breathed by any one as to
the existence of stzh a society ... Tboae
like yourself who, I hope, believe in us,
WI].]. do US the greatest service by saying
as little as possible about any supposed
nvenent at Oxford in any given direction
... You will understand I doubt t, why,
in the very act of confiding to an old
friend what is as dear to n as my own
marriage, I so carefully forbid the extension of this coniidence.44
The elms of this group clearly foreshadowed those of
To pnbee Hell. Moreover, the two original members dcininated the
founding and early vark of the sett1nent. Philip Lyttelton Gel].
was one of the earliest supporters of the settlenent movenen.t at
Oxford, one of the first residents t Toynbee Hall and chairmen of
its verning council from 1884 until 1896. In the early 1880's
Alfred Milner served as secretary of the 1hitechape1 branch of the
University Extension Society, which was founded largely by Barnett
and was later under the direction of Toynbee Hall. In 1884 he was
a nmber of the London 1Ømittee responsible for establishing the
settlement and during the next few years freqtntly delivered lectures
45
there to groups of working men. In 1912, hoping "to retire frxn
44. Arnold Toynbee to S.A.B., 18 Febniary 1879. Barnett Papers,
Lembeth Palace Library, London, S.E. 1.
45. John Evelyn drench. Alfred Lord Mimer: The Man of No Illusions,
l4].92 (London, l98), 60.
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active public affairs but to devote some part of my leisure to
46
social work," he beceme chairman of the ,buncii of Toymbee Hall,
47
a position he held for a ntmiber of years. When Toynbee' a group
hcldts meeting-s in London, one of its devoted members was the
journalist E.T. Cook, a volunteer at Toynbee Hall in the 1880's
end in 1886 the editor of the Toynbee

end. Students' Union

Chronicle, the journal of the settlement's branch of the University
48
Extension Society. One of the younger men whom Toynbee Inspired was
Bolton King, secretary of the Oxford mmIttee which helped to
establish T oynbee Hall and one of its leading residents for eight
49
years. Held together by the force of his personality, Toynbee' s
circle of friends visited workhouses, took part In the current
efforts to organize charity and. participated in prograns to educate
pupil teachers: "for it was a distinguishing mark of those who came
under T oynbee's influence, that they were filled with an enthusian
for social eqility, which led them to elm at bridging the gulf
50
between the educated and the wage-earnIng class."
45. Lord Mimer to E.0.B., 6 October 1917. Toynbee Hall Records.1
Greater London County Record Office, London, S.E. 1.
47. Letters from Mimer to Gel]. fIm 1871-79 attest to Toynbee's
influence on them during these years. (P.L. Gell Papers, in
the possession of Colonel P. Gell, Hopton Hall, Wirksworth,
Derby.)
48. J. Saxon Mills, Sir dward Cook, K.B.E. (London, 1921), 43;
The Lilner Papers: South Africa, 1897-1899, ed. Cecil Readlam
(London, 1931), 13.
Benjamin
Jowett, "Arnold Toynbee," in Arnold Toynbee, Lectures
49.
on the Indnstria]. Revolution (Londci, 1884), viii.
50. ilner, Arnold Toynbee, 27.
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Toynbee himself was the most active member of his group.
He lectured to working man first In the north of ig1and and then
in London. In Oxford he assisted a local co-operative society,
served as a Poor Law Guardian and canpaigned for better houses,
more open spaces and free libraries. During one Oxford vacation he
took rooms in Whitechapel near St. Jude's, becoming the most famous
of the early "settlers" in East London. A8 B eatrice Webb pointed
out, the motivation underlying such activities was "consciousness
of sin." In fact, T oynbee's most famous speech took the form of a
confession to a group of working men in London:
We - the middle classes, I mean, not merely the
very rich - we have neglected you; Instead of
justice we have offered you charity, and instead
of sympathy we have offered you hard and unreal
advice; but I think we are changing. If you
would only believe it and trast us, I think that
many of us would spend our lives in your service.
You have - I say it clearly end advisedly - you
have to forgive us, for we have wronged you; we
have sinned against you grievously - not knowingly
always , but still we have sinned, end let us
confess it; but if you will forgive us - nay,
whether you will forgive us or not - we will serve
you, we will devote otn lives to your service,
and we cannot do more.51
Always fragile in health, Toynbee died in April 1883, seven months
before Barnett's speech at St. John's College, Oxford. Considered
a martyr to the cause of social reform, Toynbee was an obvious
choice to be corrffnemorated by the first university settlanent, founded

51. Q.uoted. in B, biebb,

pnticesh, 208-09.
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by his friends, embodying many of his ideals end emulating his lead
52
in the field of philanthropy.
One member of B g rnett' g audience at t. rohn's College in
November 1883 later recalled: 'lMe who heard the paper decided that
53
we must act upon it." A meeting at Balliol College in Ienuary 1884
resolved to establish a university settlement along the lines
Bernett had suggested and appointed a coninittee with responsibility
for selecting residents and locating a suitable building in a working54
class district of London. This conznittee In turn requested a group
55
of men living In London to make the necessary arrangements.
Within a month they had chosen a vacant industrial school as a site
for the settlement and unanimously elected B arnett director. A
general meeting held

Oxford on 29 1ebruary decided to establish

an association which would found and maintain the settlement and to
offer the position of warden, with a salary of L250, to Barnett.
At the seme time, a coninittee was appointed to purchase the school,
In fact, some of the founders of Toynbee Hall saw the settlement
primarily as a memorial to Arnold Toynbee. (See Sidney Ball
to P.L. Gell, 5 November 1883 and Sidney Ball to S.A.B.,
10 November 1883. Papers of P.L. Gell).
53.
uoted in I.G. Lockhart, Qsio Gordon Lang (London, 1949), 39.
54. Oxford uagazine (23 Tanuary 1884), 4. The committee consisted
of the baster of the C ollege, LU. Fremantle, . Bryce,
A.H.D. Aclend, A. Sldgwick, W.E. Forbes, A.L. Smith, T.H.
W arren, S. Ball, C.E. Dawkins, B. King, h.D. Leigh, Li.
Sadler, C.Gr. Lang. (Oxford }agazine (13 .Iebruary 1884), 67).
l_Ret (1885), 5. The London committee included
55. First
J. .tiryce, P.L. Grell, B. King, C.S. Loch end A. Milner.
52.

56
to supervise its alterations, and to raise funds. By the beginning
of March Barnett was able to report to his brother: "The event of
the week has been the settlanent of the Settlement. The premises
have been bought for 625O, a committee has been formed & one
5?
Oxford fellow has given 1O0O." Early in May, B ernett and Bolton
King addressed a large meeting at Cambridge, describing in detail
58
the plans for the settlement. At a meeting of the Cambridge Conmittee
for the -tudy of Social Q,uestions ten days later, Philip Lyttelton
Gall outlined the steps which had been taken to establish the
settlement; the meeting then resolved to form a committee to work
59
in conjunction with Oxford. On 24 )iiay, members of this committee,
meeting with a deputation from Oxford, agreed to cooperate in the
60
founding of the settlanent • At the end of Dec amber 1884 Toynbee Hall
opened its door5 and began operating as the first university settlement.
The strong ties of Oxford and to a lesser extent of Canbrid.ge
with Toymbee Hall were always a mutual source of pride.
56.
57.
58.

.
6; Oxford Magazine (27 February 1884), 110.
S.A.B. to F.G.B., 1 March 1884.
S.A. Bernett "Settlements of University Men in Great Towns,"
SumnEry of speech, Q. ridge .r eview (7 May 1884), 307-08.
59. The Cambridge Ø6nrnittee included A. Seeley, Michael Foster,
the Master of elwyn, E.. Blore, .E. Heitland, A.P. Laurie,
D. MacAlister, G.I. Piothero, V.11. Stanton, J.R. Tanner,
Sedley Laylor, Oscar Browning, J.A. Chamberlain, l. Cunningham,
H.S. Foxwell, kr-thur Gray. (Oxford Maazine (4 Tune 1884), 281).
60. G.C. Moore Smith to P.L. Geil, 11 May 1884. Papers of P.L.
Geil; The Universities' Settlement Association, he report of
a$eet ing e1d at Cembridge, 24 kay 1884; C embridg review
(28 May l88, cxxviii.
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Four days after Baritt suggested that a settlament be founded,
The Oxford I.iagazine expressed its belief that the scheme "is an
experiment which, of all others, is at this time most helpful and
61
most worth trying." Barnett's speech and an address given by
i1liem Morris during the same week re evidence that "Oxford has
turned from playing at the Middle Ages in churches, or at a R eRenaissance in cupboards, and a new faith, with Professor Green
for its founder, Arnold Toynbee for its martyr and various societies
62
for its propaganda, is alive amongst us." Two years later the
journal commented: "The most Important movement of the three years
has doubtless been the attampt to bring Oxford into connection with
63
the East End of London." For many years both The Oxford Magazine
and The Cambridge Review continued to support the settlement by
reporting Its activities in considerable detail end devoting space
to appeals for new volunteers.
Toynbee Hall held annual meetings at both universities when
the warden, accompanied by residents, prominent politicians and
occasionally socialist or labor leaders, sought to recruit promising
residents. In March 1892 The Oxford Magazine reported that Balliol
Hall was "crammed full" with between 600 and 700 students. Asquith,
61. Oxford Magazine (21 Novenber 1883), 384.
62. Ibid.
63. Oxford Magazine (9 Decamber 1885), 427.
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the most prominent speaker, "roused the ieeting to the last pitch
of enthusiaan" when he described the future of Toynbee Hall "in
64
language that thrilled through his audience." In subsequent years
the meetings were smaller end the reporting more restrained. In
1899 two hundred students attended a meeting and In the following
65
year between fifty end one hundred. In 1902 The Oxford Magazine
noted that the annual meeting "was the fullest and most enthusiastic
which has been held for some years ... and should give a fresh
66
impetus to all settlement work." In February 1908 the hail of St.
67
John's College was "coupletely filled". Between the annual meetings,
such dons as Edward Caird, A.L. Smith, William Markby, W.H. Forbes
and bidney Ball continued to orni ze support for Toynbee Hall at
Oxford. The most Important of these was Sidney Ball In whose rooms
at St. Jo]:i&s College Barnett had first presented his proposal for
a university settlement. Influenced by T.H. Green end. Arnold
Toynbee, he was, from the mId-1880's, one of the leaders of Fabian
socialism at Oxford. Moreover, he thared B arnett's interest in
the extension of university education to the working classes.
He became a member of the uncil of Ruskin College, a working man' a
college established in Oxford, end actively participated in the

64. Oxford Magazine (9 March 1892), 224.
65. Oxford Magazine (15 February 1899), 193; Oxford Magazine
(14 ebruary 1900), 202.
66. Oxford Magazine (12 March 1902), 271.
67. Oxford aazine (27 February 1908), 224.
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founding end early activities of the workers' Educational Association.
In the 1890's Barnett wrote to Ball: "If you had not kept up the
68
fire of social interest where iuid Toynbee Hell ... have been?"
Barnett also sought to maintain his own ties with Oxford.
His speech in November 1883 was the fourth he made during the year
69
at the university &4r he stthsequently considered his annual visits
there to appeal for support for Toynbee Hall his most enjoyable
tasks. In 1884 he wrote to his brother: "Oxford is lovely, very
lovely in this weather & there is that to be found in a college
70

garden wh. is in no other country or garden." Twenty-seven years
later he sent his nephew a similar letter from Oxford: "We are
havl.ng a good time here ... rejoicing in the beauty & in the reviving
In its
L7 old memories & friendships. Oxford has a great charm
71
society of people who are cultured - human & not rich." Barnett was
most impressed by Balliol, the college of T.H. Green end Arnold
Toynbeo. As he wrote to his brother in 1886, "The Balliol boys are
72

the best," He partially explained his preference In 1889; "At
present Balliol is easily top. There Is more honest work, more
73

humility & therefore more religion in it than in other colleges."
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.

uoted in Oona Howard Ball, Sidney Ball: MnorIes end Impressions
of 'An Ideal Don' (Oxford, 1923), 70.
Oxford MaezIne (7 March 1883), 130; Oxford Magazine (23 May
1883), 241; Oxford agazine (30 May 1883), 268, 270.
S.A.B. to 1 7 9.B., 24 1iay 1884.
S.A.B. to Thvy Bernett, 6 Juie 1911.
S.A.B. to F.G.B., 26 Tune 1886.
.A.B. to F.G.B., 22 June 1889.
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In 1894 he was appointed a select preacher to Oxford, a position
74
enabling him to visit the university more often." Moreover during
the early years of the twentieth century Barnett revealed his continued faith in Oxford end Cambridge by participating in the movenient to reform the universities in order that their values and
ideals might have a greater impact on the nation. On 17 November
1913, exactly thirty years after he had presented his scIne for a
university settletnent, a group of his friends again met In the rooms
of Sidney Ball end decided to found a memorial to Barnett at Oxford.
On 6 June 1914 "Barnett House," an Oxford center for social and.
75
economic studies, was formally opened.
Barnett's affection for Oxford did not extend to Cambridge.
After addressing a group in Cambridge in 1886 he wrote to his
brother: "The meeting was large & took - I think - the proposition
well. There was lwever an. absence of Oxford enthusIaam & there
76
were few questions." In 1902 he noted that a C ambridge meeting
"was not large - Cambridge has not the life of Oxford, It Is duller
77
& gooder." Three years later he again remarked that Cambridge
78
"hee less life - or less show of life than Oxford." Such conmienta
reflected the smaller role which Cambridge played In both the founding
74. S.A.B. to F.G-.B., 17 November 1894.
75. C.V. Butler, "arnett House, 1914 to l9j" (Oxford, 1964), 4-5.
76. S.A.B. toF.G.B., 3Mayl886.
77. S.A.B. to F.G.B., 16 November 1902.
78. S.A.B. to F.G.B., 18 November 1905.
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and subsequent v&rk of Tonbee Hall. In February 1885 The Cnbridge
Review castigated members of the university for their mlative lack
of support for the settlement: "While Oxford, to whom the credit
is due, has fully done her share toward its realisation, Cambridge
up to the present has lent, conaratively speaking, but little
79
assistance, either in money or men." At least one resident from
Cambridge acknowledged that T oynbee H&.1 was basically en Oxford
80
settlement.
The connection between Toynbee Hall and the universities
was even broader then the frequency of Barnett's visits or the
number of university graduates working with him in Whitechape]. waild
suggest. It will be seen that the settlement's residents continually
looked to Oxford and Cambridge for a frame of reference. The image
of Oxbridge thus dcviinated every aspect of Toynbee Hall, limiting
Its revolt from the accepted standards of the day and restricting
its adventurousness in the field of social refonn.
Toynbee Hell was situated at 28, CoDmrciel Street, a few
yards from St. ude's Church, in a district administered in 1884 by
the hitechapel Board of Works end after 1900 by the Stepney Borough
Council. Wh the settlement was founded the population of the
neighborhood wee rapidly changing. During the early 1880' s a great
79.
80.

Cambridge Review (18 February 1885), 214.
Laurie, Pictures and Politics, 73.
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dee]. of demolition had been carried out under Lord Cross' Act.
According to one early resident, in 1884 "the parish of St. Jude's,
8].
Whitechepel, seeiied to be half pulled down." A few years later
large model blocks were built, partiy by the E5t id Dwellings
Company, the housing association of which Barnett was a leading
msmber. A primary goal of the builders was to evict the criminal
element of the neighborhood and replace it with a more respectable
senent of the working class. By 1890 Toynbee Hall was thus surrotmded
by a sizable proportion of independent, upwardly mobile woilcing men,
who the re8idents could reasonably hope would be more receptive to
their overtures then Bariiett's first parishioners. But the residents
looked with less favor on the second end more signif Ic ant change
then occurring in the social composition of their neighborhood.
Although hitechepel was already the center or a ewish conznunity,
a series of pogroms in Eastern irope beginning in the early 1880's
greatly increased the district's foreii. population. Between 1881
end 1905 about a million Jews left Eastern Europe, of whom about
82
151,000 settled in Britain. Out of a total of 286,925 aliens in
Britain in 1901, 135,377 lived In London end 54,310 of these were
83
resident in the Borough of Stepney. The forei cczninunity of White—
chapel increased more rapidly than that of any other district; it
]we11yn Smith, "Influx," Labour end Life, I, 521.
1903 IX, Re2ort of the Roye]. CorimissIon on the Aliens
Question, 4. (The CoirmiIssion stresses that these statistics,
based on the 1901 census returns, should not be considered
completely accurate).
83. 2i.. cit., 14.

81.
82.
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grew from 9,660 in 1881 to 29,188, or 37.02 per cent of the total
84
population, in 1901. By 1899 much of the area to the north, west
85
Topnbe
and east of
Hall was inhabited overwhelmingly by sews.
The settlement reacted to this influx in t, somewhat contradictory
ways. On. tl one hand, the residents campaigned to control the
growth of anti-alien hysteri a and to prevent the enactment of
restrictive legislation. But few of the residents sought to
establish contact with members of the Jewish community surrounding
then.
Nevertheless, the residents stressed the advantages of the
settlenent's location. Its propinquity to St. Jude's enabled the
residents to assume responsibility for many of the organizations
the Bax'netts had founded during their first years in ihitechapel.
Moreover, the settlenent was within easy access of all parts of
London. Situated In the north-west corner of Stepney, it Was close
to the East End boroughs of Bethnal Green, Shoreditch end Flnsbury.
Similarly, it was no more than a fifteen-minute walk from the Bank
of England and by 1905 a five-or-ten minute walk from five underground stations which connected It with the rest of London and the
suburbs. In its location as In Its intention Toynbee Hail was thus
a bridge between "East and West."
22-23.
84. 2
85. H.S. Lewis and C. Russell, The Jew In London: A Study of Racial
Character and Present-Day Conditions (London, 1900), .&LLVII xxxix.
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Entering Toynbee Hell from Caimnercia]. Street, a visitor
during the period passed through a long arched tunnel under the
warden's lodge into a quadreng].e surrounded by the settlement
building. The first story consisted of a lecture room, a dining hail
end a drawing rocti and the second of the residents' quarters.
A raised yard in the rear had been converted into a tennis court.
The architect had been forced to use part of the building already
existing on the site but within this limitation he had striven
to model the settlement on en Oxbridge college. It is likely that
he was largely successful. In 1885 The C ambridge xZeview rnarked
that the apartment of a resident "differs in no respect from an
86
ordinary college room." An Oxford graduate wrote to his parents
fifteen years later that "the narrow winding corkscrew staircase
87
rather reminds one of college." The similarity of the des1t of
Toynbee Hall to that of a university college was increased in 1894
when some friends of Bolton King constructed in his honor a clock
tower, perhaps also a symbol of the sense of order the residents
88
hoped to Impose on East London.
In other ways also Toynbee Hall was easily distinguished
from the surrounding slums. The residents themeelves frequently
called the settlennt "an oasis" in the midst of the city. Although
86. Cambridge .t eview (18 February 1885), 214.
87. T.E.H. to William and Anna M. Harvey, 6 March 1900.
88. Tenth Annual ReDort (1894), 7.
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an early resident drew in his journal a sketch of the tenement he
saw from his room end wrote to a friend at C8mbridge that "the
89
factory chimney outside depresses," If a resident's room faced
in another direction he saw and heard far less of East London. One
settlnent vxrker later remembered Toybee Hall as en "oasis of
90
quiet" in the "roar of traffic" of Whitechapel. Another wrote to
his parents that his zoom, "being on the inside of the quad
91
Is also very quiet, which is a great advantage." The early residents
also believed that in time their quadrangle could serve as a symbol
of the countryside, the virtues of which they frequently invoked.
It Is true that an early drawing of Toynbee Hall In The Oxford
Magazine, showing a fountain surrounded by flowers In the center
of the settlement, was largely fanciful; but the 4g&ine noted
that the residents "hope it may not be long before a little oasis
of greenery may be planted amongst the dreary wilderness of bricks
92

end mortar that stretch away on ovary side."
The style of life of the settlement residents similarly
separated theni. from their neighbors. In his speech at St. Tobn's
College Bernett claimed that members of the upper classes uld be
93
better citizens after they had "shared the life of the poor."
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.

C.R. Ashbee to u.n. robably Roger Fril, II November 1886.
W.H. Beverldge, Power end Influence (London, 1953), 23.
T.E.H. to William and Anna M. Harvey, 6 March 1900.
Oxford Magazine (18 February 1885), 77.
S.A. Barnett, bettlements, 8.
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But four months later, having accepted the position of warden, he
told his brother that he would live "in space & ccxnfort & quiet."

94

Visitors to the settlement during subsequent years frequently
remarked on the high standard of cctnfort which its residents
95
enjoyed. In fact, the congeniality of their surroundings wa a
source of pride to many settlement workers; as the representatives
of the leisured class in the coninunity, they considered themselves
responsible for providing a model of good breeding, cleanliness and
order. In an article In 1902 E.3. Urwick, then sub-warden, emphasized
this point:
It is sonetimea thought that to be a part of
a poor neighbourhood we must ourselves become
like the poor - imitating, to some extent,
their conditions of living. If I em right
in my hypothesis, we shall attempt no stxh
thing. e want to fill the place of the wellto-do cultured class as such; end while our
consciences ought to prevent extravagance or
undue luxury, it is not part of our duty to
lower our standard of living to a level of
marked discomfort.96
Writing to Beveridge two years later, Barnett stressed that the
annual expenses of the settlement could not be reduced if "the
standard of living is to be kept at a height of cleanliness &
comfort wh. shall be an example to East London. The ... point
seems to me to be important ... People in East London need to have
94. .A.B. to F.G.B., 1 March 1884.
95. E.g. Annette Jeanie Beveridge, sister of W.H.L 1 to Annette
Beveridge, 23 January 1905. Beveridge Papers, L.S.E.
96. Urwick, "Settlement Ideal," Charity Organisation Review
(March 1902), 123.
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before them a way of life at wh. they may aim." A memorandum
written in 1913 by three residents and endorsed by four others
stated that "the mere example of a well kept, bright, cheerful
house is in itself of no little value to the people of the neighbourhood who frequent it. It can raise their whole standard of life
98
& in a very real manner." The significance of comfort to these
residents was shown by the fact that a discussion of the need for a
new common room occupied about one-seventh of the inemorandimi, en
attempt to evaluate the role of T oynbee Hall at

tht time. Settle-

ment workers in the mid-twentieth century, hoping to establish the
rev-elance of their work to the demands of the pooi have attempted
to minimize the distinctions between themselves and members of the
connunity; but Toynbee Hall residents, more confident of the superiority of middle-class values and standards, tried to emphasize their
distance from their neighbors.
Even during the period, however, there were occasional
murmurs of dissent. As a student at Belliol in the early 1900's,
Stephen Hobhouse had been influenced by Canon Bernett and an adinirer of Toynbee Hall. But in 1913, when he went to live at Toynbee
Hall, he found the settlement "too cEfortable for my present purposes,
an 'oasis' of Oxford and Cambridge academic life, whose doors shut
97. S.A.B. to wil.H.B., 13 February 1904.
98. Memorandum 10. Toynbee Hall Records. (The menzrandum is not
dated but In a letter to Lord Mimer on 31 May 1913, HenrIetta
Barnett stated that it would be presented to the council on
2 June 1913).

12?
one off from the drab poverty of most of the hi.mible houses around."

99

George Lansbury, a working-class neighbor of Toynbee hail, was
later more sarcastic about the way in which its residents shielded
themselves from contact with members of the conum.mlty. His comment
cuts through the pieties which settlnent workers were prone to
offer:
Young men h27 came to ast London answering
the call of the Barnetts ... were to mix with
the poor, learn about conditions and the health
of the poor. w hat a od and blessed thing
it would be that rich and poor should live
together: But 'living' only extended to
meetings ... in T oynbee Hall and its fine
parlours, dining and other roans.10°
Despite the gracious style of life which the residents enjoyed,
Toynbee Hall had. no capital endonent and it was run with a minimum
of operating expenses. In fact, the size of the budget was an integral
part of barnett's conception of the meaning of a settlement. Like
Matthew Arnold, he frequently used the word "machinery" to describe
means which were valued as ends. Institutions, societies, large and
expensive buildings were all machinery. Loynbee hail, on the other
hand, was not so much an institution as a group of indiviials devoted
to furthering the welfare of ast I.ondcai. Although the residents
worked through existing organizations, they realized that the only
goal worth achieving was the establishment of personal relations.
99.
100.

tephen Henry Hobhouze, Forty Years and en Epilogue: An
Autobiography, 1881 - 1951 (London, 1951), 133.
Lansbury,
Life, 139.
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The settlement nvenent was founded when "people became diet rustful
of the machinery for doing good. Men at the Universities ... were asking
for some other way than that of institutions by which to reach their
neighbours. ... 1?hey welcomed ... the proposal for a settlement where
they might live their own lives and also make friends

101
ng the poor."

In 1892 Barnett wrote to his brother: "A plague on schemes &
politics & institutions. If a dozen people live r i g
ht ly & neigh102
bourly they are worth more than many organisations." Moreover, a
large endoent was unnecessary because the residents paid for their
own board and lodging and no settlement worker received a fee for
the services he performed. This too reflected the founders' original
definition of a settlement. The residents could be expected to
support themselves because they were to be members of the upper
classes who alone could exert a beneficial influence on the community
thiough the example of their behavior, education and culture. Then
too, the founders were convinced of the steriority of vo1unte
as opposed to plofessiona]) workers. According to Octavia Hill,
only the volunteer knew "how to enlist that individual gentle help
... which the trained agent has neither the time rrr capacity
103
to give." E.3. Urwick, sub-warden of Toynbee hail at the turn
101.
102.
103.

S.A. Barnett "University Se-tt1nents," University and oc1a1
Settlements, 12.
.A.B. to F.G-.B., 26 May 1892.
0. Hill, "District Visiting," Our Cormon Land and Other hort
Essays (London, 187'?), 35.
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of the century, agreed:
Your ideal settler must first have absorbed
true principles as part of his or her nature;
and so fortified, she or he will not botier
very much about the theoretical correctness
of each step. I would even put in a plea
for the advantages of impulse end the value
of occasional mistakes.l04
During the past fifty years sod al reformers have increasingly
expressed doubts about the value of unpaid

service.

By 1914, some

Toyn.bee Hall residents themselves realized that the relationship
between a voluntary worker and the recipient of his aid was frequently patnnizing and that the formal, structured relationship
which existed between a professional worker and his client was ire
in accord with the demands of en impersonal, urbanized society.
In the 1880's, however, the settlement founders, exalting the
feudal re1at1onshi did not question the necessity for volunt
work. Had T oynbee Hall residents been paid they would have lost
the sympathy, spontaneity end enthusiasm which were the

key to their

wo it.

Toynbee Hall was the creation of the Universities' Settlemont Association which was registered as a joint stock undertaking
105
in 3u1y 1884. Consisting of men who contributed at least 5fve poovS
104.

Urwick, "Sett1ennt Ideal," Charity Orgenisation eview
(March 1902), 123.
105. First Annual x eport (1885), 3.

1)

to the settlement and remained members for five years, of annual
subscribers of at least one guinea ond of no riore than fifteen men
elected by its council, the Association was responsible for pchasing and maintaining the settlement building, providing the
salaries of employees, and. receiving and allocating contributions.

106

In. practice, however, members of the Association had little to do
with the actual functioning of Toynbee Hall. In January 1888
Barnett wrote to his brother: "Last afternoon the USA ffiniversities'
ettlement Associatio.7 had its pretence of a meeting, no share10?
holder came & nothing Was done good or bad." The council of the
Association administered the settLement. The first council consisted
of those men who had been elected by Oxford and Cambridge to serve
as an executive committee in 1884; subseqnt councils comprised
twelve members elected by the association, aie member elected
annually by the council itself and two elected each year by all
108
past end current residents. The warden and residents supervised
the daily operation of the settlement.
Samuel Barnett served as warden of Toynbee Hall from 1884
until 1906. During the 1880's and early 1890's he devoted most
of his time to the settlement. Soon after accepting the position
106.

. cj., 3. The Universities' Settlement in East London,
1emorenduxn and Articles of Association (Oxford., 1886), 3.
10'?. S.A.B. to F.G.B., 14 Tanuary 1888.
108. FIrst Imnua]. Report (1885), 10; Universities' Settlement,
Memoran&un end Articles of Association, 10-11.
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of warden he wrote to his brother that he intended to ".ve up the
109
hard, wearing details of parish work to efficient curates."
Ten months later he described his new life at the settlement: "The
weeks record will henceforth be a record of interviews more or less
lively with the resid4nts in Toynbee Hell. lvery morning I spad
in se.ng then, stirring up some & repressing others so as to get
them into work. I en only concerned because the place is absorbing
110
us both." After becaning Chairman of the Whitechapel Board of
Crdians in 1893 he wrote; "I must do the w± fully for a spell
& then retire - It may be

[7

honour but it is too costly. For
ill
the future we must more & more keep ourselves to Toynbee work."
By the turn of the century, however, he had begun to spend his tiii

more at his home in Henpetead than at Toynbee Hall end to search
for a competent assistant. Between 1900 and D ecember 1906, when he
resigned the position of warden and assumed the more honorary role
+1Th* tk)o

of president, he rarely attended"functions at Toynbee Hall mee—then
112
twi-ee a week. After 1906, the number of visits he paid to the
settlement continued to decline. His attendance at a reunion of old
109. S.A.B. to F.G.B., 1 March 1884.
110. S.A.B. to F.G.B., 24 Tanuary 1885.
ill. S.A.B. to F.G.B., n.d.. (probably 1892).
112. S.A.B. to F.G.B., 27 ranusry 1900, 3 February 1900, 4 May
1901, 11 October 1902, 25 April 1903, 2 May 1903, 6 May 1905,
12 Fanuary 1906, 20 October 1906, 27 October 1906, 10 November
1906, 17 November 1906.
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residents In February 1911 was, as his s.ccessor, r3narked, "his
113
first visit for some 16 rnonths.' But Barnett's influence on the
settlement did not diminish. Long e1ter he had ceased to play a
role integral to the life of T Oflb5 Hall the residents were still
attempting to fulfil his aims In education and philanthropy. The
two subsequent wardens, T.E. Harvey arid Maurice Birley, will be
discussed in the following chapter. Neither left a comparable mark
on the sett1nent.
The ten to fifteen men who had iooms at To,nbee Hall were
the heart of the settlement. Most residts rnaIned at the settlement for approximately two years, but between 1884 end 1914 one man
spent twenty-eight years there, another nineteen years, a third
eleven years and two over ten years. The residents thought of thenselves as members of a club which perpetuated Its character by a
careful process of selection. Each candidate lived at the settlement for a probationary period of three nxnths, after which the
current members judged his credentials. He was required above all
to show that his residence would be justified by Ms activity In
some field of social work. The resident a and the warden governed
themselves through a wgrand committee" which acted under the guidance
of the council of the Association.
113. T.E.h. to Anna M. Harvey, 11 February 1911.
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Because Barnett believed that the primary al of Toynbee
hall was to establish personal relationships, he claimed that the
settlement should be juded "not by what

we

do, but by who we are."

Both the backgrounds end. the subsequent professions of the Individual residents were thus as siiificent as their corporate acccznplishments in various fields. At the same time, en analysis of the
residents' careers helps to indicate the changing direction of the
settlement's concerns during the period.
In March 1884 Bernett wrote to his brother that as warden
he expected to be surrounded by "the salt of the earth in the shape
114

of Oxford men." For the following thirty years Oxbrid.ge formed the
background of a majority ol' Toynbee Hall residents. It has been
possible to trace the education of eighty-seven of the 102 residents
who lived at Toynbee Hall during Its first fifteen years. Of these,
fifty two attended Oxford and twenty seven Cambridge; twelve Oxford
graduates, moreover, had been students at Balliol, the college of
T.H. Green and Arnold Toynbee, Of the ninety-five residents between
1900 and 1914 whose education is known, sixty studied at Oxford and
twenty#one at Cxibridge;

seven

of the latter had been at Baillol.

The setti gnent residents were thus largely drawn frcn the uppermiddle classes; none had been required to work his way up from the
bottom. They believed, however, that they were distinguished as a
114.

.A.B. to F.G.B., 1 karch 1884.
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group not by the material advent ages they had always known but
rather by the values and ideals they bad recently imbibed at the
universities. To working men whose first demand was a share of their
material wealth, they preached the need for nral end spiritual
reform. Although a few residents were men who had been established
in a career for a number of years, a high proportion came to 419eToynbee Hall within a few years of leaving university. The average
age of the 10? residents wl3ose birth date Is known was twenty six
when they arrived at the settlement. Toynbee Hall was thus a young
society; the activities organized by its resIdits reflected not
only the dominant social thonght of the period but occasionally the
idealism and enthusian of youth.
Occupations of 178 Residents

Church
Law
Accountancy
Medicine
Engi fleer Ing
Civil Service
Par1Iamit
Local Government
Social Service
Universities
Secondary Schools
Journa1in
Creative Writing
Art
Publishing
Farming
Science
Business
Military

1884-1899

1900-1914

tot a].

19
8
1
5
2
14
4
3
4
8
5
3
0
2
0
3
0
4
4

2
7
2
8
0
31
2
1
10
10
1
5
2
2
1
2
1
1
1

21
15
3
13
2
45
6
4
14
18
6
8
2
4
1
5
1
5
5
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The majority of residents were part-time social workers,
Who devoted their evenings to philanthropic or civic work in East
London and their days to their professions in the City or Iest End..
The table shows the c areers which the residents asswned. The most
important change between the first end second fiftei-year periods
of Toynbee Hall was the decrease in the number of clergymen. In
fact, the decline was sharper than the table indicates. Five, or
one-third, of the original fourteen residents were or becene clergymen; eleven of the thirty-seven men who resided at the settlement
during its first three years had careers in the Church. On the
other hand, between 1897 and 1914, only two residents became clergymen either while living at the settlement or upon leaving it. In
pert, these figures may be explained by the increasing attraction
for the more religious university graduates of Oxford House, a
settlement inspired by Barnett but founded. by the leaders of Keble
College and connected with the Established Church. Although it
was opened a few months before Toynbee Hall, its work expanded far
more gradually. When Arthur F, Winnington-Ingrn Was appointed
warden in 1889, he found the sett1nent "not a very impressive
affair," consisting o only three residents who lived in a disused
115
Church school. By 1898, however, Oxford House had opened a new
116
building end comprised over thirty residents. But the decline
115. Arthur Foley 'innington-Ingrexn, Fifty Years' Work in London,
1889-1939 (London, 1940), 6.
. cit., 8.
116.
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in the number of clergymen at Toynbee Hail may also reflect a broader
social phenomenon. During the period the number of clergymen ordained diminished each year end the proportion of Oxford and
Canbridge graduates among the candidates for ordination similarly
117
declined. Deterred froui entering the C hurch by religious doubts,
student s at the universities were drawn to the expanding opportunities in the civil service, education, business, journalism and law,
the major careers of the second group of Toynbee Hell residents.
Most significantly, the diminishing number of clergymen reveals the
changing emphasis of the settlement. Just as the scope of its
activities gradually broadened from those typical of a parish church,
so did Its interests begin to center less on the moral improvement
of the community and more on wider social and economic problems.
Nevertheless, religious aims may heve motivated some of the
later settlement workers. At least twenty residents who were not
118
themselves members of the clergy had fathers who were clergymen.
U?. Anthony C. Deane, "The F&.lIng Off in the uentity of the Clergy"
Nineteemth Century, Vol. XLV (January - June 1899), 1023-30;
LC.K. Ensor, England 1 1870-1914 (London, 1936), 305; Elie
Halvy, A History of the English People in the Nineteenth
Century, Vol. I: Imperialism and the tise of Labour, trans.
tkin. (2d. ed. revised: London, 1951), 170.
E.I.
118. N.R.L. Blekiston, W.3. Braithwaite, George Grey Butler, WiUlam
Macbridge Childs, John AInsworth Dale, P. Lyttelton Gell,
ilf red Julius Hanson, John Alexander Herbert, Edward A, Colas
Mccurdy, J.A.M. MacDonald, David Hutchinson MacGregor, Semuel
Ellison Minnie, 'i1liain Arthur }oore, iilian Arthur Price, Henry
Maunsell Richards, Charles Henry oberts, Rolfe Arnold Scott,
Francis Gordon herrIff, Lorton Gray Stuart, Harold Fraser wyatt.
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The wife of one of these men, W.R.L. B1akiston,'jtered the civil
service after twelve years as a settlement resident, believes that
he was drawn to T oynbee Hall by "the idea of service" which he
119
learned from hi 8 father, a country vicar. Robert Mo rant, a second
and far re dist inguisho d civil servant, appe ars initially to
have viewed residence at Toynbee Hall as a practical alteruative
to a career in the Church. Arriving at New College, Oxford, in
October 1881, determined to become a clergyman, he studied theology
and actively participated in the evangelical work of the InterCollegiate Christian Union. During his last year, lxwever, 1j
religious ardo}&r gradually weakened just as he began to take an
interest In social end economic problems; at this time he was particularly anxious to gain infomnat ion about the new scheme for a
university settlexint In East London. Soon after his return from
Siem in 1895, where he spent seven years as tutor first to the
nephews of the King and subsequently to the Crown Prince, Morant
120
became a resident of Toynbee Hall. H.P.W. Burton Was another
settlement resident whose religious zeal declined while at university.
The scion of five generations of c1ergynn, he entered St. iohn's
College, Cambridge, in 1907, assuming "without question the truth
119. Letter from Mary Bleklston, 1 May 1967.
120. Bernard K. Allen, Sir Robert Morant: A Great Public Servant
(London, 1934) 1-95; Violet 1arkham, Friendship's Harvest
(London, 1956), 169-70.
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121
of the Christian faith" and considering it likely that he would
be ordained. Disturbed by the higher crlticisn, sceptical literature
and the arguments of free-thinking friends, he left Cambridge "in
122
a state of intellectual confusion." For a time he considered law,
poUt ice and vari openings in the field of e&acation, but "the
pastoral urge was still alive, even though the mind was confused.
So I coinpzrnised with both the secular and spiritual sides of my
123
nature by taking a temporary post in the Egt End of London."
Then too, the woit which T.E. Harvey undertook as warden of Toynbee
124
Hall, can be considered an embodiment of his quaker beliefs.
A settlement

inspired by T.H. Green was en attractive place to such

men as Blekiston, 1orant, Burton end Harvey, motivated initially by
religious feelings but increasingly concerned with the social end
economic problems of the world in viich they lived.
After 1900 Toynbee Hall ±ers frequently regarded residence
at the settlement as a means of acquiring Information which vuld
help them assume careers as university professors, journalists end
civil servants. The disciplines of seven of the eight residents
before 1900 who became profesrs are known; of these, only two
125
specialized in the social sciences. On the other hand, seven of the
121.
122.
123.
124.
125.

H.PS1. Burton, weavers of 'ebs (London, 1954), 49.
.22.. .2i.t• 50.
•
.22.• .2.t•.
This will be expanded in the following chapter.
William Macbride Childs, E.3. 'tJrwick.
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ten men residing at Toynbee lieu between 1900 end 1914 who became
126
professors were in the field of social science. Significantly,
at least six Toynbee Hall residents after 1897 held positions in the
Department of Social cience end Administration of the London School
of Economics, helping to divert its activities from the training
of social woiters to a consideration of the basic problens of poverty.
The Department had its origins in a amell School of ociology
founded in 1903 and administered largely by the Charity Orgenisation
Society. E.J. Urwick was director of the choo1 in which Ronald C.
127
Davison end W.H. Beveridge lectured. Urwick, assisted by Davison,
renaiid director of the chool in 1912 when it was merged with a
new social science department in the London choo1 of Economics.
The department was given financial aid and in other ways connected
the Ratan Tata Foundation which, under the heedship of R.H. Tawney,
undertook investigations into the causes of poverty. Early in 1913
C.R. Attlee was appointed tutor in the department; after the war
128
C .M. Lloyd succeeded Urwick as chairman. horeover, from 1919 to
1956 the London choo1 of Lconomics was led by former settlement
residents. 11.11. Beveridge held the position of director from 1919
126.
127.
128.

R.H. Tawney, N.B. Dearle, li. Clay, Alexander orris Carr —
Saunders, H.D. Henderson, G.F. Shove, John t. George Heath.
Charity Organisation Review (October 190?), 210.
Recp4, Vol. XXV, ].o. 3 (Deceniber 1912), 34; Roy Jenkins, Mr.
Attlee: n Interim Biography (London, 1948), 63, 83; Mowat,
Charity Orgenisation ociey, 171; tichard M. Titmuss, ssays
on the VJelfere State, (2d ed.: London, 1966), 15-16.
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to 1937. His successor was A.M. CerrSeunders, another sub-warden
of Toynbee Hell.
The rise In the number of civil servants among settlement
residents also indicates that en increasing number were more concerned with social investigation than practical philanthropy end
moral exhortation. Six of the fourteen residents between 1884 and
1899 who became civil servants received appointnnts in the Board
129
of Education. After 1900, when the major interest of the settlement shifted from education to the problams of poverty and unenployment, at least nine residents joined the B oard of Trade or the
130
Ministry of Labour. A large number of
'ett1ament residents
who-became-el y il aerva.ts played significant roles in the framing
and early administration of the social legislaticii enacted between
1900 and 1911. As an official of the Board of .hducatiou, Eobert
kcorant devised the L ducation Act of 1902 which brought secondary
edteation under the control of the state. boon after the passage
of the thieinployed Worçn Act of 1905, Henry Maynard, i.H. Beveridge
end T.E. Harvey became members of the Central Unanployed. Body for
R.E. }4tcheson, P.S. Marvin, h.M. Richards, R.L. Morant,
R.i.... Hart, .& .. Douglas. In addition, Cyril Jackson, listed
as an elected officer in local government, served for a period
In the Board of Education; LB. Sargent had a career In educational administration in the Transueal.
130. W.R.L. Blekiston, .H. Beveridge, C.B. Hawkins, 3.5. Nicholson,
R.C. Davison, E.C. Bligh, Ralph R. Erifield, 3. Ainsworth Dale,
John t. George Heath.

129.
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London, with responsibility for administering the act in London;
Cyril Jecks.n served as onorary 1ecretary of the Stepney Distress
Coninittee of which at least four other members were either current
131
or former Toynbee Hall residents. Robert Lorant drafted the
Education (Administrative Provisions) Act of 1907 which, Instituting medical inspection of school children, formed one of the early
acts of "New Liberalism." As Chairm of the first Trade Boards,
Ernest Ayes took charge of administering the Trade Boards Act of
1909. The Labour Exchanges Act of the sane year was largely the
work of W.H. Beveridge who was appointed the first Director of the
Labour Exchange Department of the Board of Trade in February 1910.
Beveridge and Hubert Liewellyn Smith, the Permanent Secretary of
the Board of Trade, were the chief architects of the unen1oyinant
insurance sections of' the National Insurance Act of 1911. Other
former settlement residents dominated the history of theinsurance
sections. when Lloyd George travelled to Germany in 1907 to study
old age pensions, a trip viich intensified his interest in health
131. rwenty-third Annual Report (1907), 19; Twenty-fourth Annual
Report (1908), 11; Twenty-fifth Annual Report (1909), 9;
Twenty-sixth Annual iieport (1910), 11; ecord_, V0l. IVIII,
No. 3 (December 1905), 30; Rec, Vol. XX11, No. 2 (November
1910), 18.
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insurance, he was accorrenied by Harold Spender, then a Liberal
132
journalist.
Lbre significantly, illiexn John .L3reithwaite, as
Lloyd George's adviser, wee largely responsible for drafting the
National Health rnsurance i11. In this w± he was aided by Tames
Arthur alter end william Hubert 'tuart Garnett and, in a more
133
minor role, by Samuel E, Minnis. After the passage of the Act,
Robert Morant took charge of establishing the national health administretion. Other early menbers of the National. Health Insurance
Coxmriission included E.F. Wise, 3.A. Salter end r.R. Brooke1
Canon Barnett considered the work of these residents an
important means of extending the influence of T oynbee Hall. At
______
the sane time, he Iev that residence at a setleinent wou.Lct
enhence the prospects of any Oxtord graduate. Present Ing his proposal
for a university settlement to Cambridge, he assured his audience
that "residence *u1d not be a halt; it might be the part of a
men's career most rich in teaching, be his end Parliament, science
134
or business." Throughout his tenure as warden he watched solicitOusly over the careers of his most promising residents, introducing
Bentley B. Gilbert, The Evolution of National Insurance in
Great Britain: The Origins of the 'elf are tate (London,
1966), 291.
133. Interview with Samuel E Minnls, 8 My 1967; Lloyd George's
Ambulance 'lagon: Being the emoirs of ii1liain 1. Braithwaite,
1911-1912, ad. Henry N. Bunbury (London, 1957); 1. Arthur
Salter, Memoirs of a Public Servant (London, 1961).
134. S.A. Barnett, "Settlements of University Men in Great Towns,"
Cambridge iteview (7Mayl88), 308.
132.
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then to eminent men in public life and showing them the paths to
success. A letter to his brother In 1905 Illustrates his attitude:
"Beverid.ge has been made leader writer on the Morning Post at 50O
a year so he has got home, Maynard Is see of the new Citra]. Body
on the Unenployed Fund. Nurin ... Is on the .oya1 Coimnission on
135
T
Poor Law. oynbee men to the front Z"
eorge Lansbury, however, viied their good fortune from
a different perspective. In 1928 he wrote:
What Toynbee Hell actually accomplished was just
this: men who went In training under the Barnetta,
just as men and vinen who let er caine under the
spell of the Webbs, could always be sure of government end municipal appointments. The number is
legion of those who, after a few months, or at most
a year or two, at Toynbee have discovered them..
selves as experts on. social affairs and, on the
reputation created by the atmosphere and. surroundings
of the ett1ement, claimed and received very fine
appointment •136
He could have cited numerous examples of men who found residence
at Toynbee Hell a means of acquiring positions of Influence in the
fIeld of social reform. J.A. Spender, subsequently a prominent
Liberal journalist, came to the settlement first In January 1886
end again in March 1891, with little prospect of a job. Encouraged
by Barnet't, however, he nde use of the settlement to establish
135. S.A.B. to b.G.B., 25 Novenber 1905.
L1, 129.
136. Lansbury,
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necessary contacts and to gain an introduction to social problems.

137

In 1903, when Beveridge hoped to convince his p arents that his
career would be furthered if he left law end. became sub-warden of
Toynbee Hall, he argued;
Toynbee Hall is prospectiess If you tually
stick to it In the sane way that scientific
work Is prospectiess; it gives you a living
end the work you want to do. Bt just because
it is not a mission but a residence & meeting
place of men doing work it is not a cul de sac.
It is ]mown among nn of posit ion; I thirc
the list of past residents would surprise you.
I will however give you the one instance of
Morant (who might have been Balfour's private
secretary & has been suddenly rushed up very
high In the Education department ...) yet he
was first a resident with no other work at
Toynbee Hall •..; he got his chance simply
because he was known to Canon Barnett to have
done excellent educational work ... & Canon
Barnett knew great educational people. Toynbee
is a force in the same way that Balliol is.1-38
Fifty years later Beveridge concluded that be had taken the correct
path : "Toynbee Hall gave me everything that my parents could have
139
desired for ins of launching on a career." During his four-year
residence beveridge acquired his first knowledge of the problems of
unemployment and a taste for exerciing power. Iore concretely, at
Toynbee He.11 he met Hubert Liewellyn Smith, later his superior In.
137. ii1son Harris, J.A. Spender (London, 1946), 13, 19; i..A.
Spender, Life, Journallsm end PolItics, 29.
138. 1.H.B. to Annette Beveridge, 11 May 1903.
139. Beveridge, Power and Influence, 36-37.
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the Board of Trade, and Cyril Jackson, a leader in London local
government and an investigator for the oyal Corixnissi.on on the Poor
Laws. Jackson in turn introduced Beveridge to the Webbs throngh
whcrn, beverid.ge later claimed, he gained "access to the seat of
140

power." Beveridge himself was instrunental in bringing at least
three other Toynbee Hall residits into the verninent. The wife
of 'f.R.L. Blekiston, a civil servant first In the Board of Trade
end then in the Ministry of Labour, recalls that Blekieton caine to
Toynbee Hall "undecided about his career" and that he itered the
141
civil service because Beveridge "pressed him to join." As a
resident at Toynbee Hall between 1906 end. 1910, J.S. Nicholson
assisted Cyril Tackson's investigation of boy 1abo.(r for the Royal
Coninission on the Poor Laws and subseqnt1y undertook research
for Beverjd.ge who was then writing Uneuployment. In 1910 Beveridge
Invited Nicholson to Join the departnnt of labour exchanges, the
beginning of his career In the Board of Trade and Ministry of
142

Labour. S.C. Bligh was a third Oxford graduate who arrived at
Toynbee Hall with a vague interest in social questions but with no
forxnu].ated plane for a career. After wking in the field of publishlng for a few years, he joined the oerd of Trade at Beveridge's
143
behest. Increasingly, then, Toynbee Hail served as a meeting
140. j. cIt., 70.
141. Letter from Mary Blekiston, 1 May 1967.
142. Interview with J.S. Nicholson, 31 March 1967.
143. Interview With Sir S.C. Bligh, 6 April 1967.
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piece for men determined to understand the probleme of an urban
society end to nploy the Dower of the government in solving them.
A siiificent proportion of the resident s were convinced
that they were destined for prominence in public life. Because
they did not seek identification with the poor, they were able to
consi der residence at en East London settlement as a means of advancing their own positions within middle-class society rather then
of disassociating themselves from it. ihen they criticized Brit

sin

they did so as members of its establishment whose words should be
heavily weighted. At the sane time, their dissatisfaction with
British society was sharply circumscribed. Despite their uneasiness
about the poverty they discovered around then, they fully endorsed
Britain's basic values, traditions end institutions.

I'17

Chapter III: Major Thends in the history of the Settlement
The ein of Toyn.bee Hall did not remain static. The
residents saw thenEelves as individuals each of whom was committed
to understanding and solving currat social problems rather than
as nbera of an institution bound by a fixed ideology or prograirnue.
Between 1884 and. 1914 they thus continually reassessed the function
of a settlement in order to adapt Toynbee Hall to changing social
forces and needs. As the analysis of the residents' subsequent
professions has indicated, although Toynbee Hall was founded as a
means of restoring a leisured class to ast London, it graduafly
developed Into a cents for social investigation and refoim.
The major trends In the history of the first thirty years
of the settlemsnt can best be discerned through the eeriences of
three residents, C.R. Ashbee, W.H. Beveridge and T. Harvey. Beveridge
as the most inortant sub-warden during the period and Harvey as the
warden between 1906 and 1911 influenced the sett1annt during their
teims of residence, showing the inadequacy of iractic a]. ',hilantkropy
and the necessity for broader solutions to .L ast London's problems.
Ashbee, on the other hand, Is en exception who proves the rule.
Coming to Toynbee Hall with elms and social ideas which sharply
diverged from th se of his feflow residents, he was at odds with the
settlement dining a large part of his stay; his reactions and
criticisms nevertheless reveal the frIt of the settlemeri.t during
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its early years. The personal accounts of these residents are also
significant because settlement leaders stressed that the value of the
institution should be measured not only by its corporate accomplishmonte in various fields of social work but also by the impact it
made on the lives of individual residents. These personal experiences
thus represent an important aspect of the history of Toy-nbee Hall.
The decision of C.R. Ashbee to reside at Loynbee Hall, like
that of all early residents, rerlected the new uneasiness among middleclass men in the 1880's about the condition of E ngland, Most residents, however, hoped to solve the problam of social distress wit1ut
bringing into question the basic ideals and traditi one of English
society. Ashbee was attracted to nvements end men espousing a deeper
relt against the established order. While studying at Caribridge,
he found his model in Edward Carpenter who, he believed, gave expression to his sense of estrangement from the mainstream of nineteenthcentury British life. Carpenter himself was a disciple of lalt Whitman.
He first read an edition of whitman's poams while a student at Cambridge
in 1869: "From that time forward a profound change

set In within me.

I ranamber ... feeling all the time that my life deep down was flowing
out and away from my surroundin7s end traditions amid which I lived
1
- a current of sympathy carrying it westward, across the Atlantic."
1. Mwerd Carpenter, 4- L)ays end Dreams: Baing Autobio'aphical
Notes (London, 1916), 64.
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Upon graduation, he became a Fellow at Cambridge, but hitmen' s
poems revealed the life of the university as "a fraud and weariness."
In 1874 "it suddenly flashed ton me, with a vibration thrc*igh my
io1e body, that I would and must scinehow

and make my life with
3
the mass of the people and the Innua]. wñcera." For the next ten
years Carpenter worked as a full-time University Extension lecturer
in Leeds, halifax and Skipton. Like nunerous other teachers In the
.-.xtension movement, however, he found. his pupils disappointtngly
middle class. In 1881, therefore, he moved to a small plot of land
at }'iil1thorpe, near Sheffield, where, inspired by Walden's Thoreau,
he attanpted to lead the life of a manual laborer. After reeding
England for All by H.M. Eyndman in 1883, "the mass of floating
Iuçressions, sentiments, ideals, etc., in my mind fell into shape
4
- and I had a clear line of social reconstruction before me." Mthough Carpenter never joined the Social Democratic Iederation, he
helped subsidize its jounial, Tustice, and maintained close ties
5
with many menbers. In Sheffield he organized a grot, of socialist
6
working men inspired by illiem Lorris.
Ashbee first met Carpenter In May 1885: "Seems to me a men
much in earnest, of a hard but genuine type; ... e had
2. Q . cIt., 72.
3. Q._cIt., 72.
., 114.
.
4.
115.
5 22..
6. 22 . cit., 216-17.

an

hour's

2
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talk together ... but did not go deep - he wee not of a disolosive
7
nature." In Decnber, when Ashbee visited Lilithorpe, his admiration grew: "I dwell tonight under the roof of a poet.

dward Carpenter

seems to me to ame nearer to one's ideal of The Mn than anyone I
have ever met ... Milithorpe is a most ideal place ... in fact an
8
entirely idyllic haunt & fit for the dwelling of a poet." In Indon
four days later, he ccm.clud.ed: "London gloomier than ever, but I,
much refreshed from Inhaling the fresh clear atmosphere of Milithorpe,
the ideal, the poetic. It was a recollection that last

a

long while in my mind; a glimpse Into the real & the true which we
9
are apt to forget in a world of smoke & folly etc." At the beginning
of January 1886 Ashbee and

G•

Lowes Dickinson accompanied Carpenter

to a private lecture at the HamzrEr smith branch of the ocialist
League in the home of 'iillism Morris:
Carpenter took us up to the platform afterwards
and introduced us to Morris, wlx received us kindly
and Invited us all in to supper. .verythIng in his
house Is beautiful, - such Rosettis, and steh a
harmony of colours and tones ... IttIng at table
one felt like one of the people in Idllais' preverything Was
aphae1ite nicture of Isabella.
harmonious. ... Old Morris was delightful, firing
up with the warmth of his subject, all the errthuslasm of youth thrilling thiough veins and muscles;
not a moment was he still, but ever sought to vent
some of his innense energy. At length banging his
7.
8.
9.

Pshbee, "Journal", 14 May 1885.
. .2.ti . , 11 December 1885.
. cit., 15 December 1885.
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hand upon the table: 'NoP said he 'The thing
i5 this; if we had our n evolution tomorrow, what
should we ocia1ists do the day after?' 'Yes ...
ilhat?' we all cried. And that he could not answer.
'We should all be hanged, because we are promising
the people more than we can ever give theme'
We set talking round the sper table till midnight and then wandered hcznewerd, first accompanying
the Miss Carpenters and Edward to their place, then
going our own ways very tlx)ughtfully. On the road
we were joined by Bernard Shaw the ocialist, - a
very clever man and profoundly interesting to talk
to. C arpenter had introduced us to him, and he
kept us well engaged in the long walk back from
Hainnrsmith, - on the coming evolution end the
collapse of the Capitalistic system. ... He left us
at the corner of Goodge t., Goldie and I walked
on to Tottenham C ourt ktd., together slowly. 'And
what do you think of it all?' I asked him when
we were alone. 'I &n't know' he said. 'I don't
seen to feel any forrader with socialism, do you?'
'I don't know' I replied 'but I believe I an more
clear about one or tyc things, - t1'ough as to the
whole ..., well ...' "
While visiting Milithorpe again in April, Ashbee noted in his journal:
"This afternoon a long walk over the hills with .adwerd Carpenter
He told flE a deal about halt 1hitinan, and. I believe I am beginning
to learn more of the workings of his own mind. Democracy, Socialism,
Christian ethics of the finest type, - all seans to be compact end
11
constructive."
At the end of June 1886, Ashbee paid his first visit to
Toynbee Hall, "my object to explore. I hope perhaps to live here
later for a while, but rather as a sop to my own conscience, having
10.
11.

p. cit., 4 3enuary 1886.
. cit., 2 April 1886.
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12
now for three years talked philanthropy." 1vtivated by Carpenter's
ideals, he was impressed with armtt: "I believe In the man. he
is sincere & his work is a noble one. He has a gift of saying thIrs
clearly & calling them by their right names" but he mistrusted the
13
settlement "for what seeir at first sight a top hatty philanthropy."
-hbee's co!rn,Mf

Oormerxt after acoompanying a resident on his rounds as district
visitor for the Charity Organisation ociety showed him to be nxre
of a democrat than the majority of residents: "Fearful the sense of
class distition down here. I got into the workman's train today
end my neighbours actually thought It necessary to apologise to me
14
for my mistake. i bis is very painrul."
At the end of July, when Carpenter spent som4ime with Ashbee
and his circle of friends at Cambridge, Ashbee noted "To have idward
15
up here Is wonderful. It is as if we had a hero enrng us," Three
days later he wrote: "Everything Is wonderful just at present, but
16
having Carpenter among us more wonderful than all." Soon after returning to Milithorpe Carpenter sent Ashbee a letter which, as shbee
later recalled, provided the key to his work at Toynbee Hall: "I
conjure you - get to know the people - you will never understand
yourself or your work till you do - don't be baffled till you know
12. 22• cit., 2? June 1886.
cit., 27 June 1886.
13.
. cit., 28 June 1886.
14.
. cit., 22 July 1886.
15.
212•
cit., 25 July 1886.
16.
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then thoroughly - that is the only thing that will save vu from the
17
deadly torpor of a profession." In eptexnber, Ashbee visited Lilithorpe
for the third time: "The last of ldllthorpe for a while, but by no
means the end I hope ... ..dwerd'a 'idea' is still burning within me.
I feel 80 proud that he should have chosen me as a vessel in which
18
to place it."
One nyrnth later, imbued with this sense af mission, Aahbee
entered Toynbee Hall, confident that it would provide an antidote
to his vrk as an apprentice in an architectural finn and the best
means of fulfilling his ideals. He was not disappointed at first.
The exuberant language he had fonnerly reserved for C arpenter he
u8ed during the following six nxrnths to idealize the life of the
settlement. Soon after arriving, he reported to a friend at Csmbridge
that he was "perfectly and completely happy" with the settlement:
'Unce and for all Toynbee is out of the charmed circle of grim &
despicable detail, & here is all the enthusiasm of the university
here & a great
collected & concentrated. There are some splendid
19
deal. of silent unostentatlous heroism." He enjoyed discussing religious
20
and ethical qiestions with other residents and praised the opportunities for ntacts between the different classes, no matter how
formal:
17.
18.
19.
20.

i.dward Carpenter to Ashbee, 29 Fuly 1886.
Ashbee, "3ournal", 5 Septenber l88.
October 1886.
Ashbee to n.n. robabli Roger
Ashbee, "Tournal," 21 LOotobez/1886.
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An exciting time tonight. Debate between
Champion & B enjanin Jones - socialism v. Cooperation. And such a mixture in audience &
speakers could only be at T oynbee. An aristocretic Socialist versus a woiking man Cooperator,
a .00urgeois 'trusted' politician Leonard Courtney
in the chair, a bishop to pmnose a vote of
thanks to the debaters & a radical sect of the
working mens clubs to second it. 2 The response of a workinga class auiiience to whom he lectured at the
beginning of February convinced him that "the influence of Toynbee
22
is spreading." On 23 February he told a friend: '9oynbee ... is
one's reascent into alvation. Indeed life here is very wonder±'u1 23
if there were only nxre of it." Three days later he wrote: "You
can't conceive how splendid it is to fly up to our little other world
at Toynbee hail from the quagmires of Society, to inset men who are
really men & nt men plus top-hats, & to coins whenever one will, in
24
actual living contact with great Ideas."
Convinced that his goal in East London should be to establish
contact with working men, he chronicled his actiewbat self-conscious
attenpts in considerable detail. After entertaining a young builder
in his rooms In ovember he adniltt ed that he couldn't "get myself
25
into focus yet quite for the radical woiting man." His confidence
21.

. cit., January 1887.

cit., 6 February 1887.
22. 22.
Ashbee to u.n. robab1y xoger Fri, 23 February 1887.
23.
24. Ashbee to u.n. robably x oger .t r/, 28 ebruary 1887.
25. Ashbee, "Jouruel", 10 November 1886.
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grew less than ti weeks later when he delivered a lecture to members
of a Liberal working men's club: "I felt myself getting nearer to
these men, and beginning to understand the V hitmanic position
the 'B.W.M.'- ffiritish working M/ is no more a terror fca me."

26

Mter lecturing to a second group abit a week later, lie wrote to a
friend at Canbridge: "I feel that I am learning a deal ... from the
B.W.M., his keenness, his strength, his enthusiasm. You rsmnber
27
Edward's Laienter'il letter to me." In February Ashbee noted the
impact which five months at Toynbee Hall had male on him: "I an
beginning to perceive ... strangely aiough that men are always men,
even though they wear clothes of different colours, a curious fact
which before I failed to anceive, & even yet do not understand; It
seaning so natural to one - in this, one's rudlnen.tel state of development, - to think a man in a black coat different from a men in a biown."
26.
2'?.

cit., 22 Novanber 1886.
hbee to u.n. robably Roger Frj7, 30 November 1886.
Ashbee's Cembridge friends, lxwever, were sanevzhat stercilious.
Roger Fry wrote:
I am very much delighted about the Lecture & hope
someday to feel sympathy with tie beer-drinking shagsmoking B.W.M. for whctii as you know I have already some
potential love though not more than I extend to other
classes perhaps.
(Roger Fry to Ashbee, 28 November 1886)
The tone of G. Lowes Dickinson's letter was similar:
It's excellent that your lecture went off so well. I
hadn't somehow Imagined you a successful s&is-culotte,
but then you're always developing sons unsusected faculty.
And it must be very pleasant to discover thea one can
drink whisky & fraternise with the B.'.M. when necessary.
(G. Lowes_Dickinson to Ashbee, 7 Decnber 1886)
28. Ashbee to n.n. robably Roger .trf, 23 February, 188?.

28
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Ashbee's work at Toynbee hail centered anund his efforts to
dissezninate the ideas of John 1u.skin. Shortly after arriving at the
settlnent, he delivered a series of lectures on liuskin to workingmen's organizations throughout ast Londcu. lie noted after his
first lecture: "Ruskin is little known, but immensely appreciated,
29
and they enjoyed the fiery hiunour of 'Fore'." The response to the
second lecture was even more encouraging: "I lectured again last
Sunday to en audience of about a hundred - very successfulZ Ruskin
30
goes down like anything." In ebruary he gloated: "Toniit I planted
the standard of St. George In the Coop. Wholesale In Leman St. The
Lecture took like powder. ... A working woman Miss Laurenson got up
& made a channing spe ech. She had. read 'Unto this Last' over & over
31
again." Believing that Ruskin had a special message for members of
the working classes, Aahbee organized a class which nt each week
to read Ruskln's works. boon afterwards ha established a second class
32
for the study of design, attended by thirty students. In Tune
1887 he reported to a friend: "My classes at Toynbee are
33
growing - the in & boys are very keen." These two classes provided
Ashbee, "Journal " 22 November 1886.
Ashbee to n.n. robably doger .trj7, 30 Novanber 1886.
Ashbee, "Journal," 16 Iebruery 1887.
Aahbee, An id.eavour towards the Teaching of .Tohn Rusk
William Morris (London, 1901), 2.
33. Ashbee to n.n. robably oger rj7, 8 Tune 1887.

29.
30.
31.
32.
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the basis for the Guild and School of Handicraft, Ashbee's major
accon1ishment as a settisment resident. He first conceived of the
undertaking in September 1887 when he tted in his journal, "a good
evening, cheered by the love of my men end boys. The inauguration
34

of an Idea." Two months later, he discussed the project with illiem
Morris:
lilhiem Morris and a great deal of cold waterZ
Spent last evening with him, - by appo inbnent, a propos of 'Art Schools', Ha says it is useless,
end that I am about to do a thing with no basis
to do it on. ... If I could draw him it would be
thus, - a gre6t soul rushing through space with
a halo of glory ro urid him. ... I could not exchange a single argunnt with him till I granted.
his whole position as a bocielist end then said:
'Look, I em going to forge a weapon for you; end thus I too work with you In the overthrow of
Society.' To which he replied, 'The weapon is too
small to be of any value.' How herd it is for a
great mind to see the single point of a lesser.
Were men of his nta1 we should reed no weapons.35
The Guild end chool were formally opened on 23 June 1888 on the
36
top floor of a warehouse in Coninercia]. Street, close to Toynbee Hell.
Forming pert of the arts and craft movanerit, they sought to encourage
the union of art and industry by &iabllng ast Enders to develop their
creativity while acquiring the necessary technical skills. The Guild
consisted of a group of workmen who produced end sold, on a cooperative basis, decorated metal end wod articles. Members of the
34.
35.
36.

.Ashbee, "Journal," 8 september 1887.
. cit., 5 Decanber 188?.
Ashbee, Endeavour. 2-3.
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S
Guild also taught in the chool which began with fifty students.
Ashbee was thus satisfied with the rel&tionahlps he h4 been
able to form with individual xt1ng men and with the fact that his
early vrk had laid the foundati on for the Guild end School of Handicrafts. Nevertheless, his enthusiasm for Toynbee Hall did not last.
Unfortunately, he rarely mentioned the settlennt in his journal
after February 1887 and it is not possible to trace the process of
his disillusionment. His journal does show, however, that by December
1888 he had decided that he could fulfill his goals only by leaving
Toynbee Hall. 1re rebellious, more dnocratic aixl more receptive
to socialist ideas than the majority of other residents, he criticized
the settlement's unwillingness to endorse bold measures of social
reform. As he later recalled, he saw Toynbee Hall as the center of
"fashionable" philanthropy, "poking end prying into other people's
38
lives" rather than establishing "human intimacies." Increasingly
37. Ashbee, A Description of the work of the Guild of Handicraft,
(London, 1902), 5-12; Ashbee, Endeavour, 1-9; Record, iol. I,
No. 2 (November 1888), 9. The settlement sought to promote the
early work of both the Guild end the School and employed, their
members to decorate the settlement dining room. Nevertheless,
the formal nnection between tie tw org&iiations ended with
Ashbee's departure from Toynbee Hall in March 1889. The School
was closed in 1895. (Ashbee, Endeavo, 5) In 1902 the Guild
moved from best London to Gloucestershire where the members were
able to follow the exanpie of dward Carpenter, ccvibining outdoor
manual labor with their artistic work. (Ashbee, Description,
8-12; Ashbee, &ideavou, 36).
38. Ashbee, "Memoirs," I, 7-10.
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alienated from most of the settlement woicers, he also felt the lack
39
of eny corporate life at Toynbee hail. While the Guild end bchool
of handicrafts, applying the ideas of Ruski and Lorris, expressed
"the New Socialism," the settlement remained the embodiment of out40
mded, middle.-class social ideals.
Ashbee left the settlement in April 1889, moving eastward to
Stepney Green with four Toynbee Hail residents. In a note in his
journal he listed the other original members of the 'colony' as
Arthur kogers, Hugh FairThx-Cholinaly, Arthur Pillans Laurie and Hubert
41
Llewellyn Smith. As a Yoilcshire squire, Falri'ax-Cholxnely represented
the type of men the foum.ers of Toynbee Hail had glorified. The extent
to 1ch Ashbee's friends were consciously rebelling against the
settlement is thus shown by the fact that while Fairfex-Cholmely
considered residence at a university settlement to be in harmony
with the ideas of his background, he believed that membership In
Ashbee's coninunity involved a complete break with his past. Aa he
told Ashbee on April 17, his departtne from the settlement would be
42
"a cutting asunder of all the old ties." Four days later he wrote:
Only If you had krxwn all my past life end
connectious, you would find that thef are many
things to go. I need not openly quarrel of
course: but there are many things to pert
wita for all that. •.. But perhaps you will
3. .21?.. cit., 7.
40. Ashbee, "Tourna1," Decmber 1888.
. cit., 25 1warch l88.
41.
42. hugh Feirfax-Cholmely to Ashbee, 17 April 1889.
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realize that ... I have been brought up for
twenty years among people who would cut me
tomorrow if they knew haif of what I think
and say.43
A close friend of Ashbee and subsequently a distinguished scientist,
A.P. Laurie first became interested in social reform while reading
Progress end Poverty as a student at Cambridge: "Up to then I had
taken the social conditions for granted, or rather, absorbed in
44
science, had not been aware of their existence." Like Carpenter,
Laurie became an Extension lecturer after leaving Cambridge in order
to establish contact with workmen, but he too was disappointed by
the high social status of his students. "My audiences are cussedly
45

well dressed unfortunately," he comDleined to Ashbee. In 1887, while
wrking as a chemist in Lcridon, he established residence at Toynbee
Hell. He later recalled his reasons for leaving the settlennt:
We liked East London, we had friends and interests
there, but there was en atmosphere about Toynbee
Hall which irritated us ... e wished a closer
contact with the people and. lives of East London,
and more especially, the Labour leaders. A8 lone
as we lived In Toynbee Hall that was clifficult.4°
It is likely

that Hubert Liewellyn inIth was motivated by similar

aims. A investigator for Charles Booth, he assisted. en Tillett
during the 1889 London 'ock trike and sub seqntly wrot e an account
of it with Vaughien Nash. Two months after the arid of the strike,
Nash joined. Aibee's group In Stepney.
43.
44.
45.
46.

hu Fairfax-Cholmely to Ashbee, 21 April 1889.
Laurie, Pictures and PolItics, 57.
LaurIe to Ashbee, n.d.
Laurie, Pictures and Po1Itç, 73-74.
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Despite the defection of a large group of residents, barnett's
faith in the value of the settlement remained unshaken. For over
ten years, his letters to his brother expressed his pleasure with
the large number of university graduates attracted by the work and
his belief in their potentiality to transform

London. One

month after the opening of the settlement, be wrote: "All are going
well & working well together. Of course we shall have times of fail47
ure & depressiaLl but now we are gaining way." Within t'wo months, he
had grown more confident. Tonbee Hall would become "a centre to
48
diffuse warmth as well as light, love as well as culture." In
June 1889 two months after Ashbee's group departed, he still believed
49
that "Toynbee might be extended & influence public opinion." In
November 1895 he "realised once more its Lhe settlement'il abunrience
50
of life." In other letters i3arnett used the terms "flourishing"
51
and "overflowing" to describe the settlement.
By the turn of the c entury, however, bernett had begun to
recoiize the chaen between his initial hopes and the actual achievements of Toynbee hail end to reappraise the value of a settlement.
In part, his new mood was conditioned by social and political events.
4?. .A.B. to F.G.B., 24 January 1885.
48. S.A.B. to F.G.B., 28 1arch 1885.
49. .A.B. to F.G.B., 1 June 1889.
50. .A.B. to F.G.B., 9 November 1895.
51. S.A.B. to F.G.B., 17 eptenber 1887, 6 October 1888, 6 November
1889, 11 July 1896.
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As a result of the Boar riar, he had a feeling of nla1se about
British society end a new awareness of the need for radical solutions
to the nation's problems. The formation of the Labour Party end
the i ability of the £ 1berals to Improve the condition of the people
appeared to underline the inadequacy of personal relationships and
private benevolence. But his discontent was also caused by his belief
that Toynbee Hall had not kept pace with changing social forces. Its
educational program, philanthropic activities and ties with workingmen's organitions were all at a low ebb. Because the majority of
Oxford graduates no longer viewed social woit in the East End as an
exciting or even useful endeavor, the settlement had difficulty
finding competent residents. True, Barnett believed that Toynbee
Hall could claim credit for a number of significant reforms In. East
London. Toynbee Hall residents had helped to reveal the inadequacy
of the region's coninunal services and to raise the level of its sanitation, housing and education. In. 1898 Barnett could point with pride
to an increased number of recreational facilities, open spaces and
public bathhouses, to better school-buildin's and to improved teaching
52
nthods and to the demolition of some of the worst slums. hitechapel' &
53
death-rate fell fran 26.0 per 1,000 in 1879 to 19.3 per 1,000 in 1899.
.A.B., tvTnty_FIve Years of ast .i.ondon," ContemDorary .eview
(August 1898), 280-89.
53. 3jphson, anitary invOlutIon, 391.
52.
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But Barnett had. always considered social harmony end the cultural and
spiritual transformation of society to be Toynbee hail's primary
objectives and in 1900 these were still distant and visionary goals.
It was clear that the settlement had proved unequal to the herculean
tasks to i1ch he had set it.
Barnett first noted his discontent In a letter to his brother
in October 1897: "Toynbee has rt yet found its 1s & I don't see
any evlution In that direction. ... I expect I care too much & am
too biased to be a good midwife to new ideas wh. may be coming to the
birth. At any rate at the present moment I don't know whore Toynbee
54
is." By Tenuary 1899 he had become more convinced that Toynbee
Hall's activities were not appropriate responses to ast Loiion'a
prohians: "It is curious to note the change of society in wh. the
place moves. The House floats down a river - the people who try to
order its goings are the same but the currents are different - the
55
winds are different & tI scene of the bank is different." He continued his nautical analogy a few months later: "I ... em still
pitting TH in order for Its winter voyage ... I have a good crew
& em going to run the ship without changing either her shape or
course - That must be done some day. It is curious bow that has
54. o.A.B. to .G.B., 9 October 189?.
55. .A.B. to F.G.B., 22 Tanuery 1899.
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56
changed." Toynbee nail's annual report of 1901 echoed 'arnett's
di scc*iragement:
In the early days a new enthusiasm lent a wider
sweep to men's aims. The work took two directions;
education on the one hand, co-operation with
working-class movements on the other. Both were
undertaken with the vigour which accompanies a new
thing; both were successful, for a time at least.
...
Times change rapidly; the spirit of the
'eighties,' and even the early 'nineties', has
already passed away.
There is iw, perhaps, less confident hope
of great and far-reaching results. It has been
felt that the ideals of seventeen years ego could
be realised only in a more distant future, and
after many years of slow and patient woiic.57
Baniett did. not feel capable of transforming Toyn.bee Hall.
Characteristically, he believed that only members of a younger generation could mould the sett1ennt in accordance with present social
thought. A8 he wrote to his brother in 1899, "there is nothing
harder for

old pilots than to give up old methods but I em sure

that it must be done ... If only I had a vigorous second I wid
give him a free hand to change things to suit the present needs."

58

The following year he was still detennined. to try the experiment "of
59
leaving everything to a new gameration"; in 1901 he wrote that he
60
was looking "for new men with the new spirit." In the spring of 1903,
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.

S.A.B. to F.G.B., 8 October 1899.
Sevteenth nnua1 i(enort (1901), 26.
S.A.B. to L.G.B., 22 Tanuary 1899.
.A.B. to F.G-.B., 6 October 1900.
S.A.B. to F.G.B., 30 November 1901.
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when arnett selected W.H. Beveridge as his sub-warden arxl possible
successor, he began to write more confidently about the future of the
settlement.
Beveridge was born in Rengpur, India in 1879, the son of a
judge in the Indian Civil 'ervice. heturning to England for his
education, he attended Charterhouse end, in 1897, entered Balliol
College, Oxford. Years later Beveridge recél led that the most valuable
advice he received in his youth was that of the laster of Balliol,
Edward Caird:
While you are at the University, ... your first
duty is self culture, not politics or philanthropy.
But when you have performed that duty end. learned
all that Oxford can teach you, then one thing that
needs doing by some of you is to go and discover
why, with so much wealth In .iritaIn, there continues
to be so much poverty end lxw poverty can be cured.6'
A friend end admirer of T.h. Green, Caird had been a leader of the
university settlement movement in Scotland while Professor of oral
Philosophy at the niversity of Glasgow. In Glasgow he helped to
found and organize the early activities

Toynbee House, a settle-

inent modelled on bh-, Toynbee HallA aid sung, as he remarked, "to
bridge the gulf that separated the well-to-do from the poor, and
62
foster mutual understanding and goodwill by social intercourse."
61.
62.

quoted. in beveridge, Power and Influence, 9.
Q,uoted in Henry Jones aid John henry kxirhead, The Life and
Philosophy of li.dward Ceird (Glasgow, 1921), 115.
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When Caird succeeded Towett as kester of Baillo]. in 1893, thus
becoming more firmly iooted in the tradition of T.H. Green, his
interest in the settlennt rrvuent continued. He took the chair at
a meeting of Toynbee Hell at Oxford, visited end. lectured at the
63
settlement and entertained the Barnetts when they came to Oxford.
In accordice with Caird's advice, .3everidge devoted his
years at Oxford to the pasui.t of a liberal education. Entering as
a mathematician, he

BOOfl.

switched to "Greats," in which he graduated

in 1901 with first class hono)frs. His elnrst weekly letters home
were fifled with accounts of essays, lectures, discussions with
friends, social calls and. sports. he also wrote frequently about
George ii' liot, for whom he displayed a typical Victorian veneration.
It is clear from a letter in which he described a meeting of friendly
societies at Oxford that he was both ignorant of, aixi stercilious
about, working-class organizations: "Vie have been overrun yesterday
and today by the bociety of Odd Fellows. ... V hat their precise
purpose is, has not transpired (jç), to me, but I believe they are
some class of benefit club. There has also arrived a party of the
l'onourable and Mcleflt Order of the or esters, who may have sanething
64

to do with the Odd tellows."
63.
64.

.A.B. to F.G.B., 11 Auist 1894, 10 February 1900; Tones and
Muirhead, werd Cpird, 149, 202, 210-11.
I.H.B. to .knnette Beveridge, 30 kay 1898.
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Occasionally, however, b everidge's letters did show the
be.nning of a social awareness. As early as 1898 he told his mother
that he felt that he was
somewhat wasting my time here, not in the way
of idleness, but I should like actually to do
some practical social work. The fact is I
fee]. so lmnensely responsible at lieving the
opportunities always said to be afforded by
a residence at Oxford in my grasp, end feel
that I cannot be auploying them proly.
Uncertain about his future he believed thet he vuld be "much
65
happier If I knew that what I was doing would 'be directly useful,"
By January, 1902, his sense of coxrinitment to social investigation and
reform had grown stronger:
I think that what pe±aps is most of all demended from ... my generation (while we are
young at least) is a consideration of the
big modern social questions & so I feel bound
to join in that above all things. ... I have
always seen two possible ways before me - one
that of scholarship ... the other ... the
chance of doing something ininedlately for this
age. But I think that I can always cane back
to scholarship; for the present as I renember
.Lather often telling me the thing is to get
some ideas about modern problems.66
One month later, Beveridge organized a society at Oxford for the
study of social questions with R.H. Tawney, his friend ani future
67
brother-in-law. Perhaps because ieverIdge was influenced by Caird,
65.
66.
67.

.H.B. to .Annette beverIdge, 13 February 1898.
1.H.B. to nnette '.$everidge, 19 January 1902.
1.. .B. to knnette everidge, 24 -ebruary 1902.
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his first ventures in the field of social work centered on Toynbee
Hell, he spent two days at the sett1ennt in January 1900, acted
as host to a

up of Toynbee hail stt1ents who were visiting Oxford

the following June and in kay 1901, considered working dwing the
suxwnar as a visitor for the Children's C ouiitry Holidays md,rganiza68
tion closely connected CToynbee hail. Nevertheless, in July 1902,
when Bornett offered everidge a salaried position at Toynbee Hail,
69
he repl ied that he intended instead to read for the Bar,
Beveridge spent the year following his graduation preparing
first at Oxrord end then at rooms in the Temple for fellowship examinations. ieceiving a fellowship in eDtember 1902, he began to read
in Chambers. Five months later, however, he decided that he would
not become a practising barrister. He outlined his reasons in a
letter filled with adolescent resolves and ideals. Uniquely, he was
able to look back on it fifty years later as having nrovided the key
70
to his life, he criticized law because it wa both "worldly in the
extreme & remote from reality." The barrister's work was a mere
"intellectual exercise", comparable to "the solving of endless chess
prob1ns"; moreover, it was "essentially solitary and self-centered
W.H.B. to Annette Beveridge, 16 January 1900, 5 June 1900, 8
hey 1901.
69. S.A.B. to W.H.B., 22 July1902; d.H. Forbes to iJ.H.B., 23 July
1902; Beveridge, Power and Inf1uice, 15.
70. Beveridge, Power and Influence, 15.
68.
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not to say selfish." Nor was 3everidge attracted by the "prize at
the end", nnely xney an5. Dosition:
That is to say one gets power in one shape
and I suppose power Is the thing that everybody desires to exercise. I too - but It is
just that art of power which rests upon
nxney & position that I should care very
little about; the power of knowledge end
experience sea the only thing worth having.
He was already certain of the path his life would follow: "I think
I may take it that the one thing in vthich I em interested wholly &
corz1ete1y is the getting to kzx>w something about human society &
71
vrking at some part of its machinery."
Beveridge elaborated his goals about a week later in answer
to a letter from his father suggesting that he should become a professor of
I have the conviction that in times such as
these It is necessary for every man who
posIb1y can to be out in the storm to some
ext ent • The times seen stagnant; people seem
to sit waiting to see In what direction things
will nxve and therefore now above al]. there
seems need of an effort to make them move in a
direction dictated by reason rather than by
the line of least resistance.
If Beveridge devoted his time to writing a book of purely technical
interest he might forget about the outside world but he would always
72
"awake from that forgetfulness to utter disccnt ant & shame."
71, i1.H.B. to kinette Beveridge, 25 rune 1903.
.H.B. to Henry Beveridge, 3 .ebruary 1903.
72.
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As alternatives to law, L-everidge first considered positions
in local government end education. At the beginning of April, hcMever,
73
Barnett Invited Beveridge to come and speak with him; at a meeting
ten days later Bernett tentatively offered him the position of sub74
warden, *ich Beverid.ge accepted on April 27. Beverldge was a
certain of what he intended to acconlIsh at Toyzibee Hell as he
was of his longer range g,ala. dhen he informed his mother that he
was considering the sub-wardenship, he told her that the position
wuld not entail responsibility for all the "casual settlenent work"
such as organizing clubs and lecturing to small classes: "I have
extrnely little faith in the directly profitable results of such
w3rk; whatever they are they are wholly inadequate to the labour."
He stressed the ways in which the position would increase his
abilities and further his career. First, he wuld receive "iimnediately
practical experience in management organisation talking to & talking
over people & the chance of really learning whet I went to know about
- the state of other kinds of people from my own kind." In addition,
he vculd meet "the people who from my point of view are the right sort
of people - and who should have the chance of many outlets when I
75
knew what I wanted."
73. b.A.B. to W.fl.B., 7 April 1903.
74. W.H.B. to .Annette Beveridge, 18 April 1903; W.H.B. to Henry
Beveridge, 28 April 1903.
.H.B. to Annette Beveridge, 18 April 1903.
75.
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Vriting to his father soon after accepting the position,
Beveridge defined his idea]. of a settisinent:
I do ntreat you to believe that you cannot
possibl9 have • greater objectixis to 'soup
kitchens' & 'genial smiles dispersed on
homey handed mechanics' & sentiments]. lam
generally than I have. I sin not going to
Toynbee Hell to devote myself to such things.
If anyone ever thought that co1ossl_evils
could be remedied by small doses Lo/ culture
& charity & amiability I for one do not think
so. The real use I wish to make of Toynbee
& kindred institutions is as centres for the
development of authoritative opinion on the
problems of city life.76
In a ircre self-rlgheous manner he wrot e to his mother a few weeks
later: "I for one have no rigit to waste my education by becoming
77
an organiser of charity or children's holidays or missions"
Beveridge claimed that Bernett "did not merely assent vaguely"
to his Interpretation of his role at the settlement "but agreed (or
78
seemed to agree) positively." In fact, a letter Barnett wrote to his
brother two days earlier suggests that he was initially hesitant:
"We have been weiaing a man as sub-warden. He is very able - a
whale for work - with definite views of fitting up his life in social
service but not very patient of his tools, not a lover of the man.
In the fool - I hardly know what to say - He might draw together a
'79

more Intellectual set but what abt deer boys, such as Douglas."
76. sV.h.B. to henry Beverid.ge, 28 April 1903.
.H.B. to Mnette Beveridge, U kay 1903.
77,
78. Ibid.
79.
.A.B. to ..G.B., 9 kay 1903. (.E. Douglas was a leading resident
at the time whose prinBry concern was to organize social end
educational activities for pupil teachers.)
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This letter foreshadowed the conflict about the aims of a settlement
which was to dominate the next ten years of Toynbee Hall's history.
The residents who arrived at the settlement after everidge debated
Wriether they should follow his lead in em1asizing social investigation or vthether they aould attempt to fulfil the origins], aims of
the founders by continuing to participate in practical philanthropy.
Barnett's own doubts about .Jeveridge, hcwever, ezon disappeared.
At the end of May he told Beveridge that he hoped that young men
would gather around him inaugurating "a new life" at the settlement
"just as the first 13 men made the life which has gone on for the last
80
19 years." Although Beveridge's activities ran counter to the origins].
lie aning of a settlement, Barnett allied himself firmly with Beveridge's
goals. his tenure as sub-warden should
81
history of Toynbee Hall.

merk

a turning point in the

80. S.A.B. to W.H.B., 21 iay 1903.
81. Beveridge was not of course the first worker at 3?oynbee Hall who
Was concerned with conducting research Into current social
problems. According to the "Articles of the Universities'
Settlement Association," one of Loynbee hell's aims was to "inquire into the condition ol' the poor." (Record, Vol. I, o. 8
(May 1889), 96) Barnett himself stmngy encouraged Charles
Booth in his landmark investigation and two of Booth's leading
assistants were H. Liewellyn mI th and .rnest Ave s. bat did
distinguish ieveridge from earlier residents was that he eniDhasized social investigation to the exclusion of philanthropic activities
and insisted that the aims of the settlement accordingly be
reformulated.
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interiug Toynbee Hall on 1

82
tnber 1903, Beveridge rnained

fait1dul to his ideal of the sub-warden of a sett1ennt. True, he
did participate in many typical settlennt activities. He edited the
Toynbee Hal]. Record, served a term as manager of a board school on
Old Iontagu btreet, organized election campaigns for candidates for
both the Stepney Borough Council end the London County Council,
working men's club and lectured to various
organizations throughout East London. But he never forgot that these
activities were not ends in themselves but rather the means by which
he could gain the experience of leadership and. an understaiding of
economic and social forces. Upon being appointed editor of the
Record he wrote: "I have never edited a paper before & I an very
glad to have this chance both for the experience & because I think
the ecord wants reforming badly. Al80 I shall practice the art of
83
self-expression." As a school manager he wrote less about his relationship with the students and teachers than about the power which the
position gave him: "I ... hos7 a head mistress for a ioerd chool
84
from three ladies each old enough to be my nxther." He only once
mentioned an evening spent at a working men's club, noting merely
85
that he was "acquiring an exhaustive knowledge of beer." Mter eaking
82. beveridge, "Diary," 1 oeptember 1903.
83. i.H.B. to Annette Beveridge, 22 eptember 1903.
84. .H.B. to Annette 3everidge, 20 April 1904.
85. W.h.B. to Annette i3everidge, 10 July 1904.
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at the meeting of a local Ethical ociety be made this pronouncement:
"No more 'popular' lecturing to itbical or Self Improvement ocieties
86
for me; I have done my share & got experience" His conment after
attending a meeting of the British Institute of bocial bervice in
uly 1904 also shows that his disdain for the ordinary activities of
a settlement did not diminish. He feared tiEt the organization would
become a center "for collecting information not on social subjects
but on mere philanthropic activities •.. As

you know I don't think

social work activities worth much study in themselves ...
87

but useful

first & foremost as themselves means of knowledge." Perhaps because
Beveridge was so determined to remain aloof from tle typical endeavo^ra
of Toyiibee Hall,

he

individual working
by name. On

learned little about the

men. In his

the rare

lives and attitudes of

letters he never mentioned a workmen

occasions when he wrote about members of the

connunity he told humorous stories illustrating the strange ways of
88
working men. His view remained that of an outsider.

"'Econmics & Industry' But why???" Beveridge asked
in a note in his diary

the

hinseif

89
day after he entered Toynbee hail. The

prinry goal of his four-year residence was to discover tbeir relationship. On November 15, two end a half

months

after arriving, he

re-

ported to his mother on the progress of his quest:
.H.B. to Azinette Beveridge, 4 karch 1905.
86.
W.H.B.
to Mnette Beveridge, 10 July 1904.
87.
.H.B.
to nnette .teveridge, 13 December 1903, 5 ay 1904,
88.
1 October 1905; W.H.B. to Henry beveridge, 10 February 1905.
89. Beveridge, "Diary," 2 eptember 1903.
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During the week ... I have been in two ways
concerned with the 'Unemployed' - first in
getting s1iatures to a letter for the papers
written by Ganon Bernett (& touched up by me),
proposing a really sensible & non philanthropic
way of dealing with the problem& abolishing
8treet processions; second in getting together
a joint conzriittee of Toynbee, Belliol House &
Wadhn residents, which is to sit in the mainer
of a Royal Commission on the Unenpioyed examining
in particular the various schemes proposed in
the past.9°
In a letter to his brother a day earlier, Barnett had expressed his
own approval of the direction of Beveridge's activities: "My young
men are I think rising & I em more & more convinced that Toynbee
91
needs young men in the fort."
During the following few months Beveridge devoted most of
his time to a&ninlstering the Mansion House Fund of 1903-04. Spon-

sored by Canon Barnett, the B ishop of btepney and other East London
leaders, the Fund embodied Barnett's scheme for a farm colony, offering
relief work In the country to the unemployed while supporting their
92
families at home. Although the project lasted no more then a few
months, it Inaugurated ñeveridge's career as en economist end provided
the means by which he attenpted to alter the finction of Toynbee Hail.
90.
91.
92.

W.h.B. to nnette Beverldge, 15 Novenber 1903. (Balliol and
adham xiouses were hostels for students at the settlement).
.A.B. to F.G.B. 14 November 19CZ3.
In a subsequent chapter this project will be discussed in
greater detail and its Impact on governmental programs will be
considered; here we are concerned only with the way In which the
project imfluenced. Beveridge himself.
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Shortly before the project ended, beveridge wrote to his mother:
"I have been very busy studying the subject theoreticafly & have spemt
the last few days constructing the most glorious curves representing
variations of employnnt, the effect of frost,
93
strikes, etc., etc. I begin to think I know soxnethingZ" A few

seasonal & cylica].

months later Beveridge and E.R. Maynard, a second settlement resident,
visited the men who had worked at the colony in order to discover
whether the experience had broademed their prospects of employment.
They found that, contrary to their expectations, few of the men had
obtained anything but casual labour. In a series of articles in
The To ynbee eco rd and. 4 The Contemporary eview, beve ridge end
Maynard claimed that the results of the survey revealed the necessity
for a national system of fain training colonies supported by the state.
The colonies would be compulsory for men who were considered. "unemployable' men temporarily out of work could voluntarily reside at
94
colonies with more favorable conditions. However, even while writing
93.
94.

.H.B. to Annette Jeveridge, 2 k'trch 1904.
Beveridge and H.R. Iaynard, "The tkiemployed: Lessons of the
Mansion House Fund," Contemporary ceview (November 1904), 629.
38; "Unemployment in London," No • I: bev I dge, "Unarnl oyniont,"
Record (October 1904), 9-15, No. II: Maynard, "Mr. Long's Proposals," Record (November 1904), 23-26, No. III: beveridge,
"The Making of Paupers," Record (November 1904), 27-29, No. IV:
Beveridge, '1The Preservation of L1. fficiency," Record (December 1904),
43-47, No. V: Beveridge, "The uestion of DIsfranchisnt,"
Record (March 1905), 100-102.
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these articles, everidge was aware that relief rk could no longer
provide en adequate solution to the problem of unemployment. As he
wrote to his father In November 1904, "Compulsory colonies of course
are not meant to be & could not possibly be a remedy for the pioblem
of unemployment - i.e. of the fluctuations of trade throwing out of
work people willing to work. This problem seems to me niich the harder
95
one & I certainly don't see where the remedy is yet." Beverid.ge's
w)rk in. connection with the Mansion House Fund thus led him to conclusions which later encouraged him to advocate labor exchanges and
unemployment insurance. In 1953 he wrote: "I remember asking myself
what had gone wrong with economic laws In East London; If there was
no demand for these men Lho had. been trained at the farm colonief
why did not they either go away or starve end die? What kept than
just alive where they were? From this ceme the theory of underemployment and the reserve of labour, as I developed it later in articles
96
end lectures and In Unemployment: A Problem of Industry."
By the end of the Iansion House scheme, beveridge had begun
to consider himself n tmportant authority on economic problems. He
was encouraged to believe that the articles he wrote at this time,
analyzing the impact of the Fund, would be widely influenti al. In
the middle of August 1904 Barnett asked .ieveridge if he had finished
95.

96.

vi.H.B. to henry Beverldge, 19 November 1904.

everldge, Power end Influence, 24.
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his first article on the unemployed: "There seems to be promise
97
of trouble this winter & we must be ready." A few weeks later Barnett
wrote to Beveridge that the problem of unenloynnt "is yours &
98
Maynard's job whom I shall back with all my power." Soon after
Beveridge's first article on the subject appeared in The .tiecord, the
publisher T.M. Dent wrote urging him to circulate it emong social
99
reformers and to consider expanding it into a book. During the
following few months, moreover, Bevoridge continued to make use of
the information he had acquired as a director of the Mansion House
Fond. In February 1905 Beveridge and two secretaries of Walter
Long's tiemploymnent Fund, H.. Maynard, a current Toynbee Hail
resident) end .L.rnest Ayes, a foimer sub-warden, spent an evening
with Bernett devising an ihieaiployed Bill to be presented first to
Long and then to a Liberal V.P.: "It really is rather Interesting
being behind a person like Canon b ariiett, who (through Maynard)
Will instil wisdom into Long, & on the other side has Herbert amuel

(M.P. for h1techapel) coming down next Monday specially to be
coached by hini (& me) as to stat he Is to say in the House when the
100
question cona up." The following month Barnett chose Beveridge
to assist him while addressing a meeting of Liberal JLP.s at the House
97. S.A.B. to W.li.B., 20 August 1904..
98. .LB. to W.H.B., 6 eptember 1904.
99. 3.L. Dent to 1.H.B., 16 October 1904.
100. .h.B. to Henry Beveridge, 10 February 1905.
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ol' Coimons on the problem of unexa;loymsnt. "Some of the questiolis
101
Canon Barnett turned over to me," Beverid.ge proudly reported.
In letters to his parents during this period Beveridge mentioned
with increasing frequency having lectured to groups throughout the
country on various economic topics.
Barriett had originally hoped that B everidge would devote his
primary energy to the settlanent itself. He believed that the Mansion
House Fund was important partly because it could enable Beveridge
to alter the direction of Toyubee Hail, substituting social investigations and experiments for some of the out-moded philanthropic
activities. Barnett thus spent the months during which Beveridge
executed the scheme in Italy in order that beveridge might have an
opportunity to mould the settlement in accordance with his own
ideals. At the end of January 1904 Bernett counselled:
I am writing to you abt. Unemployed. & LCC
but I don't forget that our - yours & nine
- conc em is the House. ... You said you
wished advice fr. me, all I can say I have
said & that is 'Remember to strengthen the
House.' I was always struck by the way
Jowett remembered Bal].lol. Whet ever he
undertook in public & for the public, he
always made it lend to the glory of the
college. So it seems to me that for his
sake & for the future - whatever be the
object for which it nia be used, the House
skid be strengthened.1"2
At the conclusion of his trip, Barnett egain wrote,
101. i.H.B. to Annette Beveridge, 4 March 1905.
102. S.A.B. to W.H.B., 30 January 1904.
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Our time is drawing to en end & our experiment will come to the judgment. For us
it has, I think, been a success ... But the
experiment was much more for the sake of
giving L oynbee the means of "finding itself"
than of giving us a holiday. Do you see any
signs of its new life? "Things" are I know
going well & the Bp. of 'tepney has written to
me his satisfaction re. the unemployed. That
is a great matter but as I told you before it
is the instrument - the House Itself rather
then the things It has done for wh. I care.
Are you men at the centre conscious of a policy?
Do you see more clearly whet there Is to be
done? These are the sort of questions wh. my
mind leaps to ask as time draws near.
Markby is here & we have been having some
talks together. He with us Is concerned for
the future of Toynbee & recognises that new
times demand new men & new ways. The expermant
of leaving you has cost sane anxiety but if the
place gets the power of drawing in the enthusiaem
of the time it will be more than repaid.103
In s letter to his brother seven months later Barnett expressed his
satisfaction with Beveridge's leadership: "Toynbee Is going very
well & the young men cheer me much. The new spirit is I think
104
going to find a resting place in the old form."
However, as B everidge becane more concerned with the problems
of unemployment, he gradually withdrew his interest from the settlement itself. In July 1905, when he was appointed secretary of the
C.0.S. Committee on Unskilled Labour which investigated casual
employment at the London docks, he resigned the positiox of sub.A.B. to !J.H.B., 19 March 1904. (Sir li1lIem Ierkby, a
Fellow of Baillo]. and All Souls', Oxtord, worked in support
of Toynbee Hall at the Uni versity.)
104. S.A.B. to F.G.B., 29 October 1904.
103.
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105
warden. In October 1905 Beverid.ge became a member of the staff
of the Morning Post, responsible for its ertic1 and leaders on
social questions. "rust think of the people I should see & the
wisdom I & the Canon, through me, should pump into the comfortable
public about Poor Law, Trade Union Law, Unemployed, Garden Cities,
Locomotion & Decentrelisation," he wrote to his nether upon his
106
appointment. One month later Beveridge was co-opted a member of
107
the Central (Unemployed) Body for London. From then on, his connection
jflr9è5iJ1a,IL4

with the settlement becameix,rtenuous. He remained at Toynbee
Hall until Febrtiary 1907, but he regarded it as a useful place of
residence rather than as a center of his concerns. In letters to
hi a parents after the autumn of 1905 he rarely mentioned the settlement.
Althoui a resident for less than four years and sub-warden
for only two, Beveridge left a strong impression on Toynbee Hall.
His dnand that the settlement should emphasize social Investigation.
rather than philanthropic activities zeotivated a large rnmiber of
the residents who followed him. 1breover, it is likely that be was
responsible for the residence of R.H. Tawney who also influenced
the settlement during the period. Beveridge later remarked on the
105. Beveridge, Power and Influence, 32.
106. W.H.B. to Annette deveridge, 27 October 1905.
107. W.H.B. to Annette Beveridge, 20 November 1905.
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parallelisms between them: "Nearly everything worth While in our
108
lives end choices of careers was coxixnon to us." A friend of
Beveridge at B8111o1, Tawney had also received Edward Caird's
advice that men should investigate the causes of poverty after
109
obtaining an Oxford education. One week after Beveridge entered
Toynbee Hall, Tawney wrote: "How are you and Toynbee? At first,
before you settle down to anything in particular it must feel a bit
110
lonely. But I envy you having made the plunge. A few nnths later,
having obtained the position of secretary of the Children's Country
Holidays Fund, Tawney hinself became a resident at the settlement.
He suianarlzed his impressions at the end of his first year. A
settlent was "something deeper than the desire of certain persons
of the 'leisured' class to reside in a district where leisure is a
rare possession, to make the acquaintance of individual working men."
It was useful primarily because it served as "a coninon repository
111
of social knowledge." Speaking at Oxford a few months later,
Tawney again echoed Beveridge's ideas. According to Beveridge
he urged students "not to do good at Toynbee Hall, but, while doing
good if & how they can, at least to put themselves in a position
Beveridge, Notes for a speech on R.H. Tawney, recorded 13
March 1962. .r3everldge Pers, L.S.E.
109. Ibid.
110. R.H. Tawney to J.H.B., 8 September 1903.
111. Twentieth Annual ieport (1904), 22.
108.
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112
to get some sound correhensive social, theory." While a resident,
nxreover, Tawney increasingly bec8me involved in the field of adult
education. Soon after B overidge's appointment to the Moriiin Post,
113
Pawney joined the staff as ,ucationa1 itic. In S eptanber 1906
he told B everidge that "teaching economics in en industrial, town is
114
just what I went ultimately to do. As a leading tutor for the
Workers' Educational Association from 1909 to 1914, Tawny helped
to link Toynbee Hell with the nxst inortant adult educational
program during the period.
In J'uney 1904, Barnett wrote to his brother, "We have now
arranged that a men Harvey, a Quaker -1st class Oxford comes in to
Toynbee as Deputy Warden. I hope the younger generation will gather
115
round him." T. Edmund Harvey arrived at Toynbee Hell less certain
then either Beveridge or Ashbee of what he Intended to acccanplih
there. His experience and attitudes are nevertheless significant
O1

because they are pr1tape tyDical o ájor1ty of residents. Unlike
Ashbee, his activities In the field of social reform were the result
not of rebellion or rejection but of corrtinuity with his background;
112. I1.H.B. to Annette Beveridge, 28 Novanber 1904.
113. Tawney succeeded ievridge as leader-writer In 1908; 'lawney
In turn was foilowed by .R. Brooke, a thlrd Toynbee hail
resident. 1though none of these men shared the conservative
views of the paper, they were enoo,neged to express their own
opinionson social questions.
114. Tawney to W.H.B., 20 september 1906.
115. S.A.B. to F.G.B., 19 June 1904.
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he became a reformer by loyally following the values and traditions
of his upbringing and religicxis training. Like the settlement
itself he was never willing to challenge fully the basic assumptions of a previous generation.
The nineteenth century was a period of isolation for the
Society of Friends in Britain. A regulation in force until 1859,
requiring Q.ucers to marry within the Society, encouraged the growth
of large, closely-knit families. Excluded from the Universities
and thus from a majority of professions, uakers were deprived of
xrst contact with adherents of other faiths, A large proportion
of the nrst promising nieinbers of each family entered business, a
field in. which their pooled financial resources, lents and
energies won them a high degree of success. By 1900 the Society
of Friends was dominated by an aristocracy of wealthy, Interrelated
families, observing quaker austerity while enjoying a considerable
degree of material comfort.
The Harveys comprised such a family; its wide ramifications
were always a source of pride to T. Edmund Harvey, one of Its nost
distinguished members. He was born at Leeds in 1874, the eldest
son of William Harvey, a linen manufactures and of P.mia Maria Harvey,
the daughter of the ibitings, another prominent quaker business
116
family. Through marriage the Harveys were closely cinected with
116. Intervii with Helen Thompson, sister-In-law of T.E. Harvey,
16 December 1966.
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the Rowntrees; through common interests and participation in Q,uaker
activities with such families as the C adburys and Frys. In 1888,
when T, E. Harvey was 14, his father was able to retire from business.
From then on William Harvey provided a model of the wealthy, leisured
philanthropist and civic leader whom the founders of Toynbee Hall
frequently glorified. T. B, Harvey's brother later recalled his
parents:
They were continuously busy, not only In the
vrk of the Society, but in a multitude of
philanthropic causes. There were public
meetings, drawing-room me eti ngs, committees
and sub-conunittees to be attended, subscriptions to be given and appealed for, visiting
F riends who were sometimes not entertaining
to be entertained, hospitality to be provided
for people who had lately appeared or would
shortly appear on a platform, usually a
conformist platform, from which they vuld address
solid Yorkshire Nonconformists on Opiwn,
on Gambling, on the iniquities of the Trade
(which should be controlled), on the blessings of
Free Irade (which should not be controlled), on
Peace, on Social Purity, on Fore1 Missions.1
William Harvey was a leader of the local Adult School, a member of

most of the charitable Institutions of the community, a Town Counciflor
118
and a Poor Law Guardian.
Religion was the force which knit the family together;
daily prayers and attendance at r.uaker meetings formed the center
of its life. Between 1881 end 1884 William Harvey was Ierk of the
117. i'vIlliam Aryer Harvey, IWe were Seven (London, 1936), 2-3.
118.
1., 3-4.
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Brighouse 1bnthly Meeting and subsequently served as clerk of the
Yorkshire uarterly Meeting. hile still a young boy, T.E. Harvey
119
began to accompany his parents to the rends' meeting at Leeds.
nown as a man of firm religious conviction, he always spent much
of his time in the service of the Society. His letters to his
family from Toynbee Hall were filled with accounts of the .riends'
meetings and societies he had attended. end. of the ni.unerous uakers
with whn he maintained close contacts. At his death The Friend
rnarked that he "did very much throughout a long life to strengthen
and enrich the witness of the Society of Friends ... His devotion
to the boclety of Friends sail shown both in eager care that

its

records should be preserved end studied ... end in steadfast support
120
of contemporary Wuaker activities." He observed Q.ueker habits as
faithfully as Q.ueker rituals. He wrote to ask his father's advice
121
about the wisdom of attending the theatre as late as 1898. As
122
a student at Oxford he joined a temperance society; while at
Toynbee Hall, he found it worthy of comment that at the annual dinner
of a group of settlement classes, three-fourths of the men "only
119. .Li.dward d1ligan, "T. Edinimd Harvey: His Life and Times"
(eight chapters in typescript; not yet published).
120. eprint fran The L!riend,Vol. 113, No. 19 (13 May 1955).
121. T.1.H. to Williem harvey, 16 Januaryl898.
122. Membership card_of h'veyxford University Total Abstinence
Society, n.d. L1894!/. Harvey Papers, Friends House, London
N.W. 1.
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drank water, arid of the remainder half drank only mineral watery &
123
ginger beer." W hen he beceme friends with men who smoked at Oxford,
124
his mother encouraged him to find non-smoking companions. When
his grandmother heard a runor that he himself had begun to smoke
she wrote: "We do long dear led that thy exenmie flE7 be pure in
125
every respect end. I think we cennot call smoking pure."
Harvey's early education, like that of all nineteenth-century
Quakers, took place in the provinces. In 1887 he attended the York
Friends' Boys School, which his father and. both grandfathers had
also attended. Known more popularly as Boothem, it was a sma]J.
boarding school founded in 1822, a ueker version of the contemporary
public schools. In 1891, Havey entered Yorkshire College, Leeds,
a second typical. choice for a Qua1r of the period. Nevertheless,
his career did not remain competely within the (.ueker mold. By
the tims of his birth the isolation of the uekor community had
begun to diminish. A1thoui some Friends took pride in preserving
their sense of distinction from the rest of 3ritish society,
others felt freer to participate In the world around them. In
1893, after spending four terme at L eeds, Harvey became a student at
Christ Church, Oxford, thus taking advantage of his foremost
opportunity to enter the mainstreom of contemporary British life.
he rreduated in 1897 with first class honors in "Greats".
123. T.E.H. to Anna M. harvey, 26 3anuary 190'?.
124. Anna M. ha1vey to T.E.11., 28 October 1894.
125. A.R. Vhiting to T.E.H., 7 May 1896.
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In another way also Harvey' a generation differed from that
of his parents. During the 1890's a number of his contemporaries,
Influenced by John Wilhelm Rowntree, began to question both the
authoritarIanin of the Society of .xriends and Its Indifference to
broad social qiostlons. 'While remaining faithful to 'uaker values,
many younger members of the Society felt the need to make these
values relevant to current social needs. T.E. Harvey was one of
126
Rowntree's leading disciples. He participated in the first aunrier
school which Rowntree established in 1897 for Biblical and social
127
study. At Its conclusion, he joined a Suniner chool Continuation
Corxiittee responsible for promoting additional sumner schools,
128
reading circles and lecture courses. When owntree died suddenly
in 1905, Harvey end eleven other young Friends organized a series
of tramps through the northern countryside to disseminate Rovmtree's
129
Ideas. Moreover, he remained concerned with reinterpreting and
applying Rowntree's thought throughout his subsequent life.
During his 1at year at Oxford Harvey considered both
130
publishing end board school teaching as possible careers.
126.

127.
128.
129.
130.

Richenda Scott, "Authority or Experience: John Wilhelm Rowntree
and the Dilemma of Nineteenth Century irItish %uakerismn,"
Journal of the Friends Istorical society, vol. 49, No. 2
(Spring, 1960), 75-95.
T.E.H. to WIllIam Harvey, 9 August 1897, 15 August 1897.
Lilligan, "T. admund harvey".
Rough draft of message from the organizing committee to other
Interested Friends, 28 June 1905. Harvey Papers.
William Harvey to T.E.E., 5 February 1897, 23 . ebruary 1897;
Anna M. Harvey to T.E.H., 23 Jiebruary 1897.
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Still uncertain at the tinE of his graduation, he spent a year
travelling and studying in Berlin and Paris. he returned in 1900
and on Larch 6 began work as en assistant in the Print8 Department
of the British I&useuzn. During the ssne month he established residence
at Toynbee Hell. In June, however, he was appointed warden of Chalfont
House, a small Q.uaker settlement in Bloomsbury, opened in 1894.
The following day he wrote to his father,'
You can imagine how overp owen ng 5he of feil
was, even with all he did to minimise the
onerousness of the task. ... I told him that
someone older was needed & that ... I didn't
think I would be fitted for the great responsibility. That might be a bit lessened by
dropping the title 'warden' ... But still It would
be, I fear a burden for better shoulders than
mine •13:t
Harvey accepted the position at the end of July although he still
132
felt "very inconetent and unworthy of the post."
Harvey's involvement in political activity began while he
was warden of Chelfont House. During his first years at the settlement he

t1tttd

' 4h the Holborn Progressive Committee.

At the end of January 1904 he was selected by the Finabury Progressives
134
as a candidate for the London County Council. Resigning hIs position
at the British huseum in the beginning of .iebruary, he "plunged at
135
once into election work." he was successful In gaining a seat.
131. T.5.H. to william Harvey, 19 June 1900.
132. T.E.H. to illiam end Anna 1. harvey, 20 July 1900.
. harvey, 10 January 1904.
133. T.E.H. to
134. £.E.H. to 1illiem i-iarvey, 20 January 1904.
135. T..r. to Anna L.. r.ervey, 7 ebruary 1904.
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A1tho.gh Harvey's initial residence at Toynbee Hall lasted
no more then a few months, he naintained his contacts with the
settlement during his stay at Chalfont House. In the 3 e tember after
he left, he attended the opening "conversazione" of Toynbee classe8
136
and societies. Tv months later he canvassed for a resident seeking
137
a position on the chool oerd and delivered an address at a
meeting of the settlennt in Oxford: "On the whole I didn't find
speaking as formidable

I had expected, and it was very enjoyable
138
meeting the men, a very good set of fellows." After joining a
gathering of old residents at the settlement he wrote that he "found
it very stimulating ... and It was enjoyable to meet old friends
139
agains." In June 1904, when it became clea. that ieveridge's
interests no longer centered on Toynbee Hell, arnett Invited Harvey
to become deputy-warden. Harvey was as unsure about his ability
to lead Toynbee Hall as he had been about his competency as warden
of Chalfont house: "I went over on hursday again to see the Canon
I think I made him feel more doubtful as to whether I Was equal
140
to the height of the res onsibility." A few days later he wrote:
"I went to see Canon barnett on iriday; he says all the members of

136.
137.
138.
139.
140.

i.E.b. to nllliam harvey, 30 eptember 1900.
T.E.H. to Anna M. harvey, 2 i'ovember 1900.
T.E.h. to Williem arvey, 28 I\ovember 1900.
T.E.h. to Anna M. harvey, 15 ebruery 1903.
.I.E.F. to Anna I. harvey, 13 June 1904.
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the Council (including 3 Residents) to whom he has told the news
have been very pleased with the suggestion: Sir Charles JU.liott
o.1y wishes I had been a Churchman, but otherwise is pleased, aid
14].
he viuld much prefer a ueker to a Eia Churchman, the Canon says"
142
Harvey began his tenure as deputwarden at the end of September.
In November 1906 he became warden, a position he held until his
marriage in the sunzner of 1911.
Unlike Beveridge, Harvey was an enthus1asti participant
in the settlement's traditional activities. As manager of the
Baltic treet chool he found pleasure in organizing excursions for
groups of its students. & description of these outings was often
the only reference he made to his life at the settlemant i 1 era
to his parents. For example, in Lay 1905, he wrote: "I enjoyed
teklng my four boys to Kensington Gardens & Palace on aturday;
tw of them had never been before to Hyde Park, though there are
no open spaces in East Finsbury and hardly a green thing to be
seen. Baines & I took another party first on unday afternoon to
143
the zoo." The following September he reported "a very warm greeting
144
from my Baltic Street boys." He recognized the strength of his
feelings for these students in 1907 when he was told he would be
141. T.E.h. to Itina M. Harvey, 19 Tune 1904. (EllIott was chairmen
of the bunci1 of the settlem nt).
142. T.E.H. to Vi11Iau xlarvey, 20 September 1904.
143. T.E.h. to Mna M. harvey, 6 Lay 1905.
144. T.E.H. to William Harvey, 24 September 1905.
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transferred to another school: "I am afraid it will never be
145
possible to take up the work in the sane W87 again." As late as
1913 he noted spending an afternoon "with one of my old .t3altic
146
Street boys."
But Harvey did not doubt that tl problems of iast London
required more fundamental and farther reaching eolutions. Signif 1cently, John Wilhelm Rowntree, Harvey's mentor in the fields of
both religion end social reform, had pointed out the inadequacy of
practical philanthropy. Like his brother beebobxn, whose classic
investigation of poverty In York was published in 1901, he stressed
the need for careful research into the causes of contaporary
147
problens. The philanthropic activities which preoccupied such
members of the bociety of :Friends as harvey's parents were no longer
enough. In 1907, Harvey himself wrote in the settlement's annual
report:
More and more men realize that good intentions
and generous sympathies will not suffice to heal
our social evils. Ve need patient study, on every
hand, the collecting of information, the observation of existing experiments and the laborious putting
together of the isolated stores of knowledge and
experience which existing social a'encies already
possess.148
145. T.E.h. to Anna K. Harvey, 3 June 1907.
146. T.E.H. to Anna i. Harvey, 23 ..ebruary 1913.
147. R. Scott, "Authority or xxperience," Journel of the Friends
Historical society (Spring 1960), 91.
148. I'wenty-Third Annual eDort (1907), 3.
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As a member of both bc el and nat ionel governmental bodies Harvey
attempted to fill this need. He held his seat in the London County
Council until 1907 and served on the Stepney Borigh Council between
1910 and 1911. From 1906 to 1910 he was a member of the Central
(Unemployed.) Body for London, succeeding ever1dge as Chairmen of
149
the Employment .hxc11anges Coimnittee in November 1907. In 1910,
when Harvey was elected a Liberal 1mber of Parliament from 4est
Leeds, his interests began to center a].nxst completely on parlianientary affairs. Because his tenure as warden of Toynbee Hall spanned
the period during which the major Liberal ciel legislation was
enacted, he was able to bring the settlement into contact with governmerit aJ. agenc ie a concerned with t he control of poverty. In this
manner he continued the trend which Beveridge had begun.
Harvey's political views were similar to those of the
majority of other residents. During the period when socialist and
collectivist ideas were becoming increasingly popular, he remained
faithful to the individualistic tenets of the Liberal Party.
Nevertheless, he also displayed scne adniiratlon for socialiem.
As a stndent at Oxford he seric*.isly considered joining the abian
Society, one of the few steps of which his father disapproved when
150
asked for advice. In a note in her diary in May 1904, four nonths
149. T.E.H. to Anna M. Harvey, 3 November 1907.
150. William Harvey to T.E.H., 2 November 1895, 5 December 1896.
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before Harvey became deputy-warden of Toynbee Hall, Beatrice 1ebb
decri baj
-included him as one of a "new group of friendly young men disposed
151
to take our views seriously ... 5n7 anxious to see more of us."
Thile a resident at T oynbee Hall, Harvey often expressed his smpathy
and respect for such East L ondon labor leaders as W ill Crooks end
152
George Lansbury. In March 1910, when Lansbury was elected a Lember
153
of Parliament, Harvey st him "1arty congratulations." More
concretely, In Decamber 1918, Harvey wrote to his father:
I have been feeflng increasingly drawn towards
the Labour Party during the last ten days ...
In my ways the greater freedom of L1beralin,
at least as it exists ideally, is preferable,
but it looks increasingly as though Ll.G. has
broken up the party and. the ot1r leaders have
given out no great positive programme like the
splendid Labour manifesto ... The internat ional
pea1 of Labour, too, draws me very much and
ales our o) Liberal leaders seem to be far
behind it.
But Harvey was never able to sever his onnection with the Liberal
Party. His activities In the field of social reform were rooted in
151.

152.
153.
154.

B. Webb, Our Partnership (London, 1948), 291. The note
continued: "The re1ion of man's mind to the universe is
constantly present as a back-ground in my own thought, end with
some of our more intimate acquaintances - with T.E. Harvey,
Masterman, Haldane, Russefl - I have long talks; but the
subject bores Sidney as leading nowhere end as not capable o
what he considers valid discussiai" (Q2 •_cit. , 292).
T.E.H. to hiilhiam Harvey, 9 May 1906; T.E.h. to Anne K. Harvey,
11 February 1911.
T.E.hS to George Lansbury, 5 March 1910. George Lensbury
Papers L.S.E.
Quoted in LIllIgan "T. Edmund Harvey."
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his religious beliefs, in his family background and in his position
in the .ueker conmiunity; his radicalisn was always limited 'y his
respect for tradition. In this manner he thus tyolfied the settlemant Which he led.
Harvey Was succeeded as warden by Maurice irley. In the
words of one fornr Toynbee Hall resident, Birley Was "en old style
155
gentleman whose conscience was touched." A man of independent
means, he was the prototype of the leisured citizen Whom the founders
of the settlement had sought to reintegrate into vrking-class areas.
His difficulties as warden lay in precisely this fact. At a time
when a majority of the residents were concerned with investigating
current problems end with applying

ni

social legislation, he was

preoccupied with boys' clubs mid with a settlement branch of the Boy
Scouts. He hoped to unify the different classes In friendship, not
to frame social policy. Moreover, he was a nudest end unassuming
man, with few leadership qualities. J the other residents wrote
at the conclusion of his tenure, he was never able to obtain "the
support end help for which he might have looked to us who have
156
lived in the house."
In 1912 Canon Barnett urged the Council to appoint Alexander
Morris Carr-Saunders sub-warden as a means of supp1ienting Birley's
15?
leadership and of broadening the scope at the settlement's concerns.
155.
156.
157.
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His appointment, however, precipitated a crisis at the settlement.
The residents split into two groups, each guided by a different
conception of the meaning and urpo se of a settlement • Those reel dents who supported Birley agreed that the primary fumtlon of a
settlement should be to engage in practical philanthropy. The
second and larger group, believing that the nroblems of East London
were nre complex than the foui1ers of Toynbee Hal]. had realized,
hoped to continue Beveridge's policy of emphasizing social investi158
gatlon and reform. At 1nieeting of the Council on 2 June 1913,
seven residents led by Carr-Saunders presented a confidential menxrendum
atteirting to provide a "thorough review of the aims end work of
159
Toinbee Hall." Such a reassessment was necessary because "Toynbee
Hall has now been in existence for thirty years. During that period
there have been significant changes not only in the social end educational condition of the East End but also in the work of the settlement end the position of its residents. ... But there has been no
general review end restatement of Its position, no attempt to judge
160
the new Toynbee Hall in the light of the new L ondon," Ireover,
there was a general feeling "that Toynbee Hal]. is not flourishing
at the present time. There is a certain atmosphere of decay; Toynbee
158. Interview with Sir E.C. Bligh.
159. Memorandum, -. I.
._cit., 1.
160.
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Hall, in fact, seems to be living on its capital - on the reputation which Was built up during the earlier sears of its existence."

161

The auticrs defined the goal of the settlement as social investigation end urged that new residents be men "with a serious and intelligent interest in the political, social and industrial problems of
162
the day." In particular, they reconunended that the settlement
publish a series of pemphiets, embodying the results of research
by resident and organize conferemces on current social
l3
and ecoiznic problems.
This memorandum provided a

d-11ne for the policy of

Toynbee Hall during the following m,nths. Arriving at the settlement
in October 1913, anxious to devote his tine to organizing boyst
clubs, i3aail Henriques found the other residents "fearfully
164
sociological." In December the courEil appointed John St. George
165
Heath warden, a position which he assuned in March 1914. As an
investigator of social problems end a participant in governmental
orgaaizetions, Heath undoubtedly intended to follow the lead of
166
Bever idge and Harvey. But the m rem da is also si ga if I cant
161. .2.• Cit.., 1
162.
. .2.ii• 2.
163. p. i., 14.
164. Basil L. Q.. Henriques, The Indiscretions of ' erden (London,
193?), 36; Interview with Lady Rose henriques (wife of Basil
Henriques), 19 April, 1967.
165. T.E.H. to 1i1liani Harvey, 8 December 1913.
166. A ueker by conversion, Heath went to Oxford, wIre he was
President of the Union. Graduating in 1905, he sent the
following letter to Beveridge:
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because its presentation marked the end of the first period of
T oynbee Hell's history. The menorandum

Wa8

an acknowledgnent of a

decline in the influence of the settlement and of its increasing
166. (continued)
I em writing to consult you as a father. I
meant to stay up at Offord a fifth year end take
history but I have just received en offer which
tempts me very much. Some of the residents in
the West End of Sheffield, (principal]r business
people but some connected with the University)
are starting a settlenEnt or Hall, something on
the lines of Toynbee and have asked me to become
the first Warden. At present this means simply
being the secretary to their committee, but the
future of the settlanent would depend very largely
on myself and. I should have a great deal of
initiative, more than I could hope to get elsewhere,
at the age of twenty three ... Do vu advise me to
accept this. Personally I em very keen on doing
so. But my people are against it. T hey say what
will it lead to? and I have to say frankly that I
don't know and don't care. All that I want is to
make myself more or less master of the social problans
end this sens to me au excellent way of doing so.
(John St. George Heath to W.H.B., n.d.)
Heath followed Beveridge's exemple, becoming warden of the
Neighbourhood Guild Settlunent in Sheffield. He then spent
six months in Germany studying social questions. eturning
in the autumn of 1906, he was appointed Lecturer on Social
Economics at the Woodbroke C ollege, Biiminghem. This was a
Q.uaker College for advanced biblical end social studies
founded in 1903 as an outgrowth of the summer schools organized
by Tohn Wilhelm Rowntree. An active participant in the stier
schools, T.E. Harvey was also a member of the Woodbroke Council
for a ntinber of years. in July 1912 Heath was appointed
Secretary of Lloyd George's Lend Enquiry Ccininittee, a position
he held until he assumed the wardenship of T oynbee Hall. He
was also an active momber of the 'orkers' Educational Association
and of the British Committee of the International Association
for Dealing with Unnployment. Soon after he became warden,
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irrelevance to contiporary social reeds. 1reover, the council
was forced to recognize the fact that t} tv groups of residents
had become irreconcilable and could no longer function within the
seine institution, At the neting of the council on 2 Tune 1913,
both Bir]. ey and C err-Saunders resi gned. The 1 att er 1 eft with in a
167
few clays; Birley rna1ned until the following March when he moved
eastward to LinEhouse where he sought to continue the social vrk
168
activities In which be had been engaged at Toynbee Hall. Although
the settlenent continued to operate until the .itbreak of the
First World

it did not succeed in regaining its former position.

During the war it was moved to Poplar and partially disbanded. When
it was reopened in wlhitechapel in 1918, It was reconstrited in
hainony with new social ideals and. in order to meet the pzblems
of an altered East Lczidon,

166.

167.
168.

(continued)
Heath decided to move Toynbee Hall to Poplar in order to
Inaugurate a new era. T he experinient was not a success, The
war drastically altered the condition of the country end Heath's
own pacifist sentiments alienated many possible residents.
He resigned the wardenship in 1917, obtaining a position in
the Ministry of Labour. he died the following year.
T.E.H. to A. Ire Harvey (wife), 7 Iune 1913, 10 3une 1913.
Interview with Sir E.G. Bligh.
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Chapter IV: The Settlnent's Educational Program
Social, reformers are frequently differentiated by their interpretetion of the nature of social, change. One group believe8 that
political, reform can significantly alter the structure and functioning of a society. The other insists that a spiritual renaissance
nrtist precede any real social advance and thet it is therefore futile
to attempt to change governing institutions and policies until the
values, attitudes and even the character of the individuals comprising
the society are transformed, The majority of early residents at
Toynbee Hall clearly belonged to this second group. As missionaries in East London they saw themselves regenerating the coninunity
by inculcating what they believed were higher ideals. A large
portion of the activities of the settlement before 1900 can in fact
be considered an attempt to work out Mat thv Arnold's theory of
culture. The term culture represented all that was opposed to the
vulgarity, mat en al i am and spiritual empt mess of modern Engli sh
society; it stood for reason, idealiam, religion and tradition.
Accepting this definition, the early settlenent residents set theirtselves the task of making "the best that has been known end thought
1
in the world current everywhere." Like Matthew Arnold, moreover,
they did not believe that culture could spring from the daily life
1. Matthew Arnold, Culture end Anarchy, ed. ]. Dover Viilson
(Cambridge, 1935), 70.

-

and institutions of the mass of the population. They regarded hast
London as a tabula ras p and its inhabitants as possessing no mdigenous culture; the advancement of the working classes was dependent
upon their being brought into citact with men of superior educa2
tion and breeding.
One way in which Toynbee Hall attempted to give East London
its share in the best culture of the nation was by organizing popular lectures, concerts and art exhibitions. Of these, the art
exhibitions were clearly the nost important. They were founded
in 1881 by Sanuel Barnett, then vicar of St. Tude's. A1t1ugh
Toynbee Hall did not assume control of the exhibiti one tmtil 1894,
the settlennt residents took a leading role in both planning and
3
superint ending than. The exhibiti one were held for about two weeks
each spring and consisted of about 250 paintings, largely by pre4
Raphaelite artists. During the 1890's the shows were attended by as
2. Matthew Arnold' s personal relationship with Toynbee Hall Is also
significant. In December 1884 he attended the presentation of a
mosaic in honor of Barnett at St. Ti.de's Church and spoke at a
subsequent meeting held at the settlement. According to an
account In The Times, "he was received with cheers" when he rose
to speak and he recalled hi a own cont act and interest in 'the
behind-the-scenes' of English civilization." (Quoted in W.F.
Connell, The Educational Thought and Influence of Matthew Arnold
(London, 1950), 165n.) In 1886 a report which Arnold wrote on
elementary educati on abroad was published by the Muc ati on Reform
League, an organization under the auspices of Toynbee Hail.
(Connell, Matthew Arnold, 141) H.V. Nevinson, an early vm±er at
the settlement, later wrote that Toynbee Hall "had received the
blessing of Matthew Arnold, who assured the Inntea that the ir
nanes were written in the Book of Life." (Changes and Chances, 78)
3.
anth Annual Report (1894), 4.
4. Record, Vol. VII, No. 8 (May 1895), 102; Record, Vol. VIII,
No. 8 (May 1896), 93.
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many as 72,000 spectators, a siiific ant proportion of whom were
5
working-class residents of East London. The settlement never doubted
that the sbows were able to improve the characters of the se
viewers: moral and allerica1 paintings in particular inspir4
members of the working class with a sense of lofty ideal. One
reporter of The Oord Magazine confidently noted in 1884: "Those
... who noticed last year groups of rough hard-worked women becoming silent and calmed before Rossetti's Annunciation, can have
6
no doubt of the refining influence of pictures." Mrs. Barnett was
even nre enphatic:
Mr. Schxnalz's pictwre of 'For Ever' had one
evening been beautifully explained, the room
being crowded by some ot the humblest people,
who received the explanation with interest but
in silence. ... I was standing outside the
Exhibition In the half-darkness, when two girls,
hatless, with one shawl between them thrown
round their shoulders, came out. They might
not be living the worst life; but If not they
were low down enough to be familiar with It, end
to see in that the only relation between men
and women. The idea of love lasting beyond this
life, making eternity real, a spiritual bond
between man and wen, had not occurred to them
until the picture with the sinle story was shown
then. 'Real beautiful, ain't It all?' said one.
"'Ay, fine, but that 'For Ever' I did take on
with that," was the answer.7
5. Record, Vol. IV, No. 8 (May 1892), 100; ecord, Vol. VI, No. 8
[May 1894), 120; Reco, Vol. X, No. 8 (May 1898), 102;
Seventh Amival Report (1891), 40; Eighth Ana1 xeport (1892),
26.
6. Offord Magazine (23 April 1884), 176.
7. 11.0. Barnett, "Pictures for the People," Cornbill Magazine
(March 1883), reprinted in 11.0. and S.A. Barnatt, Practicable
Socialism, 183.
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The art exhibitions, moreover, paved the way for the àhitechapel
Art Gallery, founded in 1901, largely tbroui the efforts of Canon
8
Barnett and other settlement residents. Music Was also considered
an important means of humanizing the life of the community.
Classical concerts, begun in 1897, were performed by Oxford and
Cambridge musics]. societies each Dunday afternoon during the winter
9
months and attended by andiences numbering 250. The popularity of
the concerts was sufficient proof to the settlanent residents that
working men were as capable as members of the upper classes of appr-ei.
en
"the best." "It is difficult to say how greatly they
ffhe concert7 are appreciated by the audience, who come from all
parts of East London week by week," the set t1aint council wrote
in 1910. "They give to men and women who have few opportunities
of attending the great concerts in vdest London a chance to leave
the racket of the streets, to get away from their crowded homes end
the care and burden of industrial life, end ... to feel themselves
8.

9.

The Gallery still stands on 'hitechape1 High street, two blocks
from Toynbee Hall. Although it serves a sanewbat different
purpose from that originally envisioned by the early settlnent
residents, it can in a sense be considered a testim
4 their
faith in the value of art in modern, mass society.
Sixteenth Annual Report (1900), 38; E ighteenth Annual Report
(1902), 37; Twentieth Annual Report (1904), 35; Twenty-first
Annual Report (1905), 25; Twenty-second Annual teport (1906),
27; Twenty-71rd Annual .eport (190?), 43; Twenty-fourth Annual
Report (1908), 41; Twenty-fIfth Annual Report (1909), 36;
Twenty-1.xth Annual Report (1910), 40; Twenty-eighth Annual
Report (1912), 41; Twenty-ninth Annual Report (1913), 36.
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treed from the fetters of circumstances and to realise faculties
10
of their natures which otherwise might have lain dormant."
Saturday evening lectures, generally on historical and literary
topics, provided East nders with an opportunity to hear such eminent
figures as A.V. Dicey, Leslie Stephen, Arthur 'idgwick and Frederic
Harrison. By 1902 they were attended by an average of 200 hundred
11
people.
These pop.ilar cultural events, Ixiwever, comprised only a sub .

Hall's educational progran. Like Matthew -sidarypetofnb
Arnold, the residents generally identified culture with the ideal
of Oxford. Until the turn of the century, the settlement was
primarily a cents for adult education, offering university-level
courses to East London's working-class population. Following the
example of the London Working Len's College, established by a group
of Christian Socialists in 1854, the settlement nphasized liberal
and htunane subjects rather then those which could be directly
utilitarian. The courses should enrich the personal lives of the
stulents, not help them to improve their sie1 end economic positions. The residents' goal was to share with the underprivileged the
cqL,red
knowledge and values they themselves had recently ii-b.d at the
universities. Nevertheless, the residents did not fully distinguish
10.
11.

Anty-sixtb Aimual .eport (1910), 19.
Eighteenth Annual 4ort (1902), 45.

2Ofi
between the Oxbridge ideal of a liberal ed.cation and the traditions
and atmosphere of the institutions. They considered the social,
collegiate life of Oxbridge a natural end integral part of the educational experiexe of every student without recognizing the ext&it
to thich these were irrelevant to members of the working class.
Hopefully, the settlement's courses would pave the way for a university In East London, modelled on Oxford and Cambridge, and adapted
as little as possible to conform to the values of the community in
which it would stand.
The greatest dilenuna facing the early residents lay In this
discrepancy between the aims of their educational program and the
interests of Its consumers. Although the residents disavowed eiiy
intention to stimulate social mobility, they in fact expected each
studit to become culturally middle class without affording hin
traditional middle-class rewards. But rkIng men wanted the material
advantages Toynbee Hall residents bad always enjoyed, not their
attitudes, ways of thought or ideals. In place of liberal studies
and a university social life, they demanded an education which could
prove immediately useful. Like many reformers who have attempted. to
alter the values of others, the settlement residents thus found
themselves rejected by the very men they had hoped to influence.
however, a number of residents sought to avoid this pioblem
by redefining their objective. They sDoke In tenris of attracting
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not the average working man but "the best." As one resident wrote
in 1886,
Our endeavour has been, and I think should
continue to be to find out the best working men
and women, and to interest them, leaving it In
their hands to transmit the ideas worth preserving to those whose habits and thoughts are
less In accord with our own. No doubt good. work
can be and has been done by direct contact with
the classes holding the lowest moral standards,
but there Is a disregard of economy of labour in.
such dealings, and vitality seems to pass out of
the w9rker so quickly without a corresponding
gaIn.2
The settlement should concentrate on the men Matthew Arnold defined
as "aliens," on those few men who had already rejected the dominant
Ideals of their class.
The tensions between the aims of the settlement residents
and the dennds of the community are illustrated by the courses
the settlement offered in conjunction with the University iaxtenaIon
Movement. This ovement was organized by the universities during
the early 1870's as a means of broadening their iMluence over the
life of the nation. It began at Cambridge in 1873 and spread to
London three years later; an Oxford society, established in 1878,
began work in 1885. These various societies provided universityeducated teachers for courses consisting of ten lectures in urban
centcres throughout the country; discussion classes generally followed
12. loynbee hall, The diork and hopes of the U niversities' Settlemerit in East London (Oxford, 1887), 19.
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the lectures, preparing students for exeninations administered by
the universities.
In. the spring of 1877 Bernett helped to establish a hitechapel
center, under the direction of the London society. In October the
13
first hundred students attended four courses at the London Hospital.
Four years later the courses were conducted at St. rude's Church
14
and in 1885 the center moved to Toyrbee Hall. Until the turn of
the century, the Toynbee Hell &rtension center offered four courses
during each of three terms in literature, history and natural science.
The peak year was 1891 when 542 students registered for the courses
15
and an average of 327 attended them each week. In gerra1, at
least ten per cent of the studen1 participated In the discussion
classes following the lectures and sat for the examinations.
The early intentions of the hitechepe1 center may be seen
indirectly in the experience of one of its prominent students.
Frederick i'ogers, subsequently a leader in the movement for old age
pensiofl5 and chairman of the Labour .depresentation Coninittee, has
described the inact which the courses bad on him in. considerable
detail. He was born in Whitechapel In 1846, the son of a docker,
end. began work at the age of ten as an errand boy. 'Jhen he was 14,
13.
14.
15.

Frederick Atogers, Labour, Life and Literature: Some uemories
of birty Year's (London, 1913), 80.
Record, Vol. I, No. 1 (October 1888), 10; Record, Vol. IX,
No. 5 (February 1897), 56.
Seventh Annual deport (1891), 22.
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he i.mdertook to learn book-binding, a trade with which be was associated during most of his subsequent life. Nevertheless, from en
early age he evinced a strong interest in literature end read voraciously whenever he bad an opportunity. In 1870 he spent his first
holiday visiting Oxford. Many years later he phrased his reactions
in just the terms which would have pleased T oynbee Hall residents:
It was early on lwAonday when I entered the
city ... Jith the help of a popular guide-book,
I was soon busy exploring its colleges and
their gardens •.. The spell of the streets soon
began to work ... I had read of stxh streets,
but had never beheld them before. No ambitious
boy, coming to his university far the fi ret
time, felt a keener delight then I at all he
saw ... it was a symbol of the Intellectual
giwth of ng1and for me; history end romance
filled my mind, the phantoms of the great dead
were with me, end a yearning to be, or to do,
something worthy of those out of whose life the
ancient city grew poasessedme, and so, dreaming,
aspiring and enjoying my holiday passed.16
In 18'?? Rogers attended the first public neting of the
Whit echepel branch of the University Extension Movnt: "to me the
speeches end the ideas they embodied came like a revelation which
drew together end synthesized ideas that had be working for years
in my imaginati on ... now hed come the new movennt which might
bring me into touch with all I loved, and to this I resolved to
devote myself." 7 Like other Extension stienta, Rogers Was particularly inspired by the lectures of the historian S.R. Gardiner:
16. Rogers, Labour, Life and Literature, 57.
17.
. £i... ' 79 - 80.
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"I bad dreamed of tnat scholarship might be, and perhaps I had
fancied myself a scholar; but now I was face to face with true
18
scholarship, and I at silent and with bowed head." In 1878
Rogers became one of the secretaries of the center, responsible for
Introducing literature into its program. The following year he
changed jobs, having secured a position with shorter hours. His
increased leisure
gave a new zest to my University Extension
work, and I was constantly in touch with the
varied activities which clustered round the
church work of the Rev. S.A. Barnett. I
lectured often at wrkmen's clubs all over
Lcndon ... end had many Inspirat ions from
his serxns at St. Jude's, which an hour later
I carried on to the platforni of annie wellfilled workmen's hail. I left off talking
politics and discussed education, history, and.
literature, and soon found eager listeners. It
was at this time a desire, which afterwards
became a passion, shaped itself in my mind of
connecting, If I could, the various Leboir nxvements which I instinctively saw were presently
to nculd the life of tI nation with the finer
elements in our nat ionai life - with religion,
education, art end literature - and. to tt end
I gradually worked.19
Thus although Rogers, like other working men, was attracted to
socialism In the 1880's, it
never gripped my imaginat ion as it did. that
of my ahopmates. This was because, when it
arose as a new gospel of Labour, my mind was
passing into a critical stage ... I had

18.
19.

p. cit., 81.
22.. cit., 88.
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begun to look at social problems from the
human side, rather than from that of
Machinery. I was greatly attracted by the
early activities of the .abien Society
but the pull of Toynbee Hall was stronger.
There I carried on the earlier traditions
of my life, and saw later on that I was
entirely right in doing so.
In 1883 Rogers spoke in support of Toynbee Hall at a meeting held
at St. Jobn's College, Oxford and wite a pamphlet endorsing the
new settlement movement. Three pears later, he began to participate
actively in the work of T oynbee Hall, becoming secretary of one of
Its literary societies.
Rogers is perhaps most important because he was the type of
student many of Toynbee Hall's residents hoped to attract. Like
the settlement itself, he represented a rebellion against the nineteenth century assumption that a liberal ediiation was proper to
the upper classes alone. Moreover, he can be considered an example
of k atthew Arnold's aliens; because he was inspired by the atmosphere end traditions of the older universities and was determined
that the advancernt of hi

measured by spiritual rather than

by material standards, his vision transcended narrow class interests.
In general, however, Toynbee Hall was not sxcesaL'u1 In
attracting East London's working-class population. Thrcighout the
country, Extension lectures appealed primarily to middle-class
groups. Of the hundred students who enrolled for the first courses
21
in ihitechapel in 1877, only 12 were working men. In subsequent
. cit., 140.
20.
21. .2 . cit., 82.
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years, a substantial proportion of the students were Board chool
teachers, most of whom were considered members of the lower-middle
22
class. As a result, the hxtenslon courses had little impact on
the imndiate neighborhood of T oynbee Hall. According to en anelysis
of the student body in 1890, only half of the students were
residents of either East London or Hackney; twenty per cent came
from North London, ten percent from the south-east districts end
23
about five per cent from the western districts.
The ih1techapel center's financial problems as well as the
nature of Its courses helped to determine the social composition
of the students. The total annual expenses of the settlement's
Extension program were about .250, of which only 50 caine from
24
outside subscriptions; the rest was raised by students' fees.
The minimum fee of one shilling for a course of lectures at Toynbee
Hall was in fact lower than that charged by the majority of other
centers but even this sum was prohibitive to *rking men, many of
whom could xt expect to earn more than twenty shillings a week.
Moreover, the students were encouraged to buy associates' tickets
of five shillings to help to subsidize the center. In 1890 the
center attempted to increase the number of associates' tickets
Eleventh Annual Report (1895), 33.
Record, Vol. II, No. 7 (April 1890), 74. (The article does
not account for fifteen per cent of the students, many of whom
probably lived In the suburbs.)
24. Fifth Annual Reoort (1889), 21.

22.
23.
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although this policy "tended to circumscribe the classes from which
25
the students are drawn." During the following few years about thirty
peIcent of the Extension students paid five shillings for the course,
26
a s u far exceeding the means of the average workman. A course
of lectures was even nre expensive for those students who lived
a substantial distance from the settlement. On an average, transportation cost them -8-.-2 d for o&th class

3s 9* d for a full

course. A signif I cant proportion of studants who bought the hier
priced tickets thus paid as much as 8s 9d for a single series of
27
xtension lectures,
Despite t1 predominance of middle-class students at Toynbee
Hall, Barnett was at first convinced of the value of its educational
program. In March 1885, a few months after the opening of the
settlnt, he told his brother that he looked forward to Toynbee
28
Hall becoming "a real cantre of learning." The early students and.
settlement workers shared his imit ia 1 opt izni em. The 'vnbee 3ournl
gj1 Students' Union Conicl," edited by the journalist E.T. Cook
and. published during the term 1885-86 as the organ of the Toynbee
Hall .xtension cent, most clearly expressed the spirit guiding
25. Seventh Annual ReDort (1891), 23.
26. Recor4, Vol. I, No. 2 (November 1888), 3; Recor4, Vol. I,
No. 4 (Tenuary 1889), 46; Fifth Annual deport (1889), 21;
Sixth Annual aeport (1890), 17.
27. Recor4, Vol. II, No. 9 (June 1890), 98.
28. S.A.B. to F.G.B., 28 March 1885.
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the early work. The dominant tone was t1t of men embarking on an
exciting adventure. The last page of the journal was devoted to
qttes from such men as Ruskin, Carlyle, Begehot and Toynbee, thus
connecting the work of the center with the thought of great Victorians.
Large segments of each issue recorded speeches by leading contemporary
educationelists who stressed the long-range significance of the
Extension lectures. The April 1886 issue contained a fanciful
yet revealing letter by a correspondent from the United States
in 1932 reporting a visit he had paid to the "University of East
London", situated on a transfomed Commercial treet. In handsome
Gothic buildings surrounded by luxuricis vegetation 400 clerks and
mechanics from the neighborhood attended a six-year course of study.
The sti.ients generally travelled for one month during the sziner.
Each week they held "spirited debates" in their "Union" end attended
musical perfornnces in a "lovely little Gothic church." About
forty professors and tutors were assoc lated with the university;
the former devoted their full time to teaching ani research but the
tutors were largely mschanics, who worked in the aene factories as
the students. Most significantly, the lectures rooms were in
"telephonic cnmunication with Oxford and Cambridge" so that the
best lectures from the universities were simultaneously conveyed
29
to the students.
29. "The University of East Lon&n," The T oynbee Tourna]. end Students'
Union Chronicle, Vol. I1 No. 7 (April 1886), 57.
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Barnett's satisfaction with the Extension program did not
last. As early as 1888 he wrote to his brother: "On Friday I
went to a Univ. Extens. meeting ... The society wants the sight of
another peak, it has reached the beiit it saw ten years ago &
30
is now deceived In thinking itself at the top." During the 1890's,
when the number of students attending T oyebee Hall's lectures began
to decline, he became more discouraged. By 1899 the attendance had
fallen to two-thirds of what it had been in 1891 and for the first
tire the settlement offered three xtension lectures each term
3].
instead of the custonry four. At tie beginning of October 1901,
Bsrnett told his brother: "The lectures are badly taken up & I
32
fear it is our last year of the UES." He continued the following
week: "We have bad a good Toynbee week ... but sone of the things
in wh we believed are gone. It seems impossible to get people to
lectures - We have 22 where we used. to have a 100 - Of course one

33

might condemn the times but it may be that conditions are changed."
Barnett believed that the ineffectuality of the Extension
Dx)vemnent stemmed from its lack of co-ordination; it offered isolated
miscellaneous lectures for adults with a casual interest in various
subjects rather than intensive courses for the serious student.
A program which provided students with no nre than a anattering of

.A.B. to 1.G.B., 18 February 1888.
Record, Vol. XII, No. 1 (October 1889), 4; Fifteenth Annual
Report (1899), 26.
32. S.A.B. to F.G.B., 5 October 1901.
33. S.A.B. to F.G.B., 12 October 1901.
30.
31.
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culture could not effect the transformation of society he had en-.
visioned. In 1892 the settlement thus began to citinue courses
for at least two years instead of concluding them at the end of
34
each term. A more significant innovation was the formation of
tutorial classes in place of the lecture courses. The first of
these classes, in history, began in October 1899 and lasted for
35
two years. By 1900 the settlement was organizing three tutorial
36
classes each term, in history, literature aiid. sciance. The classes
were limited to ten or twelve students who agreed to devote consider37
able time to the systematic study of the subject.
In 1903 the settlement also participated in offering a fouryear course of study in history, literature end art established by
the newly reconstituted Extension Board of the University of London.
Soon after the program was announced, The Reccxrd ccznniented: "This
means much for Toynbee people. It means that teachers and other
busy people may during four years follow a course of reading marked
out and approved by the highest authority as that nr,st likely to
lead them to the heights where the view is far end the air is bracing.
It means that the teaching of Literature and History will be rescued
from dilettante 11sterrs anti be made as serious a study as that of
38
science." Bazett was also enthusiastic. He urged "the leaders
34, Recor, Vol. IV, No. 10 (July 1892), 123; ixteenth Annual Report
(1900), 17.
35. Record, Vol. LI, No. 9 (3urxe 1898), 122; Record, Vol. XII, No. 2
(November 1899), 28; Record, Vol. XII, Vol. 4 (Jan. 1899), 51.
36. Sixteenth Annual Report (1900), 7.
37. Record, Vol. £111, No. 1 (October 1900), 5.
38. ecord, Vol. XV, No. 8 (May 1903), 96.
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of opinion" to give "bold advertisement" to the scheme in order
that "the ingination of ondoners may be struck end students collec39
ted." A month before the new courses began at Toynbee Hall he
40
asked everidge if the program had "set you on fire?" Beveridge,
as usual, was more skeptical. He wrote to his sister that the
syllabus of the new lectures "simpiy flabbergasted the ducatioil
coninittee ... the net result is that we have a lecture on 'Social
Forces in Iodern Literature' which begins at 1700 & ends at 1820
& 18 ap111ngly learned & literary. It will be about two miles
& a half above the heads of any possible audience to be t here."
In 1905 Beveridge and Tawney made a final attpt to revive
the popularity of the University Extension program by lecturing on
"Labour and the Law" and "Social Aspects of Industry", two topics
which they believed were directly related to the current social
42
and economic interests of the working classes. A few days before
the term began, Beveridge wrote to his mother: "I know at least
one student who has paid his shilling to hear us; in fact I caught
him last night & made him sign on then & there ... I am told that
others are coming too; but I still, firmly believe that neither of
43
us will get en audience above six." He need not have been so
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.

.A. Barnett, "A College of the Humanities," (originally published 1903), reprinted in H.0. end S.A. Barnett, Towards
Social Reform, 225.
S.A.B. to .H.B., SSeptamberl903.
W.H.B. to Annette J'eanie Beveridge, 8 September 1903.
Record, Vol. XVII, No. 1 (October 1905), 3.
W.H.B. to Azinette zever1dge, 1 October 1905.
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discouraged. His lectures were among the most successful held at
Toynbee Hall that term and similar courses were offered during subsequent years.
Nevertheless, the J±xtension program never regained its former
position at the sett1ennt. The residents had perhaps waited too
long to seek to attract a new group of wrking-claas students.
Despite attempts to publicize the new programs, no me then forty
students a term attended either the

humanities lectures or the

social and economic lectures. In 1913 a group of residents reported:
"The University .i ± xtension lectures ... are a complete failure from
the point of view of numbers; they have ceased also to attract
seriais students. £he few who attend them seem to come rather with
44
a vague desire for a pleasant evening than for any other reason."
'By 1914, the xtension courses represented only a peripheral aspect
of Toynbee Hall's activities.
Toynbee Hall's efforts to broaden the scope and influence of
Its Extension program did however ha' a long-range Importance.
The settlenent formed one link between the Extension nDvement end
the s1orkers' Educational Association, foumd.ed by Albert Menabridge
in 1903 and generally considered the most significant organization
within the adult education movement in the twentieth century.
Menabridge hmse1f later noted that the Idea of the WE& was "In
44. hemorandum, 3.
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45
line with ... j ai'nett'7 well known efforts at Poynbee Hall."
In particular, he stressed Barnett's experiment in modifying the
.xtension program by prov.ding opportunities for systematic and
46
continuous study; it is likely that he isodefled his tutorie]. classes,
the core of the early work of the .E.A. ) on those which Barnett had
47
established at Toynbee He].]. years before. ausbridge had contact
with the settlement from an early age, having heard about it from
his mother, a member of a co-operative society which met at
48
employee of the CoToynbee Hell. In 1897 Mansbridge became
operative Wholesale bociet situated a few blocks from Toynbee
Hal], and attended the settlement's art exhibitions and .''xtension
49
courses.
ansbridge's writings on education reflected the influence
of Barnett. Like barnett, he believed that education was ideally
a spiritual experience, enriching men's personal lives rather than
enabling them to better their economic or social positions. Then
too, Manabridge hoped that the 1.E.A. would un.ify tle differit
45.
46.
47.

48.
49.

Albert Mansbridge, The Trodden Road: Experience, Inspiration
and Belief (London, 1940), 60.
çp. cit., 66.
Mansbrldge later wrote that the idea of the tutorial classes
"arose in London; Oxford and Rochdale developed it and laid
down the lines of its work." (quoted in H.P. Smith, Labour and
Learning: Albert Liensbridge, Oxford and. the #1.E.A. (Oxford,
1956), 13.
H.P. Smith, Labour and L earnin 8.
Mansbridge, An Adventure in iorking-Class Edicat1on Being the
Story of the 1orkers' thucational Association, 1903-1915
(London, 1920), 10; Pimlott, Toynbee hell, 147.
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social classes in friendship rather then provide the basis for
rking-class solidarity. Finally, lansbridge shared 3arnett's
reverence for the old universities and his belief that they should
continue to train manbers of the governing classes. The W.E.A.
in fact supplemented Barnett's own efforts during the period to
increase the ixi,act of Oxford end Cenbridge over the life of the
nation by aunenting the proportion of xking-class students.
As viansbridge later wrote, "I found that much that I thought he
50
Lernet had said years before."
Bernett also offered the .E.A. concrete assistance, securing
financial aid, helping it to establish ties with the University of
London and organizing both a series of lectures at Westminster Abbey
51
and ;ioneer classes in the south of London. With his encouragement,
other men closely connected to Toynbee Hell assumed leading roles
in the early history of the new Association. The first meeting of
its provisional committee met in F.E. Douglas' rooms at Toynbee
52
Hell in u1y 1903. The W.E.A. 'a earliest supporters at Oxford
included Sidney Bell end A.L. Smith both of whom bad actively encouraged university graduates to become residents of the settlement.
50. Manabridge, Fellow Men: A Gallery of England, 1876-1946
(London, 1948), 61.
S.A.B.
to F.G.B., 27 April 1907; kansbridge, Adventure, 20;
51.
Manabridge, fellow Men, 61-62; Mansbridge, Trodden RO r 62.
52. Mansbridge, Adventure, 12; Mensbrldge, Tiodden Road, 60.
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W.M. Childs, the Principal of the University Co1lee at Reading and.
a former Tyflb Hall resident, helped to devise the constitut ion
53
of the b1.E.A. and to establish its first branch. R.D. Roberts, then
Registrar of the University of London xtension Board, assisted
Canon Barnett in organizing the classes in South London, the first
54
of which was taught by David Macgregor,
onner resident; in
April 1908 Beveridge was elected treasurer of the outh London
55
branch. As Secretary of the Board of Llsducatlon, Robert Morant Was
instrument a]. in providing governmental assist ence to the new move56
mont. During part of his tenure as werden of Toynbee Hail, T.E.
Harvey served as honorary treasurer of the Association, a position
57
to which he devoted considerable time and energy. Above all,
R.H. Tawney dominated the history of the #.E.A. He Was the first
tutor of the experimental Longton and Rechdale classes end rnained
a fornost leader of the Association throughout his subsequent life.
But the connection between the settleneift and the i.E.A.
should not be overenpbasized. The W.F.A. was nat only a natural
continuation of existing University ..xtens ion progiams but a revolt
against the whole Extension movement and. a denial of its appropriateness to the needs of the time. Founded end. directed by upper-class
53. Mansbridge, Fellow ken, 20; Manebridge, Trodden Road, 207-10.
54. Mansbridge, Trodden Road, 66.
55. W.H.B. to Annette .beveridge, 14 April 1908.
56. Mensbridge, Adventur, 17; Mansbridge, Fellow Men, 23; Manabridge
Trodden Road, 6?, 160.
5?. T.E.H. to Anna M: Harvey, 11 October 1908, 10 July 1909,
9 July 1910, 17 January 1911; T.E.H. to William Harvey,
27 February 1909, 17 October 1909, 19 October 1910.
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men convinced that they had. the right to make decisions for the
underprivileged, the 1itension movement always retained a patronising spirit. As a product of the social end political feiment of
the early

1900's,

the .E.A. on the other hands attempted to unify

the universities end the working-class movement in an equal partnership. The governing council cisisted of an equal number of representatives from both the universities and workmen's organizt ions.
The 1itoria1 classes can be considered an early example of student
power; they were democratic and self-governing bodies in which the
students had a controlling voice in the appointment of teachers end
the selection of subject matter. Moreover, the W.E.A. focused its
activities on the working classes. It appealed specifically to
those workmen who had received an elementary education fo11owng
the Mucatlon Act of

1870 and

sought more advanced 1nstrtion to

prepare themselves for the new political responsibilities they
hoped to assume. In place of the cultural lectures sponsored by
the Extension movement, the W.E.A. established classes concerned
with the contemporary social end economic problems directly
58
affecting the lives of the working classes.
Toynbee Hall was more in harmony with the Ideals of the
Extension movement than with those of the W.E.A. Significantly,
58.

j.kc. Harrison, Learning end LivIng, 1790-1960:

A Study of
the History of the English Adult Mucetion kovement (London,
1961), 261-75; H.P. Smith, Labour and Learning.
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the institutional ties between Toynbee Hall arid the i.E.A. were
never p a strong as they had been between tie settlement and the
London E xtension bociety. The settlement did not attempt to become
the East End center of the new movement or to merge part of its
educations]. program with that of the W.E.A. Althou.gi a I.E.A.
tutorial class, consisting of twenty-five members of the Co-operative
Wholesale bociet met at Toynbee Hall in 1912, It was not conducted
59
by a settlement worker. The fi residents who did lead tutorial
60
classes between 1910 and 1913 held them In other parts of Lon&n.
The residents who presented a confidential memorandum to the
flttlenent uncIl in 1913 noted that the W.E.A. captured exactly
the type of student the settlement hal consistently sought to
61
attract. But in a movement from below Toynbee Hall could have only
a minimal role to play.
The history of tie small classes and reading parties taught
by Toynbee Hall residents parallels that of the settlement's Extension program. By the term of 1888-89 the settlement was able
to offer thirty-five such courses, half of which were in either
English literature or foreign languages; other subjects included
59. Record, Vol. XXV, No. 1 (October 1912), 2; Record, Vol. )OV,
No. 5 (February 1913), 67; Twenty-ninth Annual Report (1913), 12.
60. Lmorandum, 4; IntervIew with DIr. LC. Bligh; Record, Vol. XV
No. 8 (May 1913), 114; Twenty-eIghth Annual Report (1912), 16;
Twenty-ninth Arinual Report (1913), 9; ansbridge, Fellow ken, 61.
61. Memorandum, 14.
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62
science, philosophy, music end history. The settlement emphasized
the distiition between these courses and the lectures held under
the auspices of the University Extension Society. Smeller end
less formal than the lectures, the classes were expected to prOIIXDte
close relationships between the residents and East Enders: "The
'method of friendship' has been as much kept in sight as the positive
cccmiunication of knowledge. Whilst instruction is given and received,
the main object in view is the establishment of friendship end
63
sympathy between the teachers and the taught." Bt the classes
encountered the same iroblems as the E xtension lectures In attracting
the working-class population of East London. The students were
largely teachers and clerks, few of whom lived in the ininediate
64
neighborhood of the settlement. Moreover, although 400 students
65
attended the classes in 1889, the numbers began to fall shortly
66
afterwards, in 1893 the average weekly attendance was 307 and
67
in 1901 It was 250. In 1910 the settlement organized only seven
68
classes, attended by tewer than 40 students.
62. Record, Vol. I, No. 2 (October 1888).
63. ThIrd Amiva]. Report (1887), 15.
64. Twenty-first Annual Report (1905), 19; Twenty-fifth Annual
Report (1909), 16.
65. ixth Annual Report (1890), 19.
66. Ninth Annual Report (1893), 38.
67. Seventeenth Annual Report (1901), 17.
68. Twenty-sixth Annual Report (1910), 17. (The Reoort also lists
both a choral and a drawing class but these were in fact selfgoverning societies affiliated to the settlement.)
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The ccnfflict between the ideals ot' the settlement residents
and the interests of the conuunity in which they worked were also
illustrated by the ssttlement's one attempt to piovide elementary
end commercial classes for men. The classes were organized in 1893
when a new Evening 'choo1 Code enabled adult students to receive
69
state aid. The staff con,r1sed teachers from Board Schools and a
70
few Toynbee Hal]. residents; a grant from the Board of Education
71
provided half of the finances. In the autumn of 1893 between eighteen
72
and twenty men attended the classes each night. By 1900 the average
att endelic e had ri8en to about forty. Reorganized in 1902,
the classes soon ranked as the most popular educational venture at
the settlement. The nuciber of students rose from 150 in 1902 to
34? in 1913, a year in which few students still attended either the
74
Extision lectures or the &iafler classes and reading parties.
Moreover, these classes were far more successful than any oth'
educational endeavor in. attracting ,rntirig-class resident a of Eat
London. Of the 440 students who attended the cla8ses between 1905
anl 1908, 152, or 3 were manual workers and 347, or 79%, lived In.
75
East London.
69. ecord, Vol. VII, No. 4 (ranuary 1895), 56.
70. Twenty-fourth Annual ienort (1908), 16.
71. Twenty-first Annual. report (1905), 21.
72. Reco4, Vol. VII, No. 4 (January 1895), 56.
73. Sixteenth Annual Report (1900), 38.
74, i.ighteenth Annual Report (1902), 22; Twenty-ninth Annual Report
(1913), 13.
75. Twenty-fourth Annual Report (1908), 16.
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But, though satisfactory to the community, the classes did
little to fulfill the mission which the settlement residents had
set themselves. vhile emphasizing elementary end conriercia]. subjects,
the curriculum Included only a few of those subjects considered more
fitting to a 'university' settlement stch as nglish literature
end history. Some residents nevertheless believed that the courses
furthered Toynbee Rail's goals in two ways. Because they drew a
large number of workmen to the settlement each night the courses
promoted Intercourse between members of different sDcia]. classes.
Moreover, the courses brought a new group of East Enders within
reech of Toynbee 11811's influence. students who might initially
be motivated by a narrow desire for utilitarian Instruction could
imbibe from their surroundings a sense of the hiier values of a
liberal education. Although a disappointingly large proportion of
the students continued to concentrate solely on commercial subjects,
the residents periodically rted progress. In 1909 the Record
remarked on the growing popularity of the literature and art courses
76
which pointed to the "amended Ideals" of tie students. Two years
later the settlement announced that "the broadening outlook of the
Men's Classes", bringing them "more closely in touch with the more
humane studies that have always charecterised the Toynbee classes
proper," had. encouraged the residents to unite the two types of
76. Record, Vol. £X11, No. 1 (October 1909), 16.

77
classes under one coninittee. The seven resident s who presented a
confi dent ia]. memorandum to the unci1 of Toynbee Hall in Tune 1913,
however, were far less sanguine about the pose ib ility of altering
the values and ways of thought of these wrking-cless students.
They argued that the "students who attend commercial classes are
quite out of touch with the general work of the Settlement." Despite
the encouragement of their teachers "very few indeed ever pass into
any other class, and they are, moreover, drawn fran a type that is
as little susceptible as any would be to the influence of such
78
Ideals as Toynbee Hall seeks to promote." The following eptenber
79
the settlement decided to discontinue the classes.
Toynbee Hall's various categories of lectures and classes
fomned only one senent of the educational program. The social
activities of the settlement, like those of the universities on
which it was modelled, were believed to be as significant as the
more structured and foxns]. courses. The residents were proud of
the large number of self-governing societies connected with the
settlement end of the corporate, or collegiate, spirit they encouraged. It will be seen, however, that the mass of East Enders
considered a university social life even more irrelevant to their
Interests then lectures on cultural subjects.
77. Twenty-seventh Annual Report (1911), 12.
78. Menorandum, 3.
79. Record, Vol. XCVI, No. 1 (October 1913), 2.
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The Students' Union, open to all students at Tonbee Hall,
was the largest and nxst Important society. Its membership reflected the atterxlance at the xtension lectures during the period;
80
81
it comprised 500 students in 1894, 400 in 1898, end no more than
82
250 after 1900. Its founding in 1885 was motivated by a belief
that "if the students could occasionally meet together in some
place other than the lecture-room, with opportunities for social
intercourse, one step nearer University edi.ation would have been
83
made." Each October the Union sponsored an opening "conversaziona",
84
attended by as many as 1,200 students. Throughout the subsequent
winter months the Union held smaller social gatherings end during
the spring end sumner it organized excursions throughout London.
The high-point of the year's activity was a trip to either Oxford
or Canbridge on Whit Monday when about 100 students toured the campus
and received the hospitality of undergraduates. The sett1nent
claimed that the trip served a valuable purpose, allowing East
Enders to imbibe the ethos of the universities and promoting intercourse between the working classes ani university students. As
Record, Vol. VI, No. 4 (Tanuary 1894), 53.
Fourteenth Annual Report (1898), 40.
Seventeenth Annual tteport (1901), 17; Etghteenth Annual Report
Tl902), 45; Twentieth Annual Report (1904), 38; Twenty-first
Annual Report (1905), 27; Twenty-second Annual Report (1906), 29;
Twenty-third Annual Report (1907), 43.
83. Toynbee 3ournel and. btudents' Union Chronicle, Vol. I, No. 1
(October 1885), 5.
84. Record, Vol. VI, No. 2 (Novnber 1893), 24.
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Canon Barnett wrote in 1902, It provided "ample opportunity for exchange of experience" and left "mnories, Wnich in after years help
85
to draw classes to a better understanding." But a letter which
Beveridge wrote to his mother after entertaining a group of Toynbee
students suggests tI:iat the expedition did little to dispel the
prejudices of even the most conscientious undergraduates about sst
Enders. When be joined the students in the early afternoon he "found
that they had all emphatically had enough of college Inspection
in the morning. N.B. they had only seen three whereas Uncle David
by comparison with them aged & presumably feeble t through 17
before 10 a.m." Beveridge therefore suggested that the group spend.
the afternoon punting on the river. "rhey were most charmed at the
prospect - also extremely witty at the Idea of going on the water
& encountering the perils of the deep." Nevertheless, the students
"behaved most excellently" although "their habit of commenting
freely or a&niringly on passing canoes and their occupents was at
times embarrassing, though these comments were not at all Ill meant
and in themselves quite polite!" Beveridge's last task was to
provide tea for the students In his rooms. "Finally the whole troop
departed about eight o'clock; I think my party at any rate enjoyed
themselves, and we managed to get quite sufficient conversation at
86
tea to prevent emb8rtasslnent.fl
85. Nineteenth Annual xteoort (1902), 16.
86. W.H.B. to Annette Beverid.ge, 5 une 1900.
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Most of the societies affiliated to the settlnent attempted
iiore directly to ccznbine education and fellowship. Members of the
Adam Smith Club, founded in conjunction with an early Whitechapel
xtension course, read The ea1th of Nations together and discussed
87
the various economic questions which it suggested. Although the
club was one of the earliest to establish itself at Toyn.bee Hail,
Its connection with the settlenit lasted oniy a few years; in 1892
88
it began to meet in the saith of London. The Econcinics Club, vthich
was nre closely linked with the settlement, displayed a broader
interest in social and econcinic problems. It was founded In 1891
when papers on such topics as trades unionism end Gez'aJ. Booth's
89
unemployment scheme were read and discussed at monthly meetings.
Foflowing Its reorganization in 1899, the club chose one subject
each term on which the members organized lecttues and conferences
90
end occasionally undertook their own investigations. Although
The club was one of the few soc let ie s at the set tlemit directly
concerned with the problems of East London,rf 't was not a success.
It ceased to hold meetIngs in 1903, reunlng them again for only
91
two years In 1906.
Record, Vol. I, No. 2 (November 1882), 2; Record, Vol. IX,
No. 5 (February 1896), 55.
88. Record, Vol. VIII, No. 2 (November 1895), 23; beventh Annual
Report (1892), 38.
89. Record, Vol. III, No. 6 (March 1891), 62; Record, Vol. III,
No.? (AprIl 1891), 74.
90. Fifteenth Annual ReDort (1899), 42.
91. Twenty-second Annual ReDort (1906), 37.
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Other educational societies sought to fulfill the settlement's
goal of bringing culture to the masses of East Lomion. A Shakespeare
Club was founded in 1884 by Sidney Lee wthse patronizing attitude
was perhaps typical of many early settlement workers. He believed
that
Shakespearean Clubs may offer them past Enderil
a novel and valuable recreation and may aid
appreciably in eliminating from their social
life the many evils that spring out ol' their
inability to anuse themselves rationally. To
encourage a taste for literature, moreover,
enng those whose daily occupations have nothing
about them that is morally or intellectually
stimulating is to discover f' them a new world,
capable of breeding in than a fruitful disust
for the mortifying taints of the old one.
The club consisted of about forty members who met ce a wec to
read and discuss hekespeare's plays and perfoxd one play each
93
Christmas for the benefit of the other settlement students.
Sidney Lee was also the president of the ].izabetban Literary Society;
for many years he was assisted by . rederick Rogers and Ernest Baker,
an East London errand boy. Established in 1886, the society held
weekly reading parties end organized monthly lectures by distinguished
scholars. with a xnenibershlp averaging

it was considered one of

92. Sidney Lee, "Shakespeare in East London," Oord Magazine
(4 June 1684), 289.
Manoranduni,
5; Thirteenth Annual Report (1896), 36; Fifteenth
93.
Annual Report (1899), 42; Seventeenth Annual Report (1901),
17; alghteentb Annual Report (1902), 38; Twenty-first Annual
Report (1905), 27; Twenty-third Annual Report (1907), 29;
Twenty-eighth Annual 'eport (1912), 41.
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the most consistently product l ye club a connected with Toynbee Hell.

94

But It had little Impact on East London. It drew its members
increasingly from other areas end in 1903 it moved to King's College,
95
London.
Two other literary societies met at Toynbee Hell during the
1890's, A Liberary Readers' Union was established in 1892 to "bring
96
readers together for literary and social discussions." It flourished
i4rh 97
until 1902 end had en average rnibershIp of &' Between 1893 end
1895 the Literary Association, ccxaposed of members of all literary
societies and classes held at the settlement, sponsored lectures
end study grois, held social gatherings and organized excursions
98
to places of literary significance. A Musical Club, founded in
1901, and a more successful Art tudents C1ib, with laanbers by
1912, also sought to spreed an interest in culture among the
99
residents of East London.
94. Rogers, Labour, L ife and L iterature, 156-71; Seventh Annual
Report (1891), 51; Eighth Annual Report (1892), 38; ourteenth
Annual Report (1898), 40.
95. Nineteenth Annual Report (1903), 15.
96. Eleventh Annual. Report (1895), 32.
97, Fourteenth Annual Report (1898), 40; Fifteenth Annual Report
T1899), 42; EIateenth Annual Report (1902), 44.
98. Ninth_Annual Report (1893), 32; Eleventh Annual. Report (1895), 35,
99, Fourteenth Annual Report (1898), 40; Fifteenth Annual Report
'(J-899), 44; Seventeenth Annual Report (1901), 17; Eighteenth
Annual Report (1902), 46; Twentieth Annual Report (1904), 40;
Twenty-first Annual Report (1905), 29; Twenty-third Annual Report
11907), 43; Twenty-sixth Annual Report (1910), 43; Twentyeighth Aaiva]. r(eport (1912), 41; Twenty-ninth Annual Report
(1913), 40.
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The Anti isrien Society was, surprisingly, one of the most
popular clubs at Toynbee Hall. It was founded In 1885 lii order to
"search into the history of East London and generally ... to pro100
mote in its members the knowledge and appreciation of the past."
Its 150 members held monthly lectures throughout the winter and
organized excursions to local churches and moninents during the
101
sumner. For many years it was led by Canon Bartett vtho believed
that it was important for men to have a sense of ccritinuity with
the past. East Enders who were aware of the richness of their
area's history might well begin to lead fuller and more productive
lives.
Most of the societies which organized expeditions, however,
took et x1 eats out of East London, denonst rating the 1 imit at ions
rather than the advantages of their surroundings. This was particularly true of two other major settlement acxieties, the Natural
History Society and the Toynbee Travellers' Club. The former,
founded in 1885, sought to encourage the study of nature among
students at the settlement by onsoring monthly lectures and weekend walks in the country. Although the only scientific society
connected

the settlement, it was not devoted primarily to the

nbee Tournal and tudents' Union Chronicle, Vol. I, No. 2
(November 1885), 14.
101. Sixth Annual Report (1890), 40; Seventh Annual Relort (1891),
51; Thirteenth Annual Report (1897r, 36; Fourteenth Annual
Report (1898), 40; Tuenty-firat Annual keport (1905), 26;
Twenty-sixth Mnuel Report (1910), 40.
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pursuit of science. Its leaders stressed rather the virtues of the
countryside and the joy of fellowship which came from participation
in the walks. They expected Toynbee students to become aware of
102
"the very ugliness and dulriess of much of London," end to "learn
to enjoy the country, end in learning discover new resurces of
103
pleasure and even of excitement." The rorts of its excursions
which the society inted in The Toynbee Record generally centered
on, the scenery along the walks, the views from the spots chosen
for lunch and the extent to which the weather effected the pleasure
of the day. Although trenping was a favorite pursuit of working
men in the north of England, in Londzi it was considered an occupa104
tion of the professional classes alone. It is thus likely that
the club reflected not the concerns of the students thiaaelves but
rather the desire of a few settlement workers to inculcate their
105
own interests. The society had 125 members by 1890 and 192 in
106
1901. However, after the turn of tie century, then it faced
competition from an increasing number of other nature study groups,
107
ite membership began to fall.
102.
103.
104.
105.
106.
107.
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The Toynbee Travellers' C1tb, consisting of 200 inambers,
was gem rally considered the lead.ing society at the eett1ennt.

108

Of all the Toynbee Hall societies it nest directly fulfilled B,nett's
desire to inrove the quality of popular holidays. An enthusiastic
sightseer himself, Barnett firmly believed in travelling as a means
of self-enrichment, and as president of the Toynbee Travellers'
Club for a number of years he sought to convince East En.ders that
travelling represented the most prodttive use of their leisure.
The club, which was establi shed in the slimmAr of 1888,
generally organized two trips each year. During the 1880's, many
were mountain-climbing expeditions in Switzerland, a fashionable
pastime of the professional classes in Victorian England. At
109
least five early Toynbee Hall residents were avid mountaineers
who did it doubt that East .ndera would readily share their enthusian. Italy was the second focus of the club's interest and
the destination of at least half of its trips. In addition, the
club organized twelve trips to France, a few to Gennany end holland,
a siumier walking tour in Iceland and one twenty-five day excursion
108. Seventh Annual Report (1891), 51; Thirteenth Annual Report
(1897), 36; Fourteenth Annual Report (1898), 40; Twentieth
Annual. Report (1904), 37; Twenty-third Annual ieport (1907),
43; Twenty-fifth Annual deport (1909), 31.
109. Ernest Ayes, T.H. Nimn, hubert Liewellyn Smith, Z. Harold
Spender, R.G. Tatton. (T.H. Nunn, "Memoir of Ernest Ayes,"
Record, Vol. XXIX, No. 2 (ruly 1917), 57; Thomas Hancock Nunn:
The Life end Nork of a Social Refonner (London, 1942), 29, 45;
E. Harold Spender and H. Llewellyn 'mith, Through the High
Pyrenees (London, 1898).)
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to Greece. Most of these trips lasted between one axi two weeks
and cost each member between eigit and fifteen pounds.
But the settlement residents took pride not only in the
ambitiousness of the club's enterprises but in its distinctiveness
from the growing number of connnerclal travelling societies. It
was a co-operative society, employing no paid officers end returning
al]. profits to the travellers themselves. The members claimed that,
as a result, they were unified by a feeling of corporate solidarity
110
which participants in. comnercia]. groups could not 5hare. The
club's reports always closed with an account of the perfect fellowship which had characterized each trip. In 1891 the settlement
oko of the club as "the most effective bond of union anong the
in
students." Moreover, the club was, according to The Toynbee Record,
112
"the first to identify education with tours of pleasure." At
least six months before the beginning of a trip the members attended
lectures on the art, history and social conditions of the countries
included in the itinerary; the announcement of each tour contained
a list of recomnended books, encouraging private study among the
travellers. Subsequent accounts by the m± ers themselves attested
to the value of the tours. The journalist Henry V. Nevinson recalled the trip to Greece as "one of the happiest events" in his
113
r.M. Dent, the publisher, later wrote:
life.
110.
111.
112.
113.

Twenty-ninth Annual Report (1913), 16.
Seventh Annual Report (1891), 26.
Record, Vol. Vb No. 9 (Juiie 1902), 122.
Nevinson, Changes end Chances, 131.
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Try end imagine what it was to come out of the
East End of London ... with its sordid grime, to
Cr088 the Alps in glorious sunshine with every
mountain pinnacle draped in robes of crystalline
snow, shining In llat divine, with rushing
waterfalls and spring tenderness adorning the
hills and the borders of sapphire lakes. Oh
glory upon glorie8Z those first great days of
travel. I had literally been lifted into a
heaven beyond my dreams, indeed my whole being
had been transformed. Rernenber that I bad cane
out of years of sordid struggle for a living,
with hardly time to lift my eyes to the dull
grey skies of the weary toilsane streets ...
and suddenly was lifted up and carried by a
magic carpet into a wealth of beauty
wonder
not to be surpassed in all the world.
In aie sense, however, the club was a failure. Although
it was expected to form part of the projected working-man's university, the expense and. length of it a trips generally restricted then
to the middle classes. Only a rare workmen bad secured an annual
holiday with pay during the period in which the club flourished.
When H.H. Asquith offered travelling scholarships to artisans who
were students at Toynbee Hall in 1890, none were able to accept
115
then. The report of the first expedition to Switzerland in the
swmier of 1889 noted that five-sixths of the women and a substantial
116
proportion of the men were elenentary school teachers. Of the
114. The Menoirs of 3.M. Dent 1 1849-1926, ed. Hugh R. Dent (London,
1928), 52.
115. Thomas Okey, A Basketful of I±emories: An Autobiographical
Sketch (London, 1930), 67; x ecord, Vol. XXVI, o. 5 (February
1914), 73; Fourteenth Annual neport (1898), 26.
116. Record, Vol. I, No. 12 (September 1889), 133
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153 members of the club In 1892, sixty one were teachers at local
board schools, eighteen were civil servants and seventeen were
117
clerks or salesmen. The participants in the twenty-five day
excursion to Greece in 1894, which cost each member over nineteen
pounds, were either bead. teachers of the London elementary schools
118
or residents and associates of Toynbee Hail. The sIificance of
the Toynbee Travellers' Club lay in the fact that It was one of
the earliest attempts to spread forelga travel, formerly the
preserve of the leisured and wealthy, to a new class. But like
numerous other organizations connected with the settlement, it had
no impact on the mass of the population of East London.
In addition) the club gradually became divorced from the life
of the settlement • Instead of gaining new members each year from
the student body, the identity of tie membership remained unchanged.
A proliferation of travel agencies made the club appear less attractive
to the current settlement students. Increasingly the members tended
to regard the club as a purely social organization and in October
119
1913 it was disbanded.
Its place was tken by the Workmen's Travelling Club, the
settlement's one attempt to interest working men In educational
travel. At the beginning of 1902 Barnett organized a series of
11?. thghth Annual deport (1892), 20-21.
118. Fourteenth Annual deport (1898), 26.
119. ecord, Vol. £XVI, No. 5 (February 1914), 74; Twenty-nInth
Annual Reort (1913), 3?.
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conferences for members of trade unions end co-operative societies
to encourage them to make excursions to Ladon' a monument a and
muses. A few months later the settlement residents founded the
club which was led by Bernett end open only to menbers of trade
120
unions, friendly societies and cooperative organizations.
For a few years the club restricted its activities to tours through
London and its environs bit In the spring of 1905 the club "realized
12].
one of its bolder dreams," organizing a four-day trip to Belgium.
Subsequently between tl.rty and forty members of the club took part
in an annual trip to F iance, Holland or Belgium, lasting a f
122
days end costing each participant about
pounds.
aatablished
later than. most of the other societies at the settlement, this
123
club was one of the few which was still flourishing in 1914.
Two societies differed from the others at the settlement
In that they attempted to show East Enders the value of "service"
rather than the means of bioadening their ovi experience. The first
was a diviackon of the St. iohn's Ambulance Brigade which began to
meet at Toynbee Hail in. October 1894. It held classes in first aid,
120. Recor, Vol. XV, No. 3 (December 1902), 31.
121. Record, Vol. XVII, No. 6 (March 1905), 93.
cord, Vol.
122. Recor, Vol. XVII, No. 8 (May1905), 130-33;
Vol. AIX, No. 8_(May
XVIII, No. 7 ..April 1906), 92;
1907), 109; Record, Vol. XXI, No. 8 (May 1909), 137; Record,
Vol. XXIV, No. 8 (May 1912), 115.
123. Memorandum, 5.
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organized a Nursing Guild and ovided elementary medical help for
East Enders on holidays; during the Boer 1er seven of its members
124
volunteered for service In South Africa. The Corps consisted of
about forty manbers, many of whom lived In the Inmediate neighborhood
of Toynbee Hall. However, it was necessarily run by paid officials
of the Brigade and therefore had only a peripheral connection with
125
the settlement. The Guild of Compassion, as a philanthropic society
of women students at the settlement was self-righteously called,
was mre closely linked with Toynbee Hall. It was founded by
Henrietta Barnett who believed that the lspitality the settlement
afforded to the students was far in excess of vthat they deserved:
"to expend so much work and to use up so much influence to provide
social evenings and. Saturday outings for clerks, shop assistants,
factory foremen, and eons and daughters of tradeenen seemed to me
but a new form of pauperising, especially for a class never backward
126
In obtaining pleasure." In 1898 she thus organtzed a number of
students into a society which took children from the neighborhood
on weend outings, held parties for the Inhabitants of the
Whitechapel workhouse and raised money to subsidize a home for young
127
girls, old women end convalescerits in Hampatead.
124. Reco, Vol. VII, No. 8 (May 1895), 107; Rec, Vol. VIII,
No. 5 (February 1896), 63; Record, Vol. X, No. 1 (October 1897),
11-12; Reco, Vol. XII, No. 9 (June 1900), 124; .thighteenth
Annual Report (1902), 19.
125. eirrranduin, 5-6; Fourteenth Annual Report (1898), 40.
126. H.O. Barnett, Barnet, I 373-74.
127. Record, Vol. XIX, No. 3 (December 1906), 30; Fifteenth Annual
Report (1899), 30.

Most of the societies affiliated to Toynbee Hall followed a
similar pattern of developed. Founded in the late 1880's, they
flourished during the 1890's but began to decline after the turn
of the century. The history or these societies in fact supports
the corciusions of nerc*is observers that settlements, like other
missionary groups, draw out of society only those members who are
128
already deviant. A man who Ws willing to conform to the middleclass standards of the settlement w3rkers was less firmly coninitted
to the dominant values of his coxmnunity end more eager to reject
his present way of life than the majority of his neighbors. Sharing
the settlement's contempt for his district, he refused to look upon
It as his permanent home. In other words, by its very nature a
settlement was appealing primarily to the men Matthew Arnold characterized as aliens. It is likely that the prob1ns of Toynbee Hall's
societies stemmed largely from this fact. A club which consisted
only of the marginal members of a community could make little mark
on the life of that community. More seriously, the societies were
unable to establish roots in East London because their mnbers
sought the first opportunity to ive out of the district. Although
the members of these societies were originally neighbors of Toynbee
128. Herbert 1. Gaits, The Urgan Villagers: Group end Class in the
Life of Italian-Americans (New York, 1962), 154-55; WillIn F.
Whyte, 9?he Social Role of the ett1ement house," Applied
kthropology (October - December 1941), 14-19; Scudder ieKee1,
"Comperative Notes on the 'Social Role of the ettlement
House' as Contrasted with that of tie United States Indian
ervice," Applied Antbropo1og (Decanber 1943), 5-8.
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Hall, by 1905 they had scattered throughout London. The annual
report of that year noted that the membership of the three largest
societies, the Antiquarian ociety, the To,nbee Travellers' Club
and the Natura]. History Society, was concentrated in tie north of
London; the other societies drew their membership from a broader
129
area. Of the 644 members of all of the societies, only twenty five
were residents of 'hitechape1; sixty seven, or just over ten per
cent, resided In the Borough of tepney, 261 lived In. sane part of
North-East London end 449 in the county of London; 195 were residents
130
of outer London. In 1913 a group of residents traced the history
of Toyijbee Hall's societies In this manner:
It appears that in the earlier years of their
existexe the societies did fulfill ffheIj7
objects in a most an.irable manner. What would
appear to have since happened is as follows.
The mbes have for the most part improved their
position end moved away from the neighbourhood.
The work has to some extent lost its serious
character and. the meetings have becczne pleasant
social gatherings ... New members are not welocined
except from their own. friends end class. The
societies are, in fact, divided from the residents,
on the one hand, for those energies tbey offer
no scope, and from those who frequent Toynbee Hall,
on the other, whose articipation in. their work
Is discouraged.131
The residents pointed to the Workmen's Travelling Club as the settlement's one attenpt to attract new members from East London. The
older societies, having made no effort to broaden the base of their
membership, had lost their original purpose.
129. Twenty-first Annual Report (1905), 13.
130.
. 2jj.
131. Memorandum, 4-5.
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Student hostels, modelled on Oxford and Ccmbrid-e colleges,
were also expected to promote a corporate life anong the settlanent's
students, The first residence was d adhem House, named after the
Oxford college Barnett had attended and considered "the germ of a
132

university in East London." It was opened in 1887 with acconuxodation for 18 students. "There Is no more pleasant feature In our
neighbourhood than this house for students," Bernett wrote to his
133
brother after attending the first annual dinner. The following
October he ranarked, "Vadham is so overflowing that we are contem134
4+1rtq
plating opening another house to take in GtThre men." When Bafliol
House, the second and larger residence was fbun.ded at the end of
1889, the Record expressed the hope that the settlement would "see
something of the friendly Inter-collegiate rivalry which adds so
much to the salt of life at a big public school or the University."
The t* hostels provided accommodation for a total of Sf& f t J
students, each of whom paid. about seven shillings rent a week for
136
a room with a private bath and the use of a larger conrxn room.
After 1892 the settlanent required that all residents either attend
two settlement classes or study for a degree at the University of
London, for an examination administered by the University xtension
132.
133.
134.
135.
136.

Record, Vol. I, No. 2 (Novanber 1888), 5.
S.A.B. to F.G.B, 18 February 1888.
S.A.B. to F.G.B., 20 October 1888.
Recor, Vol. II, No. 3 (Decanber 1889), 26.
Record, Vol. IV, No. 7 (April 1892), 90.
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137
Society or for professional qualification. At the sane times
Toynbee Hall appointed settlennt residents to serve as "censors
138
of studies", or tutors, to the students. Students at both residences
established a literary circle and a debating society, edited a
house journal, organized parties and entertaiximent s and participated
in a settlement football club. It was also hoped that the students
would acquire an interest in social service frzi "the spirit of the
139
surroundings." They assisted boys clubs, visited the WMteohel
workhouse and held parties for local, slum children. In addition,
a few of the residents of the hostels were associates of Toynbee

140
Hall end in that capacity helped to organize some of its activities.
But the hostels went no

ur'ther

then any other educational

endeavor at the settlement In fulfilling the aims of their founders.
Although intended to pave the way for a working-class university,
they housed neither workmen nor serious students. According to
Henrietta Barnett, of the fifty-six residents in 1895, twenty fi'v
were clerks in business houses, ten were elementary school masters,
nine were clerks in the civil service, four were connected with
141
Eight years later
journalism end six were medical students.
137. Ibid.
138, Eighth Annual Report (1892), 22.
139. Eleventh Annual Report (1895), 29.
140. Seventeenth Annual Report (1901), 20.
141. 11.0. Bernett, Barnett, II, 17.
.
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Beveridge coninented on the disappointingly high sociel status of
the students in a letter to his sister:
Balliol House is in theory a place where men
earning their own livings in the day study in
the evenings. It was originally hoped that the
art isan might come here but as a mat ter of fact
the artisan is conspicuous by his absence &
the men are most superior & educated people second-class Hone Civilians, electrical engineers,
eletnentary& secondary schoolmasters, etc. - all
of whom one addresses as EsqU142
)ioreover, few of the residents either attended a sufficient number
of settlement courses or prepared for en acceptable examination.
kfter the foundation of Balliol House, both hostels had difficulty
143
adhan
filling their ros. Balliol House was closed in 1913;
House lasted only a few years longer.
The final means by which the settlement residents sought to
lay the foundation for a working-man's university in East London
was by establishing a library at T oynbee Hall. Developed primarily
145
144
through private donations, it contained 4,000 volumes in 1889,
147
146
6,000 in 1893 and 6,800 in 1896. Although open to al]. residents
of the comnuni ty, it was expected to serve primarily as a "student a
148
library." The settlament thus restricted fiction to five per cent
of the total collection while publicizing the strong section on
142.
143.
144.
145.
146.
147.
148.

b.H.B. to Annette 3eanie I3everldge.
Record, Vol. VI, No. 3 (December 1913), 42.
Third Annual report (188?), 10.
Record, Vol. I, No. 7 (April 1889), 83.
N1th Annual deport (1893), 36.
Record, Vol. VIII, No. 9 (rune 1896), 105.
Record, Vol. II, No. 6 (March 1890), 69.
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149
economics. According to the tabulations which the librarian
conscientiously published each year, however, fiction was generally
the third nxst popular category while economics ranked fourth.
Books classified as genera]. literature, natural science and history,
the three main subjects of the Extension lectures, ranked, respectively,
first, second and fifth; the philosophy, theology and language
150
books were always lowest on the list. A total of 13,163 books and
151
152
periodicals were circulated in 1889 and 21,000 in 1892. The
opening of the hitechapel Free Library the following year, however,
reduced the demand for Toynbee Hall's collection. By 1896 the tote].
153
number of volumes circulated had fallen to 11,130; ten years later,
a total of 2,100 books and periodicals were circulated, one tenth
154
of the number in 1892. In 1912 the library was placed under the
control of a joint coninittee of the settlement and the Workers'
Educational Association. While continuing to be consulted by sane
Toynbee Hall residents and students, it began to serve primarily
as the citra]. library of the W.E.A., responsible for sending
155
parcels of books to tutorial classes throughout the country.
149. SIxth Annual Report (1890), 22.
150. Record, Vol. IV, No. 2 (November 1892), 25; Record, Vol. V,
No. 7 (April 1893), 86; Record, Vol. VI, No. 9 (June 1894),
131;Record, Vol. VU, No. 6 (March 1895), 81; Record, Vol.
VIII, No. 4 (January 1896), 45; Record, Vol. XIX, No. 2
(November 1906), 19.
151, SIxth Annual xeport (1890), 22.
152. Eighth Annual Aeport (1892), 25.
153. Twelfth Annual report (1896), 22.
154. Record, Vol. XIX, No. 2 (Novnber 1906), 19.
155. .E.A., Ninth Annual deport (July 1912), 15; W.E.A., 1eventh
Annual eport (July 1914), 17.
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Thus, although the settlement library disappointed the hopes of
it a founders, it formed the basis of the Nati one]. Cent ral Library
156
which Mansbridge subsequently founded.
T-t .-, y the turn of the century,4ioynbee Hall's major
educational ventures had begun to appear irrelevant end outmoded.
to settlement residents and East Enders alike. In part, the
declining popularity of Toynbee Hall's programs reflected the extent
to which they were being Imitated throughout the metropolis.
Travelling, literary and nature]. history societies, modelled on
those which had flourished at Toynbee Hall during the 1890's, were
being provided for members of the lower middle-class. The settlement residents themselves had. been instrumental in establishing
public libraries andrt gallery in East London, reducing the need
for their own exhibition and library. In addition, Toynbee Hal].
had helped to popularize the very concept of adult education. By
1902 at least 13,000 East Enders were attending evening courses at
157
local Board Schools; students residing in other parts of London
could now choose from an expanding number of polytecbnics close to
home. Because Barnett believed. that a primary funct ion of Toynbee
Hall was to experiment with nw forms of adult education, he could
consider the diminishing demand for the settlement's classes and
societa measure of their stxcess. Bt the settlanent'a difficulties
156. Mansbridge, Fellow Men, 61; Manabridge, Trodden Road, 94.
157. Record, Vol. LIV, No. 8 (May1902), 116.
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also stenined from the residents' inflexibility end lack of iniagination. Convinced of the value of their mission to spread culture to
the East End masses, the residents had made only belated end. inadequate attempts to adapt their edi.cational pzgram to changing social
demands or to attract the new class rapidly gaining political power.
The role which the settlanent had to play in the world of adult
education dtning the 1880's and 1890's thus vanished slxrtly after
1900. It was clear that, were a vrking man's university to be
founded In East London, the Impetus would have to come from a
group of educationalists whose ideals were more in accord with the
interests of the coninunity.
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Chapter V: Toynbee Hall's Ties with working Men's Associations
The founders of Toynbee hail did not question the ability
of university grduates to establish contact with the mass of East
Enders. They envi sioned the settlenent residents gaining the
friendship of large numbers of wrking men primarily through participation in working-class organizations. But it was in this sphere
above all that the actions of Toynbee Hall became increasinly inappropriate. During the years between 1884 and 1914 many voluntary
associations radically altered their form and goals. Increasingly
dominated by an idea]. of class solidarity, they attenpted to pronxte
the autonomy of the working class and to secure ecozxmio advancement. The actions of the settlennt residents, on the other hand,
continued to be based on the nature of the organizations as they
had existed in the early 1880's. At that time the governing classes
had realistically been able to view the organizations as a form of
self help, freeing members of the working class from reliance on
charity. Many friendly societies were indistinguishable frczn
ordinary insurance societies. Sharing the Victorian faith in the
rxral virtues of thrift and prudence, they worked to preserve the
status quo. They campaigned in the 1890's against state-provided
old age pensions and. before 1911 against the adoption of a nations].
systan of health insurance. Many co-operative societies were
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equally conservative. Ignored by the majority of socialists, they
won the support of the upper classes by seeking to promote social.
harnny. A1thoui a large segnent of the trade union movnent
endorsed militant political aid industrial action by the turn of
the century, at the time of the foinid'?on of Toynbee Hall most
unions were craft societies with restricted mribership end moderate
goals. It was thus natural for the early settlnit residents to
follow the exaniple of T.H. Green and Arnold Loynbee, stressing the
pot&itiallties of these voluntary associations and offering their
own support.
During the 1880's and 1890's, the settlnent danionstrated
its sympathy with the ideals of friendly societies by providing
rocixis in which they could meet. The earliest society to establish
itself at Toynbee Hall was Court Garibaldi of the Ancient Order of
1
Foresters of which at least four residents became manibers. In
1896 this group was joined by the United Order of the Phoenix, a
1. Thomas hancock Nunn, 40; Record, Vol. II, No. 1 (October 1889),
7; Record, Vol. II, No. 5 (February 1890), 55-56; Record,
Vol. IV, No. 2 (Novnber 1891), 19; xecord, Vol. V, No. 5
(February 1893), 72; Sixth Annual heport (1890), 30; Eighth
Annual Report (1892), 31; Ninth Annual xteport (1893), 25;
Eleventh Annual Report (18k), 19; Twelfth Annual Report
(1896), 29; Fifteenth Annual Report (1899), 32.

2
temperance society with 12,000 nmbers. Barnett, a member of a
branch of the .oresters while a curate in Merylebone in the l870',
was frequently asked to address conferences of friendly societies
3
held in London.
The residents' ties with the co-operative movnent were
somewhat nre substantial. In 1886, when fire destroyed the
Whitechapel office of the Co-operative 1ho1esale Society, the

4

settlement offered its rooms for the monthly meetings of the branch.
The Tower Hemlets Distributive ociety, the major consumer society
in ast London during the period, was more closely connected with
the settlement. It met at Toynbee hail and was led by Thory Gage
5
Gardiner, Barnett' a curate endtib_warden of the settlement.
6
Founded in 1882 with 180 manbers, it had 1,560 members end 5000
7
of 1887 Barnett described
capital by 1889. In the t. Jude's
the members of the Society as "the pioneers of a higher love of
unity end brotherly love, they are to promote education, to put
down selfishness, end to give expression to that public opinion
Record, Vol. VIII, No. 9 (June 1896), 101; Twelfth Annual Report
(1896), 29; Fifteenth Anmial Report (1899), 32.
3. The Foresters' Iiscell&iy, Vol. VI, Lao. 69 (September 1891),
170-72; Record, Vol. II, No. 5 (February 1890), 55-56; Record,
Vol. III, No. 12 (Septnber 1891), 125; ighth Annual Rept
(1892), 32.
Toynbee
Journal and tudents' Union Chronicle, Vol. I, No. 9
4.
(June 1886), 71; Second Annual Report (1886), 28.
5. zt. Jude's, Report for 1887-88, 22; .Lwelfth. Annual Report (1896), 29.
6. St. Jude's, Report for 1882-83, 24-25.
7. Labour and Life, ed. xooth, I, 112.
2.
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which, though it is zw often silent, is in 1.ast London for good and
8
against wrong." In his personal correspondence, however, barnett
appeared far xxre doubtful. He wrote to his brother in 1884: "On
Thursday Gardiners Cooper'itors came to dinner - They are a heavy &
serious lot of men & women. They take pleasure as business & the
main chance ends in their stomachs. I don't know if Cooperation is
best able to raise tham, if it is, it will be only just in so far as
9
it conveys a bit of Xianity." He expressed similar sentinnte when
reporting a meeting of the same men at the settlement three years
].ater 1'Gerdiner made them a fine speech but it was sad to see how
uninterested the people were in men, politics or ideas. They were
10
comfortable, they had enough & everything else was immaterial."
Following the example of the Christian ocial1sts, the residents
also attanpted to assist a niznber of productive co-operative enterprises. Between 1888 and 1890 the settlamant held a series of fortnightly meetings in conjunction with the Co-operative Aid Association,
en organization which advised workers on the methods of establishing
11
a successful productive society. In addition, the residents were
8.
9.
10.
11.

St. Tude's, Repprt for 1887-88, 22.
S.A.B. to F.G.B., n.d. (1884).
S.A.B. to F.G-.B., 30 April 1887.
Record, Vol. I, No. 2 (Novenber 1888), 3; Record, Vol. I, No. 3
(December 1888), 27; Recor, Vol. I, No. 7 (April 1889), 76;
Record, Vol. I, No. 11 (August 1889), 126; Record, Vol. II,
No. 5 (February 1890), 52; Sixth Annual Report (1890), 22.

instrumental in founding several self-governing workshops during
the later 1880's and early 1890's, The only one which survived
nre than a few years was the Co-operative B p ss Dressers Association
which originated during a strike in 1889. Led by Toynbee hail
residents, it held nnst of its weekly meetings at the settlement
12
for many years.
Toynbee Hall's claim to involvement in the trades union movement rested largely on its actions during two major strikes in East
London. Henrietta Barnett later described the residents' activities
during the Match Girls's b trike of 1888:
Toynbee Hall did not avoid labour questions,
nor omit to try to strengthen trade-unions and
to solve the troubles which lead to strikes.
It was anxious work, end I remember the fear
end trembling with which hr. A.P. Laurie, hr.
Arthur Rogers, Mr. H. Llvellyn Smith, and I
- in 1888 - interviewed the managing body of
Bryent & May's, intimate information of the
disputed conditions having cone to us through
miy rough girl-friends. Perhaps we did no
good, perhaps we did; in any case we cared,
and later the London Trads Council intervened
and a solution was found.3
Her account is siiificant primarily because she iiored conletely
the work of herbert burrows end Annie Besant, two socialists who
helped to formulate the grievances of the girls, led their strike,
12.

13.

Gsorge Lanebury, Looking backwards - and .orwards (London, 1935),
67-68; Lansbury, lvy Life, 69-70; ecord, 1 ol. II, No. 1 (November
1889), 16; Record, Vol. V, Lo. 7 (April 1893), 87; Record, Vol.
VI, No. 3 (December 1893), 47; Record, Vol. XVI, No. 7 (April
1904), 94; Record, V01. XVIII, No. 3 (December 1905), 33;
Record, Vol. XIX, No. 7 (April 1907), 87.
H.0. 3arnett, Barnett, II, 65.

and assisted them in foIing a union. In canparison, Toynbee Hall's
role was insignificant. Shortly atter the outbreak of the strike,
the three residents Mrs. Barnett mentioned and an associate, Arthur
14
Stevenson, interviewed both the girls and the directors of the
company in order to evaluate their respective claims. They outlined
the grievances of the strikers in a letter to The Tines on 12 July
and the justifications of the finii In a letter appearing two days
later. On 17 July they summarized their own conclusions. They
discovered that the girls were "substantially correct" when they
charged that the company levied excessive fines on its workers and
when they est:imated that their average wecly wage was between 4s.
and 6%, not us. 4d. as the directors claimed. The residents also
stated:
We are convinced that even the question of low
wages, important as it is, is but a part of the
wider question of the whole relation between
employers and employed. To say nothing of the
want of snnpathy which we have observed on the
part of the directors, and the dislike and fear
on the part of the girls, the present strike
furnished unanswerable evidence of the deplorable
relations which exist in the factory of Messrs.
Bryant and May ... In the factory at Bow large
nmibere of girls are drawn together, many of them
from the poorest strata of society. They receive
during a great part of the year a wage so nel1
as to be totally insufficient to maintain a decent
existence. ... All this time the company is dlvldin&1
eng its sharehelders a phenomanally high dividend.
14. Stevenson, a lawyer, was a friend of C.R. Ashbee. Unable to
devote sufficient tine to ¶Loynbee Hall to become a resident, be
resided in rooms close to the settlaxient. (Arthur Steveneon to
Ashbee, 23 May 1887).
15. Letter to The T1mesl7 July 1888), 10.

The directors replied in a vituperetive letter, accusing the
Toynbee Hall residents of having conducted their Investigation with
"prejudiced. minds" and of having been "easily misled by the strongly
biased statements of some of our wI1ers or their friends." It was
mjust to speak of a lack of sympathy between the directors end. their
employees because the majority of the woIcers
were thoroughly in accord with us until the
Socialistic influences of the outside agitators
coninenced to disturb their minds; end we can but
regret that your c orespondent s should have
associated themselves with these agitators, when
we have no doubt that their influence in the
opposite direction uld have proved of real
service to the strikers and prevente their
further distress aria. demoralisation. 6
Nevertheless, though the sympathies of the residents were clearly
on the side of the girls, it is unlikely that the settlement had any
impact on the outcome of the strike. The company and the workers
reached an agreement the day the residents' final letter was published.
Moreover, although i irs. Barnett helped to Interview the directors,
the residents who wrote the letters considered themselves members
of Ashbee's group. The following year they joined the colony he
established In tepney largely as a protest against Toynbee Hall's
artificial and distant relationship with the working class of .'ast
London.
16. Letter to The TIines(l8 Tuly 1888), 12.
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The residents assumed a more prominat role in the Dock Strike
of August 1889. More then any other single event this strike helped
to transform the nature of trades unionism in London from a movement
reinforcing the class structure to one working to alter it. The
mass of strikers were casual, unskilled workers, comprising the
lowest grade of labor. As en Tillett, the leader of the strike,
later wrote,
The dock labourer in those days was scarcely
regarded as a respectable member of society. He
caine in for the foulest contempt and most vicious
abuse. ... So real was the stina attaching to
dock labour that those of us who earned a living
by it concealed the nature of our occupation from
our family as well as our friends.17
Tillett received assistance during the strike from Tom Mann and
John Bums, two working-class socialists, whose leadership helped the
dockers to win most of their demands after a month's struggle. Their
unexpected success provided a stimulus to other groups of unskilled
workers, many of whom established unions during the following few
years. These 'new unions' differed from the older societies in two
siific ant ways. They organized men by industries rather than by
crafts and they endorsed a policy of militant industrial and political
action. Toynbee Hall's attitude toward the strike and its aftermath
thus demonstrates the extent to which the residents were willing to
support working-class organizations when they developed a distinct
labor ideology end thus departed from acceptable middle-class goals.
17. Ben Tillett, kemorles end -eflections (London, 1931), 89.
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Harold Spender, a Toynbee Hall resident, later recalled the
settlement's contact with the strikers in romantic teniis: "This
revolt of the doekers, 1889, was a great uprising and it won all
our hearts. The dockers were splendidly led ... e were all
18
friends and brothers." Like numerous other East nd clergymen and
philanthropists, the residents helped to administer relief during
the strike. Their job was not wit1ut significence. The dockers
caine out with 7s. 6d. in their treesury and with no organization
supporting then. Their leaders were thus forced to obtain financial
assistance and to devise a systn of relief for thousands of workers.
Both Tom Mann and Ben T illett later acknowledged the cooperation
they received from Toynbee Hall residents, many of whom devoted much
of their time to supervising a relief coninittee near the settlnent.

19

It is likely, nreover, that their assistance contributed to the
growth of public sympathy to which the dockers owed a large part
of their success. The encouragement the strikers received from
Oxford graduates may well have upset the stock notions the upper
classes held of dock workers and enabled the dockers to justify their
demands for inroved conditions.
At the end of the strike, Toynbee Hall sought to maintain the
contacts it bad established with the dockers. In eptenber the
.h. bpender, Fire of Life, 72.
18.
19. Tom Mann, Tom Mann's }iemoirs (London, 1923), 105; Tillett,
}emories and Reflections, 137; Record, Vol. II, No. 1 (October
1889), 9; Record, Vol. II, No. 2 (November 1889), a).

residents invited the central strike committee to dinner. Although
Bernett stressed that the invitation should be interpreted as deimnstreting neither the settlement's identification with the strikers
20
nor its pleasure at the successful outcome of the strike, Leonard
Hobhouse, visiting the settlement at the time, was less judicious.
"Everyone seems to agree that Burns and Tillett have come out
sp1ididly", he wrote to a friend. "They and Tom Mann. end the rest
of them are coming here to-morrow for a sort of tri.mphal supper."

21

Moreover, the s etti exnent provi ded a forum for discuss ions on the
implications of both the strike and the subsequent expansion of the
trade union movement. In October 1889 Ben Tjllstt led a debate on
22

the future of the Dockers' Union. The following sear a meeting3
opened by an official of the Dockers' Union, debated the Issue of
23
"new unioniem." In .'ebruary 1890 the settlement held a conference,
attended by both dock directors end trades unionists, on the role
24

which strikes should play In Industrial relations. A more siiificant
conference was organized by Toynbee Hell's committee at Oxford in
November 1890. In an attempt to siouse the interest of members of
the university in industrial questions such men as Tom Mann,
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

Record, Vol. II, No. 1 (October 1889), 7.
Q.uoted in J.A. Hobson and Morris inaberg, L.T. Hobhouse: His
Life and iork (London, 1931), 27.
Record, Vol. II, No. 2 (November 1889), 15.
Record, Vol. III, No. 2 (Novenber 1890), 15-16.
Record, Vol. II, No. 6 (March 1890), 66.

Benjamin Jones, Graham Wallas, A.11.D. Aclend and Leonard Courtney
25
discuesed various aspects of 'new unionism.' The settlement estimated
that the audience numbered about 500 at the morning session arid
26
between 600 and 700 in tie afternoon. Sidney Ball, the principle
liaison between Oxford and Toynbee He11 reported: "It really was
a success and Mann's earnestness was very real and went haine - I
think the academic mind, - such as it is - was as much disturbed
27
as we could wish."
The activities of four Toynbee hail residents both &.iring end
immediately after the strike also lend some credence to Spender's
recollection. Ernest Ayes, a leading resident during the period,
became the first president of the Irafalgar branch of the Dock,
Wharf, R iverside and General Labour Union which met at St. Tumle's
28
for many years. Tom Mann later wrote that he owed to Thory G-ardiner
many of his invitations to speak on trade unionism during the early
29
1890's. Vanghen Nash and hubert Llewellyn binith played roles more
integral to the strike. In his autobiography Ben Tlllett characterized them as "two good friends of ours" who "came to us with no
30
high-brow condescension." Shortly after the conc lusion of the
25. Hobson and Ginsberg, hobhouse, 28; Mann, Merxlrs, 105-06;
Oxford Magazine (L9 Novber 1890), 95.
26. eventh Annual Report (1891), 30.
27. Sidney Ball to Oona Ball, quoted in O.h. Ball, idney Ball,, 42-43.
28. Labour Elector (2]. Decnber 1889), 397; Record, Vol. II, No. 1
(October 1889), 8.
29. kann, Memoirs, 113.
30. Tillett, Mnories and .eco11ectioris, 130, 137.
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strike, they wrote what is still considered the standard history of
31
it. It was an authoritative end sympathetic account, providing both
informed opinion on the background and impact of the strike and
detailed descriptions of the actual e'vents which took place. Letters
which Nash and Smith wrote to John Burns reveal, that they sought
his advice while writing the book and attempted to incorporate hi
32
suggestions. Tom Mann later referred to the book as "the best
33
account" of the strike.
Nevertheless, the ties of the settlement as a whole with the
strikers were far nxre tenuous then bpenler 's conxnent iiupl1e. Both
Vaughan Nash and H. Liewellyn Smith left Toynbee Hail largely In
protest against its attitude toward soclaliem. It Is likely in fact
that Liewellyn mith was no longer a resident when the strike broke
out; Vaughan Nash joined Ashbee's group in Stepney shortly after its
conclusion. xsarnett's reactions to the strike and its aftermath
provide the clearest indication of the attitude of the majority of
residents. The discipline which the mass of strikers evinced did not
soften his contempt for the average Last nd docker. On August 30
he wrote to his brother:
H. Llewellyn bxnith and Vaughan Nash, The Story of the Dockers'
StrIke T old by 2wo hast Lonc3oners (London, n.d. (1889)).
II.
Llewellyn Smith to John h ums, U 'Jecember (1889); isughen
32.
Nash to John iumns, 30 October 1889. John Burns Papers, British
Museimi, Vol. IX, Add146,289.
33. Mann, MenxIrs, 92.
31.
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I dont know what this strike may bring forth.
The lesson I wid enforce is the danger of
letting a system continue wh. outrages public
sentiment. It was that scrnble round the
dock gates, the sight of the wretched creatures
wh. has brot. out all trades to suport men who
as individuals sld perheps get no Lreepec.34
Perhaps because the strike led to an alliance between socialists and
trade unionists and thus wideued. the gup between the goals of the
labor movanent and the aims of middle class reformers, he stressed
the need of union leaders for guidance. In November 1889, two
months after the end of the strike, he wrote to his brother: "I
wish I cid be more with the Dock leaders ... I shid like to get
hold of Mann & Tjj. j.et for with you-I feel-that they are at a
crisis & may turn up or dczn. At present we feel this world - our
35
hiworld - a bit too big & many things drift wh. ° ' 1 to be guided."
34. S.A.B. to J.G.B., 30 August 1899. It is difficult to decipher
exactly the final and crucial word. Henrietta Barnett 's decision
that it is "ccmmiseration" is clearly inaccurate. Her second
distortion of this letter is far more misleading. According to
her version, the letter continued:
My feelings are with the men, bi.t how to 4ve those
feelings expression is more than I know. As I walked
yesterday in iegent Street I wished I were young ain
and beginning. How I should like to make the kindly,
well-mannered, and. well-dressed people of the West
understand their selfishness and their folly. How I
should like to smash up the sympathy vthich does nothing
- which keeps knowledge and beauty for itself.
(H.0. Barnett, Barnet, II, 66).
In fact, however, this peregraph was contained in a letter
arnett wrote on 15 April 1893 about a strike then taking place
in Hull. His support of the dockers in 1889 was thus considerably weaker than his wife's account suggests.
35. S.A.B. to F.G.B., 16 Novanber 1889.
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The following March he expressed the se apprehension:
Somehow without any evidence I have a sense of
anxiety abt the Docks. I dont like either the
feeling of Directors or D ockers. The first
dont believe in the Union, the last dont know
what Union dønenda. There may be another strike
in wh the men will be beaten & driven back to
strike again with renewed viciousness. In. the
end Labour must win but like Napoleon in Russia
It may win In a field In. wh. it will starve.36
The specific policy which B ernett advocated followed from his
lack of sympathy with the dockers themselves. He criticized the
determination of 'new union' leaders to organize general unions
which departed from the pattern of craft societies by refusing to
restrict entry into a trade. The dockers' union should be based
on the principle of exclusion, not of class solidarity; It was wrong
to allow the lowest stratuni of the working class to continue to
search for work at the docks. Addressing the members of the strike
committee who assembled at the settlement a few weeks after the
conclusion of the strike, he stressed this point: "Organisation
will always mean the exclusion of the more Inefficient end this
will be a source of difficulty that will Inevitably ensue from the
37
larger gain. But it is a penalty that must be paid." In. fact, the
36. S.A.B. to F.G.B., 1 March 1890. The last sentce probably does
not mean that the demands of the workers would lead to economic
collapse. Barnett believed that If the working classes were
forced to become too hostile to the established order they
would create a society in which It was not possible to lead
a good life.
37. Recor, Vol. II, No. 1 (October 1889), 7.

leaders of the dockers agreed. Seeking to replace the corps of
casual workers by a smell, permanent labor force, they continued to
look to the older craft unions for a mode]. of union organization.
But in doing so they abandoned one of the tiets of "new unionism".
The activities of the majority of settlement residents during
the strike did not necessarily Imply their full stport of the dockers'
elms. They assumed a role similar to that which they held as
visitors for the Charity Organisation society or as Poor Law
Guardians, judng t individual applicants for relief. An account
of the strike in The Toynbee Record centered not on the goals of the
dockers but on the problem of indiscrininate almsgiving whöh the
strike had produced. It had been necessary to devise a careful
process of rel ief to ensure that as little as possible "1ltered
38
through to the undeserving and the lazy." Moreover, significant as
this work may have been, it did not bring the settlsment residents
to the center of the strike. As Tillett later wrote, "the real
fight was fout on the picket line, at the denxnstrations and in the
39
committee rooms." But, with the possible exception of Liewellyn
Smith and Vaughan Nash, no settlemt resident participated in these
events. Toynbee Hall undoubtedly perfoxd an invaluable service
by acting as an intermediary between the strikers and the goniing
. cit., 12.
38.
39. Tillett, kanories and .ef1ections, 137.
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classes and. by providing a center for infornEtion on the social and
econontc implications of the strike. The residents could undertake
this work only by refusing to identify with the dockers themselves.
The residents' actions, although peripheral to the Dock Strike,
represented the high point of the settlement's involvement in the
40
trades union movement. Until the turn of the citury, however,
the settlenEnt's ties with East London's unions did ixt completely
disintegrate. The residents were proud of the roster of unions which
held meetings at the settlenEnt, including branches of the Clothiers'
Cutters and Pressers, the btickrnekers, the Fellowship Porters, the
oxnem Cigar-Makers, the Dock Labourers, the ailway Servant a, the
East End Tailoresses, the Jewish Cabinet-Makers and the Jewish
41
Bakers. To some members of the upper classes it appeared that the
40.

41.

AccordIng to A.P. Laurie, he and H. Liewellyn Smith organized
and directed a buemen's strike of 1891 in East London. (Pictures
and PolitIcs, 87-88). Both K.S. Inglis end J.A.R. Pimlott
claimed that this represented a further example of the settlexnent's Involvement In the trade union movement. (Ingils,
Churches end the Working Classes, 163; Plnilott, T oynbee Hell,
86-87) However, neither A.P. Laurie nor Llewellyn Smith was
still a resident at the time.
Labour Elector (28 December 1889), 412; Record, Vol. II, No. 2
(November 1889), 21; Record Vol. II, No. 3 (January 1890), 43;
Rec4, Vol. II, No. 10 (July 1890), 114; Reco4, Vol. IV,
No. 1 (October 1891), 4; Record, Vol. VI, No. 8 (Iay 1894),
115; Record, Vol. VI, No. 9 (June 1894), 132; Record Vol. VI,
No. 10 (July-August 1894), 132; Recor4, Vol. VII, No. 2
(November 1894), 34; Record, Vol. VIII, No. 2 (November 1895),
26; Sixth Annual Report (1890), 28; Seventh Annual x(eport (1891),
43; Eighth Annual teport (1892), 31; Ninth Annual eport (1893),
25; Tenth Annual Report (1894), 4; Eleventh Annual Report
(1895), 19.
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settlement had thrown its influence behind the trade union movnent.
As the .ttecord rioted In 1891, "there are some, even among the warn
friends of Toynbee Hall, who look with suspicion, not to say dis42
like" on the settlement's association with trade unions. Many men
who had helped to subsidize the settlement withdrew their support
43
when Bernett offered unions rooms In which to meet. But in fact the
settlement spoke about unions In terms which should have reassured even the most conservative member of the establishment.
The residents claimed that the settlement had two primary advantages
over the public house as a meeting place for trades unions. First,
44
It provided far more elevating surroundings. Second, those union
members who ceme to Toynbee Hall might gain a new understanding of
the attitudes and. ways of thought of the governing classes. In
42.
43.

44.

±ecord, Vol. IV, No. 3 (December 1891), 38.
Interview with E.S.P. Catchpool, 17 February 1967. It is also
significant that in 1889 The Oxford Magazine attacked the
sett1ennt for inviting 111 teadnian, president of the
Bargebuilders' Union and a Liberal-Labour politician, to
address a meeting at the university on behalf of Loynbee Hell:
'Oxford Is always glad to hear men of any views. ... bit
Mr. Steadinan 's name is mainly known ... for his behaviour
during the Tram Strike, when, if we remember right, his condtt
was not maited by modesty, od sense, or respect for law
end order.' (Oxford Lagazlne (8 February 1899), 176). Ten
days later Bernett wrote to his brother: 'ie had the best
meeting at Oxford we have had for a long time - bteadman
spoke admirably the workmen view of TE." (S.A. B. to F.G.B.,
18 February 1899).
NInth Annual Report (1893), 25.
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1891 the settlement remarked that the trade union advances of the
past few years had been gained "in spite of, rather than through,
the action of many of the more restive, and thus the more promirEnt,
anong the ranks of the newly organized." Both woikers and eniployers
should learn more about "their mutual obligations, and bou7
that identity of interest which ... is the flindamental econanic fact
45
that no association of employers or canbination of men can over-ride."
Clearly, the settlement had continued to reject the fundanental
aims of the "new unions".
It was perhaps for this reason that almost no unions met at
T oynbee Hall after the turn of-the century. The residents did,
however, assist two groups of workers during minor strikes. In
1904, when 200 girls employed In the tea packing department of the
Whitechapel branch of the Co-operative holesa1e ociety left wo±,
the residents provided a room in which they could organize their
strike. T.E. Harvey, then deputy-warden, sympathetically described
the incident in a letter:
We had a very interesting gathering of girls
on strike from the Cooperative W holesale society
here last Tuesday morning: they had another
meeting on Friday ... I hope the girls may be
able to win their point: they are rxw back
again temporarily on the old terms, pending
negociat ions - they have been put from time
work (at 12/- a week) to piece work which would
have taken away their fortnight 'a holiday end
sick leave.46
45.
46.

eventh Mnual 2eport (1891), 42.
T.E.H. to n.n., 16 October 1904.
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The girls were able to secure their demands and to organize their
47
own union. Two years later the Jewish branches of the Mialgamated
Society of Tailors struck in protest against their low wages and
poor working condit ions. T he tailors' distrust of their own union
officials as well as of their employers hindered negotiations.
However, a rabbi from St. Petersburg visiting T oynbee Hall st the
time was known to many of the tailors and able to convince them to
accept the intervention of the union. Ihe residents thanselves
advised both parties in the dispute and presided over a aerree of
48
meetings between the masters and the tailors. Harvey reported to
his nother:
We had an anxious time last week over the
East End tailors' strike some of the arrangements for its conclusion, incltrling the fine].
meeting of the men's representatives, being
held here, and I have at the moment t 1000
pay from sovereigns locked up in my room,
being the strike pay from the general Union
which is to be distributed ...
They have ... won what is really a very great
victory, their working day being now reduced to
12 hours, wIth 1 hour off for dinner & another
for tea, & a number of the middlnen have been
swept away.49
47.
48.
49.

Recor4, Vol. XVII, No. 2 (November 1904), 24; Twenty-f lrst
Annual Report (1905), 14.
A. Francis, "The East End ztrlke of Tailors end Tailoresses,"
Record, Vol. XVIII, No. 10 (July-September 1906), 141-44;
Twenty-second Annual eport (1905), 14.
T.E.H. to Anna L. harvey, 25 June 1906.
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Nevertheless, the residents' actions during these incidents
shcild not be viewed as a reflection of their continuing commitment
to the trades mion movament. .Lech strike formed nrely en isolated
example of Toynbee Hall's participation in labor affairs. By 1900
the settlement was almost completely divorced from the mainstream
of the London trades union movement. In labor affairs, as in the
field of adult education, the residents bad misjudged the chiging
ideals of East Enders and had thus found themselves witlxut a role
to play. A large protortion of those Oxford graduates who believed
that a university settlement could continue to serve a useful purpose saw it primarily as a means of gaining infornat ion about the
problem of poverty in an urban industrial society.
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Chapter VI: The Role of Settlement Residents on Philanthropic
Organizations
Private philanthropy was a s1iificant force in the formation of the modern British welfare state. Charitable organizations were often the forerunners of governmental agencies, pointing
out the needs of the day and pioneering with new forms of social
action. At the same time, the inability of private benevolence
ultimately to improve the condition of the people in an urban
industrial society helped to reveal the full dimensions of the
1
problems and the necessity for widespread state caitrol. The
history of Toynbee Hall's activities in local public affairs
between 1884 end 1914 illustrates this role of voluntary action.
As-some of the-earl lest-members--of-the -upper classes to gain Infoimation about East London, the residents felt a responsibility to
identify its major social problems and to devise ways and means of
dealing with them. During the 1880's and 1890's the settlement
workers directed their actions toward reforming the characters of
the Individual members of the community. They thus participated
in philanthropic organizations which sought to motivate the poor
to strive for self-improvement. Although some early residents
obtained positions on local government boards, they insisted that
the problems of East London required a minimum of municipal planning
or cont rol. Reform would come when East Enders learned to demsnd a
1. Owen, nglish Philanthropy.

higher standard for their coniLnunity. The experience which the
settlanent rkers gained, however, contributed to the revolution
in social thought in Britain between 1884 and 1914 regarding the
nature of poverty. After the turn of the citury, the residents,
like many other thoughtful men, became aware of the complexity of
social and economic problans and looked to statutory agencies for
their solution. Then too, the settlement was itself a voluntary
organization and an experimental response to the new problens of
en urban Industrial society. The founders saw it as a means of
establishing an ordered, structured connrzunity in East London by
superimposing a residential leisured class. As the inadequacy of
this answer became clear, many residents began to reconsider the
meaning of a settlement and the objectives of a voluntary vIter.
During the 1880' a and 1890's, the settlament resident a
sought to Improve the character of individual East bnders in three
ways: by humanizing public elementary education, by transfomning
the physical environment of the conmunity and by controlling the
growth of pauperism.
In a speech at Cambridge in May 1884 describing the new
proposal for a university settlanent, P.L. Gell had ramarked:
The Public !.ducationa1 system ... Is founded
upon the supposition that there are men of
leisure in the tipper class, who will ... take
care that the education prescribed by the
State is afforded nidst fit surroundings,
that the education of the young shall not be
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degraded into the mechanical earning of state
grants, but shall still draw its vitality and
inspiration from the only true source - personal
sympathy, persona]. stimuLus, personal contact of
mind with mind. Once more, apart from the Clergy
in East London you can't find men to take this
place, end here again we find the necessity of
the leisured class who will give some portion of
their time to inspire the public Elementary
Education of East London with a little more grace,
a little more enthusiasm, end a little more
sympathy.2
This view was widely accepted by the early settlement residents
who believed that East London's board schools embodied the wrst
aspects of Industrial urban society. They were rigid and axnymous
institutions in which It was impossible for teachers to establish
contact with individual children. Upper-class men living In the
colmnwLtty must attempt to transcend the Impersonality of the
schools by supplying an interest in each student's intellectual
and more]. development.
The first need was for the settlement residents to obtain
positions on the local school board. As early as the autumn of
1885 the settlement thus organized a canpaign to elect T.A.M.
Macdonald, a former resident. In the middle of October Bernett
wrote to his brother:
Our sensation during this wk. has been the
determination to run 1acdonald, an old resident,
for the 'ch. Board. lhIs means showing all
2. The Jniversities' ett1ement Association, The eport of a teting
held at CnbrIdge(24 May 1884), 7-8.

2?1
our resources but we think it to be a way 1.
of spreading higher views of ethation 2. of
using a good man. 3. of bringing our men into
relation with the people. I cannot think we
can win in such a big constituency. At present
afl. are full of hope.3
MacDonald was unsuccessful in gaining a seat but six years later
both G.L. Bruce and Cryl]. Jackson were elected inambers of the Tower
Hamlets School Board. As two of the most prominent early residents,
they fomned an important link between the settlenent and the Board.
But this was only a preliminary step. Persona]. service,
not public reform, would ultimately improve public education.
Although legislation had been necessary to establish the educetional system, it could not function unless individual volunteers
4
fostered a sense of neighborly concern in the schools. One means
3.
4.

S.A.B. to F.G.B., 17 October 1885.
The residents also dennstmted their distrust of the School
Board by their attiti1e toward free dinners. Although most
of the socialist groups in London recommended that the School
Board, should supply meals to needy children, the majority of
early settlnent residents supported the position of the C.O.S.
In 1889 the Soc 1. ety published a pazixphlet denouncing any program
in which a municipal body provided free meals. At the beginning
of the following year, when the bchool Board itself was considering
the issue, those residents who "feared the tendency of the
Board scheme" held tv meetings to formulate a scheme which
would Involve "a more personal relation between the donors and
recipients." (Sixth Mnual Report (1890), 21.) In 1891 two
settlament residents fonned part of a deputation which waited
on the London School Dinners Assoc iatlon, an organization
connected with the London School Board, urging it to institute
a procedure for carefully investigating the backgrounds of the
recipients of all free dinners. (Record, Vol III, No. 4
(January 1891), 48). It will be seen, however, that by the turn
of the century many of the residents had altered their views
on this subject and in 1906 the settlanent as a whole worked
in support of the Education (Provision of Leals) Act.

, .- .'-)

by which the settlement residents sought to do this was by serving
as managers of local board schools. In the words of Barnett, ",Xi
School Board may at any moment become a hindrance to education,
a mare educational drill-sergeant. The Londci Board has not been
such a hindrance, and its success is largely due to the presence
of managers who give a sort of human touch to the necessary machinery."
The Toynbee Record wrote in a similar vein. The managers' mission
was "to supply the personal interest and to foster the individual
life of the school, for both of these must be largely wanting in a
6
vast organization like our London School Board." Managers required
no qualifications other than s,mpathy aM zeal which would eUo
them "to become friends with teachers and children ... and to feel
7
an interest in all the petty details." Each year at least five
residents served as school managers. In this capacity they sought
to broaden the children's experience by supplying pictures end
flowers for the class rocms and by organizing excursions throughout
London. They also hoped to inclucate habits of "discipline" and
8
"self denial" by fonning cadet corps and thrift clubs.
The second task of voluntary wo±ers was to establish a
program of continuation classes for the large niinber of East Enders
S.A. Barnett, "Twenty-Five Years of ast London," Contenorary
Review (August 1898), 282.
6. iecord, Vol. I, No. '1 (April 1889), 80.
7. .2. cit., 81.
80-81; Record, Vol. I, No. 10 (Tuly 1889), 116;
8.
2.•
Fifth Annual Report (1889), 13.
5.
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who left school at 1or MI, the age when most upper-class boys
were just beginning to receive the formative Influence of the public
school. Many working-class adolescents entered unskilled employment at this time, closing the door to further training end to
opportunities for advancement. It was thus vital that they be
9
brought into contact with the educated and well-to-do. During
the 1880's and 1890's the settlanent established a series of "old
boys' clubs" for recent graduates of board schools. The first and
only successful one was the "Old Northeyltes," founded by Cyril
Jackson in Limebouse in 1887. That ye the Board of Mucatlon's
continuation classes had failed at the Northey Street chool and
only three of their former students went elsewhere In East London
10
to attend classes. Within six years, however, the club had sixty
members, many of whom were factory workers or errand boys, and an
11
average nightly attendance of 30. The club provided classes and
recreational activities each weekday evening. The settlement had
no doubts about their efficacy. The "club spirit and excellent
behavior" of the boys attested to the club's ability to foster
12
"both good manners and good feelings." At the same time, the
classes were of a sufficiently high calibre to enable the club to
9. Twelt h Annual Report (1896), 26; Twenty-eighth Annual Report
Tf9l2), 26.
Vol. VIII, No. 6 (March 1896), 67.
10.
11. ighth Annual Report (1892), 29; Ninth Annual Report (1893), 29.
12. Recor4 Vol. IV, No. 9 (June 1892), 113.

13
receive a grant from the Board of Lducatiori. But the primary
significance of the club, as of most Toynbee Hell activities, undoubtedly lay in its impact on the settlement workers who sponsored
it, According to J.J. Braithwalte, fackson's assistant at the club,
3ackson relied on his experience when drafting a report on boy
labor for the Royal Coinxnission on the Poor Laws. Braithwaite
himself drew on the information be had gained from the club in
14
framing part of the Unemp1oynnt Insurance Bill.
But above all men of superior education and culture must
establish contact with the teachers themselves. A5 P.L. Gell told
his audience at Canbridge In 1884,
The E1nentary Board School teachers are at
present a sorewhat depressed anI overworked
class. They are borne dcmn by the work they
have to do. They have little society, they
get hopeless, they drop into a groove of
routine, their object becomes merely to win
the educational grant from Government and they
lose siit entirely of t1se higher moral influerices which were introduced Into the English
public schools by Dr. Arnold in the last generation, and which might be extended to the class
below by you who have reaped the fruits of his
work. You would find these masters most responsive
to youadvances, 8nd thirsting for any knowledge
you might be able to impart to themi15
Record, Vol. III, No. 3 (December 1891), 28; Record, Vol. VIII,
No. 6 (March 1896), 68.
14. Braithwaite, Lloyd George's Ambulance 'egon, 255.
15. Universities' ,ettlanent Association, xteport of a feeting 1eld
at Cambridge(24 May 1884 10-11.
13.

In 1885, when the School Board established centers for the training
of pupil teachers, Bernett offered them rooms at the settlement in
which to meet and encouraged the residents to conduct sane of the
16
classes. One settlement rker organized his class irt o a rowing
club which he believed vuld foster "manliness" and "the traditions
17
of a public school". E.B. Sargent, a second early resident, was
far more ambitious. In 1886 he founded the 1 ondon Pupil Teachers
Association in order "to unite the boy pupil-teachers of eli the
London schools into one caxinunity, and ... to kindle amongst them
that espirit de corps which so strengthens the morale of our higher
18
Public Schools." At the sane time the Association reduced the
isolation of the pupil teachers "from other classes of the coixiunity
in which they live" and enabled them to form friendships "with that
part of the community ... which has had the best opportunities in
19
life." By 1889 the Association had 1,300 pupil teachers as members
20
and over two hundred upper-class men and women as associates.
Tv years later, }rs. Bernett became president of the men's
branch of the Association which, following the guidelines laid down
by Sargent, sought to broaden the horizon of the girl pupil teachers
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Pupil teachers were students between the ages of fourteen and
ei g
hteen apprenticed to teach In the board schools.
Recor4, Vol. I, No. 3 (Decamber 1888), 33.
econd Annual Report (1886), 17.
Record, Vol. I, No. 12 (September 1889), 132.
Ibid.
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by bringing them into contact with women of a higher social
21
class.
Public education no longer dczninated the interest of Toynbee
Hall residents after the trn of the century. W ith the exception
of the Old Northeyites, none of the "old boys' clubs" continued
22
to exist in its original form. When the Pupil Teachers Association
was disbanded in 1903, the settlnent severed its connection with
23
the pupil teachers program. Ciril Jackson left Toynbee Hall in
1895 and Gr.L. Bruce in 1903. Although sxae residents served as
school managers after 1900, the settlement did not show the same
concern for-the London EducatiOn Authority, established in 1903,
as it had for the Tower Hamlets bchool Board. Moreover, by 1900
It had become clear that the settlement's own educational program
had railed end the residents thus began to concentrate on other
fields.
During the 1880's end 1890's Toynbee Hall residents also
hoped to refozm the character of .ast Enders by altering the physical
conditions of the ecinmunity. They shared the realization of an
Increasing ntuber of social reformers during the period that
residential areas were social units, not mere aggregates of dwellings
and that the environment had a significant impact on the lives of
21. Rec, Vol. IV, No. 3 (December 1891), 34; St. Jude's,
Report for 1887-88, 21.
22. Twenty-eighth Annuel Report (1912), 26.
23. Twenty-third Annual iieport (1907), 14.
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the people. In fact, many settlement residents believed that the
environmamt produced the behavior patterns of the inhabitants of
East London. Working-class attitudes and habits were negative
reactions to residence in a deprived area. If .ast London were
transfomned into a copy of the orderly, quiet end spacious nest
End, Its residents might well act like middle-class men.
The residents thus sought first to Increase the amount of
open space and the opportunities for instructive recreation in
Whitechapel. Like many urban working-class areas, the district had
developed with no planning or regulation. After the opening of
the London docks in the early years of the nineteenth century,
builders and speculators, who were oblivious to the social needs
of the poor, filled In most of the space surrounding the original
buildings with small cottage property end workshops. By the tine
of the founding of Toynbee Hall, hitecbapel ccxisisted of an almost
unbroken series of narrow, congested courts. Although two miles
from the nearest public park, It contained no open spaces beyond a
few churchyards and old burial grounds and no buildings reserTed
for recreation other than pubs and churches. In 1889 Charles Booth
wrote that the inner ring of .L ast London, which included Idhitechapel,
was "tiitly packed with buildings end crowded with inhabitants,
except where occupied by business premises. Space and air are
everywhere at a pranium ... Nearly all available space is used for

building, and almost every house is filled up with families."

24

Following the example of Octavia Hill, the settlnent residents
continually urged that zxre space should be set aside for the use
lhe

of the working classes. runtryside surrounding Last London could
be converted into public parks and the most congested areas within
the district dotted with small gardens and recreation areas. In
addition, public libraries, museums and art galleries, supplying
antidotes to the dnoralizing influences of the streets, should be
made accessible to all East Enders.
But it

W&

lEt enough to provide the means of tanporary

escape. rhe whole enviroxmient must be transformed; Whitechapel
was too noisy, too exciting, too disorderly. Booth wrote that each
of the districts of the Inner ring of East Lor1on has
some charm or other - a brightØness mt extinguished
by, and even apperteining to, poverty end toil, to
vice, end even to crime - a clash of contest, man
against men, and men against fate - the absorbing
Interest of a ba tiefleld - a rush of human life
as fascinating to watch as the current of a river
to which life is so often likened.
The feeling that I have just described - this
excitement which can accept murder as a dramatic
incident, and drunkenness as the buffo nary of the
stage - is especially characteristic of hitechapel.
Mid looked at In this way, what a drama It IsZ
Wh.ttechapel Is a veritable Tom Tiddler's ground,
the .ldorado of the ast, a gathering together
of poor fortune seekers; Its streets are full of
buying and selling, the poor living on the poor.25
24.
25.

Labour and Life, ed. B ooth, I, 30.
Q . cIt., 66.
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Each Sun.day the neighbo4rhood of Petticoat Lane was "one of the
wonders of London, a ndley of strange sights, strange sounds,
26
end. strange smells." At the Intersection of Sciater treet and
brick Lane, a few blocks away, the streets were blocked by the
stalls of a second market.
T hrough this crowd the seller of shell-fish
pushe his barrow; on the outskirts of it are
moveeble shooting galleries, end patent Aunt
Sallies, while some man standing up in a dogcart will dispose of racing tips in aled
envelopes to the East End snort smen.
Toynbee Hall residents seldom described these scenes with
comparable warmth or affection. Although some may have been attracted
initially by the exotic nature of East London, as residents they
found little to praise in the vitality of the connminity. Their
ideal was order and they saw the drama and romance of hitechapel' s
streets only as the cause of the undisciplined working man they
28
deplored. 'Excitement' was their strongest term of condennat ion.
Most residents would have agreed with C.F.G. Masterman, a friend
of Bamett and an admirer of the set tlement, when he wrot e in
1909:
Excitement, noise and a kind of forlorn and
desperate ugliness are the spirits watching
round the cradle of too many children of the
town; whose work when fully accomplished has
created the less reputable characteristics of
cit., 66.
26.
. cit., 67.
2?.
28. See Barnett's evidence before the Royal Commission on the Aliens
questIon, Q.. 17556-58.
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the city crowd. ... The city-bred people,
we are confidently I formed, will never go
'back to the land.' In part tbi may mean
that they will never return to long hours
of hopeless drudgery for shameful wages. In
part it may point to a certain condition of
'nerves' excited by city upbringing: a real
disease of the soul. Silence, solitariness,
open spaces under a wide sky, appear thus intolerable to a people never content but In
the ahotths, the leagues ot lights, and the
roerin€ of the wheels.29
The Toynbee Hall residents advocated that all markets should be
carefully regulated, restricted to specific merchandise and contamed in a emall and well-defined area. Although a Sunday market
might have a justifiable place in a Tew1sh neighborhood, the
Petticoat Lane market brought "thousands of idle people from all
parts of London ... seeking some excitement and the means of excite30
ment are constantly increased."
Other demoralizing influences should also be eradicated. As
Barnett wrote in 1888, private slaughter houses should be eliminated
from Whit echapel because "the butchers with their blood stains are
familiar ang the street passengers, and sights are common which
31

tend to brutalise ignorant natures." Rubbish coflection should be
made more efficient. The "untidiness of the streets tends to keep
32
life low in East London," but a clean street uld provide "an
C.F.G. 1iasterman, The Condition of ngland (London, rev. ed..
1960), 108.
30. Record, Vol. X, No. 2 (November 1897), 3].
.A. Barnett, Letter to The Times (19 September 1888), quoted
31.
in H.O. Barnett, Barnett, I, 304. bee also b.A. .aarnett,
"Object Lessons In hitechape1," humane Review (July 1903),
139-41.
32. Record, Vol. XII, No. 9 (Tune l9Oc, 126.
29.
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33
object lesson in order." Above all, the criminal element of tl
population which still inhabited some of the area in the immediate
vicinity of Toynbee Hall should be evicted. Their region comprised,
in the words of Barnett, "' a plague spot,' It infects the
neighbourhood, and it tends to spread. The children seeing such
sights as are common in the streets grow familiar with vice and
34
find interest in its excitement." A5 a first step common lodging
houses should be registered and inspected annually by public
authorities. gore radically, private philanthropists end local
boards should continue the work begun by the East End Dwellings
Company, demolishing the-worst streets and buildings and, rebuilding
them for a more respectable group of citizens.
Although convinced that the transformation of ast London's
environment must precede alnDst any other social advance, the early
settlement residents did not advocate rw legislation to accomplish
this goal. Instead, they looked to upper-class voluntary workers
who could reveal to East Enders the ideal to which they should
aspire. One way in which the residents themselves attempted to
raise the level of East London's opinion was by serving as members
of the hitechape1 Sanitary Aid Committee. Founded in 1883, this
33. Record, Vol. XIII, No. 1 (October 1900), 13.
34. .A. Barnett, "Whitechapel", in li.0. and .A. Barnett,
Practicable ocialism, 298.
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organization met first at t. Jude's and after 1884 at £oynbee
35
Hall. Although disbanded during the late 1880's, it was revived
in 1892 and, under the presidency of Barnett, prospered until
shortly after the turn of tIE century. Members of the Coiiinittee
believed that by investigating tenement buildings to discover
violations of sanitary regulations they could "enter into friendly
relations" with East Jnders and teach them to demand a higher
36
standard of cleanliness for their coirirnunity. The ToyTibee Record
stressed the siiificance of this work: "Law withcit the support
of public opinion will never succeed and public opinion will only
be made as those who have faith in cleanliness go in and out anng
37
the people."
The Children's Country holidays Fund, a second and more
important philanthropic organization with which Toynbee Hall residents worked, sought to minimize the deleterious effects of East
London's environment on its inhabitants. The Fund originated in
the Barnett'e efforts during the 1870's to send a few children from
St. Jude's to spend a fortnight's vacation in the country. In 1884
several local committees, many of which were modelled on the Barnette'
38
early work, united to fozn the central society. That year it sent
t. Jude's, Report for 1884-85, 22.
Record, Vol. VIII, ho. 2 (November 1895), 25; Second Annual
Report (1886), 18;Ninth Annual deport (1893), 21; ziighteenth
Annual report (1902), 14.
37. Record, Vol. X, No. 10 (July - September 1898), 143.
38, "'ear Not tobow," 1884-1964' (London, 1964), 3-4.
35.
36.
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about 5,000 children to homes in the country for a fortnight.

39

the turn of the century the Fund was prosperous enough to select
about 33,000 children each year and. by 1913 the number had risen
40
to over 45,000.
Throughout the period the Fund was closely identified with
Toynbee Hall. Barnett was chairman between 1884 and 1912 and.
41
president until a few months before his death in 1913. 1118 letters
to his brother, fifled with details of biness arrangaients, attest
42
to his continuous interest In every aspect of the bund's work.
Four prominent settlement residents began their careers as secretaries of the Fund. Cyril Jackson held the position between 1888
and 1896, E.J. Urwick between 1898 and 1899, R.H. Tawney between
1903 and 1906 and W.R.L. Blakiston between 1907 end 1911. Other
members of the council included H.W. Pyddoke, .E.S. Hart, D.H.S.
43
Nicholson and T.L. Humnberstone. In addition, the 1hItechape1
39. Record, Vol. I, No. 4 (January 1889), 143.
40. Children's Country Holidays Funds Report for 1913, no page number;
Reco4, Vol. I, No. 6 (March 1899), 92; decord, Vol. XII,
No. 8 (May1900), 107.
41. Children's Country Holidays Fund, Reports, 1885-1913; Annual
Report (1901), 12.
42. S.A.B. to F.G.B., 29 March 1884, 16 June 1888, 6 Octber 1888,
16 February 1889, 1 June 1889, 13 October 1896, 13 February
1897, 22 May 1897, 3 February 1900, 16 June 1900, 17 August 1901,
14 December 1901, 10 ay 1902, 17 kay 1902, 19 June 1904.
43. Children's Country Holidays Fund, Reports, 1885-1913.
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and Stepney local coimnittees, many of whose officers were Toynbee
Hall residents, met at the settlennt. Few men came to Toynbee
Hall without beccn1ng involved in the work of the Fu.ml during at
44
least some point during their term of residence.
According to the sett1ennt, the al of the organization
was "to arrest the deteriorating influences of city squalor by
the deporation (jc) of the children by thousands into cc*xntry air
45
and country life." Although mambers of the Fund attamxted to select
children who were ailing, their aim was n,t limited to providing a
change of air. Sharing the Victorian faith in the regenerative
powers of the -countryside-i they stressed the moral as well as the
physical benefits of a vacation in the country. In the city versus
the country debate, they stood firmly on the side of the country.
C.F.G. Masterman, secretary of the Fund between 1899 and 1903,
most eloquently stated their view:
Life with nature, in continual contact with
the earth, resulted in old time in. a stability
and occasionally in an elevation of character
which seems passing from the fickle, hasty,
turbulent life of the nDdern city. Nor need
it be Impressed how sometimes In obscure and
poor hariestead and cottage unlearned and coninonplace characters were consecrated by a real
spiritual faith in which the trivial events of
the daily existence became charged with externe].
81 iificance.46
Interview with Sir E.C. Bligh; Interv1z with .E. Minnis;
Record, Vol. XV, No. 10 (June, 1903), 120; Fifth Annual Report
(1889), 14-15; Sixth Annual Report (1890), 33; Seventh Annual
Report (1891), 40; Seventeenth Annual Report (1901), 12;
Twenty-first Annual Re port (1905), 16.
45. 'econd Annual Report (1886), l3
46. Iviasterman, "Realities at Hoii,"The Heart of the m)ire. 31.
44.
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Barnatt wrote In a similar vein to his brother: "Yesterday was
a lovely day & as I htuig abt. the ampsteaj Heath I felt more
then ever the power of the country. Vain is It for us to try to
teach men new life if we keep them in the city, it Is the country
47

& only the country wh. can teach so as to be obeyed." Other leaders
of the Fund emphasized the "gloomy cranped streets," "the monotonous
48
houses of hideous aspect," "the sordid tragedy" of London's slums.
The fortnight's holiday gave east .and children "a taste of country
life" and showed theni "quieter pleasures then the excItanits of
49
the streets."
Thus, like ineny of the organizations associated with the settlement, the Fund ignored the possibilities Inherent in the cities
end looked back sent 1intaUy to the order end simplicity of a
former era. Similarly, the leaders of the Fund, hoping to reestablish the relations between the classes which they believed
urbanization had destroyed, glorified the potentialities of the
upper-class voluntary worker. T hey claimed, In fact, that their
task could be accomplished only by private philanthropy. As the
settlement wrote in 1886, "It is a rk which, if the State were
47.
48.

49.

S.A.B. to B .G.B., 22 May 1886.
C yrIl lackson, "The Children's C ouixtry Holidays Fund and the
b ettlements," The Universities end the 5ociel Problem: An
Account of the University Settlements In East London, ed.. loim
M. Knapp (London, 1895), 89; ChIldren' s Country holidays Fund,
Report for 1908, 5.
Fifth Annual deport (1889), 14.
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to touch, it would benurnb; it must be personal -- the fruit of
50
sympathy and sacrifice." The operation of the association depended
on a large corps of volunteers who selected the children, visited
their homes and sent than to the country respectably attired. The
first job waa 1,articularly important. Although the children c
properous parents should be cons1ded ineligible, the Fond could
not, in the words of Barnett, "import into the country village
51
the dirt, squalor and low habits of the London slums." The Toynbee
Record agreed: "It Is too tnie that the very poor are often unfit
to be sent to a decent home, end we must console ourselves with the
52
remambrance than many of than go hopping and fruit-picking."
Local volunteers also visited the parents of the children, showing
than the value of the holiday and persuading them to contribute a
fair proportion of the cost. Finally, the volunteers ensured that
the children were clean end well dressed when they departed:
"Insistence on this, by showing how low the standard of cleanliness
53
was in many cases, has done much to raise it generally."
Founded by a vicar of the church in the 1870's, the Children's
Country Holidays Fund thus ranained a typical parochial activity.
The wife of W.R.L. Blakiston underlined this aspect of the organization
50. econd Annual Report (1886), 13.
51. Reco4, Vol. II, No. 4 (&iu8ry 1890), 44.
52. Record, Vol. I, No. 4 (Januery 1889), 43.
53. r.R.L. Blakiston in Record 1 Vol. XXII, No. 8 (May 1910), 113.
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when she recalled that Blakiston hed beel2 drawn to it largely as
54
a result of his childhood in a country vie sTage. R.H. Tawney,
lxwever, expressed the growing dissatisfaction of many other Toynbee
Hal]. residents with this type of endeavor. Shortly before assuming
the position of secretary to the Fund he confided to Beverid.ge:
"1 find the literature on the subject somethat heavy reading. It
has a nirnotonously benevolent tone ... and is only endured in nall
55
doses at a time." Although he ransined secretary for three years,
a subsequent letter to Beveridge suggests that as he became more
interested in ecoxxnnic problans and adult education he found his
56
rk for the Fund increasingly unrewarding.
The third major aim of Toynbee Hall's participation in the
public 8ff airs of .kast London before the turn of the century was
to prevent the growth of pauperism. The residents worked toward
this goal in connection with the hitechapel Board of Guardians
end the Charity Organisation Society. Bernett fornd the primary
link between the settlement end the tlhitechapel Board, serving as a
Guardian from 1874 to 1903 and as Cheirmen of the Board in 1892.
Other early residents expressed their support of the Board in
articles in The Toynbee Record. In addition, Willien Vaflaxice, the
Clerk of the Board and the man nist closely identified with its work,
54, Letter from Mary Blekiston.
55. R.H. Tawney to W.H.B., 17 Novsmber 1903.
56. R.H. Tawney to #.H.B., 20 September 1906. See also Beveridge's
notes on his letters from Tawney, X everidge Papers, L.S.Z.
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Was an associate of the settle1Bnt for many years. when he resigued
from the Board In 1902, the ecord praised him as "a model officia],
methodical end sympathetic, just and kind, firm and tender. ... There
are few men who go to retireir.nt with better works to follow

thsm.

He has left in East london not only something done, but a living
57
spirit."
It has been seen that the policy of this Board was based on
the belief that pauperism, rather than poverty, was the most serious
social problem.

ew early

settlanent residents questIoid this

assuisption. Shortly before the Guardians' election in 1889, one
prominent resident wrote in the Record: "In East London where, in
three unions, out-door relief has bei virtually abolished, en
attempt will be made by some extremists to return Guardians pledged
to revert to this old-fashioned means of relief." It would be
dangerous to do so: "The stakes are the independence or pauperisa58
tion of the people." The corollary of this view was that private
philanthropy should Disy the leading role in promoting social welfare. If more]. failure was the primary cause of social distress,
then the greatest need was for members of the upper classes to
guide mdlvi

dii el

working men along the ge th of self- lisp ro y anent.

The httecbapel Board thus handed over much of its power to the
local conmittee of the Charity Orgaiiisatlon Society. As the
57. Rec4, Vol. XIV, No. 6 (March 1902), 83.
58. T.H. Nunn in ecord, Vol. I, No. 7 (AprIl 1889), 84.
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Guardians wrote in 1884, they "have been able to regard 'legal
relief' and 'charitable aid' as distinctive - and rit mt erchangeeble,
terms; to accept the responsibility of the former out of the rates
end to set free the fountains of voluntary charity fcr the relief
59
of the letter." The Board itself dealt only with the destitute,
'undeserving' poor who, denied all monetary relief, were automatically sent to the workhouse. The C.O.S. ccznxnittee exerted far
uore discretion. It alone judged the merits of the 'deserving'
plio ants and. decided on the form which their assistance should
take.
After 1900, when the settlement ceased to cons ider pauperin
a major problem, the residents gradually withdrew their interest
from the work of the Whitechapel Board. Although a niinber of
60
residents served as Guardians during this period, it is likely thet
they did so primarily because they felt that there were few other
qualified men in East London. The majority of residents emphasized
the need to reform tk entire Poor Law systen. Like an Increasing
number of other social reforners, they viewed all Boards of Guardians
as out-moded institutions, based on an obsolete social philosophy
and concerned Ivith Irrelevant Issues. As The Toynbee Record wrote
In 1906, "the probln of uneirployinent was hardly present to the
1 hitechapel Board. of Guardians, .(eDort for Year nded Ladyday 1884, 8.
These
included E.T. Urwick, 1901-06; J.S. Nicholson, 1907-09;
60.
C.B. hawkins, 1910-U; ..F. Wise, 1910-11; M. Birley, 1910-14;
A.. Carr-.Saunders, 1913-14.

59.
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minds of tbose who framed the Poor Law. The law itself was a piece
61
of very scientific machinery for 'dispauparisation'." It had become
clear to many residents that the complex problems of an urban society
required remedies which went beyond the abolition of out-relief and
which involved a new relationship between iblic ani private philanthropy.
Toynbee Hall's relationship with the Charity Orgenisation
Society followed a similar path of developmemt. During the years
in thich the residents emphasized tha need to prevemt the Increase
of pauperism, the C.O.S., the most important philanthropic association at the time, naturally formed a center of the settlement's
corern. In fact, there were strong affinities between the settlement end the boclety. Both viewed charity as a process of character
regeneration achieved through personal interaction between rich and
poor. C.O.S. leaders condemned indiscriminate alms-giving not only
because thoughtless gifts demoralized the poor but also because the
distribution of &)les freqnently served as a substitute for personal
involvement with individual members of the working class. Above
all, the poor needed a continuing personal corcmitment from the
wealthy. ett1ement residents and C.O.S. visitors thus assumed
identical positions in working-class conriunities. Both saw thanselves as friendly neighbors of the poor, reducing the tensions and
61. Reco4, Vol. LVIII, No. 4 (renuary 1906), 49.
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misunderstandings between classes. L.oreover, the settlnt nxvennt and the C .O.S. were out growths of the same tradition. The
leaders of both looked to L.dward )enian's residence in East London
end to Octavia Hill's experiments with rent collecting for models
of personal

service.

Like the founders and early residents of

Tonbee Hall:, C.S. Loch, the secretary and. guiding ir1t of the
C.O.S. from 1875 to 1913, had been influenced by the philosophy
of T.H. Green and the example of Arnold T oynbee while a student at
Balliol. bartlett himself was the strongest tie between the settlement a charity organization movnts. A leader of the C.O..
in Marylebone, he came to t. Jude's determined to apply its principles
to the administration of relief in Whitechapel. In his speech at
t. J ohn's College, Oxford, initiating the settlement movnt,
he stressed the need for university graduates to act as visitors
62
for the C.O.S.
During the 1880's and 1890's the settlenent residents were
agreed on the Importance of this work. They provided rooms at the
settlement for the meetings of the fthitechepel coninittee of the
C.O.S. and obtained leading positions in all three of the Last
63
local ccvimitteea. In

End

The Toynbee Record they ccrislsten.tly praised

62. S.A. .oarnett, 'ettlenents, 6.
63. Record, Vol. I, No. 5 (February 1889), 59; Record, Vol. III,
No. 10 (July 1891), 112; Second Annual Report (1886), 24;
Fifth Annual Report (1889), 10; bixth Annual deport (1890), 31;
Seventh Annual xeport (1891), 40-41; Ninth Annual report (1893),
31; Twelfth Annual keport (1896), 19.
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the various activities of the Society end the principles which
underlay its work. Nevertheless, by the tuni of the century, the
majority of residents were influenced by the criticisms levelled
at the Society. An increasing number of residents began to speak
of the C.0.S. pronouncements on social problems as reactionary
opinions rather then as unchallangeable dogma. Although Barnett's
denunlietion of the C.0.S. at a meeting of its ,Ø&uncii in 1895 did
lx)t ininediately affect the relati ons hip between the ociety end. the
settlement as a whole, three years later The Toynbee record noted
that the number of settlement workers participating in the activities
64
of the Society had sharply declined. A clear break occurred in
1905 when the ecord attacked the ociety's unlinznativeness ai
inflexibility. Although its guidelines for the administration of
relief in individual cases remained valid, its "negative attitude"
toward many other questions of social importance had rightly destroyed
its position of leadership in the field of social ref oxm. Advocating
"the incuIcation of thrift" and a "stricter eninistration of the
Poor Law" as solutions to all problems, members of the ociety were
"fiercely antagonistic" to any proposal for new social legislation.
Three months later, replying to the bociety's derense of its views,
the ecord specified relief works for the unemployed, the feeding
64.
65.

xecord, Vol. L, No. 2 (November 1898), 31.
tecord, Vol. CVII, No. '? (April 1905), 110-13.
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of school children and old age rensicns as the issue8 on which the
66
C.O.S. no longer provided informed opinion. From this date on, the
C.0.S. was frequently en object of censure In The Record.
After tie turn of tie century, when the majority of residents
looked to economic forces rather tien to IMividual shortcomings
for the aource of social distress, the direction of the settleient'e
participation In East London's local affairs radically e].tered.
Although sone residents continued to devote their time to private
philanthropy, many sought to reveal the need for governxnte].
action and to coordinate the activities of voluntary essoclatlons
and statutory agencies. The residents' work on behalf of the Stepney
Council of Public ielf are partly reflected these new concerns.
The Council was largely en att&ipt to replace the leadership
of the Charity Organisatlon Society in East Lomion's philanthropic
and civic affairs. Founded In 1903, It comprised over seventy
6?
clergymen by 1904. Barnett was chairman from 1903 to 1912 end
throughit tie period Toynbee Hall residents cc cupied leading positions
on both the Council's various sub-coniiiittees and. its executive
68
committee. Beveridge outlined the purpose of the organization in a
letter to his nether:
66. Record, Vol. LVII, No. 9 (rune 1905), 146.
67. Record, Vol. XVI, No. 8 (Lay 1904), 111.
68. Stepney Council of Public ielf are, Annual Reports, 1910-14.
Local. History Collection, Stepney £ ibrery, Bencroft Road, London
LI; Record, Vol. £, ]o. 3 (Decenber 1907), 34; recor, Vol.
XXII, No. 8 (May 1910), 108; Twenty-fourth Annual eport
(1908), 12; Twenty-fifth Annual Report (1909), 12.
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This is a body of clergy, ministers & others in
Stepney, created by Canon Barnett to watch all
matters of civic interest in tepney & take action
where need be. I em 'municipal secretary,' which
means that I have to furnish quarterly reports
on the work at the Borci.igh Council. Canon
Barntt's idea ... is that these rorts should
be valuable enouSh to publish in the local papers
end one or two special London papers ... - so as to
produce informed public opinion on local government.
All of which appears to me most desirable. But
things have to go slowly at firBt; for one thing
the 'Council of Public 'e1f are' being canposed mainly
of cler needs educating itself & needs to have
its interest widened beyond its present ones of
tenperance & nrality.69
In fact, his aims were only partly realized. Although the
Council sought to attract leaders of all major social agencies
70
In Stepney, .it continued to be daninated by clergymen. Even the
staunchest supporter of the C • O.S. could have approved of many
of their activities. Two sub-committees, responsible for registering
charitable orgonizations and for superviing local work to control
the spread of tuberculosis, worked In conjunction with a branch
of the C.0.S. The Temperance end 1orality ub-CommIttee iich had
71
incurred Beveridge's censure remained important. In 1908 It or-

72

ganized a temperance crusade, directed by a Toynbee Hall resident.
Most significantly, ILPJ. Burton, secretary of the Council betweem
1911 end 1914 later recalled that the Council's als were "indefinite
69. 1.h.B. to Amette Beveridge, 20 April 1904.
70. Recor4, Vol. 1X, No. 2 (November 1907), 25; Twenty-fourth
Annual Report (1908), 12.
71. Council of Public Welfare, Annual Report for 1910, 11; Council,
Annual Report for 1911, 12; C ouncil, Annual Report for 1913, 10-12.
T.E.H.
to Anna M. Harvey, U October 1908, 25 October 1908.
72.
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enlftll of vague nnra]. 1if."

73

Nevertheless, following the reornizetion of the Council
in 1907, it did seek to broaden the scope of its concerns to smo
extent. In particular, it assuned a leading role in administering
the new social legislation In East London. In 190? its members
helped to coordinate the work of the various local Care Coniriittees
74
established under the Edatjon (ProvIion of Meals) Act of 1906.
Two years later they scught to apply the provisions of the Trade
Boards Act In the borough. In 1912 the C ouncil formed a subcoimnittee to investigate the ways in which this legislation had
actually affected the average East Enders, to publicize their demands
75
and to prepare the way for farther reaching measures. In addition,
the Council attempted to improve the quality of local government
in East London by putting up Its own candidates far the tepney
Borough Council and endorsing the most suitable candidates for the
various Boards of Guardians. It is true that, because the Council
refused to provide party political leadership, it did not support
the Labour Party which could have allowed power to pass to the working
73. Burton, ieavers of vebs, 59. Burton also c]aimed that his
experience as an official of the Council showed him "that nx)st
of the charitable work In the East nd merely scratched the
surface, was too patronizing in manner, end too much in the
hands of well-meaning anateurs. (Ibid.)
74. Council, Annual Report for 1910, 10.
75. Council, Annual eport for 19, 15-16.
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classes; many of the Council's members undoubtedly hoped that the
Council would serve as an alternative to the formation of a local
socialist party. Nevertheless, the organization urged that the
proportion of woicing-clasa members on the Borcugh Council should
be increased and the time of its meetings changed from afternoon
76
to evening to permit workmen to attend. If the Stepney Council of
Public Welfare did not rigorously follow the path on which Beverjdge
had hoped to set it, It did go farther than the Charity Organisation
Society in supplying the constructive leadership which settlement
residents found lacking in East London.
The Toyijbee Hall residents also demonstrated theirtude
toward East Enders and toward the role of voluntary action after
the turn of tie century by participating In the Poor Men's Lawyer
Movement. This movexnemt began at Mansfield House Settlement in
1891 when a lawyer offered his services to those members of the
coninunity who could it afford to pay a solicitor. 8even years
later Toynbee Hall followed the example of 1ansfield House, hiring
a "oor Men's Lawyer" who was consulted by about nineteen applicants
77
each week. Although the majority of his clients required only
advice, the settlement also established a fund in 1903 to cover
C.B. Hawkins, "The Borough Council lections," Recor4, Vol.
XXII, No. 3. (December 1909), 41; "The Municipal .Lalections and
the Stepney Council of Public 'elfare," Record, Vol. J1I,
No. 1 (October 1909), 5.
77. Record, Vol. X, No. 2 (November 1898), 31; EIghteenth Annual Re...
pert T].902), 17.
76.
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necessary litigation. Moreover, the Last London Tenants Protection
Committee, founded in 1899, was closely associated with Toynbee
Hall. For a number of years Barnett served as its chairman and a
79
second resident as its honorary secretary. It differed from the
Poor Man's Lawyer in that it restricted its services to cases involving the relationship between landlord and tenant. As Barnett
explained to his brother one nnth after 1t8 foiination, ' 1]he Tenants
Rights Commee is interesting - Man after man reveals the lawless
conduct of landlords & our lawyer tells then how to resist & force
80
them to use legal methods of eviction." In 1905, the Tenants Protection Committee end the Poor Man's Lawer were analgemated to form
Deqwe

the East London T enants and ( reneralConinittee which subsequently
8].
supplied legal aid to about a thousand applicants a year.
In these efforts to increase legal services in the community,
Toynbee Hal]. residents revealed a greater understanding of the
realities of working-class life than they had formerly displayed.
The settlarient movemart itself bad been based on the asainrption
that members of the upper and lower classes could communicate on
terms of equality. The Poor Manes Lawyer movement, on the other
78. Record, Vol. XVI, No. 3 (December 1903), 41.
79. Fifteenth Annual Report (1899), 18.
80. .A.B. to t!.G.B., 4 .ebruary 1899.
81. Record, Vol. XVII, No. 4 (ranuery 1905), 58; Recor, Vol. XVIII,
No. '1 (April 1906), 100; Record, Vol. XIX, No. 7 (Apr11 1907),
103.
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hand, implied a recognition of the fact that the poor were necessarily
at a disadvantage in any relationship between the classes and were
therefore constantly exploited by unscrupulous landlords, employers
and tradesmen. The legal aid. committees also differed in an even
more sigx.fioant respect from other private organizations with which
Toynbee Hall was associated. The S anitary Aid. Coimnittee, the Children's
Country Ilidaya Fund and the Charity Organizat ion Society shared
a faith in the potentialities of personal influence. Despite minor
differences of aim, they a].l sought primarily to improve the characters
of the poor by splying visitors to establish friendly relations
with the recipients of their aid. Instea&of taking advantege of
the opportunities for a more structured form of social irk provided
by the growth of the metropolis, these associations glorified the
persona]. service which they believed had characterized pre-indus-.
trial society. However, the coimnittees established in conjunction
with the Poor Man's Lawyer movenent foreshadowed a new fcam of voluntary association which arose after 1918. Because they expected to
provide only a professional service, they did not dnand that the
lawyers form more than purely foimal relationships with their
clients. Thus, although the settlanent had enphasized the ways
in which the work of the Children's Country Holidays Fund differed
from that of a statutory agency, in 1913 The Toynbee Record expressed
the hope that the governniant wld asime at least partial res-
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82
ponsibility for legal aid. Philanthropic organizations which did
not exalt the relationship between voluntary workers and the poor
could easily pave the way for action by the state.
The Mansion House Couniiittee of 1903-04 was one of the last
siiificant philanthropic organizations with which Toynbee Hall was
involved before the First 'iorld w ar. It ovides a clear exanpie
of the way in which a voluntary agency could lead to state intervention both by experimanting with new forms of social action end
by revealing the inadequacy of philanthropy as a remedy for the
pro hi ems of en indust rial sod at y.
The Committee was called together as the result of a letter
which appeared in the press In November 1903, written by Canon
83
Bernett and signed by other eminent ast Anders. It warned that the
coming winter was likely to be a period of exceptional. distress end
advocated the format ion of farm labor colonies to employ men who
84
were temporarily out of work. While the Lord Mayor raised a fund
85
of 1.4,000 with which to implemant the scheme, Bernett and Beveridge
86
were active in publicizing its advantages. The administration of
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.

Record, Vol. XXV', No. 7 (Aril 1913), 106.
?.H.B. to Annette Beveridge, 15 November 1903.
W.H. Beveridge and. H.R. laaynard, 9he Unemployed: Lessons of
the Mansion House Fund," Contemporary Review (November 1904),
629; Record, Vol. XVI, No. 3 (December 1903), 41.
Beveridge and }aynard, "Unemployed," Contemporary Reviz (November 1904), 629.
W.E.B. to Aimette Beveridge, 8 December 1903.
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the relief fund, moreover, centered at Toynbee Hall. Beveridge
and Henry Maynard served on the executive comml.ttee of the kansion
House Fund, the latter as honorary secretary; nmerous other
residents devoted their tine to organizing the operations of the
87
schene in East London. In Tenuary 1904 Barnett was able to tell
his brother that "the young nen Lt T oynbee Hai7 have captured the
88
Mansion House Fund."
Between 17 December 1903 and 24 March 1904 the coninit tee
Farm
obtained work for 467 men at the a1vat1on Army a Hadleigh Parm
89
and on Osea Island, Essex and supported their families in London.
Although the men were permitted to remain at the colonies for the
90
duration of the program, only 247 chose to stay to the end. Their
91
terms in fact varied from a few days to fourteen weeks. Beveridge
found the colony at Osea Island "a sufficiently depressing place
92
not to make the life of the unemployed too attractive." The men
were forbidden any alcohol and were allowed home to visit their
families or to search for work only at specified intervals. In
addition, the rigorous nature of the work and the strict supervision
87.

88.
89.

90.
91.
92.

Record, Vol. XVI, No. 5 (February 1904), 67; Twentieth Pinnuel
Report (1904), 12. Beveridge, however, resigned from the
executive connuittee in bebruery, following a disagreement with
another one of its nembers. (S.A.B. to W.H.B., 13 february
1904; Beveridge, "Diary", 3 February 1904).
.A.B. to F.G.B., 23 Tanuary 1904.
Beverid.ge and 1aynard, "Unemployed," Contemporary Review
(November 1904), 629.
Record, XVI, No. 8 (May 1904), 114.
Beveridge, Power and. Influence, 24.
W.H.B. to Axnette .3everidge, 13 December 1903.
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were expected to serve as a "test of the industrial and moral
qualities" of the men end as a means of discouraging "idlers and
93
dependits" from applying. However, despite these precautionsit
became necessary to adopt a careful process of selection. Although
the coninittee accepted the first 160 men without investigating their
backgrounds, It subsequently gave preference to applicants who could.
produce employers' references showing a record of continuous employment and who were cons idered likely to regain their former positi one
94
If prevented from "degenerating" while temporarily unemployed.
At the conclusion of the program, the leaders concluded that the
Fund "gave very real as.staixe at a time of great distress to a
considerable number of families, and maintained in a state of
reasonable ccinfort many homes which would otherwise have broken
95
up.,,
But Barnett believed that the program should not be considered
en end in itself. decause it could provide aid for only a n1or
proportion of the unemployed, It should be seen primarily as a means
of pioneering with a relatively new fonn of' social action. Writing
to Beveridge a month after the program began, he stressed this point:
Beverldge and Laynard. "Unemployed," Gout enDora ry Review
(November 1904), 630.
94. 2.. cit., 630.
95. Qp. •Cj; • 631.
93.
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Notices of the Unemployed in the press suggest
that the metter is within compass. I am glad.
The experiment will thus be able to be watched
- valued etc. You, young people, own the future
& the results of this experiment will have to
be used In dealing vd.th harder problens.
I do hope you are keeping your mind on the need
of writing a report later on6
In a letter to his brother a week later, Barnett again referred to
97
the scheme as an "experiment." Beveridge likewise anphasized this
aspect of the program. As he wrote to his father in March, "the
tlnanployed are ... coming to an. end because the money is getting
exhausted. Then I shall have to turn to and gather the scientific
98
results."
A few months later Beveridge end Maynard Interviewed all
the men who had. worked at the colonies in order to discover whether
they bad subsequently been able to obtain regular work. Beveridge
then wrote a series of articles In The Toynbee ftecord analyzing
the results of their survey. They found that, contrary to their
expectations, only a small proportion of the men had been successful
in securing pemaanent positions by the end of July. Moreover their
ability to fInd jobs bore little relationship to their previous
records of employment; regular and casual vrkers alike found thenselves degenerating during the smiiner "by enforced idleness and
99
derralIsIng poverty." Comparing his figures with the Board of
.A.B. to n.H.B., 30 January1904.
S.A.B. to F.G.B., 6 February 1904.
.H.B. to Henry Beverldge, 10 March 1904.
99, Beverldge, "tJnernployment In London," I, Record, Vol. XVII,
No. 1 (October 1904), 13.
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Trade's statistics on uiiexnplomsnt, k3everidge concluded that the
econcxiic difficulties of the previous winter had been far more
serious than he had originally assumed. The Mansion House Fund
had been attempting to cope with unemployment caused not by aeasone]
factors but rather by a general downward tendency in trade. The
depression bad begun in 1900 and affected the country both in summer
and in winter. The relief colonies bad failed because their
founders had underest:Iinated the extent of the probln.
There were two corollaries to this conclusion. First, it
was futile to preach thrift and sobriety to the poor as a complete
solution to their difficulties. A large proportion of the working
classes were unemployed as a result not of personal weakness but
of a major fault in the industrial systn. 'lhe nDat independent
and self reliant man earning no more than twenty-four shillings a
week during good times could not possibly save enough to continue
to support his family during a long period of enforced idleness.
Second and nore significantly, voluntary action alone should not be
relied upon to deal with the problen of social distress. Most
charitable funds were raised only at Christmas, but Toynbee Hall's
survey had shown that the same resources were needed throughout the
year. The great number of men who found themselves forced out of
work by

a long cyclical depression must be able to draw upon a

source of relief which they could be certain would be both continuous
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end adequate. The depth and complexity of the problem required
100
a national program of state-supported relief.
Beveridge s aware that he was directly challenging a
101
cardinal doctrire of the Charity Organisatlon Society. In
No-ember 1904 the Society's Special C ommittee on the Relief of
Distress Due to Want of nployment I ssu ed a rep ort which, r alt erating the views of the Society, opposed
102

sxy

scheme of rate - supported

relief. According to C.0.S. dogma, periods of unemployment could
never be caused by large-scale social farces. In fact, stch periods
were most accurately called times of "exceptional distress," a
term which suggested -a problem of limited of duration and within
103the power ot private philanthropy to remedy. The results of
Beveridge's sirvey, however, pointed to a different conclusion:
"The problem presented by recurring periods of unemployment Is
beyond the powers of charity end is wlx)].ly outside the scope of a
104
Poor Law dealing with destitution in general."
Beveridge based his specific recommendations on an analysi8
of the process by which men became paupers. He discovered that the
cIt., 14-15.
100.
101. beveridge, "Unemployment In London," IV: "The Preservation
of .'fficiency", Record, Vol. XVII, No. 3 (December 1904), 45.
102. $The Relief of Distress Thxe to ant of nployment,' The Report
of a Special Committee of the Council of the Charity Organisation Society, November 1904.
103. Mowat, Charity Organisation ocIety, 131-32; Owen, ng1lsh
PhIlanthropy, 242-44.
104. Beverith'e, "Preservation of Efficiency," Record (December 1904),
46.
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nnber of wrkhouse inmates increased stout a year after a period
of unemployment. In other words, men who lost their jobs did not
subside into pauperiu until after a considerable interval had
elapsed. During this tine "physical or nra1 deterioration sets
in and the once efficient worker comes to the Poor Law, perhaps
permanently enfeebled by privation and disease, perhaps a victim
to drunkenness for which he Is only half responsible, perhaps in105
curably habituated to the casual and loafing existence."
?he
government's task should therefore be to preserve the efficiency
of competent workers during long periods of enforced idleness.
Beveridge and Maynard ontlined their pposals in n article
106
In The Contemporary Review published in November 1904. They urged
the government to establish tbree types of farm colonies, each of
wblch would assist one group of the unemployed. Men who were
classified as "unemployable", such as inmates of workhouses and
casual wards, would be con]mitted to compulsory labor colonies.
Both the casual and regular

worker who were

temporarily unemployed.

would have en opportunity to reside at voluntary colonies where
they would receive training in industrial end agricultural ski11.
However, men who could produce employers' references proving a
previous record of co ut mucus anployment, would be an Itt ed to
105.
106.

Beveridge, "Unemployment In London," III: "The 1aking of
Paupers," cQrd, Vol. XVII, No. 2 (oveniber 1904), 28.
Beverldge and Maynard, "Unemployed," Contemporary Review
(November 1904), 629-38.

eoloni's where the work would be less strenuous and the standard
of living ixre comfortable than those intended far casual laborers.
Although compulsory colonies would be permanent institutions, the
free ones would be established only during periods of unnployment.
The Mansion House Fund of 1903-04 led to governmental action
in the field of unenploynent in tw ways. It has been seen that the
results of his survey encouraged Beveridge to investigate the
problems of unemploynit and eentua1ly to look beyond relief
schemes for a solution. The Fund thus indirectly paved the way
for labor exchanges and for unanployment insurance. More immediately,
the Fund was itself the precursor of -ilalter iong's unemployment
J und, established the following winter. As President of the Local
Government Board, Long formed committees in the metropolitan
boroughs of London, composed of Borough Councillors, Poor Law
Guardians and social workers, and entrusted them with responsibility
for providing relief work for the unemployed. According to Maynard,
Long acknowledged that the "germs" of his scheme lay partly in the
10?
report issued by the Mansion house execuUve committee. In addition,
Maynard was secretary of Long's central ecimnittee which co-ordinatec3.
the activities of the various local committees and operated a farm
colony at hollesley Bay; everidge served on the tepney Jolnt
107. Maynard, "Unemployment in London," II: 'Mr. Long's Proposals,"
Record, Vol. LVII, No. 2 (November 1904), 23.
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108
Committee, established under the scheme. Shortly after Long organized the program, Barnett told. his brother: "The Bp of Stepney
& I had a talk with Long - a conceited & not very intelligent
109
person but caring to do his duty - "e gave him admirable advlceZZ"
One month later he wrote: "One of our men kaynard is sec of Long's
110
coxnmee & so we are able to give some direction." Beveridge was
equally confident of the settlement's power to Influence Long's
actions. In iebruery 1905 he r,orted to his parents about a
meeting at which he, Barnett, iaynard and rnest Ayes, a former
sub-warden of Toynbee Hell and a secretary of Long's committee,
planned en unemployment bill to be presented to Long. Canon Barnett,
111
he claimed "(through Maynard) will instil wisdom into Long."
It Is true that the committees which Long founded did not
embody the major recommendation ol' Iseveridge and Iaynard. Although
they had stressed the necessity for all future relief schemes to
be subsidized by the government and. Long himself had agreed to
accept funds at least from local authorities, the committees relied
entirely on voluntary contributions. Nevertheless, the scheme in
turn paved the way for the Unemployed. workmen Act of 1905 which
did mark the beginning of governmental Intervention In the field
of unemployment. It required that every municipal borigh and
108. 1.H.B. to Henry Beverldge, 21 January 1905.
109. S.A.B. to F.G.B., 29 October 1904.
110. S.A.B. to F.G.B., 3 December 1904.
111. W..B. to Henry Beveridge, 10 February 1905.
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urban district with a population of fifty thousand or over establish
a distress canmittee similar to those already operating in London.
These committees also depended on charitable funds at first but
the weight of the financial responsibility gradually shifted to
the national government.
Toynbee hail residents did not overestimate the significance
of this Act. It was a Conservative meastwe, enacted by men with no
Intention of changing radically the econcnic order. Like many other
social reformers, the residents thus sought to reveal the Act's
weaknesses and to denonstrate the need for more effective measi.a'es.
Most agreed with Beveridge when he cczicluded in 1909 that the Act
had made no "appreciable ftipression upon the probln. Its main.
service has been to d&nonstrate beyond question Its ovi essential
inadequacy and the inadequacy of all measures which, like itself,
leave Industrial disorganisatlon untouched and deal only with the
112
resultant human suffering." Nevertheless, because the Act had
endorsed the principle of governmental intervention In the field of
unemployment, numerous past and current settlement residents felt
a responsibility to participate in administering it • Menibers of the
Central (Unemployed) Body for London Included W.H. Beveridge, H.R.
Ma ynard and T.E. Harvey. Other residents served on the Stepney
112. Beveridge, Unemloyinent: A Problen of Industry (London,
1909), 191.
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113
Distress C oninit tee which was led by Cyril Jackson.

During the same period, many settlement residents attanpted
to irk in hennony with the social legislation enacted by the
Liberal Government. Although hesitant and tentative nesures, these
acts were significant because they reflected the change In social
thought which had occurred since the 1880's and set a precedent
for broader governmental control. It has been seen that many of
the draftsmen and early administrators of the acts were fornr
Toynbee Hell residents whose experience as philanthropists in East
London had shown them the inability of voluntary action to deal
with the probisms of en urban community. 1oreover, current settlement workers themselves assumed prominent roles in applying the
acts in East London. Although some residents continued to devote
their attention to private philanthropy, the majority believed that
the prInry goal of the sett1ennt should be to pronte the work
of public authorities end to develop a new relationship between
voluntary associat ions end. statutory agencies.
Shortly after the passage of the Education (Provision of
Meals) Act of 1906, the first significant measure enacted by the
113. Record 1 Vol. XVIII, No. 3 (December 1905), 30; Record. Vol.
XXII, No. 2 (November 1910), 18; Twenty-third Annual Report
(1907), 19; Twenty-fourth Annual Report (1908), 11; Twentyfifth Annual deport (1909), 9; Twenty-sixth Annual Report
(1910), II.
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Liberal Government, Toynbee hell residents began to serve on the
local Care Committees responsible for organizing the distribution
114
of meals. When the Education (Administrative Provisions) Act was
passed the following year, the scope of the Committees was broadened
to include all matters relating to the health and after-care of the
children. The settlaaent residents believed the Conmittees were
Important primarily as the means of establishing a pattern for the
co-operation of voluntary vrkers and public authorities. As one
resident wrote in 1909,
It is Incontestable that voluntary work, if it
is to airvive end be in any way fruitful, must
be carried on in close connection with the
activities of the State end of the municipality.
The Care Committees, therefore, are not mere
additions to the clamouring throng of philanthropic
agencies. They are the first-fruits of the new
ideals of philanthropy. ... The only chance for
other agencies Is to enter into a close alliance
and to put their vrkers and their experience at
the service of the State.US
Other residents served on the Juvenile Advisory Coninittee
of the tepney Labour xcbange, established under the provisions
of the Labour xchanges Act of 1909. In part, this Committee sought
to further one of the elms of the early settlenent residents. Like
C.R. Attlee, As It Happened. (London, 1954), 27; Eenriques,
Indiscretions, 44-49; Interview with lr E.C. Bligh; C.C.
Aronsf aid aii Leonard Stein (ads.), Leonard G. ivIontefiore,
1889-1961 (London, 1964), 6-7.
115. J.R. Brooke, "The Care Committees," Twenty-fifth Annual Report
(1909), 20.
114.
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the "old boys' clubs" which they had rounded in the

1880's

end l890's,

the Juvenlle Advlszry C jjmjttee offered guidance to boys who left
the local elementary schools, steering them away from "blind
alley" employmits. While recoiizing the Labour E xchanges Act
as still another preliminary measure, The Toynbea Record expressed
the belief that the labor exchanges could "do much to provide the
framework for a complete national system for the guidance and, training
of adolescents in this country, and to prepare the way for legis116

1st ion in the future."
Toynbee Hall asatmied a position of far greater leadership
in enforcing the provisions of the Trade Boards Act of

1909.

This

Act, 'which established boards responsible for deteimining a m1nimt
wage In a few selected industries, was particularly important in
East London ere sweating was prevalent in the tailoring and boxmaking trades. A5 early as

1906 C.R.

Attlee, E.F. Wise and T.E.

Harvey assisted JT. Mellon, an associate of the settlement end a
leader In the movanit which secured passage of the Act, invest igate
the conditions of the manufacture of clothing end paper boxes in
Li?
the East End. Soon after the Act was passed, the residents directed
their actions toward Informing tailors end talloressea of their new
116. Record, Vol. XXIII, No. 3 (December 1910), 43.
11?. Attlee, As It Happened, 2?; 3.3. Mellon, "Introduction,"
In Pimlott, Toynbee Hall, ;Lix.
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rights and of the steps they should take to secure them. This work
was important because the home workers were among the most easily
exploited groups in industry; the Act could be effective only if
they understood its provisions. The settlement thus organized
meetings at which the residents and members of the Board of Trade
118
described the Act in considerable detail. Moreover, the Industrial
Conunittee of the Stepney Council of Public Velf are, vtiich sought to
bring all violations of the Act to the attention of the inspectors
and to disseminate information about the laws, was led by E.F. Wise
119
end assisted by nrous other residits. E.F. Hitchcock was
chainnan of the Industrial Investigation Committee of the Council,
responsible for conducting an enquiry into the actual effect of the
120
Act on the trades concerned. In 1912 the settlement residents
helped to organize en association for the protection of home workers
which permitted the workers to formulate their own grievances and
121
to take representative action on their own behalf.
Attlee, As It Hapoened, 28; Jtecord, Vol. XX]1, No. 5 (February
1910), 62; Record, Vol. XXII, No. 7 (April 1910), 98; Record,
Vol. XXEV, No. 2 (Noventher 1911), 18; Twty-s1xth Annual
Report (1910), 21; Twenty-seventh Annual ±eport (1911), 17.
119. E.F. wise, "The Industrial Coimiittee," Record, Vol. XXI,
No. 9 (June 1909), 148.
120. E.F. Hitchcock, "Horneworkers end the M1niin Wage," Record,
Vol. XXV, No. 8 (May 1913), 114.
121. Mellon, "Introduction," In Pimlott. Toynbee Ha11 x; 'eco
Vol. XXV, No. 5 (February 1912), 66; ecord, Vol. XXVI,
No. 7 (ril 1914), 108.
118.
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By 1914 the residents bad trensformsd the msaning arid purpose
of Toynbee Hall. D uring the l880's and 1890's they had participated
in private philanthropy as visitors for t1 Charity Organisation
Society, the anitary Aid

Coninittee

and. the Children's Country

Holidays Fund and as directors of programs for ptil teachers.
Jxalt1ng the potentialities of personal influence, they had seen
themselves altering the standards, attitudes end

a-v-en behavior

of

the recipients of their aid. When, after 1906, the residents devoted nre of their attention to enforcing social legislation, their
goals becne less grandiose. T his legislation had been based on
the belief that an increase in the material welfare of the people
must precede the regeneration of their characters end that personal
service was unequal to the task of solving large-scale social and
economic problems. As members of statutory

a-encies,

the Toynbee

Hall residents were often responsible merely for helping members
of the working classes take advantage of rights to which they were
entitled irrespective of individual rth.
A5 a consequence of t1s change of aim, settlement workers
increasingly fulfilled a different function. Previously they had
seen themselves as privileged men watching over the welfare of their
less fortunate brethren and had assumed without question that their
task could be accomplished only by representatives of the upper
classes. Now, because faith in moral exhortation end persona].
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influence to effect social change had declined, they had less reason
to stress their own social background. Thus, although the residents
did not encourage their working-class neighbours to participate in
the work of the sett1nent at thi s time, they helped to pave the way
for the forxition of coixmunity centers, one of the most significant
steps in the develormient of social work in Britain after 1918.
Settlements which were largely concerned with enforcing the provisions
of legislative acts had r need to restrict their residents to
members of the upper classes.
In. the field of philanthropy, then, the residents were far
nre successful than in any other field in adapting the settlement
to changing social dnands. T he founders of T oynbee Hall, Idealizing
the social, relationships of eighteenth-century rural society, had
seen the imposition of a residential leisured class as an adequate
solution to the problems of .Ea8t London. But sett1ennt workers
eI'ter the turn of the century were more conscious of the opportunities
of an urban ind.uztrial society and more aware of the dimensions of
its problems. They realized that upper-class voluntary 'rkers
imist henceforth play a subsidiary and circumscribed role in the
field of social service. As a result, the settlement continued to
have a position in the public affairs of East London long after it
had ceased to be itrortant in either adult education or the labor
movement.

Appendix: Toynbee Hal]. Residents, 1884 - 19141

Ernest R. Acton (Sept. 1914 - Lay 1915) Born 1856. Educated,
Winc1ster; Bafliol, Oxford. x esident at Toynbee Hall following
retirement as solicitor.
William Adams (Sept. 1886 - Dec. 1886).
George Herbert Aitken (July 1886 - Feb. 1887; Oct. 1890 - Aug. 1891).
Educated, Oriel, Oxford. Clergyman. Died 1919.
William Frederick Alexander. (Aug. 1889 - May 1895; 1918 - 1919).
Educated, Lincoln, Oxford.
Percival Burt Allen (Sept. 1892 - March 1893). Educated, Worcester,
Oxford.
Charles Robert Ashbee (Oct. 1886 - March 1889). Born 1863. Educated,
Wfllington; King's, Cambridge. Architect, desigrr and town
planner. Founder of Sc1ol and Guild of Handicrafts, London
urvey Coniaittee, and Essex Press; Adviser to Palestine Adminiatrat ion, 1918 - 22. Died 1942.
Clement Richard Attlee (Aug. 1909 - May 1910; March 1919 - Oct. 1919)
Born 1883. Educated, Haileybury College; University College,
Oxford. Prime Minister.
Ernest Harry Ayes (Oct. 1886 - Tuly 1897; sub-warden, 1890 - 1897).
Born 1857. ducated, Trinity, Cambridge. Secretary of Council
of Universities' Settlement Association, 1889 - 1907. Chief
investigator of Charles Booth; Chairman of Trade Boards. Died
1917.
Mark Blakiston Baines (ran. 1905 - Jan. 1907; April 1910 - March 1912;
Tan. 1914 - May 1914). Educated, Exeter School; Exeter, Oxford.
Physi clan.
1. This material has been taken from college registers, Who's Who,
the Dictiorry of National Biography, the Toynbee Record, the
Toynbee Hall annual reports and the biographies and memoirs of
Toynbee Hall residents. The dates in parenthesis indicate the
period of residence at the sett].anent.
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Richard Reynolds Bell (Sept. 1907 - Dec. 1908) Educated, Trinity,
Cambridge.
cientist. Died 1918.
Robert Reid Bannatyne (Nov. 1900 - July 1903) Born 1875. Ethated,
Rugby; New College, Oxford. Civil servant in Hcine Of fic e wit Li.
1945 and Ministry of National Insurance, 1945 - 48.
Alfred Ernest Barclay (Aug. 1902 - April 1907) Born 1876. Educated,
Christ's, Cambridge. Doctor.
Henry Charles Barker (May 1903 - Oct. 1905; Oct. 1908 - May 1912)
Educated, Downing, Cambridge.
William Bartlett (Dec. 1884 - Aug. 1885) Born 1861. Educated,
Rugby; Balliol and Corpus Christi, Oxford. Clergyman.
William Henry Beveridge (Sept. 1903 - Feb. 1907; sub-warden, 1905 07). Born 1879. Educated, Charterhouse; Balliol, Oxford. Civil
servant and academic Director of Labour Exchanges, Board of
Trade, 1909 - 16;i ' ry of Food, 1916 - 19; Director of London
School of Economics, 1919 - 37; Master of University College,
Oxford, 1937 - 45; Author of "Beveridge Report." Died 1964.
Gustav Adolph Bienexnann (Sept. 1885 - Dec. 1885) Born 1861.
Educated, Corpus Christi and Oriel, Oxford. Clergyman.
Maurice Birley (Nov. 1904 - March 1914; warden, 1911 - 1914)
Educated, New College, Oxford. Chairman of the National Association for the Deaf.
Hugh Blakiston (Aug. 1901 - April 1902; Jan. 1906 - Feb. 1906)
Educated, Trinity, Oxford. Died 1906.
Wilfred. Robert Louis Blakiston (June 1900 - Oct. 1912; March 1913 Ian. 1914) Born 1876. Educated, Melvern; Exeter choo1; Keble,
Oxford. Civil Servant in Board of Trade from 1912 and Ministry
of Labour from 1916.
Richard Newdgete B].andy (Dec. 1884 - May 1885) Born 1857. Educated,
Corpus Christi, Oxford. Attorney.
Edward Clare BlIgh (Oct. 1910 - March 1912; Feb. 1913 - Sept. 1914)
Born 1887. Educated, Doncaster Grammar choo1; Balliol, Oxford.
Civil Servant in Board of Trade; Inspector, Jdnistry of Health,
1919 - 29; Chief Officer of vlelrare Department, L.C.C., 1932 51.
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Leonard Buckland Bluett (May 1913 - April 1914) Businesnan.
Vicara Armstrong Boyle (Dec. 1884 - Dec. 1887) Born 1858. 4uceted,
Corpus Christi, Oxford. Clergyman.
1i1liam John Brajthwajte (Nov.. 1898 - Aug. 1903) Born 1875.
ducated, Winchestor, Oxford. Civil servant, largely responsible
for drafting National Health Insurance Bill. Assistant ecretary,
Board of Inland Revenue, 1910 - 12; Secretary, National Health
Insurance Joint Committee, 1912; C ommissIoner for pecia1 Purposes
of Income Tax, 1913 - 36. Died 1936.
John Reeve Brooks (Sept. 1908 - July 1909) Born 1880. Educated,
Haileybury; Corpus Christi, Oxford. National Health Insurance
CommissIon, 1912; becretary, Ministry of Transport, 1923 - 37;
Electricity Commissioner.
WIllIaxn Ingham Brooke (July 1886 - Nov. 1887) Educated, Exeter,
Oxford. Clergyman. Died, 1923.
George Lewis Bruce (Oct. 1886 - Nov. 1889; Dec. 1893 - April 1903)
Born 1862. Educated, Rugby; Balliol, Oxford. Mnber of London
School Board, 1891 - 97 end 1900 - 04, of London Educational
CommIttee, 1904 - 06 and 1913 - 25, and of London County Council,
1910 - 13.
Harry Osborne Buckle (Oct. 1894 - Aug. 1895) Magistrate, South
.Afric a.
Richard i1liam Bowry Bucklend (Sept. 1891 - Sept. 1904).
Walter Felix Budgett (Nov. 1896 - Sept. 1898) KIlled in Boer War.
John Bullock (Jan. 1896 - Aug. 1898) Born 1850. Educated, Penbroke
Oxford • Clergyman.
Humphrey Phillips Walcot Burton (Oct. 1911 - July 1912) Born 1888.
Educated, Hereford bchool; St. John's, Cambridge. Clergyman.
George Grey Butler (Oct. 1885 - Ceb. 1888) Born 1852. ducated,
Cheltenham; Trinity, Cambridge. Civil servant.
Charles Edward Byles (Oct. 1895 - July 1896) Born 1873. Educated,
Uppingham; St. John's, Cambridge. Autkr end magazine editor.
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Henry Tylor Cadbury (July 190? - Oct. 190?) Born 1882, son of
George Cadbury. ducated, Leighton Perk choo1; Clare, Cambridge.
Director of The Daily News end Newspaper Properties, Ltd.; ViceChairmen of Bournvllle Village Trust.
Alexander Iorris Cari'-aunders (Sept. 1911 - 1ay 1913; sub-warden,
1912 - 1913) Born 1886. .ducated, ton; iagda1en, Oxford. Charles
Booth Professor of Social Science, Liverpool University 1923 - 37;
Director of the London School of .conomics, 193? - 56.
Bingley Cass (Sept. 1891 - June 1892) Educated, edham, Oxford.
Clergyman.
Egerton t. John Pettifor C atchpool (Aug. 1914 - Aay 1915; June 1919 July 1928; sub-warden, 1920 - 29; warden, 1963 - 1964) Born 1890.
.ducated, Sldcot choo1; oodbroke College; birmingham University.
}ember, L.C.C. Education Committee, 1925 - 31; .irst Secretary,
Youth Hostels Association of England and Wales, 1930 - 50; VicePresident, International .riendship League.
Norman Gwynne Chamberlain (Nov. 1908 - Oct. 1909) Son of Joseph
Chamberlain. i.ducated, Magdalen, Oxford. Councillor of City
of Birmingham, Killed in First world War, 1917.
William Macbride Chj.lds (Sept. 1892 - May 1893) Born 1869. Educated,
Portsiruth Grammar School; Keble, Oxford. Principal, University
College, tead1ng.
Henry Clay (June 1909 - Sept. 1910) Born 1883. Educated, Brad1ord
Grammar ohoo1; University College, Oxfard. Lecturer for orkers'
Educational Tutorial Classes, 1909 - 1?; Professor of Political
Economy and Social .Lconomics, University of kanchester; Econn1c
Adviser to Bank of England, 1930 - 44; "arden of Nuffield College,
Oxford, 1944 - 49.
Josie Gordon Cloete (Oct. 1899 - May 1901; April 1903 - Aug. 1903;
Jan. 1919 - April 1919) Born 1879. Jdixated, Exeter, Cambridge.
Stockbroker.
Erakine A. Crossley (1erch 1910 - July 1910) Bduc eted, Leighton
Park, eading; Clare, Cambridge.
John Alnsworth Dale (Oct. 1913 - March 1915; Aug. 1918 - Aug. 1921)
Born 1887. Educated, Cardiff High choo1; Jesus, Oxford.
Assistant ecretary, Unistry of Labour.
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Cyril James Davenport (Oct. 1910 - June 1912) Educated, Charterhouse.
Superintendent of Bookbinding, British kteum. Author of numerous
books on art.
F rederick Joseph Harvey Darton (Sept. 1903 - Oct. 1906; ieb. 1921 Dec. 1922) Author and publisher.
Herbert Suninrse1l Davis (Sept. 1902 - April 1903) Educated, Oxford.
Inspector of cbools, South A frica and Burma.
Norman de Lancey Davis (Jan. 1908 - Aug. 1909) Educated, Jesus,
Oxford. Assistant D istrict Commissioner, British East Africa.
Died 1911,
Ronald Conway Davison (Jan. 1908 - July 1909) Born 1884. Educated,
Charterhouse; Orlel, Oxford. Civil servant, Board of Trade and
Ministry of Labour, 1912 - 28; retlred. to write and lecture on
soc Ia]. questions, particularly un&np1oyxtnt.
Norman Burrell Deane (Oct. 1906 - Aug. 1907) Born 1883. Educated,
Brasenose, Oxford. Fellow of AU Souls.
William George de B&gh (Jan. 1892 - April 1895) Educated, winchester;
Lerton, Oxford. Professor of Philosophy, University of Reading.
Joseph Arthur Dodd (July 1886 - Dec. 1886) Born 1860. Educated,
Corpus Christi, Oxford. Clergymen.
Francis Mward Douglas (April 1898 - Dec. 1909) Assistant ecretary,
Board of Education.
(w arwick Herbert L)raper (Jan. 1897 - July 1897) 'ducated, University
College, Oxford.
Patrick Duncan (Oct. 1893 - Oct. 1894) Born 1870. Educated, University
of i.d1nbtugh; Balliol, Oxford. Treasurer of Transvaal, 1901 04; Colonial ecretary of Transvaal, 1904 - 07; kinister of
Interior, Public Health and i'ducation, Union of South Africa,
1912 - 24; Governor-General, 1937 - 43.
Herbert du Parcq (Oct. 1905 - July 1906) Born 1880. Educated, 'xeter
end Jesus, Oxford. Lord Justice of ADpeal.
ihIani A ardley (Dec. 1889 - Aug. 1890) Educated, t. John's,
Cambridge. Doctor.
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Ralph Roscoe Enfield (Jan. 1911 - May 1912) Born 1885. Educated,
Trade, 1913 - 14;
Christ Church, Oxford. Civil servant, oard
Ministry of Munitions, 1914 - 18; MInistry of Agriculture and
FIsheries, 1919 - 52.
Walter Herbert ivans (June 1907 - March 1909) Educated, University
of kanchester.
Hugh C. Fairfax-Cholmeley (Jan. 1889 - May 1889) Educated, Christ
Church, Oxford. Squire.
idney James Ferrer (Jan. 1911 - July 1911) Born 1888. Educated,
Eton; Balliol, Oxford. Landowner; Member of est Liding County
Council.
Thons Gregory Foster (Jan. 1893 - Aug. 1894) Born 1866. Educated,
University College School; University College, London. Provost,
University College, London, 1904 - 29; Vice-Chancellor, London
Universy, 1929 - 30; Lecturer in English Language and Literature.
Died l9.
Hugh Reece Percival Gamon (Aug. 1904 - June 1905) Born 1880.
Educated, Harrow; Exeter, Oxford. Barrister.
Thory Gage Gardiner (Dec. 1884 - Aug. 1889; sub-warden, 1885 - 1889)
Born 1857. Educated, Cheltenham; Brasenose, Oxford. Curate to
Barnett at St. Jude's, 1881; ActIve number of C.O.S.; Poor Law
Guardian; Member of Royal Coimnission on the Poor Laws, 1905 09; Residentiary Canon of Canterbury, 1917 - 37.
James Clerk Maxwell Gamett (April 190? - Sept. 190?; March 1909
- ept. 1909) Born 1880. Educated, t. Paul's; Trinity, Cambridge.
Barrister; Examiner, Board of Education, 1904 - 12; Principal of
the College of Technology and Dean of the Faculty of Technology,
University of Manchester, 1912 - 20; 'ecretary, League of Nations
Union, 1920 - 28.
William Hubert Stuart Garnett (April 1907 - ept. 1907) Educated,
bt, Paul's; Trinity, Cambridge. Barrister; Legal Adviser, National
Insurance Commission. Died 1916.
Philip Lyttelton Gall (Dec. 1884 - May 1885) Born 1852. ducated,
King's, London; Balliol, Oxford. Chairman of the Council of the
Universities' Settlament AssociatIon, 1884 - 96; Director end
President of British South Africa Company, 1899 - 1920. Died 1926.
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Hilton Dewey Glrdwood (Aug. 1901 - ept. 1902)
G.T. Goldsmid (Oct. 1913 - Tan. 1914) Educated, University College,
Oxford, Farmer,
Lionel Goodrich (March 1885 - Tune 1885) Clergyman.
Arthur Percival Grenfel]. (Feb. 1907 - Aug. 1907)
Charles Herbert Grinling (Dec. 1884 - ept. 1885) Born 1860.
Educated, Hertford, Oxford. Clergyman. Active manber of numerous
organizations for social reform in Woolwlch.
Wilfred Tuliva Hanson (Oct. 1885 - May 1886) Born 1864. Educated,
Merchant Teylors', Repton; Trinity, Cambridge. Chartered accountant,
Died 1932.
Henry Wilson Harris (Oct. 1908 - March 1909) Born 1883. Educated,
Plymouth College; t. rohn's, Cambridge. Author and journalist.
Successively News ditor, Leader writer ani Dipicinatic Correspondent of Daily News; E ditor of theSpectator; M.P.
Robert Ernest Sperling Hart (Oct. 1896 - April 1904) Educated, Merton
Oxford. Assistant Secretary, Board of .ducat1on.
Thomas Edmund Harvey (March 1900 - Ju1y 1900; bept. 1904 - July 1911;
warden, 1906 - 1911) Born 1875. Educated, Boothem cboo]., York;
Yorkshire College, Leeds; Christ Church, Oxford. Social reformer,
politician and writer. Member of L.C.C., 1904 - 07; Member of
Centre]. (Unemployed) Body, 1906 - 10; M.P., est Leeds, 1910 18, Dewabury, 1923 - 34, Combined English UniversitIes, 1937 45; Active in war relief work for ocIety of Friends, 1914 - 20;
Author of numerous books on religious end social subjects.
Died 1955.
Bertram 1'obert Hawker (March 1891 - F eb. 1892; Oct. 1892 - March
1893) Educated, Trinity, Cambridge. Clergymen.
Charles Bellinger Hawkins (Feb. 1906 - June 1912; hay 1913 - July
1913) Educated, Merton, Oxford. Civil servant in hinistry of
Labour,
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John St. George Currie Heath (warden, 1914 - 191?) Edtz:ated,
Oxford. Warden, Neighbourhood Guild ett1anent in Sheffield,
1905; Lecturer on Social Lconomics at oodbroke College,
Birmingham, 1906; Secretary of Lloyd George's Land Enquiry
Coimnittee, 1912; }4nistry o Labour, 1917. DIed 1918.
Hubert Douglas Henderson (Aug. 1914 - June 191s) Born 1890.
Educated, Rugby; nmanue1, Cambridge. Professor of Political
Economy, Oxford.
Basil LUCaS Quixeno Henriques (Oct. 1913 - April 1914) Born 1890.
Educated, Harrow; University College, Oxford. Founder and
warden of Bernhard Baron St. George's Jewish SettlenEnt.
Leonard William Henry (Sept. 1910 - Dec. 1910) Educated, Brasenose,
Oxford.
John Alexander Herbert (Sept. 1894 - Oct. 1895) Born 1862. Educated,
bt. John's, Cambridge. Deputy Keeper of Manuscripts, Britith
Museizn.

Julius Hennenn (Dec. 1914 - March 1915) Killed during First World
War.
Eld.red .rederick hithcok (Sept. 1912 - Nov. 1919; warden, 191? 1919) Born 188?. ..ducated, Burford Granar choo1; Oxford.
Director of sisal estates, Tanganyika.
Frank Russell Hoare (July 1913 - Nov. 1915)
Charles Kenneth Hobson (Nov. 1909 - March 1910) Educated, Trinity,
Cambridge.
Archibald Henry Hogarth (Oct. 1907 - Oct. 1909) Educated, Christ
Church, Oxford. Doctor.
George .1sworth Hooker (May 1894 - Jan. 1895) ducated, Amherst
College, Massachusetts. A clergyman and lawyer w1 became
a residit of Hull House, Chicago; active In civic reform.
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Harold Gibson liowltt (Dec. 1910 - Oct. 1911; NOV. 1919 - Feb. 1920)
Born 1886. ...ducated, Uppingham. Chartered accountant.
Thomas Lloyd Htmiberstone (March 1902 - April 1906)
Robert Hutchison (April 1897 - Sept. 1901) Born 1871. Educated,
Universities of Edinburgh, trasburg and Paris. Physician.
James Archibald Innes (Sept. 1912 - Ian. 1913) Born 1875. Officer
in the Army.
Cyril Jackson (Oct. 1885 - Aug. 1891; Oct. 1891 - May 1895) Born 1863.
£ducated, Charterhouse; New College, Oxford. Member of London
School Board, 1891 - 96, and of L.C.C., 1907 - 13; Chairman,
L.C.C., 1915; Head of Mucation Department, vest Australia,
1896 - 1903; Chief Inspector, Board of 1ducation, 1903 - 06;
Investigator of unemployment and boy labor for Royal Coninission
on the Poor Laws, 1905 - 09. Died 1924.
Kingsbury Jame son (June 1890 - ept • 1890; Oct. 1891 - April 1892)
Born 1856. .L1.ducated, Claphem Grammar; University College, London;
Christ's, Cambridge. Clergyman.
Thomas Theophilus Jeffery (Oct. 1891 - July 1892; Oct. 1892 - March
1896) Educated, City of London School; Peterhouse, Cambridge.
Master, Mill Hill School.
George Jans Zacharias Jessel (Sept. 1908 - July 1909) Educated,
University College, Oxford. Tuberculosis Officer, Lancashire
District and County Borough of Wigan.
Ernee Sacheverell ilberforce Johnson (Sept. 1889 - Oct. 1890)
Educated, Christ Church, Oxford.
degina.ld Otto Kapp (Nov..19l4 - 1iarch 1915) Born 1885. .k.ducated,
University of Birmingham. Engineer; Professor of Electrical
Engineering, University of London.
John dward Kelsall (March 1886 - July 1886; Sept. 1886 - Feb. 1888)
Born 1864. Educated, xugby; Bailiol, Oxford. Clergyman. Died
1924.
Frank Kershaw (March 1904 - Nov. 1904) Educated, Oxford.
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Bolton King (Dec. 1884 - Nov. 1886; Sept. 1887 - Feb. 1892) Born
1860. iducatedton; iaUio1, Oxford. ecretaryof Oxford
committee responsible for establishing Toynbee Hall, 1883;
.'duc ationa]. adatnist rator in iarwickshire.
Richard Ya1ter Kittle (July 1887 - Tan. 1900; Nov. 1918 - Nov. 192?)
Educated, Mount Radford; Peterhouse, Cambridge. A barrister who
left practice to devote his full time to ast London's schools.
Died 1927.
Harold Lacey (Jan. 1911 - June 1911; Oct. 1919 - July 1924) Educated1
Jesus, Oxford. Accountant.
Wilt rid Max Langdon (Nov. 1911 - May 1913) i!,ducated, Rugby; New
College, Oxford. Attorney. Killed In Fjrt or1d viar.
Arthur Pillans Laurie (Jan. 1887 - May 1889) Born 1861. Educated,
Edinburgh Academy; Edinburgh University; King's, Cambridge.
University professor of chemistry. Died 1949.
Malcolm Laurie (Jan. 1887 - April 1887; Oct. 1887 - June 1888)
Educated, Edinburgh Acadamy; Edinburgh University; King's,
Cambridge. University lecturer in biology.
George R• Layton (Sept. 1914 - Oct. 1915)
Walter T. Layton (April 1909 - Feb. 1910) Born 1884. Ltducated,
King's College School; 'estminster City choo1; University
College, london; Trinity, Cambridge. Editor of the Economist,
1922 - 38; Financial Adviser to Indian Stattory Ccamnisaion,
1929 - 30; British Delegate to World i.conomic Conference, 192'?;
Director General of Programnes, Ministry of Supply, 1940 42; Head of Joint 1ar Production Staff, 1942 - 43.
Henry Devenish Leigh (June 1885 - Feb. 1886) i.ducated, New College,
Oxford. Fellow and Tutor of Corpus Christi, Oxford. Died 1903.
Maxwell Sttdy Leigh (Oct. 1905 - Oct. 1906) .'ducated, New College,
Oxford. Member of Indian Civil Service.
Harry Samuel Lewis (Jan. 1889 - June 1908) Born 1863. Educated,
St. John's, Cambridge. Rabbi. Died 1940.
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Charles Mostyn Lloyd (Oct. 1906 - April 1909) Born 1878. Educated,
Oxford. Assistant Secretary to the Ieationa1 Cnxnittee for the
Prevention of Destitution; oreign ditor of the New Statesman;
Head of Department of Social science, L.S.E. Died 1946.
Theodore Stewart Lukis (Sept. 1908 - ian. 1910; Apri]. 1912 - Sept.
1912; April 1913 - .ept. 1914) .duoated, St. Bartholomew's
Hospital, London. Doctor. Killed in First World War.
Theodore M. Lfihing (Sept. 1885 - Nov. 1886)
Edward Alexander Coles kcCurdy (J&i. 1895 - Sept. 1895; May 1896 Jan. 1898) Born 1871. Ethated, Balliol, Oxford. Art historian.
James McGowan (Oct. 1895 - June 1901; Oct. 1910 - July 1912) Born
1872. Eduated, Mill Hill; Christ's, Cambridge. Newspaper
propri at or.
James Archibald kurray Macdonnid (Dec. 1884 - July 1885) Born 1854.
Educated, Glasgow High School; Glasgow and dinburgh Universities.
Member of London choo1 Board, 1897 - 1902; Liberal Member of
Parliament.
David 1-utchison kacgregor (Aug. 1902 - April 1903; Sept. 1907 June 1908) Born 1877. £ducated, dinburgh University; Trinity,
Cambridge. Druninond Professor of Political conomy, Oxford,
1921 - 45.
Nornan Crawford MacLehose (Dec. 1911 - kay 1913) Born 1889. Educated, Rugby; Balliol, Oxford. Civil servant. Killed in First
World War, 1915.
henry David Madge (June 1893 - eb. 1894) Educated, University College
choo1; Pembroke, Cambridge. Clergyman. Died 1945.
Francis Sydney kervin (Oct. 1889 - Jn. 1890) Born 1863. Educated,
Merchant Taylors'; Oxford. Inspector of Schools, Board of
Educ ation.
Alan Matheson (Oct. 1888 - April 1889) Educated, Edinburgh University.
Clergyman.
i.rnest Lewis Matthews (Dec. 1895 - Aug. 189?) B orn 1871. Educated,
King's, London; Balliol, Oxford. Law Adviser to Government of
Union of SOUth Africa; Judge of °upreme Court of South Africa.
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Frank herbert £atthews (March 1887 - June 1887) Born. 1861. Educated,
Duiwich C ollege; Corpus Christi, Oxford. head-master of grammar
school.
.ve1yn John Maude (Oct. 1906 - June 1907; Oct. 1907 - May 1908;
Sept. 1908 - Aug. 1909) Born 1883. 'ducated, Rugby; 1axeter,
Oxford. Permanent Secretary, Linistry of Health, 1940 - 45.
Harry Russell Maynard (May 1903 - June 1907) Born 1873. ducated,
ecretary, Kin€ idwerd's Hospital
Amersham Hell chool; Oxford.
Fund for London, 1906 - 38.
W illiøn Robert Hill Merrinian. (June 1906 - Sept. 1907) Civil servant
in Internal Revaiue Office. Killed In. F irst World War.
Charles Hewitt Miller (Sept. 1899 - Jan. 1905) Born 1875. Educated,
Rugby; Trinity, C ambridge. Physician.
Thomas toreton Mills (Oct. 1890 - May 1896) Educated, Clare,
Cambridge. Solicitor.
Samuel lison MInnie (April 1905 - June 1906) Born 1882. Educated,

ueen's College, Geiway; Royal tjniversityof Ireland. Assistant
ec retary, Board of In]. and evenue.
hichard End Mitcheson (Dec. 1884 - April 1886; Oct. 1886 June 1888) Mucated, Christ Church, Oxford. Assistant ecretary,
Board of ducation.
Leonard Goldanith Montefiore (Oct. 1913 - Jan. 1914) Born 1889.
Educated, Balliol, Oxford. Member of several Jewish philanthropic
associat lone.
William Arthur }oore (June 1904 - Oct. 1906) Born 1880. aducated,
CampbeU College, Belfast; St. John's, Oxford.. Journalist and.
author.
William Mward Moore-Ede (Jan. 1901 - June 1901) Physician.
Robert Laurie Morant (April 1895 - July 1896) Born 1863. "ducated,
Winchester; New College, Oxford. Tutor to Royal .LamIly of Sian,
1886 - 94; Permanent Secretary, Board of ducetion, 1903 - II;
Chairman, National Health Insurance Commission, 1912 - 19; First
Pennenent ecretary, Ministry of health, 1919 - 20. Died 1920.
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Jack l4chael Myers (Sept. 1910 - Dec. 1911)
Conard James Naof (Oct. 1897 - Jan. 1904) Born 1871. Educated,
City of London chool; ierton, Oxford. Accountant-General of
the Navy.
V aughan Nash (Dec. 1887 - Oct. 1889) Born 1861. Educated, privately.
Journalist who becøue civil servant. A editor of the Daily
Chronicle and Daily News; Private ecretary to Cempbell-bannerman,
1905 - 08, and to Asquith, 1908 - 12; ecretary, Ministry on
Reconstruction, 191? - 19; Vice-Chairman, Development Comn.ission,
1912 - 29. Died 1932.
Daniel Howard inc1air Nicholson (Jan. 1908 - Oct. 1909) Educated,
Oriel, Oxford. Novelist.
John William Nicholson (Jan. 1914 - Oct. 1915) Mucated, University
of Manchester; Trinity, Caubridge. cientist and university
lecturer.
Joseph Sinclair Nicholson (Feb. 1906 - April 1910) Born 1882.
Mtcated, Malvern College; Oriel, Oxford. Civil servant in
Board of Trade and Ministry of Labour, 1909 - 45.
Thomas Hancock Nunn (Dec. 1884 - June 1891) Born 1859. Educated,
University College, London; Christ's, Cenbridge. 1anber of
numerous social service organizations in London; 1nber of Royal
Commission on the Poor Laws, 1905 - 09. Died 193?.
Gered O'Donovan (March 1910 - Aug. 1911; sub-warden) A Catholic
priest who left the Church shortly before coming to Toynbee Hall;
subsequently a novelist.
George Parker (Dec. 1684 - April 1885) ducated, t. John's,
Cambridge. Doctor.
Leonard Patterson (Oct. 1909 - May 1910) ..ducated, £rinity, Cambridge.
C 1erg'man.
Henry Duncan Pattinson (Sept. 1906 - Jan. 1907)
Frederick C anpbell Paul (Dec. 1884 - April 1885) . 'ducated, Merton,
Oxford. Clergyman.
rthur Hamilton Peppin (Oct. 1890 - June 1891) ducated, Worcester,
Oxford. Director of music at Clifton and Rugby.
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Talbot Sydenham Peppin (Oct. 1891 - March 1893) Born. 1869. .ducated,
Bath College; Keble, Oxford. Assistant 1aster, Clifton College.
erner Ficht (Dec. 1911 - July 1912) Born 1887. Educated, Heidelberg
University. Government Councillor in Prussian Mnistry of Education;
Founder end .irector of U enuan acadnic exchange service; head
of kàniversity Section, League of Nations Institute for Intellectual
Coop erat ion.
Williani Arthur Price (April 1885 - June 1885) Born 1860. 'duceted,
New College, Oxford. Ilingineer.
Henry nhately Pyddoke (Oct. 1894 - June 1902) n ducated, New College1
Oxford.
Gilbert Anderson 'arnsay (May 1909 - Aug. 1912) ducated, Glasgow
chool of Art. Director, thitechapel Art Gallery, 1911; Superintendent of Glasgow Art Galleries and Museums, 1914. Killed in
First World Iar, 1915.
John kcLean Ranisay (Oct. 1907 - July 1908) Educated, Oxford. Lecturer
In History, Glasgow University; superintendent of Statistics,
Board of PLgrIcultne, cotland.
Henry George ±tawson (April 1885 - Aug. 1885; March 1888 - April 1890)
Director of polytechnic in South Africa.
Henry 1iaunse1l kichards (Jan. 1894 - April 1897) Born 1869. ducated,
Merchant Taylors'; bt. John's, Oxford. Inspector of chools,
Board of ducation.
John delter RIchardson (Dec. 1896 - April 1898) Born 1867. ducated,
Brighton College, Cheltenhazn; ballIol, Oxford.
John George Richey (Oct. 1904 - hay 1905) Born 1880. Educated,
inclster; Exeter, Oxford. hember of Indian Civil 'ervice.
Died 1911.
Charles Henry Roberts (Dec. 1889 - April 1890) Born. 1865. Educated,
Marlborough; Balliol, Oxford. .eUow and tutor of Exeter;
Liberal M.P., 1906 - 18, 1922 - 23; Under-zecretery of tate for

India, 1914 - 15; Chatrnmn, National Health Insurance Joint
Conunittee, 1915 — 16.

Robert Davies Roberts (Dec. 1885 - June 1886) Born 1851. Educated,
University College, London; Glare, Canbrldge. ducationa1ist,
active in University Extension hovanent. Died 1911.
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Charles Robert Robson (Jan. 1890 - Nov. 1890).
Arthur George L iddon Rogers (April 1888 - April 1889) Born 1864.
Lducated, V estminster; Balliol, Oxford.
Frederick Gurney Salter (June 1909 - Jan. 1912) E diated, Oxford.
Civil servant.
James Arthur Salter (Nov. 1911 - Oct. 1912) Born 1881. Mucated,
Oxford High School; Brasenose, Oxford. Assistant Secretary,
National Health Insurance Commission, 1913; General Secretary,
.eparstion Ccznmission, 1920 - 22; Director, Economic and Finance
Section of League of Nations, 1919 - 20, 1922 - 31; Gladstone
Professor of Political theory and Institutions, Oxford, 1933 - 44;
M.P., 1937 - 53; MInister of State for iconcziiic Affairs, 1951 - 52;
Minister o Materials, 1952 - 53.
Walter Ker Sanderson (Jan. 1906 - Nov. 1906) Educated, Edinburgh
University. Official in Vote Office, House of Commons. Killed
in First World 4 ar, 1916.
Enund Beale Sargent (Dec. 1884 - Dec. 188?) Educational aininistrator in tl iransvaal.
Ferdinand Nassau 5chiller (March 1888 - Oct. 1888) Educated, Clifton
College; t. John's, Cathridge. Banker. Died 1938.
Arthur Francis Macmillan cott (Dec. 1888 - June 1889) Officer in
the Army.
Edward Tyack Scott (Oct. 1903 - May 1904)
Rolfe Arnold Scott-James (July 1902 - Oct. 1903) Born 1878. Educated,
Mill Hill; Brasenose, Oxford. Author and journalist.
Francis Gordon Shirreff (Jan. 1912 - Sept. 1914) Born 1881. Mucated,
'xeter, Oxford. Killed in First World V8r, 1916.
Gerld F. Shove (Oct. 1914 - March 1915) Educ sted, Uppinghan;
King's, Cambridge. Univeratty lecturer in economics.
George Charles SImpson (March 1905 - Aug. 1905) E ducated, Manchester
University. Meteorologist.
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Tohn Sinclair (later Lord Pentlend) (May 1888 - Oct. 1888) Born 1860.

Educated, Edinbtmgh Acadany; Wellington; andhurst. Officer in
the Army, 1879 - 1887; itered politics, 1 86; Secretary of State
for cot1and, 1905 - 12; Governor of Madras, 1912 - 19. Died 1926.

Hubert Llewellyn Smith (May 1888 - May 1889) Born 1864. Mucated,
Bristol Granmar choo1; Corpus C hristi, Oxford. Erftered board
of Trade, 1893; Member, hoyal Conxinission on secondary Education,
1894 -5; Penanent ecretary, Board of T rade, 1907 - 19; Director,
New urvey of London Life end Labour, 1928 - 35. Died 1945.
Sebastian Richard Eustace now (Sept. 1912 - April 1913)
Carl Ian Soiming (Nova. 1908 - May 1910) Author of books on philosophy.
Edward harold Spender (Aug. 1887 - Feb. 1888; Oct. 1890 - ept.
1891) Born 1864. Educated, Bath College; University College,
Oxford. Between 1891 and 1914 wrote for t1 Pall Mall Gazette,
the Daily Chronicle, the Manchester Guardian end the Daily News.
Died 1926.
rohn Alfred Spender (March 1886 - Aug. 1886; Tan. 1892 - Aug. 1892)
Born 1862. Educated, Bath College; Balliol, Oxford. Author;
Editor of Westminster Gazette, 1896 - 1922. Died 1942.
John Even Spicer (3une 1903 - May 1904) Born 1875. Educated,
Clifton College; Trinity, Cambridge. Doctor. Died 1909.
Tolm Morris Stone (Sept. 1885 - Oct. 1885) Born 1857. Educated,
St. Jo1:in's, Cambridge.
Mark Stone (Ten. 1910 - eb. 1911) Born 1884. Educated, Merton,
Oxford. Attorney in Federated Malay tates and in Straits
Settlement, 1911 - 26.
Morton Gray Stuart (later the Earl of Ioray) (Oct. 1888 - April 1889)
Born 1855. .d'ucated, Uppinghem; t. Tohn' 8 Cambridge. Landowner.
Herbert Edward turge (Nov. 1907 - u1y 1908) Educated, Oriel, Oxford.
Walter Summers (April 1888 - July 1888) Born, 1863. Educated,
Trinity, Cambridge. Attorney.
.dar Robson Tanner (Jan. 1887 - June 1888) .Lducated, Glare, Cambridge.
Solicitor. Died. 1946.
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Robert Grey Tatton (Sept. 1896 - Aug. 1897) Born 1848. .1ducated,
Harrow; Balliol, Oxford. Fellow and tutor, Balliol; ardt,
Passnore .L.dwards 5ettlement. Died 1934.
Richard Henry T awney (Oct. 1903 - Nov. 1906; May 1908 - Jan. 1909;
Jan. 1913 - April 1913) Born 1880. L duceted, Rugby; Balliol,
Oxford. Professor of E conomic History, London, 1931 - 49;
Member of Executive, W.E.A., 1905 - 47.
Arthur Hugh Thompson (May 1885 - Aug. 1885) B orn 1850. Educated,
Trinity, Cambridge. Doctor.
John Allan Thomson (Aug. 1908 - Jan. 1909) E ducated, t. John's,
Oxford. Paleontologist, Geological S urvey, New Zealand.
James Thornton (July 1897 - Nov. 1897)
Harold ThQrp (April 1905 - June 1906) 11. ducated, iadhani, Oxford.
Civil servant In 1na1-d evenue Office. Killed in First 1or1d War.
Laurence Berkeley T iUaTd (Jan. 1912 - April 1913) Educated, Cambridge.
Barrister.
Geoffrey E. Toulmin (Oct. 1914 - June 1915) Educated, the Leys
School; King's, C ambridge. Civil servant who became a businesaman.
Edward Johns Urwick (Oct. 1897 - Jan. 1904; sub-warden, 1901 - 03)
Born 1867. hicated, Uppingham; Oxford. Director of LOndon
School of Sociology; Professor of ocIa1 Philosophy, University
of London; Professor of Political iconany, University of Toronto.
Francis Patrick Fletcher Vane (Jan. 1886 - Dec. 1886; Feb. 1910 July 1910) Born 1861. Officer in the Army.
Charles J.D. Waddilove (Oct. 1914 - Oct. 1915) Born 1882. .sducated,
Exeter, Oxford. Killed in First World war, 1917.
William Trevor Hayne Vdalsh (Jan. 1898 - Aug. 1905) Educated, St.
John's, Oxford.
Henry "ard (July 1886 - March 1916) Civil engineer; Member of L.C.C.1
1892 - 1913.
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Wilfred Watkinson (Aug. 1906 - Tune 1907) Born 1877.
b edford reumer; C hrist's, Cambridge. Physician.

ducated,

Hugh Heywood eir (Oct. 1901 - March 1902) .adtated, Harrow; .Lrinity,
Cambridge. Physician. Died 1940.
Bernard Whishaw (Dec. 1884 - July 1885) Educated, Queen's, Oxford.
John Howard hitehouse (Sept. 1905 - March 1908) Born 1873. Educated,
Mason College. Liberal M.P., 1910 - 18; Parliamentary Private
Secretary to Under-ecretary of b tate, Home Office, 1910 - 13,
and to Chancellor of £.xchequer, 1913 - 15; Founder and first
warden of £3enbridge choo1; President of Ruskin Society.
Ralph Follett Wigrain (Sept. 1912 - June 1913) Secretary, british
.nbassy, Paris.
Edward Frank 6jse (Oct. 1908 - Nov. 1912; Oct. 1918 - Oct. 192O
sub-warden, 1911 - 12) Educated, Cambridge. Active member of
Labour Party; National Health Insurance Commission, 1912;
Ministry of Food, First World bar; Eoonc*iiic Mvieer to AllRussian Central Union of Consumer Cooperative 'ocieties; M.P.,
1929 - 31.
Richard Comber Woodhead (Oct. 1909 - June 1910) Educated, New
College, Oxford.. A8sistant secretary, Development Corxm3ission.
Killed in First 'iorld d ar, 1916.
Walter Wragge (June 1889 - Sept. 1891) Educated, Jesus, Oxford.
Clergyman.
Harold F raser wyatt (Sept. 1895 - Oct. 1902) Educated, xeter,
Oxford. Speaker end writer on naval and imperial affairs.
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